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Audio description (AD) is the accessibility service and modality which has devel-
oped most in academia in recent years (Maszerowska et al., 2014). This develop-
ment can be measured in different areas beyond output quantity, such as specific 
research topics, funded research projects, approaches, and research methodolo-
gies. This Special Issue is a good example of the cutting-edge research on audio 
description, and shows its direction and intentionality. This collection of articles 
is also representative of the geographical distribution of research and research-
ers, and the areas where international financing has been provided. 

Audio description as an academic field started shyly – or perhaps cautiously – 
following closely the directions pointed by practitioners (Benecke, 2004; Snyder, 
2008). This docile attitude changed fast when audio description was adopted as a 
modality in the field of Translation Studies (Orero 2005) and more accurately in 
Audiovisual Translation (AVT) (Gambier, 2008; Matamala, 2006; Matamala and 
Orero, 2007; Bernabé and Orero, forthcoming). Audio description moved from 
being a service, where the focus was on meeting the user expectations and needs 
following a clinical approach. End users were considered – and are still consid-
ered –  people with sight impairments. The first academic studies on media acces-
sibility services always departed from a superficial study on a clinical description 
and classification of the physiological features. This clinical approach has been 
changing gradually, and the reason was the declaration by the Committee on the 
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Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) by the United Nations (UN). This is 
slowly moving research from the clinical approach to a human rights perspec-
tive (Greco, 2016). The CRPD (GA resolution A/RES/61/106) is an international 
human rights treaty adopted by the United Nations General Assembly on 13th 
December 2006; it opened to signatures on 30th March 2007 and came into force 
on 3rd May 2008 following ratification by the 20th State Party. As of February 2011, 
the Convention had 98 State Parties and was the first Human Rights Treaty to be 
ratified by a regional integration organization, the European Union and it has 
147 signatories1. This offered a legal context and a new framework for research, 
since other human features beyond physiological determination are now taken 
into consideration.

The move of audio description from a service to a modality also offered the 
possibility of understanding and studying audio description away from the user. 
Audio description became of age, and theoretical discussions, analytical stud-
ies, technological research and user-based experiments found their place in this 
rich object of study. Since academics dealing with AD were mainly from the field 
of AVT, the research topic which captured attention at the moment was quickly 
dismissed: the dilemma between subjectivity versus objectivity. AD as a creative 
and artistic human activity is subjective by definition. This opened the door to 
much research, which has been regularly presented at the international seminar 
on audio description ARSAD, one of the most relevant events for those working 
on and researching audio description; in various academic journals and fora, and 
now as part of this RIIT Special Issue.

If we agree that AD is an artistic cultural product, this can be studied from a 
sociological perspective, since “culture and art can be systematically transformed 
into instruments of social distinction” (Robbins, 1991:121). This helps the search 
from AVT to understand common patterns of AD perception at society level, away 
from individual taste, which in turn will help to draft a wider and more socially 
accepted AD, and legitimise it since “[l]egitimacy is a product not of individu-
al determinacy but of social acceptability … patterns of [cultural] consumption 
need to create corresponding patterns of perception in order to generate suc-
cessful patterns of legitimisation… there is no cultural empathy without social 
legitimacy” (Susen, 2012:183). Looking at patterns of perception is the aim of the 
first articles in the Special Issue. Audio description should provide a continuum 
in the experience perceived while consuming the cultural good. Audio descrip-
tion should avoid breaking the suspension of disbelief created by the empathy 
of consuming art. This empathy may be measured by looking at engagement or 
immersion. 

Nazaret Fresno, who prefers to talk about the users’ willingness to partici-
pate rather than suspension of disbelief, approaches the concept of engagement 

1  http://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/CRPD/Pages/QuestionsAnswers.aspx (last accessed 
07/09/2017).

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/CRPD/Pages/QuestionsAnswers.aspx
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in audio description in the first paper (“Approaching Engagement in Audio De-
scription”). Her theoretical paper draws from studies from Psychology and Me-
dia Studies to offer a theoretical account of immersion and comprehension as 
facilitators of engagement in the AD context. Fresno refers to concepts such as 
transportation, flow, and presence to discuss immersion, and uses the Mental 
Model Theory (Johnson-Laird, 1983) to elaborate on the concept of comprehen-
sion. Special attention is paid to the receiver’s involvement with the characters. 
Fresno reports on recent research carried out in audio description on these top-
ics, and suggests several strategies that could improve engagement in audio de-
scribed content.

Closely related to the first paper, immersion is the central topic of the sec-
ond article, “Measuring immersion in audio description with Polish blind and 
visually impaired audiences”, by Agnieszka Walczak. Whilst the previous article 
addressed theoretical aspects, Walczak’s paper reports on two experimental re-
search studies with end users in Poland. The first experiment analyses the recep-
tion of two AD styles: standard and creative. The second studies the reception of 
two AD voice types, human and synthetic, in two genres: fiction and documen-
tary. The focus is on presence, and to that end Walczak uses the ITC-SOPI ques-
tionnaire to obtain data from the participants.

Also related to the issue of engagement, and looking to add the emotional 
dimension to audio description, Gert Vercauteren after a theoretical revision 
proposes a framework and tests it with an example from the movie In Time (Nic-
col, 2011). In his article “Audio describing the extradiegetic emotive dimension of 
film”, Vercauteren makes an analysis of the emotive dimension of films, and sug-
gests a model that helps describers when facing a description. His model helps 
to determine the various emotive triggers and markers which in turn will be in-
cluded in their script. 

The next paper is related to reception research in audio description and also 
deals with AD styles but with a different approach. Floriane Bardini, in the arti-
cle “Interpretation in Audio Description and the Film Experience of Blind and 
Partially Sighted Spectators: Design of a Reception Study”, reports on the meth-
odological aspects of a reception study in which three different types of audio 
description styles are tested: denotative, cinematic, and narrative. The article 
describes the material used for the experiment and how the three different ver-
sions were created following a functionalist framework. Details about the exper-
imental design, and preliminary findings about the interaction of comprehen-
sion, enjoyment and emotion in the reception of the different AD versions are 
put forward.

The next paper related to reception research in audio description is authored 
by Jan-Louis Kruger, Stephen Doherty and Ronny Ibrahim. In “Electroencepha-
lografic beta coherence as an objective measure of psychological immersion in 
film”, the authors put forward the potential electroencephalography (EEG) has as 
an online measure for AVT research in general and AD in particular. They discuss 
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a pilot study in which EEG beta coherence between the prefrontal and posterior 
parietal cortices was used to test to what extent audiences get immersed in a sto-
ry. Although the experiment is related to subtitling, the authors put the focus on 
how this type of measures could be implemented in audio description research 
and pave the way for future research in the field.

Moving away from reception studies, but providing data that could undoubt-
edly be useful in designing user tests, Anna Jankowska, Bartosz Ziółko, Magda-
lena Igras-Cybulska, and Agata Psiuk analyse “Reading speed in audio descrip-
tion”. As part of the project AudioMovie – Cinema for All, the authors carry out 
an analysis of the audio description delivery rate of three Polish fiction films. The 
paper draws from literature from phonetics on speech rate and puts the empha-
sis on pauses, while discussing the most adequate measures to be implemented 
when calculating reading speed in audio described content.

Also in Poland but with another team of researchers, Anna Jankowska, Ag-
nieszka Szarkowska, Krzysztof Krejtz, Anita Fidyka, Jarosław Kowalski, and 
Marcin Wichrowski work on a project on museum accessibility which is pre-
sented in the following paper: “Smartphone app as a museum guide. Testing the 
Open Art application with blind, deaf, and sighted users”. The Open Art applica-
tion contains descriptions of selected Polish art works in the form of short vid-
eos which include visual material accompanied by a narration, subtitles and sign 
language. The paper reports on the results of a study that assessed how the Open 
Art application is used in a museum space, more specifically how the app meets 
the needs of diverse users. This was achieved by means of questionnaires, obser-
vations during the art exhibition visit, and post-visit semi-structured qualitative 
interviews.

The special issue closes with two papers on European projects funded un-
der the Erasmus + scheme and related to accessibility and training. Elisa Perego 
presents the ADLAB PRO project in the paper “Audio Description: A Laboratory 
for the Development of a New Professional Profile”.  ADLAB PRO is a three-year 
(2016-2019) project coordinated by the University of Trieste, Italy, that aims to 
define the AD professional profile and created flexible training materials. The pa-
per presents the project background, the project priorities, the partners, and the 
activities that are carried out to achieve the project aims. 

Pilar Orero closes the special issue with an article on “The professional pro-
file of the expert in media accessibility for the scenic arts”, in which the ACT (Ac-
cessible Culture and Training) project is presented. ACT is an Erasmus + funded 
project led by Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (2015-2018). Orero describes 
the rationale behind the project, contextualising it within the framework of 
the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD). The ar-
ticle reports on the results of the first two steps in the project: on the one hand, 
questionnaires, interviews and focus groups with art venues managers allowed 
to gather data on how accessibility is understood, how it is provided, and how 
much it is needed by end users. On the other hand, departing from the previous 
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data, the skills and competences of the professionals managing accessibility in 
cultural venues were defined.

This special issue offers a wide overview of the current state of the art of audio 
description research, with theoretical, empirical, descriptive, and technological 
approaches. Despite diverging specific interests and methodologies, there seems 
to be always an ultimate aim in all these investigations: a willingness to improve 
audio description provision so that it becomes mainstream.

Disclaimer
The publication, edition, and preparation of this Special Issue and some articles 
within were supported by the following EU funded projects: ADLAB PRO (Au-
dio Description: A Laboratory for the Development of a New Professional Pro-
file), financed by the European Union under the Erasmus+ Programme, Key Ac-
tion 2 – Strategic Partnerships, Project number: 2016-1-IT02-KA203-024311; ACT 
(Accessible Culture and Training), financed by the European Union under the 
Erasmus+ Programme, Key Action 2 – Strategic Partnerships, Project number: 
2015-1-ES01-KA203-015734; the H2020 project EasyTV (Easing the access of Eu-
ropeans with disabilities to TV, converging media and content) with the refer-
ence number ICT-2016-2 761999, the H2020 ImAc (Immersive Accessibility) ICT-
2016-2 761974, and the national project NEA (New Approaches to Accessibility, 
FFI2015-64038-P, MINECO/FEDER, UE).

 
The information and views set out in this publication are those of the author(s) and 
do not necessarily reflect the official opinion of the European Union. Neither the 
European Union institutions and bodies nor any person acting on their behalf 
may be held responsible for the use which may be made of the information 
contained therein.
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Abstract

Humans’ attraction to fiction is believed to respond to a search for pleasure, 
entertainment or enjoyment. Readers and film viewers engage with books and 
movies to participate in an experience that will provide some kind of gratifica-
tion. However, the mechanisms that lead to engagement with written and audio-
visual narratives are highly complex and not yet fully understood.

This paper constitutes a theoretical approach to engagement in audio de-
scription. Drawing on literature from Psychology and Media Studies, it will 
be argued that engagement is facilitated by comprehension and immersion. 
An insight on these intricate mental processes will be provided by dwelling on 
the creation of mental models, the feeling of being transported to the narrative 
world and the development of affective dispositions towards fictional charac-
ters. The close relationship between comprehension and immersion will then 
be unraveled, before some strategies that could enhance engagement in audio 
described films are outlined.
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1.  Introduction

Most of us are fiction consumers because the stories that we read in books, see in 
films or recreate when playing video games offer us pleasure, entertainment or 
enjoyment. They constitute an open door to an exciting fictional world in which 
to get immersed and with which to get engaged.

Even though enjoyment, immersion and engagement are terms frequently 
used to intuitively describe our involvement with different kinds of narratives, 
their real extension conceals a network of complexities worth exploring. How-
ever, as McMahan (2003) notes, the use of the terminology describing the psy-
chological involvement of the player, spectator or reader is not consistent in the 
literature. Some authors use immersion to designate what others call engage-
ment, while some scholars use both concepts to refer to different processes, the 
boundaries of which are rarely clarified. In this light, it seems necessary to begin 
this paper by providing tangible definitions of these three key terms.  

All throughout this article, enjoyment, immersion and engagement will be 
applied to different processes and will not be exchangeable. First, enjoyment will 
define the ideal effect of the filmic experience.

Second, borrowing Murray’s (1997: 98) metaphor, immersion will be under-
stood as the feeling of “being transported to an elaborately simulated place (…) 
the sensation of being surrounded by a completely other reality.” Following this 
definition, immersion will be conceptualized as the process of psychologically 
submerging into the narrative.

Finally, engagement will define a state in which film spectators are immersed 
and keep interest in the story. In the fields of augmented reality and video games, 
Dow et al. (2007) identify the players’ interest in the game with engagement, as 
do Schønau-Fog and Bjørner (2012), for whom the desire to continue playing is 
considered a fundamental indicator of engagement. In line with these authors, 
it will be argued in this paper that interest is what distinguishes engagement 
in the filmic context. According to our view, immersed spectators would be psy-
chologically submerged in the fiction, whereas engaged spectators would be 
captivated by the narrative. In the case of film audiences, interest translates into 
a close involvement with the story: a desire to keep watching and discover the 
twists and turns that await throughout the plot.
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2. Psychological involvement with films: relevant prior research in 
Audiovisual Translation

Research in Audiovisual Translation has embraced new and complex topics in 
the last years and scholars have put on the radar exciting questions dealing with 
cognition and the psychological involvement of audiences with translated au-
diovisual products. This section will review recent studies covering these issues. 
Due to space restrictions, only research dealing strictly with engagement, im-
mersion or enjoyment will be covered. 

One of the first research questions to be posed with regard to the topic of this 
paper had to do with the differences between dubbing and subtitling in terms 
of users’ cognition, psychological involvement and enjoyment. Wissmath et al. 
(2009) tackled these issues empirically by asking their participants to watch 
30-minute movie segments and to complete four existing instruments: Kim & 
Biocca’s (1997) presence questionnaire, Green & Brock’s (2000) transportation 
scale, Rheinberg et al.’s (2003) flow short scale FKS, and a direct question instruct-
ing participants to assess their enjoyment on a 1 to 5 scale. After analyzing the 
responses obtained, the researchers found no significant differences between 
the two translation modalities regarding presence, transportation, flow or en-
joyment. These conclusions were supported by Perego et al. (2015), who did not 
observe any positive effect of dubbing over subtitling on enjoyment, memory or 
comprehension. Using subjective measures in the form of questionnaires, these 
scholars assessed their participants’ general comprehension, characters’ face and 
name associations, dialog and visual scene recognition, film appreciation, per-
ceived effort and metacognitive judgments of memory and comprehension. In-
terestingly, their results were consistent for young and for older viewers.

Focusing on subtitling, Kruger et al. (2016) explored how intralingual subti-
tles affect immersion and enjoyment. The authors tailored a highly reliable 44-
item self-report questionnaire based on previously existing instruments used 
to measure transportation, character identification, presence, perceived realism 
and enjoyment. These subjective measures revealed increased levels of transpor-
tation and identification with characters when the participants watched a film 
with subtitles as opposed to without them. However, differences in enjoyment 
between both groups were not significant. This research team also set a method-
ology to explore immersion using electroencephalography technologies (EEG), 
which they expect to apply to audio description (Kruger et al., 2017).

Following with accessibility for the visually impaired, Fryer & Freeman (2012) 
used the ITC-SOPI (Lessiter et al., 2001) to analyze the levels of presence reported 
by sighted as well as by blind and visually impaired (BVI) individuals during the 
last scene of a film. Their results showed that viewers reached higher levels of 
presence when no audio description (AD) accompanied the film, whereas the BVI 
participants experienced more presence when an AD was provided. Also, the lev-
els of presence reached by each group were comparable. Fryer & Freeman (2014) 
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also studied how the emotional cues provided in the AD of clips eliciting sadness 
and fear influenced presence. The scholars assessed the emotional experience of 
their participants, their sense of presence and the extent to which they identi-
fied and empathized with the characters in the clips that they were shown. Their 
results were not consistent for the two emotions explored but they showed that 
adding an AD to emotion-evoking materials did not decrease presence. 

Very recently, Walczak and Fryer (2017, 2018) dealt with immersion by ex-
ploring how several AD styles and vocal delivery influenced presence. Using a 
customized questionnaire that combined relevant items from the Emotion Elici-
tation Scale (Gross & Levenson, 1995), the ITC-SOPI and questions exploring 
the participants’ preferences,  the authors found that BVI users favored creative 
ADs (which featured filmic language and subjective descriptions of the narrative 
events) over standard ADs. Furthermore, creative ADs allowed for increased lev-
els of presence. When it comes to genre, participants exposed to human-narrat-
ed emotive ADs in dramas reported higher levels of presence than those exposed 
to synthetized voices. However, such differences were not statistically significant 
in the case of documentary films.

Even though the body of research exploring these issues is not extensive yet, 
the aforementioned studies suggest that the spectators’ psychological involve-
ment can be influenced by several elements, depending on the modality of trans-
lation considered. With regard to AD, which is the main focus of this paper, im-
mersion seems to be affected by the genre of the audiovisual material, together 
with the contents, style and narration of the descriptions. Furthermore, immer-
sion is pictured as a multifaceted construct that deserves closer attention. The 
following section will deal with immersion in the context of AD.

3. Engagement in audio described films: comprehension and immersion

As Dede (2009), we understand immersion as an aid to engagement. In our view, 
in order to be engaged in a story (that is, in order to be so truly interested so as 
to wish to know what will happen next), spectators must have experienced some 
kind of prior psychological involvement with the narrative. Also, very much in 
line with Busselle & Bilandzic (2009), we would argue that engagement is a com-
plex process that requires something else: comprehension. 

This section will offer a theoretical account of immersion and comprehen-
sion as facilitators of engagement in the AD context. However, according to Vor-
derer et al. (2004), for any media experience to be enjoyable, some prerequisites 
have to be fulfilled. Borrowing the idea of the prerequisites and adapting it to the 
case of audio described movies, it could be argued that two prior conditions are 
necessary for engagement.
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3.1 Necessary conditions

As far as the user is concerned, the AD addressee must have the willingness to 
participate in the filmic experience. This has traditionally been related to the sus-
pension of disbelief, meaning that any spectator who wishes to enjoy a movie 
will have to accept the facts depicted in the narrative as true, regardless of their 
plausibility and their alignment with reality. Several authors have shown reser-
vations towards this concept but Worth (2004) offers and interesting perspec-
tive. Drawing on a philosophical approach, the author questions the notion of 
suspension of disbelief because believing (or disbelieving) cannot be willingly 
decided. Our senses and thinking guide our credulity and it is not possible for 
us to voluntarily cease to believe something that we perceive as or consider to 
be true. Under Worth’s view, audiences do not suspend disbelief; they are always 
aware that they are presented with an unreal story, but this does not hinder their 
ability to engage with it. In fact, it is that awareness of fictionality what facilitates 
the spectator’s emotional response to the film: 

I do not have to believe what is going on in a fiction in order to be affected by it. In fact, 
I cannot believe what is happening if I am to have an emotionally appropriate (aes-
thetic) response. This is especially true when it comes to tragedy or horror. I generally 
am not amused by others’ tragic lives nor do I derive pleasure out of watching people 
chased, stalked, or murdered. But in the context of a representation, these things are 
often made enjoyable.” (Worth, 2004: 446).

In line with Worth, the current paper will move away from the notion of suspen-
sion of disbelief and will conceptualize the users’ willingness to participate in 
simpler terms: as their true predisposition to take part in a filmic experience, 
which they eventually seek to enjoy.  

In addition to this prerequisite, another necessary condition will also be 
needed: the contents of the audiovisual material must be perceived as sufficient-
ly interesting by the receiver. This interest is determinant since it will justify the 
initial investment of time and cognitive resources in the filmic experience. 

These necessary conditions are characterized as such because they depend 
solely on the receiver’s attitude towards the filmic experience and are rarely influ-
enced by other factors. When they are fulfilled, the spectator is in the position to 
engage in the filmic experience, which, according to Busselle & Bilandzic (2008), 
entails comprehending the filmic plot and getting psychologically involved in 
the story. The next subsections will explore how these mental processes might 
take place in the case of AD.
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3.2 Comprehension

In order to understand the story, audiences will watch a movie and interpret it 
with the help of their prior knowledge. Under the frame of the Mental Model 
Theory (Johnson-Laird, 1983), this will allow viewers to create and constantly 
update mental representations of the narrative world, which will eventually 
lead them to comprehension. Several scholars (Braun, 2007; Fresno, 2014; Ver-
cauteren, 2016) have pointed out that BVI audiences are also believed to create 
mental models in their attempt to comprehend audiovisual narratives. The 
processes that facilitate film understanding by audiences with visual loss are 
assumed to be comparable to those described for sighted viewers, with one ex-
ception regarding the nature of the information received. Whereas sighted au-
diences perceive the images in non-accessible films, BVI spectators rely mostly 
on the auditory information coming from the coherent unit formed by the film 
dialogues, the original soundtrack and the AD. The correct processing, integra-
tion with prior knowledge and interpretation of this information will generate 
mental models of the situation, the events depicted in the film, and the charac-
ters who participate.

Interestingly, the results of several empirical tests undertaken in the field of 
AD suggest that comprehension might not be strongly correlated with enjoy-
ment (Cabeza-Cáceres, 2013; Walczak & Fryer, 2017). In fact, it is feasible that 
unprecise or incomplete mental models that allow for partial comprehension 
might be sufficient for certain spectators to enjoy specific types of movies. For 
instance, understanding the particular reason why a KGB spy is chased by an 
MI5 agent in a James Bond movie might affect the mental model created of the 
situation. However, this comprehension gap might not be detrimental for en-
joyment to someone merely interested in the action of the film. For this reason, 
when comprehension is mentioned in this paper as a facilitator of engagement, 
it should not be conceptualized as the need to understand every single bit of in-
formation received by the BVI person. Rather, it refers to a more general under-
standing of the main narrative lines, which leads to the creation and updates of 
mental models comprehensive enough to allow the receiver to follow the plot. 

3.3.  Immersion

The literature dealing with the psychological involvement with narratives tends 
to identify two facilitators of immersion: on the one hand, the feelings of flow 
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990), being transported to (Green & Brock, 2000) and expe-
riencing presence in the fictional world, and, on the other hand, the development 
of dispositions towards the characters in the story (Raney, 2004). The following 
sections will examine these ideas in more detail.
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3.3.1. Flow, transportation and presence

Flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) has traditionally been used in Psychology to de-
scribe the experience felt by people who are mentally absorbed in the activities 
that they are carrying out. The term accounts for the scenario in which the per-
formers get so deeply concentrated that they lose temporality. This phenomenon 
is frequently observed in readers, who were defined by Gerrig (1993) as travelers 
who are transported away from their world when exposed to narrative fiction. 
Cueing on this theoretical framework, Green & Brock (2000: 701) present trans-
portation as a process during which “all mental systems and capacities become 
focused on events occurring in the narrative”, thus highlighting that the atten-
tion of the receiver (not restricted to the reader anymore) is now on the fiction. 

Closely related to transportation is the notion of presence, which has re-
ceived attention from several AD scholars. Originally coined in the field of vir-
tual reality, it was first utilized to describe the sensation of being in a mediated 
space different to where the body of the player was actually located (Biocca, 
1997). Later, the term was borrowed and used to account for similar phenomena 
by readers and film spectators.

3.3.2.  Dispositions towards characters

Feelings of flow, transportation to and presence in the fictional world facilitate im-
mersion but the literature tends to point out that so does the spectator’s emotional re-
sponse towards the characters that inhabit it. Identification theories and disposition 
theories are often used to account for the receiver’s involvement with the characters.   

In their attempt to comprehend and enjoy films, spectators monitor the story 
paying special attention to the characters. Identification theories propose that au-
diences imagine themselves as those characters and experience the fictional events 
as if they were happening to them (Tal-Or & Cohen, 2010). Identification encom-
passes aligning with the characters’ goals and plans (Oatley, 1999), as well as adopt-
ing the characters’ perspective during the narrative events. Furthermore, as a result 
of identification, the audiences lose awareness of themselves (Cohen, 2001). Sev-
eral models of media enjoyment and engagement rely on identification theories to 
account for the spectators’ emotional response to the characters. However, drawing 
back on Worth (2004), this approach does not seem congruent if the audience is 
not assumed to suspend disbelief. If spectators are always aware of the film’s fic-
tionality, it would be reasonable to expect them to think of characters as fictional 
entities different from themselves, and this would complicate identification.

For the theoretical framework exposed so far in this paper, disposition theo-
ries (Zillmann, 1994; Raney, 2004) provide a more convenient approach, since 
they conceptualize the response to the characters from a slightly different an-
gle. Under the light of disposition theories, audiences do not experience filmic 
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events “as if they were” characters. Instead, spectators take into account the film-
ic plot and evaluate the characters’ actions from a certain distance and according 
to their own moral values. This judgement leads to the development of affective 
dispositions towards the fictional beings, which will fall somewhere within the 
spectrum between liking and disliking the characters.

3.3.3.  Relationship between transportation and the development of dis-
positions towards characters

The previous subsections have exposed the idea that both transportation (to-
gether with flow and presence) and the development of affective dispositions 
towards characters facilitate immersion. However, it should be highlighted that 
these mental processes could also benefit from each other.

The fact that transportation moves the spectators’ attention to the narrative 
world exposes them to the fictional situation and their participants, which, ac-
cording to Green & Brock (2000), can facilitate that receivers respond emotion-
ally to characters. However, we agree with Cohen (2006) when he suggests that 
this relationship could be bidirectional: the fact that audiences develop disposi-
tions towards characters might increase their desire to find out what will happen 
to the fictional beings, thus contributing to maintaining the addressees’ atten-
tion in the fictional world.

3.4. Relationship between comprehension and immersion

For the sake of clarity, comprehension and immersion have been treated so far in 
this paper as independent mental processes. However, they should be thought of 
as tightly connected since they have the potential to influence each other. 

To start with, BVI audiences are supposed to reach comprehension through 
the creation of mental models. However, it is our belief that those representa-
tions might also have a positive effect on transportation and the development of 
dispositions towards characters. The fact that AD users generate mental models 
of the situation, the events and the characters in a story could help them evoke 
the narrative fiction by inspiring their imagination, which, in turn, could con-
tribute to maintain their focus of attention in the fictional world. Furthermore, 
as far as characters are concerned, the creation and updates of their mental mod-
els could be valuable to make sense of their mental states, that is, their emotions, 
motivations, goals, hopes, beliefs, desires and feelings (Fresno, 2016). This in-
sight on the characters’ psychology would allow for an understanding of their 
actions (Persson, 2003), which may then be evaluated according to the spectator’s 
own moral values. As a result, audiences would develop affective dispositions to-
wards characters.   
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On the other hand, immersion might also affect comprehension. The creation 
of initial mental models of a narrative by the spectators suggests a close monitor-
ing of the film developments, which would require a certain degree of attention 
to be placed in the fictional world. Also, after those initial representations have 
been created, transportation might facilitate their updates. Since transported 
spectators would be mentally surrounded by the narrative world, they might be 
more aware of the new incoming information throughout the film, and more in-
clined to integrate it to their existing models. Furthermore, developing affective 
dispositions might also help perfecting the representations of the characters. 
When audiences respond emotionally to them, they cease to be indifferent to 
the fictional beings. This higher involvement could lead spectators to pay more 
attention to those characters over others, which could be beneficial in terms of 
model updating.

Section 3 has reviewed theoretically how immersion, comprehension and the 
tight relationship between them might facilitate engagement. Figure 1 offers a 
graphical representation of the aforementioned ideas.
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Figure 1. Facilitators of engagement and the relationships among them.
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4. Possible strategies to enhance engagement in AD

The theoretical framework presented in the previous sections has highlighted 
the role of cognitive and psychological involvement as keystones for engage-
ment. However, it is important to keep in mind that the cognitive processes 
associated to both comprehension and immersion depend on individual traits. 
Comprehension is tightly related to working memory, the span of which var-
ies between people. And, due to personal attributes, some spectators are more 
prone to feel immersed than others, meaning that they are more inclined to be 
transported by the fiction or to develop dispositions towards characters (Green & 
Brock, 2000; Owen & Riggs, 2012). On the other hand, most of our knowledge on 
narrative comprehension, immersion, engagement or even enjoyment comes 
from theoretical models. Empirical research exploring these complex psycholog-
ical processes is underway, but a profound understanding of the relationships 
between them and of the exact factors that influence each other is not clear yet. In 
this scenario, coming up with formulas aimed at boosting engagement directly 
and systematically in the AD context seems complicated. Instead, the focus of 
this section will be to discuss a number of general strategies that could have an 
effect over comprehension, immersion or both, which would in turn contribute 
to providing a more engaging experience.

In this vein, attention strikes as particularly relevant since it aids both compre-
hension and immersion. Concerning the former, attention will allow short-term 
memory to keep certain information active in order to relate it to prior schemata 
and to new data which, eventually, will lead to the creation of the mental mod-
els guiding the filmic comprehension process. Regarding immersion, attention 
will allow the spectator to keep focused in the narrative world, thus favoring flow, 
transportation, presence and the development of dispositions towards characters. 
Consequently, being able to deliver AD scripts that attract and maintain the users’ 
attention in the fiction seems a good starting point toward engagement of the BVI 
users in the filmic experience. This section will elaborate on how certain general 
AD strategies could, according to the theory and some prior research, contribute 
to that end. The ideas presented here should be understood as speculative hypoth-
eses, the validity of which remains to be empirically tested.

 

4.1. Technical strategies

Some technical decisions made during the post-production of pre-recorded au-
dio described materials might affect the reception by BVI individuals trying to 
enjoy them.
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4.1.1. Final mix of the audio described product

A good final mix that harmonically blends the AD in the original soundtrack and 
adjusts the volume levels of each part when necessary may make the experience 
more pleasant (Van der Heijden, 2009), but might also facilitate cognition and 
immersion. If the quality of the final product is poor and the AD is overridden by 
sounds or music that make it inaudible, users might miss relevant information, 
which could hamper comprehension. Also, if these technical issues happened fre-
quently, the receivers would become more aware of them as they kept happening. 
As a consequence, an undesired displacement of the focus of attention from the fic-
tion to the real world could occur, which may have a negative impact on immersion.

4.1.2. Voice and intonation

Another technical variable that could make a difference for the BVI is an appropri-
ate selection of the narrator’s voice (Iglesias Fernández et al., 2015), which should 
preferably be human (c.f. Walczak & Fryer, 2018; Fernández-Torné & Matamala, 
2015; Szarkowska, 2011), easily distinguishable from those of the characters, and 
whose delivery should sound inviting to the receiver. 

In addition to the quality of the voice, the narrator’s intonation could also play 
a role in the reception process. Except for the case of ADs aimed at children audi-
ences, in which more expressivity is allowed, the usual convention is to keep the 
intonation neutral. Despite the prominence of this feature in audio described 
products, scarce research has explored its effects empirically. Focusing on com-
prehension, Cabeza-Cáceres (2013) found no substantial differences when vari-
ous intonation styles were presented to BVI users. However, the participants in 
his research —used to the neutral AD style— reported a preference for those in-
tonations that matched the narrative situations exposed on screen. Similar re-
flections were also shared by Ramos Caro (2013) when she tested the emotional 
impact of audio described products. 

Though the voice and the intonation are still under-researched, these studies 
seem to suggest that they are paralinguistic variables with potential to influence 
immersion. In fact, if they are not perceived as convenient and the users focus 
their attention on how the AD is being uttered instead of concentrating on what 
is being said, transportation could be hindered. 

4.2. Script-related strategies

The way in which a script is written could also influence immersion and compre-
hension. Several aspects related to the selection and presentation of the informa-
tion to be included in the AD script will be discussed in this section.  
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4.2.1.  Selection of the information

BVI users need to assimilate and integrate on the fly the aural information com-
ing from the film and from the AD. Contrary to written narratives, which allow 
addressees to set their own reading pace, AD follows the rhythm of the film that 
it accompanies. Furthermore, the narration needs to be fragmented and carefully 
synchronized in those parts of the movie where no important auditory informa-
tion is heard. Due to these restrictions, a proper selection of the information to 
be described seems crucial since, if key details are missing in the AD script, the 
mental models created by the user might lack essential details and might com-
promise comprehension.

4.2.2.  Amount of information, speed of narration and AD presentation

An adequate selection of the information is undisputable. Nevertheless, AD writers 
not only include in their scripts those details that are more relevant to comprehend 
the movie but, depending on the time available to allocate each piece of AD, they 
will also offer additional information to help outlining a more precise picture of 
the narrative events. So far, it is at the audio describers’ discretion to provide more 
or less details in their scripts, but this intricate matter deserves further attention. 

The challenge stems from the fact that films vary in their length, narrative 
complexity, dialogue density and pace, all of which influence their intrinsic load 
(Sweller & Chandler, 1994). To the best of our knowledge, no experimental re-
search has yet analyzed cognitive load in AD, but it seems reasonable to assume 
that, at least for audiovisual materials that pose high intrinsic load (for instance, 
puzzle films), keeping low the extraneous cognitive load could aid (or, rather, 
could avoid complicating) comprehension and immersion. From a theoretical 
point of view, several script-related decisions have the potential to influence the 
extraneous load in audio described films. Among them, the amount of informa-
tion provided in the AD script, the speed at which it is narrated and the way in 
which it is presented to the user seem some of the most salient. These three vari-
ables might affect cognitive load individually, but it is possibly the interaction 
among them and with the film that they accompany which might magnify the 
effects. An example will help illustrating this argument:

When creating a script, the writer can choose between including a long and 
informative AD or a less detailed and shorter one. The amount of information 
provided in the AD will have a direct impact on its narration speed: the more 
details that need to be communicated, the fastest the narration will have to be 
delivered. Also, if the film allows for such a distribution, the writer could think 
about segmenting the longer descriptions of the settings, characters and actions 
to deliver them in shorter bites of information, which might be easily recalled 
(Fresno, Castellà & Soler-Vilageliu, 2014) and cognitively processed.
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All these decisions should be consciously taken since they could have impli-
cations in terms of cognitive load. Long AD scripts rich in details might work 
well in easy to follow slow-paced movies that do not require abundant cognitive 
resources from the user. Furthermore, these kinds of elaborated descriptions 
may favor transportation for receivers whose cognitive capacity is sufficient to 
process the data received. However, the same amount of information might be 
more difficult to assimilate when provided in narratively complex movies. When 
the audiovisual products are highly challenging by themselves, long and detailed 
ADs —which will be narrated faster— might lead to an increased extraneous cogni-
tive load. Especially in the case of users with less cognitive capacity (for instance, 
less working memory span), this might pose a challenge for comprehension. 

The idea that a high cognitive load may affect comprehension seems evident. 
However, immersion might also suffer if following the film is perceived as a hard 
task that requires a conscious effort by receivers who do not have a great need 
for cognition. Cacioppo & Petty (1982: 116) defined the need for cognition as “the 
tendency for an individual to engage in and enjoy thinking”, and this theoretical 
construct is believed to influence transportation in narratives. In a study com-
paring transportation across print and audiovisual media, Green et al. (2008) 
showed that individuals with lower need for cognition were more transported 
by audiovisual media (traditionally perceived to be easier), while people with 
more need for cognition exhibited higher transportation rates when reading 
(supposedly more cognitively demanding than watching a movie). This led the 
researchers to conclude that transportation tends to be higher when participants 
are exposed to materials that match the cognitive effort that they desire to invest. 
Conversely, when presented with narratives that require lower or higher mental 
involvement, transportation is diminished. 

In a similar vein but focusing only in complex film narratives, Owen & Riggs 
(2012) analyzed how several factors, including the need for cognition, influenced 
transportation. The researchers worked with three versions of the film Memento: 
the original movie, in which the events were presented in inverse chronologi-
cal order, an edited version of the film in which some minutes of key informa-
tion were missing, and a final edited version in which the events were shown 
chronologically and all the information was provided to the spectators. The au-
thors found higher transportation levels for the condition perceived by the par-
ticipants as less cognitively demanding (that is, when the film was presented 
chronologically). Their results also revealed that the addressees’ willingness to 
mentally engage in the challenges presented by the movie influenced their expe-
rienced transportation considerably.

Returning to the field of AD, the fact that the users’ need for cognition might 
influence transportation suggests that, when faced with audio described movies 
that pose high cognitive load, users with lower need for cognition might experi-
ence less transported. Therefore, from a theoretical perspective, modulating the 
amount of information to be included in AD scripts, its narration speed and the 
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way that it is presented to the user in accordance with the film that it accompa-
nies could be useful to reduce the extraneous cognitive load posed by the AD, 
which could have an impact not only on comprehension, but also on immersion.  

4.3. Vividness of the AD  

Nisbett & Ross (1980: 45) defined vivid information as that which is:

(...) likely to attract and hold our attention and to excite the imagination to the ex-
tent that it is (a) emotionally interesting, (b) concrete and imagery-provoking, and (c) 
proximate in a sensory, temporal, or spatial way. 

Under this undertaking, vivid ADs could help keep the BVI user transported to 
the narrative world, thus enhancing immersion. 

Several AD guidelines and training documents recommend the use of vivid 
language and this issue has been taken into account by several scholars when 
testing the reception of traditional ADs as opposed to alternative styles. For in-
stance, Szarkowska (2013) and Walczak & Fryer (2017) explored how BVI audi-
ences responded to auteur and creative descriptions respectively, both of which 
relied on vivid language. The participants in Szarkowska’s research reported 
higher levels of entertainment, whilst those who took Walczak & Fryer’s test re-
ported increased levels of presence. Even though these findings cannot be solely 
attributed to the use of a more expressive language (this was only one of several 
characteristics of the auteur and creative AD scripts used by the researchers), viv-
idness could be expected to have played a role, at least as a distinctive feature of 
non-conventional scripts.

4.4. Objectivity of the AD

According to the traditional AD approach, only what is shown on screen should 
be included in the scripts. As such, audio describers are expected to restrain their 
descriptions to the visual information, without including any kind of personal 
interpretation of the images in a film. 

In the last years, several scholars have explored other styles of AD that subjec-
tively interpret the visual information in a scene. For instance, Mazur & Chmiel 
(2011) found that, when it comes to facial expressions and body language, BVI in-
dividuals showed a slight preference for subjective descriptions. More recently, 
Ramos Caro (2016) observed that non-objective ADs elicited more intense emo-
tional responses than neutral descriptions for scenes portraying fear and sad-
ness. And with regard to immersion, Walczak & Fryer (2017) proved that creative 
ADs allowed for higher levels of presence. It should be noted here that most of 
the times, when non-objective AD styles have been tested, subjectivity has only 
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been one of several parameters to be altered in the experimental materials. For 
instance, Ramos Caro’s alternative ADs featured subjective descriptions, but also 
metaphors and explicitations of certain inferences. Similarly, Walczak & Fryer’s 
creative ADs presented subjective evaluations of the characters and their actions, 
but they also included camera terminology. 

Even though it would seem imprecise to relate the increased levels of emo-
tional response and presence found in the aforementioned research exclusively 
to subjectivity, it would be reasonable to hypothesize that it may have influenced 
the results. According to Kruger (2010), moving away from the visual informa-
tion and focusing on its narrative effects could help BVI audiences to better im-
agine the story world. We would argue that this would facilitate transportation 
and that, in certain situations, going beyond merely visual descriptions could 
also favor comprehension. Especially in the case of cognitively demanding films 
with high intrinsic load, adopting a less visually-oriented description in favor of 
a more interpretive one may help receivers to better process and apprehend the 
whole meaning of the images. Perhaps, in those cases in which the complexity of 
the film could pose a challenge for the user, a careful use of interpretive descrip-
tions may help reduce the extraneous cognitive load of the AD. 

 
Conclusions

Research in AD has embraced new topics in the last years, including cognitive and 
psychological aspects of reception. Exploring how users comprehend and get in-
volved with audio described products are some of the challenges that scholars are be-
ginning to address in attempts to improve the receivers’ experience with filmic AD.

Following this trend, the current paper has provided a theoretical approach 
to engagement. Departing from the idea that interest is what distinguishes en-
gaged users, it moved to consider comprehension and immersion as two facili-
tators of engagement. These mental processes were then outlined. The case of 
the former was analyzed from a mental models approach and it was proposed 
that the creation and updates of mental representations of the narrative is what 
guides BVI users in their comprehension of audio described films. On the other 
hand, transportation (together with flow and presence) and the development of 
affective dispositions towards the characters were suggested as potential facili-
tators of immersion that could possibly influence each other. Furthermore, the 
intricate relationship between comprehension and immersion was explicated. 
Finally, taking into account this theoretical framework as well as prior research, 
several strategies that could enhance engagement through the optimization of 
comprehension and immersion in AD were outlined.

A variety of aspects related to the users’ memory, comprehension, transporta-
tion, presence and affective response to fictional characters have been explored 
independently in AD. This paper proposes a wide theoretical framework that 
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accommodates and brings together all these approaches while highlighting the 
connections between them. Hopefully, it will inspire further research that will 
allow professional audio describers to provide more and better scripts.
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Abstract

This paper aims to explore the impact of Polish AD on the immersion of its tar-
get audiences – blind and visually impaired (B/VIP) users. To this end, two re-
search studies were carried out: one focusing on AD style and the other on AD 
vocal delivery. The rationale behind selecting these parameters was related to the 
findings of previous research conducted in the field. Two main research objec-
tives were set. The first one, concerning AD style, centred around studying the 
reception of two AD styles – standard and creative – by B/VIP users. The second 
one, linked to AD vocal delivery, involved studying the reception of two AD voice 
types – human and synthetic – by B/VIP users for two genres: fiction and docu-
mentary. The research tool used to gauge user experience was the Independent 
Television Commission Sense of Presence Inventory questionnaire, one of five 
canonical questionnaires used for measuring presence. As for AD style, the re-
sults show that creative AD, compared to standard AD, yielded higher levels of 
presence for all participants. When it comes to AD vocal delivery, AD narrated by 
a human, compared to AD delivered by a synthetic voice, prompted significantly 
higher levels of presence for fiction. Presence rates for documentary were simi-
lar, with no statistically significant differences in relation to AD voice type.
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1. Introduction

The notion of accessibility dates as far back as the times of ancient Sparta and 
Mesopotamia (Bachmeier, 2014), but it is today that it is receiving more atten-
tion, both at national and international levels. The concept of participation in 
social life on an equal basis for all was introduced in 2006 in the United Na-
tions Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD, n.d.). It 
was the first time that an understanding of disability within the human rights 
framework was recognized in an international treaty. Since most countries have 
since signed and even ratified the treaty, various stakeholders are now showing 
an increased interest in the concept – from lawmakers, through broadcasters, 
to end users (European Accessibility Act, n.d.; KRRiT, 2015; Moledo, 2017; Szc-
zygielska, 2017).

In the audiovisual media sector, access to culture can be achieved through the 
use of accessibility services that include, among others, audio description (AD). It 
is no longer seen as an exclusive service dedicated to a small fraction of individu-
als, but as an inclusive service, addressing not only the needs of people with sen-
sory impairments, but also of other audiences, including the elderly, children or 
tourists. The demand for this service is likely to grow in the nearest future – for 
two reasons: the ageing of the population and the increase in accessibility regu-
lations adopted at the legislative level (for example, see AVMSD, 2010). Different 
scenarios for achieving barrier-free media products have been receiving increas-
ing attention, both in the academia and industry. Technology offers a wide array 
of possibilities to eliminate barriers and improve the quality of life of people at 
risk of social exclusion. Although a drive for quantity in terms of accessible au-
diovisual products can be observed on the market, the discussion on the quality 
of user experience should not be overlooked.

As an access service, AD has to fulfil various functions. On the one hand, it 
serves as an essential resource for its audience to help them fully understand the 
audiovisual content. On the other hand, it is a means that allows its users to im-
merse themselves in a story and fully enjoy it – after all, entertainment is what 
draws us to the cinema (Davis et al., 2015). As argued by Wilken and Kruger, a 
film’s success can be based on its ability “to sweep the audience into the fictional 
world” (2016: 256). As a consequence, when creating films, producers try to make 
them absorbing and capable of immersing the viewers (Wissmath & Weibel, 
2012). Immersion is a term used to describe the sensation of the audience being 
plunged into the story world, experiencing the mediated environment as if it 
was unmediated (Fryer, Pring & Freeman, 2013).

In view of the above, this paper explores the area of AD, aiming to investi-
gate the impact of different AD parameters on users’ experience, and specifically 
their immersion in the audiovisual content. It departs from the methodologi-
cal approaches that have been applied in AD reception research until recently, 
which involved mostly comprehension and recall questions. This paper takes AD 
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research to another level. It aims to investigate the emotional impact of AD on 
its target audiences. Given the scarcity of research in this area, it was decided to 
explore this issue in more depth.

2. Related work

The area of AD has attracted increased attention among scholars in recent years. 
Several researchers have measured users’ comprehension after presenting them 
with audiovisual material with AD (Cabeza-Cáceres, 2013; Chmiel & Mazur, 2016; 
Schmeidler & Kirchner, 2001; Walczak & Rubaj, 2014), while others have studied 
user preferences related to the wording of AD (Chmiel & Mazur, 2012) or to dif-
ferent AD styles (Fryer & Freeman, 2012a; Szarkowska & Wasylczyk, 2014; Udo 
& Fels, 2009). There are also those who looked into the reception of vocal deliv-
ery of AD (Fernández-Torné & Matamala, 2015; Kobayashi et al., 2010). Notice-
ably, a common characteristic of all of the above mentioned studies is their focus 
on elements that are specific to the AD itself. They do not explore the impact of 
AD on users’ emotional response. One of the first researchers to investigate it 
were Ramos Caro and Rojo López (2014), and then Ramos Caro (2015, 2016). In 
their studies, they measured the emotional response of users to the audiovisual 
stimuli presented and analysed target emotions. Fryer and Freeman (2012b, 2013, 
2014), on the other hand, focused in their research on the concept of presence – 
“the psychological sense of immersion in any mediated environment” (Fryer and 
Freeman, 2012b: 15) – that, instead of eliciting particular emotions, allowed the 
users’ entire experience to be assessed. This research follows in the wake of their 
work, but it focuses on non-English blind and visually impaired (B/VIP) audi-
ences. Its main aim is to explore how different AD parameters influence their 
immersion in audiovisual stimuli.

Since the first publications on AD, certain methodological developments 
have taken place with regard to reception studies (Chmiel & Mazur, 2012). Cur-
rently, data may be collected from respondents using various tools, for instance, 
one-on-one interviews (Figiel, 2014; Rai, 2009; Szarkowska & Jankowska, 2012), 
focus groups (ITC, 2000; Walczak, 2017c), on-line surveys (Mączyńska, 2011) eye-
tracking (Di Giovanni, 2014; Krejtz et al., 2012; Orero & Vilaró, 2012) or heart rate 
measurements (Ramos Caro, 2015, 2016). However, the most widely-applied re-
search instrument appears to be questionnaires (Cabeza-Cáceres, 2013; Chmiel & 
Mazur, 2012, 2014, 2016; Fresno, 2014; Jankowska, 2015; Peli et al., 1996; Romero-
Fresco & Fryer, 2013; Schmeidler & Kirchner, 2001; Wilken & Kruger, 2016). This 
paper also uses questionnaires for data collection. Compared to previous studies, 
they do not include comprehension or recall questions, but rather questions that 
aim to measure participants’ immersion in the presented material.
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3. Research parameters and objectives

There are a number of AD parameters that may have an impact on users’ expe-
rience and therefore merit insightful research. However, the parameters under 
investigation were narrowed down to the following:

1. AD style
2. AD vocal delivery

The rationale behind choosing the first parameter is related to previous studies 
which show that B/VIP audiences tend to value descriptions with filmic elements 
(for example, Fryer & Freeman, 2012a) or non-standard linguistic expressions (for 
example, Fels et al., 2006). My aim was to verify this by proposing a new type of AD – 
creative description – using not only mise-en-shot elements (Wilken & Kruger, 2016), 
but also intensified vocabulary to give the target audience a more engaging and en-
tertaining experience (for details see Walczak, 2017b; Walczak & Fryer, 2017).

The motivation behind selecting the second parameter relates to the findings 
of Kobayashi et al. (2009, 2010) and Fryer and Freeman (2014), who suggest that 
human-narrated ADs are recommended for emotive content, for example drama, 
whereas ADs delivered by text-to-speech (TTS) technologies may be more suit-
able for informative genres, such as documentaries. This paper investigates this 
issue across genres (for details see Walczak & Fryer, 2018).

Based on the above, this research has two main objectives:

1. to measure user experience in relation to AD style in order to establish 
which AD style – standard or creative – leads to greater immersion;

2. to measure user experience in relation to AD vocal delivery for two genres, 
fiction and documentary, in order to verify which AD voice – human or 
synthetic – leads to greater immersion depending on the genre.

4. Methodology

The aim of this research is to investigate the impact of AD parameters on user 
experience. The research tool that facilitates the achievement of this goal and the 
gauging of user response is the Independent Television Commission Sense of 
Presence Inventory (ITC-SOPI) questionnaire (Lessiter et al., 2001). It is one of 
five canonical questionnaires used for measuring presence (Rosakranse & Oh, 
2014), a psychological construct defined as “the experience of being engaged 
by the representations of a virtual world” (Jacobson, 2002: 1). As a cross-media 
questionnaire, it can be used for both virtual realities and other types of media 
systems (Rosakranse & Oh, 2014). Using a 5-point Likert scale (1=strongly disa-
gree; 5=strongly agree), it measures four facets of a media experience: Spatial 
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Presence (for example, ‘I felt I was visiting the places in the scenes’), Engagement 
(for example, ‘I felt myself being drawn in’), Ecological Validity (for example, ‘The 
scenes seemed natural’) and Negative Effects (for example, ‘I experienced sensa-
tions such as dizziness, disorientation, nausea, a headache, or tiredness’). It has 
been used before with sighted audiences (Lessiter et al., 2001), but several stud-
ies have also been carried out with B/VIP people (Fryer & Freeman, 2012b, 2013, 
2014). However, in the latter case, all the participants were English language 
speakers. This paper follows Fryer’s and Freeman’s methodology, but the empiri-
cal studies are conducted with B/VIP users in a non-English language context.

With the above in mind, the hypotheses for the experimental studies were 
formulated:

H1:  users will report higher levels of presence for the film with creative AD style;
H2: users will report higher levels of presence for human-narrated AD for 

fiction, but similar levels of presence for human-narrated and TTS AD for 
documentary.

4.1. Sample

This research was set in Poland, a European country with a population of almost 
40 million people (GUS, 2015), of whom over 1.5 million are B/VIPs (Sadowska, 
2014). Under the inclusive concept of accessibility, all Polish citizens could be 
considered as potential AD users. This research, however, focuses its attention 
only on the primary target audience of AD, i.e. B/VIP people, as it is potentially 
the largest group to benefit from the service (cf. Walczak, 2017a).

A total of 72 participants (58% female, 42% male), aged 18-69 years (M = 37.5; 
SD = 12.72), took part in two experimental studies presented in this paper (36 par-
ticipants per test). They were recruited through Polish organizations and founda-
tions that support people with sight loss, and through personal contacts. All par-
ticipants were officially registered as visually impaired. They stated whether the 
sight loss was congenital (67%) or acquired (33%). They were also asked to identify 
themselves as having mild (6%), considerable (33%) or complete (61%) sight loss. 
Table 1 shows a detailed distribution of the participants based on sex and sight loss.

Sight loss Women Men Total

Mild 2 4 6 (8%)

Considerable 16 6 22 (31%)

Complete 24 20 44 (61%)

TOTAL 42 (58%) 30 (42%) 72 (100%)

Table 1. Participants’ distribution based on sex and sight loss.
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As for the use of text-to-speech software, 66 participants (92%) stated that they 
used it regularly, two people sometimes and four never. To the statement ‘I am 
used to listening to AD’, 44 participants (61%) agreed or strongly agreed, 16 (22%) 
were undecided, and 12 (17%) disagreed.

The studies were carried out in accordance with ethical procedures. Ethical 
approval was given by the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Spain. All partici-
pants had an Information Sheet read out to them before each test and gave their 
written consent before taking part.

4.2. Stimuli

What follows is a brief presentation of the stimuli employed in two experimen-
tal studies presented in this paper (for details see Walczak, 2017b; Walczak & 
Fryer, 2017; 2018). The common motivation behind selecting the clips for both 
studies was that they had to present independent stories so that they could be 
played interchangeably, without the users having to watch the whole films in 
order to understand them. The clips had to be similar in nature and the density 
of dialogue vs. AD had to be balanced.

4.2.1.  Study 1: AD style

The research material for the study on AD style constituted two clips, each lasting 
approximately 10 minutes, from The Mighty Angel (2014, dir. Wojciech Smarzows-
ki). It is a Polish production belonging to a film genre that has not yet been ex-
plored before in scientific research on AD – naturalistic drama (Styan, 2002). Its 
aim is to present reality as faithfully as possible and to show the dark side of hu-
man existence. The film tells the story of Jerzy, an alcoholic who after going to 
detox wards and rehabilitation centres, eventually ends up in his local bar, the 
Mighty Angel. “This film is about drinking, about alcoholism as an illness, and 
starting anew”, the director comments (Jazowska, 2013). In the case of this film, 
what1 is presented on the screen is no less important than how it is presented, i.e. 
how filmic techniques are applied to transfer the meaning. The effect that the 
inclusion of such elements in AD, further intensified by vivid vocabulary, could 
have on the audience was to be determined empirically. The following extract 
shows examples of standard and creative AD side by side (Table 2). For the pur-
poses of this article, they have been translated from Polish into English.

1  Emphasis made by the author.
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Standard AD Creative AD

Jerzy kupuje butelkę alkoholu.

[Jerzy buys a bottle of alcohol.]

Terrorysta uderza szefa butelką w głowę, 
potem bije go telefonem.

[Terrorist hits the boss over the head with 
a bottle and then starts to beat him with 
the phone.]

Park szpitalny. Jerzy próbuje odpędzić 
od siebie Anioła. Katarzyna obserwuje 
sytuację przez okno. Anioła nie widzi. 
Patrzy, jak Jerzy wymachuje rękami.

[Park near the hospital. Jerzy is trying 
to drive the Angel away. Katarzyna is 
observing the situation through the 
window. She doesn’t see the Angel. She 
watches Jerzy waving his hands.]

Jerzy kupuje flaszkę.

[Jerzy buys a bottle of booze.]

Terrorysta zdziela szefa butelką w łeb, 
okłada go telefonem.

[Terrorist bangs the boss over the head 
with a bottle and then starts to clobber 
him with the phone.]

Ujęcie z różnych perspektyw. Park 
szpitalny. Jerzy próbuje odpędzić od siebie 
Anioła. Katarzyna obserwuje sytuację 
przez okno. Anioła nie widzi. Patrzy, jak 
Jerzy wymachuje rękami.

[Shot from different viewpoints. Park 
near the hospital. Jerzy is trying to drive 
the Angel away. Katarzyna is observing 
the situation through the window. She 
doesn’t see the Angel. She watches Jerzy 
waving his hands.]

Table 2. An extract from the AD script for The Mighty Angel with standard and creative AD styles.

4.2.2.  Study 2: AD vocal delivery

Since the aim of the study on AD vocal delivery was to check the impact of AD 
delivered with different voices across genre, two genres had to be represented: 
fiction and documentary. The goal was to find fragments from foreign films with 
AD that were available on the Polish market at the moment of setting up the tests. 
Bearing in mind the constraints for clip selection provided at the beginning of 
this section and the limited number of films with Polish AD, the possibilities were 
narrowed down to the following choice: Charlie and the Chocolate Factory (2005, 
dir. Tim Burton) as a fiction film, and Encounters at the End of the World (2007, dir. 
Werner Herzog) as a documentary. Two clips from each film were selected. Each 
of the clips lasted approximately 10 minutes and contained three audio tracks: 
original (English), voice-over (Polish), and AD (Polish). Voice-over and AD scripts 
were recorded and mixed in a professional studio (for more on synchronising 
foreign language dialogue with AD see Szarkowska & Jankowska, 2012, 2015a, 
2015b). Table 3 shows voice distribution for each clip by genre.
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Film Genre Clips Voice-over AD

Fiction Clip 1 Male Human Female Human

Female Synthetic

Clip 2 Male Human Female Human

Female Synthetic

Documentary Clip 1 Male Human Female Human

Female Synthetic

Clip 2 Male Human Female Human

Female Synthetic

Table 3. Voice distribution for each clip by genre.

4.3. Procedure

The procedure adopted for both studies was identical. It included the following steps:

1. Presentation of the Information Sheet and Informed Consent Form
2. Administration of the demographic questionnaire
3. Testing procedure

a. Screening: clip 1
b. Measures taken: presence questionnaire
c. Screening: clip 2
d. Measures taken: presence questionnaire

In both studies, the order of clip presentation was counterbalanced across the 
sample. Each clip combination was shown equally often to ensure that the same 
number of participants received a given condition order. There was one dif-
ference in the procedure. It was related to the duration of the studies. Study 1 
was carried out with two clips, and therefore lasted approximately 30 minutes, 
whereas for Study 2 as many as four clips were used, which extended the time of 
the test to approximately 60 minutes.
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5. Results and Discussion

For the sake of clarity, the results for items measuring presence are presented 
separately for Study 1 on AD style and for Study 2 on AD vocal delivery.

5.1. Study 1: AD style

Participants reported higher mean levels on all presence subscales, except Nega-
tive Effects, for the creative AD style compared with the standard AD style. These 
differences were significantly higher for Spatial Presence (p <.01). Mean scores 
for presence measures are shown in Table 4.

Presence Subscale Mean scores: Standard AD Mean scores: Creative AD

Spatial Presence 3.46 3.79

Engagement 3.90 4.12

Ecological Validity 4.52 4.65

Negative Effects 1.03 1.00

Table 4. Mean scores for presence comparing standard and creative AD.

A one-way ANOVA comparing levels of presence between groups of different 
sight ability showed significant differences between groups for levels of Spatial 
Presence (F (2, 36) = 3.629, p = .038) and Ecological Validity for the creative AD 
(F (2, 36) = 4.887, p = .014). Levels of Spatial Presence were significantly lower 
for people with complete sight loss (M = 2.93) compared to those with mild or 
considerable sight loss (M = 3.83). Similarly, for Ecological Validity, participants 
with complete sight loss reported lower levels (M = 4.36) than those with mild 
or considerable sight loss (M = 4.97). A possible explanation is that the creative 
AD, through the use of accurate language expressions and precise cinematic ter-
minology, allowed for more effective use of residual vision, which in turn led to 
greater immersion in the presented material. Although there was no significant 
difference in levels of any of the presence measures between participants with 
congenital or acquired sight loss, the mean levels for all three positive presence 
subscales were higher for creative AD compared to standard AD (Table 5). Per-
haps, as shown in previous studies (Fryer & Freeman, 2012a, Ramos Caro & Rojo 
López, 2014; Szarkowska & Wasylczyk, 2014), using in AD emotive vocabulary 
and elements of camerawork pointing to visual details of the scenes can contrib-
ute to participants having a more engaging experience.
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Presence Subscales Sight Loss Standard AD Creative AD

Spatial Presence Congenital 3.02 3.46

Acquired 3.64 3.99

Engagement Congenital 3.73 3.91

Acquired 4.13 4.39

Ecological Validity Congenital 4.34 4.62

Acquired 4.46 4.71

Table 5. Mean scores for presence by sight loss characteristics and AD style.

4.2.2. Study 2: AD vocal delivery

For fiction with human-narrated AD, the mean levels for the three positive pres-
ence subscales: Engagement, Spatial Presence and Ecological Validity were high-
er compared to fiction with TTS AD (Table 6). Paired sample t-tests showed that 
fiction with human-narrated AD gave a significantly stronger feeling of being 
‘surrounded by the scenes’ (t = 10.396, p < .001), was more engaging (t = 8.96, p < .001), 
and seemed more ‘believable’ and ‘natural’ (t = 2.85, p < .001) than the same frag-
ment with TTS AD.

Presence Subscale Mean scores: Human Voice Mean scores: Synthetic Voice

Spatial Presence 3.53 2.65

Engagement 4.04 3.20

Ecological Validity 3.50 2.90

Negative Effects 1.00 1.06

Table 6. Mean scores for presence for fiction by AD voice type.

For documentary, both with human-narrated AD and TTS AD, mean presence lev-
els were similar (Table 7). Although a bit higher for the clip with human-narrated 
AD, the differences were not significant for any of the three positive presence 
subscales: Spatial Presence (t = 2.403, p = .022), Engagement (t = 1.011, p = .319), 
Ecological Validity (t = 1.06, p = .297).
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Presence Subscale Mean scores: Human Voice Mean scores: Synthetic Voice

Spatial Presence 3.83 3.66

Engagement 4.05 3.98

Ecological Validity 4.75 4.70

Negative Effects 1.00 1.00

Table 7. Mean scores for presence for documentary by AD voice type.

For all clips, regardless of condition, Negative Effects did not differ much: were 
extremely low. The results held, regardless of participants’ sight loss character-
istics: congenital or acquired. Bivariate correlations and paired sample t-tests 
showed no significant associations between any of the presence measures and 
age, self-reported sight loss (mild, considerable, complete), and familiarity with 
AD or TTS software.

The above results for both conditions concur with the findings of other stud-
ies conducted by Kobayashi et al. (2009, 2010) and Fryer and Freeman (2014), who 
found that human-narrated AD is a better solution for fiction, whereas TTS AD 
is suitable for non-emotive content. This seems to be true also in the Polish-lan-
guage context.

Conclusions

The experimental studies discussed in this paper aimed to investigate the links 
between an AD product and AD target users’ experience. The novel aspect of this 
work was that the experimental studies were not aimed at reporting users’ opin-
ions, but took the analysis one step further and focused on measuring their im-
mersion in a stimuli presented. The design for the experiments was drawn from 
Fryer’s and Freeman’s work on AD and presence (2012b, 2013, 2014), but it was 
transferred to the Polish context. The parameters under investigation included 
the following: (1) AD style and (2) AD vocal delivery.

The results of the study on AD style show a positive response to the creative 
AD among B/VIPs. Compared to standard AD, creative AD yielded higher levels 
of presence for all participants, thus supporting the first research hypothesis. 
The findings of the study on AD vocal delivery show that AD read by a human 
prompted significantly higher levels of presence for fiction. Presence rates for 
documentary, on the other hand, were similar, with no statistically significant 
differences in relation to AD voice type. On the basis of the above, the second 
research hypothesis was regarded as validated.

The rationale behind these studies was to show that not only AD scripts, crea-
tive or standard, but also AD delivery voices have a direct effect on the reception 
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of the film, and therefore on users’ experience. The findings suggest that when 
properly delivered, both in terms of style and voices, AD may increase the chanc-
es of B/VIP audiences having a more engaging viewing experience. These tests 
follow previous studies on AD with regard to style and vocal delivery, but, to the 
best of my knowledge, they are the first attempts at measuring the immersion of 
non-English users with visual impairment in the presented stimuli.

As part of this research, a measurement tool for evaluating users’ experience, 
specifically the levels of presence, was proposed and tested. Although it proved to 
be successful, which is in line with the results of the previous research conducted 
in the field (Fryer & Freeman, 2012b, 2013, 2014), it is a self-report questionnaire 
that gathers users’ subjective ratings for media experience. In the future, it would 
be advisable to combine it with objective measures, such as comprehension ques-
tions, already used by a number of AD scholars (for example, Cabeza-Cáceres, 2013; 
Chmiel & Mazur, 2012, 2016; Walczak & Rubaj, 2014), or physiological measures, 
such as heart variability (Appelhans & Luecken, 2006), galvanic skin response 
(Ward et al., 2002) or cortisol secretion (Sgoifo et al., 2003). This would allow a 
clearer picture of the phenomena under investigation to be obtained.

As with any post-hoc measures, presence questionnaires are subject to soci-
etal expectations or demands of social desirability (Crano, Brewer, & Lac, 2015). 
When asked to provide an oral response to a given question, participants might 
be tempted to respond in a way that is ‘socially desirable’. This could be overcome 
by carrying out on-line surveys (for example, Mączyńska, 2011), which B/VIP peo-
ple could access using a screen-reader, but such a solution also has its limitations, 
the necessary familiarity with modern technologies being one of them.

What also has to be noted is that existing presence questionnaires were de-
veloped for virtual reality environments, characterised by a high level of immer-
siveness. The audiovisual content currently offered to B/VIP users can be catego-
rised as rather low-immersive on the scale of environment interactivity (Fryer & 
Freeman, 2013). Nevertheless, the stimuli employed in the experimental studies 
in question demonstrated a potential to trigger the feeling of presence in B/VIP 
participants, as shown in the results.

Another limitation to be acknowledged before closing the paper is the user 
sample size in each of the experimental studies. As argued by Chmiel and Mazur 
(2016), assessing a substantial number of users is one of the challenges in AD 
reception research to make the results valid. As many as 72 B/VIPs, 36 partici-
pants per test, took part in the two experimental studies presented in this paper. 
Although this may be seen as a limitation, it was a relatively large study of B/
VIP people. Of the 43 studies analysed by Cattaneo and Vecchi (2011) only one 
reached a higher B/VIP participant number: 48 (Afonso et al., 2010).

An important contribution of the research presented in this paper is that the 
results of the experimental studies can be of benefit not only to academia, but 
also to professional audio describers and to the Audiovisual Translation industry. 
Although the studies were conducted in Poland, the findings may also be applica-
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ble to other countries. Creative AD scripts could also be appreciated by non-Polish 
speaking audiences, resulting in them having a more enjoyable film experience. 
When it comes to AD vocal delivery, the results suggest that AD reproduced with 
a synthetic voice is an effective and viable solution for voicing informative con-
tent. It may guarantee the time- and cost-effectiveness of AD production, which, 
in turn, could lead to a higher number of audiovisual products accessible to B/VIP 
users. The studies presented here could be replicated on a larger scale, not only 
in Poland, but also in other countries across Europe. This could serve as a way 
of verifying the results in other language combinations and further validate the 
tools used for measuring users’ experience.
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Abstract:

In this article, the methodological aspects of a reception study on audio descrip-
tion (AD) are presented. Our hypothesis is that interpretative audio descrip-
tions offer a better experience to AD users and we have tested it with visually 
impaired participants in Catalonia. We have compared three different audio 
description styles: a denotative, a cinematic and a narrative AD style. Firstly, we 
present our experimental material: the selected film, Nuit Blanche (Arev Man-
oukian, 2009), and a threefold narrative, cinematic and AD-oriented analysis 
to inform audio description creation. Then we detail the framework based on 
functionalist translation theory in which we defined our three AD styles. After 
that, we describe and discuss our experimental design: participants selection, 
questionnaires designed to get insights into the emotional and cognitive film 
reception, focus group interviews. The study is still ongoing but we can end the 
article with preliminary findings, which indicate that comprehension enjoy-
ment and emotion are closely linked in the film experience and can be affected 
by the audio description. 
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1.  Introduction 

Empirical research in audio description (AD) has been flourishing over the last 
decade. The aim is to improve professional practice and training on AD but re-
search outcomes sometimes challenge existing AD standards and guidelines. 
One controversial issue is how objectivity and subjectivity are handled in Eu-
ropean AD guidelines such as the British Independent Television Commission 
Guidelines (Ofcom, 2000), the Spanish Audio Description Standard AENOR, 
2005) or the French Audio Description Charter (Morisset & Gonnant, 2008), to 
cite only a few. 

1.1  Objectivity, subjectivity and interpretation in audio description

Mazur and Chmiel (2012) give an overview of the complexity of the debate and 
remind that “the issue of interpretation in AD is most controversial in cases 
where the difference between objective and subjective is less obvious and where 
objective description is impossible due to linguistic or time constraints” (ibid.: 
174). Although these authors refer especially to facial expression and evaluative 
vocabulary, their remark applies to cinematic and film language1 as well. As film 
viewers, we are constantly decoding a complex message composed in “a colourful 
language that blends different types of signifiers (images, music, noises, words, 
and texts) and different types of signs (icons, index and symbols)” (Casetti & Di 
Chio, 1991: 73, our translation). It seems hard to render the meaning of such a 
multi-layered language into words without interpreting cinematic language or 
mentioning film techniques. Nevertheless, according to Perego, European AD 
guidelines are reluctant to have cinematic techniques included in audio descrip-
tion (Perego, 2014: 89-90). The same guidelines also reject interpretative descrip-
tions, to protect AD users from patronizing retelling and judgmental depiction 
(Mazur & Chmiel, 2012: 173). The French Charter, for example, though it affirms 
that audio description is “a full-fledged work of creation” (Morisset & Gonnant, 
2008: 2, our translation), warns describers that they should “not interpret images 
but describe them” (ibid.), i.e. they should produce objective descriptions. How-
ever, several case studies show that the interpretation of film language into words 
in audio description may be necessary to render the full meaning of a scene. Orero 
(2012) points out that audio describers should ‘read’ a film and interpret its mean-
ing to include it in their audio descriptions, Mälzer-Semlinger (2012) studies ways 
to include symbolic elements of films in AD and Perego (2014) suggests different 
strategies for the translation of cinematic language into words in audio descrip-

1 We distinguish between ‘cinematic language’ as the expression through devices that are 
proper to the cinema (camera movement and editing techniques) and ‘film language’, 
which encompasses all devices used to construct meaning in film including those that ex-
ist in other art forms (e.g. mise-en-scène, music, etc.).
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tion. Such observations led to new approaches and recent guidelines, such as the 
ADLAB Audio Description Guidelines (Remael et al., 2014), look at the objectivity/sub-
jectivity divide from a strategic point of view and consider that

Finding a balance between a personal interpretation and personal phrasing (subjec-
tivity) and more text -based interpretation and phrasing (objectivity) that leaves room 
for further interpretation by the blind and visually impaired users is part of mastering 
the AD decision -making process and writing skills. (Remael et al., 2014: 9)

Similarly, in her Introduction to Audio Description, Fryer (2016) says that “the pur-
suit of objectivity in AD would appear to be doomed” (Fryer, 2016: 172) but she 
still lists the objectivity/subjectivity divide under the label “Contentious issues 
and future directions in audio description”, encouraging user research to dig 
into the matter (ibid.: 164-166, 170-172). 

1.2  Reception research on subjectivity in AD

Only a few reception studies have dealt with subjectivity so far. Ramos Caro (2016) 
studied the emotional reception of AD with neutral vs. subjective descriptions, 
concentrating on fear, sadness and disgust. She found that subjective AD con-
veyed fear and sadness more efficiently and that it found good acceptance among 
users. Wilken and Kruger (2016) studied the effect of mise-en-shot elements 
on a sighted audience and compared their reaction to that of a blind audience 
hearing an AD where mise-en-shot elements were mostly omitted. Their find-
ings suggest a correlation between mise-en-shot elements and character identi-
fication which is worth further investigation. Finally, Walczak and Fryer (2017a) 
have studied the impact of creative audio description on presence2. They defined 
creative AD as an AD style that combines the inclusion of cinematic terminology, 
deviances from standard language and subjective description to produce a tailor-
made AD that does justice to the cinematography and content of a specific film. 
They found that the creative AD reached better marks on the presence scale and 
was preferred by most of the study participants (Walczak and Fryer, 2017a: 13-14). 
All in all, the findings of these studies point at the need to further develop alter-
natives to conservative audio descriptions in order to account for all dimensions 
of the filmic expression and enhance user experience.

In our view, describers should engage in analysing and interpreting the film’s 
language and its message before writing their AD script, to transfer the film-
maker’s style and vision into the audio description. We expect such subjective (or 
interpretative) audio descriptions to offer a better film experience to the visually 
impaired audience and our reception study aims at testing this hypothesis in the 

2 Presence is defined as “the illusion of being located somewhere other than the physical 
environment” (Walczak and Fryer, 2017b: 3).
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Catalan context. We take a new approach by comparing three different AD styles 
(one is conventional and two are interpretative) and introducing focus group in-
terviews. In this article, we will first present our experimental material: the se-
lected film and our analysis methodology, followed by our functional framework 
for the definition of the tested AD styles and the creation of the audio descrip-
tions. After that, there will be a detailed section on our experimental design with 
questionnaires and interviews. The study is still ongoing at redaction time but, 
before concluding, we will present some preliminary findings.

2.  Experimental material

To carry out a reception study to test our hypothesis, we needed a film with a 
creative direction where the use of cinematic language was prominent enough 
to lend itself to being described in different styles. We also needed to develop 
a solid framework to create three audio descriptions of the same film without 
varying too many parameters at a time.

2.1  Short film selection and analysis

We chose Nuit Blanche3, a short film by Arev Manoukian (2009). This choice was 
motivated both by the opportunity to work with a complete filmic unit and with 
an extreme form of use of cinematic language, as the short does not have any dia-
logues supporting the story. The film’s visual style is anchored in contemporary 
audiovisual culture and we expect our results to be extrapolatable to other con-
texts of audio description of cinematic language. Nuit Blanche, a 4’41 minutes film 
in black and white, presents a film noir atmosphere and protagonists that remind 
of Bogart and Bergman in Casablanca4 (Curtiz, 1942), and blends those with state-
of-the-art visual effects. The result is a surrealistic fantasy filmed with hyperreal 
imagery, crescendo lyrical music and impressive visual effects of glittering, float-
ing glass shatter, at a slowed down pace that suspends time. In an interview to 
Wired (2010), Manoukian commented that

The idea for Nuit Blanche came from the notion of having a special moment with a 
total stranger [...]. It lasts for a split second, then things get awkward, so we turn away. 
I wanted to take that moment of attraction and stretch it in a hyperreal fantasy where 
things unfold like slow-moving photographs. (Manoukian, 2010)

3 Nuit Blanche is available on YouTube (https://goo.gl/O7E67V) and Vimeo (https://goo.gl/
wWqG5G).

4 I am indebted to Lucila Christen for this remark.
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Illustration 1 (below) provides a visual summary of Nuit Blanche5.

5 We want to express our thanks to Stellar Scene Pictures and Arev Manoukian for author-
izing the reproduction of these images in this article.
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Illustration 1. Nuit Blanche summed up in 14 frames.

Before writing the AD scripts, we performed a threefold analysis of the short film 
to make sure that all relevant narrative and cinematic aspects would be taken into 
account in the audio descriptions. First, we carried out a narrative analysis follow-
ing Branigan’s schema (Branigan, 1992), which informs about the key elements 
of the story that need to be reflected in any audio description (see Table 1 below). 
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Table 1. Narrative analysis of Nuit Blanche

Table 2. Cinematic analysis of the ‘climax and resolution’ of Nuit Blanche.

Secondly, we proceeded to a cinematic analysis inspired by Taylor’s phasal analy-
sis (Taylor 2014). The aim was to identify the audiovisual information delivered 
in the different modes (verbal and non verbal) and channels (audio and visual), 
and group them into phases, which are themselves divided into fragments. In 
Nuit Blanche, there are two phases (‘reality’ and ‘vision’) and eight fragments, 
plus the opening and end titles. This cinematic analysis allows to complement 
the narrative analysis with elements that are specific to the medium and hence 
points out the cinematic aspects that may be handled differently in our three AD 
versions. Table 2 (below) represents the cinematic analysis for the ‘climax and 
resolution’ of Nuit Blanche.
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Finally, we performed an AD-oriented analysis based on Maszerowska et al.’s 
matrix proposal (2013: 5, 7-11). These authors worked from a bottom-up perspec-
tive and identified critical categories of elements that could demand specific at-
tention from the describer. They developed a matrix with 12 categories: text on 
screen, music and sounds, intertextual relations/cultural references, secondary 
elements/content prioritisation issues, gestures and facial expressions, cinema 
tools and techniques, spatio-temporal characteristics, characters, AD wording, 
language and style (Maszerowska et al., 2013: 7-11). We added the category ‘in-
ternal references’. The matrix complements the cinematic analysis by focussing 
only on items that are of critical importance or may represent a difficulty for AD 
drafting. In Table 3 (below) the AD-oriented analysis of the climax and resolution 
of Nuit Blanche is represented.

In section 3.3, we will explain how the information delivered by this multi-lay-
ered analysis is transferred into the AD. Before that, we will see how functionalist 
translation theory helped us set up a framework for the creation of three audio 
descriptions of the same film in different styles.

2.2.  Functionalism and audio description style

To test interpretative audio description versions against a more conventional, 
denotative audio description, we drew on a functionalist framework inspired by 
Nord (2006) and by the ADLAB6 project. The key element of a functional frame-
work is a translation brief – or AD brief in our case. In Nord’s theory, the “client 
who needs a translation usually defines the translation purpose in the transla-
tion brief”. If the commissioner (e.g. a TV station) does not provide their own set 
of guidelines, audio describers can find orientation in national audiovisual ac-
cessibility guidelines. In the Catalan context, it is the Spanish audio description 

6 ADLAB was a European project conducted from 2011 to 2014 that aimed at analysing and 
improving AD practices across Europe (http://www.adlabproject.eu/home/). The ADLAB 
Audiodescription Guidelines (Remael et al., 2014) adopt a strategical approach inspired by 
functionalist principles (Vercauteren, 2015).

Table 3. AD-oriented analyses of the ‘climax and resolution’ of Nuit Blanche.
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standard (AENOR, 2005) that prevails and it indicates that AD should allow visu-
ally impaired spectators to “perceive the message as a harmonious work which is 
as similar as possible to that which is perceived by the sighted” (AENOR, 2005: 4, 
translation by Utray et al., 2009: 249). In our opinion, this statement is a perfect 
primary AD brief as it considers the accessibility to an experience – and not only 
to information – when it mentions the way the message should be perceived. Ac-
cording to Nord’s functionalist theory, “the purpose of the target text [the audio 
described film] determines the choice of method and strategy in the translation 
[audio description] process” and “the methods and strategies to choose from are 
part and parcel of the translator’s [audio describer’s] professional competence” 
(Nord, 2006: 30). A translation (or audio description) will be deemed functional 
if it achieves the intended purpose (ibid.: 31). One possible ‘method’ or macro-
level strategy to fulfil this goal is to follow the standard. The operative strategy 
will then be to describe objectively what is shown on screen and the correspond-
ing operative AD brief will be to write a denotative AD. Another possible macro-
level strategy is to take into account the findings of recent research in Audio De-
scription and Film Studies and stray away from conventional AD guidelines to 
include the meaning and aesthetics of cinematic language in the audio descrip-
tion. This opens the possibility of several operative strategies. One possibility is 
to engage in a path similar to Fryer and Freeman’s (2013) and describe cinematic 
techniques in addition to interpreting the meaning of cinematic language into 
words. In this case, the operative AD brief will be to write a cinematic AD. Another 
possible operative strategy is to follow Kruger’s audio narration proposal (Kru-
ger, 2010) and to interpret cinematic and film language to re-narrate the story for 
the visually impaired audience, so that the operative AD brief will be a narrative 
AD. The operative strategy chosen by the audio describer brings forth the opera-
tive AD brief – or AD style, which will determine the content selection strategies, 
AD strategies and semantic and textual strategies he or she will use to craft the 
AD. So, applying a functionalist approach to AD creation and concentrating, for 
this research, on the interpretation of cinematic and film language, we can de-
fine three operative AD briefs – or AD styles:

–  Denotative AD style: Conventional audio description that describes what is 
shown on screen at a denotative level.

–  Cinematic AD style: Audio description that offers a balance between inter-
pretation of film language, description of cinematic techniques and deno-
tative description.

–  Narrative AD style: Audio description that concentrates on interpreting film 
language and integrating the visual information into a coherent narration.

Our functionalist framework is summarized in Illustration 2 (below).
�
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2.3  One film, three audio descriptions

Within this functional framework, it is possible to craft three viable audio de-
scriptions of the film. Nevertheless, the different versions could differ from one 
another so widely that, in a reception study, there would be a range of alterna-
tive causes to the different experiences of participants. To avoid this situation, 
and make sure that the degree of inclusion and interpretation of film language 
is the only parameter at stake, we asked a professional describer to create a first 
audio described version of the short film. She drafted a rather denotative AD 
that included several cinematic terms. We asked her to modify this first draft to 
adapt it to the three AD briefs, so that modifications were made at key moments 
of the short film, but the rest of the description was identical. The timing and 
length of the description were comparable too. The cinematic version, being a 
mix of describing and interpreting cinematic language was somewhat longer7, 
but the absence of dialogues allowed for some flexibility. This notwithstanding, 
in all three versions, attention was paid to leave enough space for AD users to 
enjoy the film’s music. Besides, the describer kept her voice and tone similar in 
all versions, voicing in a neutral intonation as recommended by the Spanish AD 
standard (AENOR, 2005: 9)8.

To exemplify in this article the three AD styles defined section 3.2, we chose 
the ‘climax and resolution’ or dénouement of Nuit Blanche (analysed in section 3.1) 
because it involves subjectivity and interpretation at different levels. The key as-
pect of the dénouement is the return to reality: accompanied by a lyrical orchestral 

7 The denotative AD has 388 words (100%); the cinematic AD has 427 words (110%) and the 
narrative AD has 400 words (103%) in Catalan.

8 The three audio description versions were drafted and voiced in Catalan by Carme Guillamon.

llustration 2. Functional framework for multiple AD creation with different handlings of 
film language.
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music, the characters have survived surrealistic events of window breaking and 
car crashing and they meet in the middle of the street. Amid of sparkling glass 
pieces that float around them, the music reaches its climax as they are about to 
kiss, when this vibrant shot dissolves into one of the woman sitting at the restau-
rant, smiling to the man, her glass of wine on the table. The next shot is one of the 
man standing on the other side of the street, looking at her. As the visual transi-
tion to the character’s original placing happens, the music stops, the sounds of 
the street can be heard again and a car passes by. The transition from one phase 
(‘fantasy’) to the other (‘reality’) is announced by different filmic devices. The 
first one, purely cinematic, is the switching from slow motion to normal speed. 
A second cinematic technique is the editing effect that juxtaposes two shots of 
different phases by dissolving one image into the other. Parallel to this cinematic 
cut, there is a music cut. Finally, the fourth way of indicating a return to the ini-
tial phase lies in the mise-en-scène: the characters have returned to their original 
position and have items back that were broken (the glass) or lost (the hat and 
briefcase) in the fantasy. All these hints allow sighted viewers to interpret that 
the phase switch is a return to reality. It is important that the audio description 
gives the visually impaired audience enough cues to draw the same conclusion. 
Note that the symbolic meaning of this return to reality (the ‘epilogue’) may be 
interpreted differently by each spectator. Although the filmmaker has a vision 
(it was a fleeting moment of attraction between two strangers, Wired 2010, see 
above), viewers are free to have their personal interpretation of the short film 
and the AD should guarantee the visually impaired audience the same liberty. 
The three audio descriptions of the dénouement and their translation into English 
are reproduced in Table 4 (below).

Table 4. Audio description of the denouement of Nuit Blanche in denotative, cinematic and 
narrative style.
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In the denotative AD, the describer does not interpret the return to reality. She 
mentions the “normal speed”, as the switch from normal speed to slow motion 
and vice versa is a common cinematic technique that is usually named in con-
ventional audio descriptions. She also describes the position of the characters 
(‘sits at the Café’ / ‘stands on the other side of the street’), which is an internal 
reference to the beginning of the short film. Moreover, she mentions that the 
man wears his hat and carries his briefcase, two elements that he had lost in the 
depicted events and that are now also back in place. This denotative description 
gives enough cues for the visually impaired audience to understand the return 
to reality although it does not render the full cinematic features of the moment.

In the cinematic AD, the describer both describes the editing technique and 
interprets the cinematic return to reality when she says that “the frame focuses 
on their lips” and then “passes beyond them” to “return to reality”. Here too, the 
return to normal speed is stated. Furthermore, she also mentions the internal 
reference to character placing but the hat and briefcase must be left out for time 
reasons – though as the return to reality is clearly mentioned, they become un-
essential cues. Besides, the describer deals with the way characters look at each 
other in a different manner. In the denotative AD, she states separately that the 
woman is looking at the man and vice versa, because the shot reverse shot tech-
nique is not direct in this scene; the camera lingers on the woman, then on the 
man. Nevertheless, the cinematic version allows itself to be more interpretative 
by saying that “they are looking into each other’s eyes”, because the characters 
have just shared an intense moment and their last look for one another is impor-
tant to the symbolism of the film.

Finally, in the narrative AD, the cinematic techniques as such remain second-
ary but their effect is interpreted into words: “Suddenly, everything goes back to 
reality”.  In addition to character placing and the hat and briefcase, the describer 
mentions that “the wind blows”, thus using another internal reference, one that 
appeals to senses other than vision and reminds of the atmosphere of the begin-
ning of the short film. In this version too, she insists on the fact that “they look 
into each other’s eyes”. All in all, she accounts for the events on-screen in a more 
literary fashion to render the meaning and feeling of the moment as loyally9 as 
possible. As a matter of fact, despite being subjective, and thus deviating from 
current standards, our two interpretative audio descriptions can be deemed ethi-
cal as they do not serve the purpose of expressing personal views or of patroniz-

9 Nord coined the term loyalty to counter the controversy around the faithfulness or fidelity 
of functional translations. “Loyalty always refers to the attitude or behaviour of the trans-
lator during the process of translation. […] [It] is an interpersonal category affecting the 
relationship between people” (Nord, 2006: 40). The translator is “acting loyally with regard 
to the communication partners […] and with regard to one’s own ethical principles” (ibid.). 
In our case, a loyal audio describer produces an AD that respects the primary and operative 
AD briefs, the filmmaker and the visually impaired target audience.
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ing end users but that of providing them with an experience as close as possible 
to that offered by the original short film. 

All three descriptions have a similar structure and some elements that are 
expressed in a similar manner but they also have targeted differences. These dif-
ferences should affect the film experience of blind and partially sighted viewers 
in different ways, which our reception study means to explore.

3.  Experimental Methodology

In this section, we will detail the experimental procedure which we have been 
following to conduct the reception study. The study has the ethical approval of 
the Ethical Committee of the University of Vic - Central University of Catalonia.

3.1. Design and Sampling

In audio description research, reception studies usually draw on methods from 
psychology (e.g. Fryer and Freeman, 2013; Fresno et al., 2014; Ramos Caro, 2016; 
Walczak and Fryer, 2017a) or social research (e.g. Cabeza-Cáceres, 2013; Fernán-
dez-Torné & Matamala, 2015) and the latter is also the case of our project. So far, 
we have contacted participants through the Department of Culture and Sport of 
ONCE Catalunya (the Catalan delegation of the Spanish National Organisation of 
the Blind). Contact was made with five local ONCE offices in Catalonia: Girona, 
Vic, Manresa, Reus and Lleida10. We have worked with 39 participants so far: 25 
men and 14 women, 8 were born blind, 13 reported to have lost sight more than 
5 years ago and 2 usually rely on their residual vision to watch TV. 13 participants 
have heard the denotative AD and participated in the focus group interview al-
though only 9 of them have also answered the questionnaire11; 11 have heard the 
cinematic AD but only 10 participated in the study12; 15 have heard the narrative 
AD and participated in the study. Groups were not randomized: they were set up 
by the directors of the local offices according to participants’ availability to come 
for a focus group interview, which was held in the localities of the ONCE office. 
In this context, access to the study population was too limited to design an exper-
iment with random selection, so we opted for a quasi-experimental design with a 
relative comparison between nonequivalent groups (Trochim & Donnelly, 2006: 

10 We want to express our heartiest thanks to Josep Pitarch, Head of Culture and Sport at 
ONCE Catalunya, to the directors of the local ONCE offices and to the participants of the 
study for their time and effort.

11 For time reasons, participants 8, 9, 10 and 11 answered the sociodemographic questions but 
proceeded to the discussion directly after hearing the audio description.

12 Participant 20 reported to have a strong hearing problem and retired from the study at an 
early stage.
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216), where each group listens to one AD version. The term nonequivalent refers 
to the absence of randomness in participants selection, yet the groups share a 
comparable heterogeneity (see section 4.2 below). In addition to the comparison 
between experimental groups hearing different AD versions, we gathered refer-
ence data with a control group of 100 sighted people who had watched the short 
film without AD and answered an online survey.

3.2  Data Gathering

Though not replicating their experiments, we followed other researchers in the 
field (e.g. Cabeza-Cáceres, 2013; Fresno et al., 2014; Fernández-Torné & Matamala, 
2015; Ramos Caro, 2016; Walczak & Fryer, 2017a, 2017b) and adopted a dual ap-
proach with questionnaires and interviews, to complement quantitative infor-
mation with qualitative insights. Individual questionnaires were mainly com-
posed of Likert scale and multiple-choice questions, while interviews were held 
in a group setting. Each experimental group was divided into focus groups of 2 
to 4 participants who took part in an experimental session lasting between one 
hour and one hour and a half. Before starting, participants were explained the 
aims of the study and informed consent forms were signed. At the beginning of 
the session, each participant was given a small bottle of water and, in an informal 
atmosphere, we started with the sociodemographic questions so that all partici-
pants could get acquainted with each other. After that, we proceeded to hearing 
one of the AD versions and to answering the questionnaire. To prevent an alter-
ing of the study results by a contamination effect in the group, participants an-
swered questionnaire items individually with a one-rod abacus with 6 beads that 
was designed and made for this purpose. Discussion took place after each section 
of the questionnaire, after open-ended questions and at the end of the session. 

3.2.1  Questionnaires
 

The questionnaire13 was designed to get insights into AD users’ film experience. 
Spectatorial activity entails the processing of filmic input at all semiotic levels, 
using the information of all modes and channels involved, decoding and reorder-
ing it according to one’s knowledge and experience – but also one’s feelings and 
emotions (Schmid, 2014: 22). As Plantiga points out, “the filmmaker can affect the 
spectator through all of the various parameters of film style, from shot composi-
tion, to movement, to editing, to colour, to sound and music” (Plantiga, 2010: 94). 
Carroll and Plantiga argue that filmmakers do not only use these devices to con-
struct meaning but also to trigger emotions in viewers (Carroll, 2008; Plantiga 

13 Attached as Appendix 1.
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2010) and that they can “elicit – across diversified audiences – roughly the same or 
converging general emotional responses to the fictions on screen” (Carroll, 2008: 
156). Therefore, in the questionnaire, we approached film experience both from an 
emotional and from a cognitive point of view, asking participants about how they 
interpreted the short film and how it made them feel. The questionnaire had five 
sections: sociodemographic data, emotional reception, cognitive reception, evalu-
ation of the film experience and evaluation of the audio description.

The first section included sociodemographic questions on gender, age, educa-
tion and profession as well as questions about the degree and origin of blindness. 
The answers to these questions allow us to ensure that the heterogeneity of the 
blind population is represented in our experimental groups and that a compara-
ble sample of participants has been assigned each AD version (Trochim & Don-
nelly, 2006: 216; Cabeza-Cáceres, 2013: 157).

The second section was devoted to the emotional reception of the short film. 
Participants first had to evaluate, on a 6-point scale ranging from “not at all” to 
“a lot”, how intensely they had felt a range of emotions at four key moments of 
the short film. Several emotions were grouped under one label: the labelling of 
emotion categories was informed by works from the field of Emotional Theory 
by Ekman (1977), Demos (1995), Plutchik (2001) and Goleman (2005). For exam-
ple, ‘interest’ was the label for ‘interest, curiosity and expectation’. Following 
the same model, participants were asked how they felt after watching the short 
film. Then, there was a multiple-choice question on which elements of the audio 
described short film had transmitted emotions and, finally, they were asked if 
emotions had arisen rather because of the film itself or because of their personal 
experience (single choice question).

The third section concerned the interpretation of the short film. We tested 
three kinds of elements: spatio-temporal setting, key aspects of the narration 
and overall interpretation. We asked participants about the estimated place and 
time to check if the details provided in the AD helped situate the action (open 
ended question). We asked if they had noticed the attraction between the charac-
ters, if they had noticed that the action got out of reality and when (open ended 
question), as well as which effect(s) they thought the slow motion had (multiple 
choice). Finally, participants had to state what the aims of the short film were ac-
cording to them (multiple choice).

Finally, in the fourth and fifth sections, we asked for an evaluation of the film 
experience and of the audio description on a six-point Likert scale with four 
items. Participants had to rate from “not at all” to “very much” how interesting, 
aesthetic, emotional and enjoyable their film experience had been. The items 
‘interesting’ and ‘enjoyable’ could apply to any film whereas ‘aesthetic’ and ‘emo-
tional’ were chosen for Nuit Blanche specifically. Also on a six-point Likert scale 
with four items, participants had to rate if the AD had given them access to the 
necessary elements to understand the film, to its aesthetic and stylistic aspects, 
to its emotional aspects and to an enjoyable experience. Finally, participants had 
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to rate the sound-mix and to give an overall rating of the AD, both on a 6-point 
scale from “insufficient” to “excellent”.

3.2.2  Focus group interviews

At the end of each questionnaire section, and after the open-ended questions, 
there was an open discussion with a “sharing and comparing” approach (Mor-
gan, 2012). In this setting, there is no structured interview, the information is 
gathered through the discussion that arises between participants, building on 
their thoughts and comments on the film and on their experience. The research-
er remains in a secondary position, reorienting the discussion when necessary, 
encouraging participants to develop their thoughts, making sure that everyone 
has their say if they want to – and respecting their silence if they do not seem to 
feel like taking an active part in the conversation. The group approach has been 
fruitful to clear doubts about critical comprehension questions, with participants 
reconstructing the story together in the discussion. And as the focus group inter-
views built on participants’ observations, each session was unique and different 
group discussed different topics more thoroughly: the emotional experience, the 
symbolic meaning of the film, the quality of the description, etc. As participants 
are not necessarily directly talking to the researcher in group interviews, he or 
she is in a more convenient position to observe participants’ body language and 
the way they relate to each other to notice, for example, their wish or reluctance 
to express themselves, or to identify a “dominant voice” influencing the others 
(Smithson, 2000: 107). This happened for instance in a three-participant group: 
participant 21 commented that she had liked the AD of the beginning, which was 
rich in details, and that she did not expect the film to be over so quickly. The re-
searcher expected and encouraged her to develop on her thoughts. However, par-
ticipant 22 was very assertive about the lack of interest presented by the film for 
the collective of the Blind and about the bad quality of the describer’s voice. On 
the latter point, he was strongly supported by participant 23. In this context, it is 
possible that participant 21 did not feel at ease to express her opinion, to avoid 
starting a debate. Other times, there might be followers of the dominant voice, as 
was the case with participants 1, 2 and 3. Participant 2, who was very active in the 
discussion, interpreted that the man and the woman were dead in the events and 
that they reunited in the afterlife. Participant 1 and 3 agreed to this interpretation 
but their reaction seemed more of acquiescence than of conviction. All things 
considered, the focus group approach delivered valuable information because 
the outcomes were not limited by the researcher’s expectations but, in the analy-
sis of the collected data, the group context must not be neglected. 
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4.  Preliminary observations

The study is still ongoing and the final content of questionnaires and interviews 
will undergo an in-depth analysis to reconstruct and contextualize participants’ 
film experience and relate it to the audio description style they were confronted 
to. Nonetheless, the results obtained up to now allow for some preliminary com-
ments on the film experience of blind spectators.

A first significant observation concerns the relationship between emotion 
and enjoyment. According to our analysis, the original short film Nuit Blanche 
is designed to elicit emotions so it is important that the audio described version 
does so to. Fifteen participants reported that their film experience was ‘quite a 
lot’ or ‘very much’ emotional. In the discussions, thirteen of these participants 
were very enthusiastic about their experience and reported more enjoyment and 
immersion than the rest. For instance, participant 13 stated: “Emotion comes to 
you, a lot. It reminds me of a book that takes you into the story, it’s not a cold 
description.”14 Participant 6 said “Very good! I felt transported into another 
world, it was thanks to the audio description.”15 On the contrary, only one par-
ticipant that had reported a less emotional experience in the questionnaire gave 
a clearly positive feedback in the discussion. These observations indicate that 
emotion is strongly linked to immersion and enjoyment. It is worth noting that, 
out of the fifteen participants who reported a highly emotional experience, nine 
had heard the narrative AD, five had heard the cinematic AD and one had heard 
the denotative AD. This seems to point at narrative audio description as the bet-
ter option to transmit emotions and offer an immersive film experience, while 
denotative AD does not seem to transmit much emotion but, so far, a few more 
participants have heard the narrative version (see section 3.1), so we need to com-
plete the study before drawing conclusions. 

Secondly, our first observations also confirm that emotion and comprehen-
sion are closely linked, as cognitive film theorists explain (see section 3.2.1). One 
prominent result in this sense concerns the moment when the car crashes into 
the man. Ten participants have ascribed this fragment a preponderant narrative 
importance. Out of these ten participants, nine had reported to have felt ‘quite 
a lot’ or ‘very much’ ‘sadness’ or ‘fear’ at this moment. To these participants, this 
event became of key importance and they tried to explain the whole short film 
around it. For example, after hearing the audio described short film, participant 
28 concluded that “it is a staged run-over that ends up in a romantic scene”. But 
the car crash seems to have more of a symbolic and aesthetic purpose than a nar-

14 Participant 13: female, age class 31-45, blind from childhood, heard the narrative AD ver-
sion. Comment translated from Catalan – “Arriba molt l’emoció, molt. Em recorda un llibre 
que se t’emporta en el relat, no és una descripció freda.”

15 Participant 6: male, age class 46-60, acquired blindness, heard the cinematic version. Com-
ment translated from Catalan – “Molt bé! M’he sentit transportat en un altre món, ha sigut 
gràcies a l’audiodescripció.”
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It is possible that the answers of visually impaired participants were partly in-
duced by the car crash scene: in the discussion, car traffic appeared to be a very 
sensitive issue mentioned by several participants as a major danger with which 
blind persons must deal in their daily lives. However, this could also be an indi-
cator of a significant difference in the way blind audiences engage with film as 
compared to sighted audiences and it may require further exploration.

rative function: it is a way of showing the strength of the man’s attraction to the 
woman as he merely bends to the side and then goes on towards her, while the 
car is destroyed and the front window breaks into thousands of glistering glass 
pieces. The situation is described (not interpreted) in all three versions but it 
seems that an overwhelming of emotion in some participants, when they visual-
ize the man being hurt by the car, impedes their processing the information in 
the way that was intended by the director. 47.4% of participants who reported 
high levels of sadness or fear were affected by this issue. This calls for particular 
attention and possibly for more interpretation in audio description to ensure 
that symbolic elements are always understood as such by the blind audience.

Finally, another prominent observation is the importance of personal expe-
rience in film emotions and film experience in visually impaired participants 
compared to sighted viewers. In our online survey with sighted participants, 53% 
reported that emotions arouse exclusively because of the short film and only 7% 
reported emotions to have their origin principally in their own experience. On 
the contrary, among visually impaired participants, only 25% reported the film as 
the sole emotional trigger, 34.4% stated it was equally the film and their own ex-
perience and 28.1% reported their own experience as the most important source 
of emotion. The complete figures are transposed in Table 5 (below).

Table 5. Origin of film emotions in sighted vs. visually impaired audience.

. . . .
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Conclusions and further research

These first observations confirm that an approach to user experience with AD 
through the mirror of film experience is enlightening and suggests that more 
research into the relationships between emotion, comprehension, enjoyment 
and immersion is needed to tailor AD for a better film experience for visually 
impaired users, as Fresno (2017) also suggests.

At this preliminary stage, we have already gathered insightful information on 
the film experience of blind and partially sighted spectators. Nonetheless, as oth-
er scholars in the field, we have been confronted with the difficulty of accessing 
the study population, which has impeded a random selection of participants. To 
increase the generalisability of the outcome of AD reception research, it would be 
interesting to work on a “proximal similarity” framework (Trochim & Donnelly, 
2006: 43) for our field, i.e. a set of conditions that reflect a “gradient of similarity” 
between our population of interest and our tested sample.

We would like to close this article acknowledging the usefulness of the func-
tionalist approach to study audio description. Functional theory provides a solid 
framework for developing new audio description styles that deviate from conven-
tional guidelines but take users’ needs and source texts properties into account. 
That is why the functionalist approach could also help develop the concepts of 
loyalty of audio describers and ethicality of audio descriptions to introduce them 
as part of audio description quality standards.
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7.  Appendix

Appendix 1: Evaluation questionnaire on the experience provided by an audio described 
version of the short film Nuit Blanche

[Participant number: ____ ]

[AD version:  ○ Denotative   ○ Cinematic   ○ Narrative]

A) Sociodemographic questions
1) Gender: ○ woman   ○ man

2) Age: 

3) Place of residence: 

4) Education: 

5) Profession/Employment: 

6) Type of blindness
a) From birth ○ Acquired ○ 

b) If acquired, since when?

c) Do you have residual vision? Yes ○    No ○
d) If yes, do you use it to watch films? Yes ○    No ○
e) Pathology: 

7) How many films do you watch every month (TV, DVD, cinema):
B) Questions on the emotional reception of the short film

1) What did you feel when the woman broke through the window? (Rate on a scale from 1 

to 6, 1=not at all, 6=very much)

Surprise (includes surprise, astonishment, stupefaction)

○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

Admiration

○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

Fear (includes fear, anxiety)

○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

Interest (includes interest, curiosity, expectation)

○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

○ Something else:

2) What did you feel when the car crashed into the man?

Surprise (includes surprise, astonishment, stupefaction)

○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

Sadness (includes sadness, preoccupation, disappointment)

○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

Fear (includes fear, anxiety)

○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

Interest (includes interest, curiosity, expectation)

○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

○ Something else:
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4) What did you feel when you realized that the man and the woman haven’t moved from 
their original spot?
Joy (includes joy, enthusiasm, satisfaction)

○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

Relief
○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

Acceptance
○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

Sadness (includes sadness, deception)

○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

Nostalgia or melancholy
○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

○ Something else:

5) How you feel after watching the short film? 
Joyful
○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

Happy
○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

Sentimental
○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

Admirative
○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

Sad
○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

Disappointed
○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

Pensive
○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

Nostalgic o melancholic
○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

○ Nothing special
○ Something else:
6) According to you, which elements of the short film transmitted emotions? (1=NO 
2=YES; multiple answers)
○ The story

○ The characters/actors.

○ The visual style that is described.

○ The original soundtrack.

○ The style of the audio description.

○ The voice of the describer.

○ Other elements:
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7) What brought forth the emotions you felt? (1=NO 2=YES; one answer) [read at least 

twice]

○ The short film itself.

○ Above all the short film, but also my personal experience.

○ Equally the short film and my personal experience.

○ Above all my personal experience.

○ I don’t no.

C) Questions on the interpretation of the short film

1) Even if it is not clearly mentioned, some elements can suggest the place where the story 
happens.
○ 1- I have not given importance to the place. 

○ 2- I think it happens in:

2) Even if it is not clearly mentioned, some elements can suggest the time when the story 
happens.
○ 1- I have not given importance to the time. 

○ 2- I think it happens in:

3) Have you felt the attraction between the characters?
○ 1- No.

○ 2- Yes.

4) Did you notice that the action was going out of reality?
○ 1- No.

○ 2- Yes. When? 

5) What sensation did the mention of slow motion give you? (1=NO 2=YES; multiple 
answers)
○ None.

○ That time stopped.

○ That something important would happen.

○ That the action was going out of reality.

○ An aesthetic sensation.

○ Something else:

6) According to you, what are the aims of the short film? (1=NO 2=YES; one answer) [read 

three by three]

○ Showing the thoughts of the man.

○ Showing the thoughts of the woman.

○ Showing the thoughts of both of them.

---------------------------------------------------------

○ Materializing physical attraction between two people.

○ Offering a representation of love at first sight. 

○ Playing with the laws of space and time.

---------------------------------------------------------

○ Showing the possibilities of visual effects.

○ Offering an aesthetic experience.

○ Offering an emotional experience.

---------------------------------------------------------
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○ I don’t know.

○ Something else:          

D) Questions on the experience offered by the short film (Rate on a scale from 1 to 6, 1=not 

at all, 6=very much)

1) This short film provided you with an interesting experience

○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

2) This short film provided you with an enjoyable experience

○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

3) This short film provided you with an aesthetic experience

○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

4) This short film provided you with an emotional experience

○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

E)  Evaluation of the audio description (Rate on a scale from 1 to 6, 1=not at all, 6=very much)

1) The audio description gave you access to the necessary elements to understand the short 

film

○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

2) The audio description gave you access to the stylistic and aesthetic elements of the short film

○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

3) The audio description gave you access to the emotional aspects of the short film

○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

4) The audio description provided you with an enjoyable experience

○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

5) Did you like the sound mix between the audio description and the original soundtrack?

○ 1- Not at all   ○ 2- Little   ○ 3- Rather no   ○ 4- Rather yes   ○ 5- Quite a lot   ○ 6- Very much

6) Rate the overall quality of the audio description on a 6-point scale:

○ 1- Very low   ○ 2- Low   ○ 3- Insufficient   ○ 4- Acceptable   ○ 5- Good   ○ 6- Very good

F) Do you have any additional comments on your experience with the short film and the 

audio description?

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Abstract

The study discussed in this article was carried out as a pilot study to assess the 
process, resources and data management scheme (Thabane et al., 2010) to be 
used in a large-scale experiment on filmic audio description (AD) reading rate. 
As part of this study we defined the reading rate in filmic AD context. We de-
scribed the characteristic features of Polish filmic AD scripts and recordings and 
examined the reading rate of Polish AD for three Polish fiction films: a comedy, a 
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drama, and an action film. We calculated the average length of breath pauses and 
the maximum, minimum and average reading rate measured in characters per 
second (CPS) and words per minute (WPM) – two measures commonly used in 
audiovisual translation. The main finding of this study is the validation of the re-
search procedure for testing the AD reading rate. We also computed the average 
reading rate for Polish filmic AD (179 WPM) and discovered that it changes de-
pending on the film genre (167 WP for drama, 182 for comedy and 189 for action). 
When it comes to breath pauses in Polish AD, we calculated their average length 
at 190 ms – a value much lower than expected for breath pauses in Polish. The 
results of our study are discussed in the context of research on the speech tempo.

Key words

Audio description, speech rate, delivery rate, reading speed, voicing.

1. Introduction

The study discussed in this article was carried out within the “AudioMovie - Cine-
ma for All” project (2015-2018), funded by the Polish National Centre for Research 
and Development under the Social Innovations II programme. The project is 
carried out by a consortium of six partners: Seventh Sense Foundation (leader), 
Foundation for Audio Description Progress “Katarynka”, Jagiellonian University 
in Kraków, Institute of Innovative Technologies EMAG, Kino Pod Baranami (cin-
ema) and Centre of Technology Transfer EMAG.

The project is carried out in Poland and responds to the current challenges of 
mainstreaming AD in Poland (Jankowska & Walczak, forthcoming). The project 
has four main goals: (1) elaborating a code of good practice for the production of 
legal AD; (2) developing a cloud-based system for storing and sharing alternative 
audio tracks: AD and audio subtitles (AST); (3) developing a mobile application that 
will enable the reproduction of alternative audio tracks in cinemas and television, 
and (4) producing software for AD/AS editing and recording. The study we report 
on in this article was carried out within the last of the above-mentioned objectives.

One of the features of AD editing software is an algorithm that calculates the 
ideal duration of the description entered into the available time slot as well as the 
minimum and maximum tolerated deviation from the ideal reading rate. In or-
der to do that, the algorithm needs to be given reading rate values it can calculate 
upon. Unfortunately, there is no reliable data regarding AD reading rate values. At 
present there are no standards regarding this aspect of AD in Poland, apart from 
the internal guidelines of some recording studios which require the audio describ-
ers to prepare the script with the reading rate set at 15 characters per second (CPS) 
(Walczak, personal communication, March 1, 2017). A similar situation can be ob-
served in other countries (see Subchapter 3 of this article for a detailed description).
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In order to obtain reliable data, we set up a study within the AudioMovie pro-
ject to assess the current AD reading rate in Polish. Since to the best of our knowl-
edge this is one of the first studies carried out on the AD reading rate, a pilot study 
to assess the methods, resources and data management scheme (Thabane et al., 
2010) was needed. This paper presents and discusses the pilot study in question.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the notions of 
speech tempo, speech rate and reading rate. In Section 3 we present the state of the 
art in research and professional practice regarding the AD reading rate. In Section 
4 we discuss the peculiarities of the materials used in the study as the way in which 
AD is drafted and recorded influences research design. Sections 5-7 are devoted to 
the corpora and methodology adopted in the study. The results are presented in 
Section 8 and discussed in Section 9. The conclusions are presented in Section 10.

2. Speech tempo, speech rate and reading rate

Speech tempo or simply tempo is “the pace at which a stretch of connected dis-
course is delivered by the speaker” (Jacewicz et al., 2009, p. 234). The measure-
ment of tempo can be strongly affected by hesitations and pausing (Jacewicz 
et al., 2010). For this reason, by general agreement, it is usual to distinguish be-
tween speech rate for speech tempo that includes pauses and articulation rate for 
speech tempo that excludes them (Jacewicz et al., 2009; Trouvain, 2003). Depend-
ing on the scope of research, the more general umbrella term speech rate is often 
given a more precise form, i.e. speaking rate for studies on discourse delivered 
during spontaneous speech and reading rate for studies on discourse produced 
while reading a structured text. 

Pauses play a central role in speech rate measurements (Trouvain et al., 2016). 
Research on speech rate shows that there are three types of pauses: unfilled 
(UFPs), filled (FPs) and breath pauses (BPs) (Rodero, 2012; Igras-Cybulska et al., 
2016; Trouvain et al., 2016). The UFPs or silent pauses are defined as regions of 
signal where no voice activity is recorded. The FPs also called fillers or pseudo-
words are defined as “sound produced during speech that represents a silent 
period filled by a vocalization” (Rodero, 2012, p. 394), e.g. “yyy”, “eee”, “hmmm”.  
The appearance of FPs does not affect the meaning of a sentence but perturbates 
discourse fluency. The third type of pauses that we consider are BPs – pauses cor-
related with audible inhales or exhales.

In AD-related literature pronunciation speed (Díaz-Cintas, 2006), reading speed 
(McGonigle,  2007), speed of description (Fels & Udo, 2009), description speed/presen-
tation rate (Udo & Fels, 2010), narration speed (Cabeza-Cáceres, 2013; Vercauteren, 
2016) or speech rate (Fryer, 2016) are used interchangeably to indicate the tempo 
in which AD is delivered by a voice talent. However, it has to be noted that none 
of the above-mentioned researchers provides a definition of the terms they used, 
thus it is not clear what they encompas. 
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In this article we will use the term reading rate. We believe that it is the most 
suitable term given the unique nature of AD scripts and recordings (see 4.1 and 4.2 
for a detailed explanation), the aim of our study and the scope of this article. Read-
ing rate in this article is understood as the rate at which recorded AD is presented 
in its final shape – after sound editing. It includes breath pauses but excludes paus-
es imposed by interpretation, important sounds or synchronisation with images.

3. Audio description and reading rate

Filmic AD is a service for the blind and visually impaired that renders the visual 
cues of an image. AD is composed of a verbal description (script) that is delivered 
as an additional audio track (recording) between the dialogues. In recent years, 
AD has received growing interest from researchers. However, most of the re-
search concentrates on the textual aspect of AD, while the audio component has 
been largely neglected and so far studied only by a limited number of research-
ers (Fryer, 2010, 2016; Remael, 2012; Szarkowska & Orero, 2014; van der Heijden, 
2009, 2011) especially in the context of text-to-speech AD (Fernández-Torné & 
Matamala, 2015; Fryer & Freeman, 2014; Linder & Martínez, 2011; Szarkows-
ka & Jankowska, 2012; Walczak, 2011).

Researchers have also shown some interest in the AD reading rate (Díaz-Cin-
tas, 2006; McGonigle, 2007; Fels & Udo, 2009; Udo et al., 2010; Cabeza-Cáceres, 
2013; Fryer, 2016; Vercauteren, 2016). Most of them notice that reading rate is a fac-
tor to be considered in AD creation and/or reception process (Díaz-Cintas, 2006; 
Fryer, 2016; McGonigle, 2007), however so far only three studies have taken it into 
consideration: two in Canada (Fels & Udo, 2009; Udo et al., 2010) and one in Spain 
(Cabeza-Cáceres, 2013). In Canada, reading rate was included alongside with other 
questions about description quality (i.e. understanding, enjoyment of the event 
and AD, language level, style, errors, technical quality, volume, etc.) in order to 
assess the impact of emotional style of AD of a fashion show (Fels & Udo, 2009) 
and a theatre play (Udo et al., 2010). Although the authors of both experiments do 
not provide any information about the reading rate used, they conclude that the 
speed of the description was accepted. In Spain, Cabeza-Cáceres (2013) tested how 
different reading rates (slow: 14 CPS; medium: 17 CPS; fast: 20 CPS) influenced the 
comprehension and enjoyment of film clips. Based on the results, Cabeza-Cáceres 
concluded that although the reading rate does not influence enjoyment, the low-
est reading rate (14 CPS) has a positive influence on comprehension. 

The situation in professional practice resembles the state of the art in re-
search. While all of them tackle the issue of creating AD, only some guidelines 
provide general instructions regarding reading rate, e.g. “speak clearly at a rate 
that can be understood” (Snyder, 2010), “description must not be hurried” (Inde-
pendent Television Comission, 2000), “conform the rate of the description to the 
pace of the program” (DCMP Description Key, n.d.), “voice must be adapted to 
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the emotional content of the scene and the pace of action but must nevertheless 
remain fairly neutral” (Gonant & Morisset, 2008), “tone, style and rhythm of the 
event must be respected” (Federation suisse des aveugles et malvoyants, 2017). 
On the whole, very little attention is given in the worldwide guidelines to vocal 
delivery in general and the reading rate in particular.

When it comes to the recommended AD reading rate, only some guidelines 
give specific instructions about the advised/required reading rate, which is set 
at 160 WPM (Snyder, 2010; Netflix 2016 and SDI MEDIA, 2017) and seems to be 
applied regardless of language or country. Recommendations on the AD reading 
rate are also provided by some researchers. Ballester (2007), based on profession-
al practice in Spain, recommends 180 WPM or 150 WPM depending on the scene 
type and space available. McGonigle (2007), relying on research on reading rates 
in blind children, advocates using 175 WPM in case of AD for children. So far 
the only recommendations regarding the AD reading rate, based on research evi-
dence, have been  made by Cabeza-Cáceres (2013) who computed the average AD 
reading rate in Catalan television (17 CPS), but based on his research he recom-
meds that reading rate in Catalan should be set at 14 CPS. 

As shown above, two measures are used to describe the AD reading rate: CPS 
and WPM. While both CPS and WPM are commonly used in subtitling, WPM is 
also used in research on speech tempo alongside with syllables per second. The 
usage of CPS and WPM in AD is most probably due to the fact that these param-
eters are available in AD editing software and in subtitling software that is com-
monly used to create AD.

4. Characteristics of Polish audio description scripts and recordings

Before we move on to discussing the experiment and its results, it is necessary 
to present the distinctive features of both AD scripts and recordings, since the 
way in which they are prepared influences the analysis and its results. Below we 
present a review based on the examination of twelve AD scripts and recordings1 
gathered from Polish NGOs2 as well as Polish AD guidelines and manuals3.  

1 The Hexer (dir. M. Brodzki, 2001, action), Day of the Wacko (dir. M. Koterski, 2002, comedy), 
The Welts (dir. M. Piekorz, 2004, drama), Jasminum (dir. J.J. Kolski, 2006, comedy), Time to 
die (dir. Dorota Kędzierzawska, 2007, drama), Courage (dir. G. Zglinski, 2011, action), Yuma 
(dir. P. Mularuk, 2012, action), Ida (dir. P. Pawlikowski, 2013, drama), Planet Single (dir. Mitja 
Okorn, 2011, comedy), Raiders of the Lost Ark (dir. S. Spielberg, 1981, action), Matrix (dir. The 
Wachowski Brothers, 1999, action) and Star Trek (dir. J.J. Abrams, 2009, action).

2  Seventh Sense Foundation, Foundation for Audio Description Progress “Katarynka” and 
Fundacja Kultury Bez Barier (Foundation for Culture Without Barriers).

3 Standardy tworzenia audiodeskrypcji do produkcji audiowizualnych [Standards for creating 
audio description for audoivisual productions] (Szymańska & Strzymiński, 2010), Au-
diodeskrypcja – standardy tworzenia [Audio description – principles of creation] (Żórawska 
et al., 2011), Tłumaczenia filmowe w praktyce [Film translation in practice] (Adamowicz-Grzyb, 
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4.1. Characteristics of  Polish audio description scripts

Unlike subtitles, AD scripts in Poland may come in different formats that vary 
from describer to describer and from client to client. They can be also prepared 
using different software – currently AD scripts in Poland are created either in text 
editors or in subtitling software (e.g. EZ Titles and Subtitle Workshop, to name 
the most popular ones). Although there is not one standardized way of editing 
the scripts, some common features – for filmic AD scripts that are to be recorded 
in a studio – can be found. The way in which AD scripts are edited is directly in-
fluenced by the recording procedure. We explain it below in more detail.

It is very rare for Polish describers to read and record their own scripts. This 
is usually explained by the long-standing voice-over tradition in Poland – highly 
skilled and trained voice talents are widely available and the audience is used 
to professional voice performance. It is even claimed that three professions re-
garding AD creation process in Poland should be distinguished: (1) describer – a 
person who writes AD scripts; (2) lector – a person who voices AD scripts and 
(3) audio describer – a person who writes and voices AD scripts (Szymańska & 
Strzymiński, 2010). As a result, AD is mostly recorded in professional studios by 
trained voice talents. The usual practice is that the voice talents see neither the 
film nor the script before the recording. As the voice talents do not rehearse prior 
to the recording, the describers are asked to edit the script in such a way that the 
voice talents can read it as smoothly as possible, without unnecessary breaks and 
retakes. The editing includes segmenting and time coding the script as well as 
including reading tips regarding vocal delivery and pauses.

4.1.1. Segmentation

Segmentation is used in many audiovisual texts. In subtitling, the text is divided 
into subtitles. In dubbing, it is divided into takes or loops (Chaume Varela, 2012). 
When it comes to text segmentation in AD, so far it has been described only by 
Piety (2004) who, based on an analysis of four audio-described American films, 
suggests the following units or structural components:

a)  Insertions – continuous stretches of description that is uninterrupted by 
other significant audio content, such as dialogues.

b) Utterances – short snapshots of language that describe some visible fea-
tures, strung together to fill the space between the dialogue that can be as 
long as an insertion or much shorter (Piety, 2004:11).

2013), Audiodeskrypcja w teorii i praktyce, czyli jak mówić o tym, czego nie można zobaczyć [Audio 
description in theory and practice, or how to talk about something that cannot be seen] 
(Trzeciakiewicz, 2014), Audiodeskrypcja [Audio description] (Chmiel & Mazur, 2014).
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However, it has to be stressed that Piety worked on transcripts he prepared him-
self based on audiovisual material. As Fryer (2016) aptly notices His proposal 
misses divisions that ears cannot spot and become visible only when looking at 
written AD scripts. Drawing from his proposal and the scrips analysed, we would 
like to suggest the following categorization of AD segmentation:

a) Insertions - stretches of AD uninterrupted by dialogue. Insertions are 
formed by smaller units called utterances. Insertions can be formed by one 
or more utterances (see Example 1 and Example 2). In AD scripts, insertions 
are usually distinguished by fragments of dialogue (in bold) entered into the 
script. This serves as signposting to the voice talents who can refer to both 
time codes (see 4.1.2) and the dialogues for calculating when to start reading.

Example 1 Insertion formed by one utterance.

Example 2 Insertion formed by two utterances.

b) Utterances - stretches of continuous AD that may be interrupted by short 
pauses and sound effects. Every new utterance is introduced with a new 
time code (see 4.1.2). Utterances may also contain additional information 
regarding vocal delivery (see 4.1.3) and pauses (see 4.1.4).
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4.1.2. Time coding

Time code (TC) is used in AD scripts to indicate when the voice talent is supposed 
to start reading (Remael, Reviers, & Vercauteren, 2014).  Every new utterance in 
AD is assigned an in-TC. It is assumed that AD is written in such a way that, when 
reading at a steady pace, the voice talent will synchronise with the image and 
finish before a dialogue or other significant audio content appears. However, we 
observed two uses of TCs  that further facilitate the task of synchronic reading. 
The first one consists in assigning out-TCs to utterances (see Example 3).

Example 3 Utterance with in-TC and out-TC.

The second use involves introducing an additional TC within longer utterances, 
i.e. when an utterance is longer than 20 seconds, TCs are introduced within the 
text ca. every 20 seconds (see Example 4).  

Example 4 Utterance with additional TCs

Both of these practices are clearly borrowed from voice-over scripts and allow the 
voice talents to estimate if they are reading at the required pace.
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4.1.3. Vocal delivery

Tips for vocal delivery are inserted within utterances and include guidance on 
reading rate, interpretation and pronunciation of foreign words. They are usu-
ally introduced according to the style guide used in voice-over scripts – as short 
instructions in square brackets inserted within the text. In Table 1 we present 
the most commonly used symbols, however it has to be noted that this is not a 
definite list.

No. Symbol Example

1 [tempo] [fast] Rose runs to the stern.

2 [interpretation] [romantic] Kisses his daughter on the forehead.

3 [phonetic transcription] Jack [dżak] walks into the cabin.

Table 1 Vocal delivery symbols used in AD in Poland

As far as tempo is concerned, the describers are advised to write AD in such a 
way that it can be read at a steady pace. Whenever a given utterance needs to be 
read faster or slower, they are required to introduce an appropriate instruction 
within the script (see Table 1, Example 1). When it comes to voice modulation, on 
the whole the voice talents are advised to read AD with a neutral tone that does 
not distract the viewers (Szymańska & Strzymiński, 2010; Trzeciakiewicz, 2014; 
Żórawska, Więckowski, Künstler, & Butkowska, 2011). However, it is also recog-
nized that the voice should not be monotonous and intonation can create drama-
turgy (Szymańska & Strzymiński, 2010). In case a more interpretative voicing is 
required, the describers can signal it within the script, by providing the voice tal-
ent with interpreting suggestions (see Table 1, Example 2). When AD is provided 
for foreign films, the describers usually provide orthographic transcriptions of 
foreign words (see Table 1, Example 3), since voice talents often do not speak the 
language of the production. Transcription is usually provided in square brackets 
inserted after the foreign word. 

4.1.4. Signposting pauses

Marking pauses is one of the most important aspects of AD script editing. When 
analysing AD scripts for this study, we have identified two types of pauses: (a) 
between-insertion pauses and (b) inner-insertion pauses. We discuss them below in 
more detail.
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a) Between-insertion pauses

Pauses to be made between insertions. They are easily spotted since dialogue 
comes between the insertions. When it comes to AD script, between-insertion 
pauses are usually signposted to the voice talent by pieces of dialogue (in bold) 
inserted into AD script (see Example 1 and 2 in 4.1.1).  These pauses always render 
in the audio file.

b) Inner-insertion pauses

Pauses that occur within insertions. They can belong to one of the two categories: 
between-utterance pauses and inner-utterance pauses. Inner-insertion pauses do not 
always render in the audio file because of the sound editing performed after the 
recording (see 4.2 for more details). 

Between-utterance pauses are pauses made by the voice talent between utterances. 
They are usually signposted in two ways – either by inserting an extra blank line 
between utterances (see Example 5 below) or by inserting a pause symbol at the 
end of an insertion (see Example 6 below).

Example 5 Between-utterance pauses signposted by extra blank lines

Example 6 Between-utterance pauses signposted by the pause symbol „//’
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The symbols used to introduce pauses are the same as in voice-over. The duration 
of the pauses is fixed only approximately. For symbols and their designated dura-
tions see Table 2 below.  

Symbol Example Explanation

^ A sunny day. ^ Marion and Indi walk down a narrow alley. Short pause – ca. one breath

/ Indi puts the bottle on the table. / He sits down. Medium pause – ca. two breaths

// Indi in the temple. He leans over a stone tablet. // Long pause – ca. three breaths

Table 2 Symbols used to signpost pauses in AD

Inner-utterance pauses, i.e. pauses made by the voice talent within utterances, can 
be signposted it two ways: by symbols and/or by the script layout. The symbols 
borrowed from voice-over (see Table 2 above) are inserted into the body of the 
utterance (see Example 7).

Quite often pauses to be made within a given utterance are signposted by plac-
ing a new line of text within the utterance, but without a new TC or symbol (see 
Example 8). 

Example 7 Inner-utterance pauses signposted by pause symbols.

Example 8 Inner-utterance pauses signposted by a new line of text.
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Quite often pauses to be made within a given utterance are signposted by plac-
ing a new line of text within the utterance, but without a new TC or symbol (see 
Example 8). 
It is also very common to signpost pauses that need to be made within the ut-
terance (but also between utterances) in order to expose an important sound. 
In that case, the most common option is to introduce the sound into the script. 
Once again, the practices borrowed from voiceover are followed (see Table 3). 

No. Symbol Example

1 [paralinguistic sound] They carry a figure of Christ [hens].

2 (paralinguistic sound) A glass doors. Behind them the face of Aniela – a petite old 
woman with straight grey hair. (knocking)

3 ...PARALINGUISTIC SOUND Novices leave the building DOORS. 

Table 3 Symbols used to signpost important sounds in AD

4.2. Characteristics of Polish audio description recordings

For our study we used a corpus based on real life materials: scripts and recordings 
supplied by different Polish AD providers. Recordings of AD constitute a very 
particular corpus. As opposed to corpora used usually in speech tempo research, 
e.g. recorded spontaneous or read speech, AD recordings are highly edited. As 
we have already explained, in Poland ADs are usually recorded in sound studios 
that specialize in audiovisual translation and sound editing. This means that 
they undergo the same processes as other audio tracks: once recorded, all ADs go 
through a mastering process. The entire procedure has implications that need to 
be considered in this study.

First of all, both during the recording and the mastering process AD script 
can be spontaneously changed by the voice talent who may decide to omit or 
rephrase certain passages of the script as well as add new utterances. Sometimes 
changes are also made by the sound editor or producer who may cut out parts 
of the recordings. Such changes are quite common and very often foreseen in 
the describer’s contract. From the point of view of our study, this means that 
scripts to be analysed had to be rigorously checked against the recordings (see 
7.1 for more details) in order for us to be able to carry out the time alignment 
procedure.

Another aspect of the script that is influenced during the recording and the 
mastering process are the pauses. As we have already suggested above (see 4.1.4 
b), not all inner-insertion pauses marked in AD script render in the audio file. 
Their presence and length depend on the performance of the voice talent and 
the sound editor. While writing, the describer aims to achieve the “ideal reading 
rate” – which would allow the voice talent to read at a steady pace and synchro-
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nise with the image. It is very difficult for the voice talent to reach this ideal. If the 
voice talent reads slightly slower, he/she may omit some inner-insertion pauses 
in order to be able to fit in the allocated space. Pauses are also omitted when the 
script is too dense and the voice talent needs to speed up to fit in. On the other 
hand, if the voice talent reads slightly faster, he/she might need to lengthen or 
even add pauses to follow the image. On the top of that, some pauses might be 
added due to breathing. Then, in the mastering process, pauses made during the 
recording can be further manipulated since the sound editor can adjust the audio 
position, i.e. move a block of recording along the sound timeline, shortening or 
lengthening the pauses between them. This is often done to better synchronise  
with the image or to expose important sound effects. The implications for our 
study are that in fact it is impossible to measure the AD reading rate unless we 
work with the original non-mastered recordings or define filmic AD reading rate 
as rate at which recorded AD is presented. We opt for the second option.

Last, but not least are the BPs. The main aim of our study was to calculate the 
AD reading rate understood as the rate at which recorded AD is presented. This 
definition of the AD reading rate includes BPs but excludes pauses imposed by 
interpretation, important sounds or synchronization with images. In record-
ings used in speech tempo studies breath pauses can be easily distinguished in 
the recordings, since they are audible in the audio track and often visible in the 
audio histogram. The situation with AD recordings is different. During the mas-
tering process any possible noise is cleared. This means that breaths are cut out 
and all BPs render in the audio file as silent pauses. It is also impossible to spot 
them on the audio histogram. Given all that, for the purpose of our study, we 
had to design a procedure in order to estimate the duration of BPs (see 7.3 for 
more details).

5. The present study

The aim of the study presented below is to set up and assess the research proce-
dure for calculating the Polish filmic AD reading rate. Below we discuss the cor-
pora used in the study and methods applied in order to calculate the reading rate: 
time-alignment procedure, and calculation of word and pause duration. This is 
followed by results and their discussion.

6. Materials

In this study we used a corpus consisting of three ADs (scripts and recordings) 
prepared for Polish fiction films: Ida (dir. P. Pawlikowski, 2013, drama), Yuma (dir. 
P. Mularuk, 2012, action) and Day of the Wacko (dir. M. Koterski, 2002, comedy). 
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The materials were provided by Polish NGOs4 and were prepared prior to and in-
dependently from this study. All ADs were drafted and voiced in Polish and were 
written by professional describers. They were voiced and recorded by professional 
voice talents in recording studios. Since we used real life materials, every descrip-
tion was drafted by a different describer and voiced by a different voice talent: Ida 
and Day of the Wacko by male voice talents and Yuma by a female voice talent.

7. Methods

In order to compute the reading rate, we needed to calculate the duration of 
words and pauses as well as to distinguish between breath and non-breath paus-
es as the latter are not included in the reading rate. Below we present the meth-
odological procedures.

7.1. Time-segmentation procedure

In order to measure the reading rate, it is necessary to compute the duration of 
each word and each pause. The data can be obtained through a type of annotation 
also known as time-segmentation. It can be performed either manually or through 
automatic time alignment. In our study, time alignment was conducted automati-
cally using SARMATA 2.0 Automatic Speech Recognition system (Ziółko et al., 2015). 

In order to carry out the procedure, the following steps were performed. First, 
the original AD scripts (see Example 8) were manually cleared of time codes, 
punctuation marks, capital letters and indications for the voice talents such as 
pause signposting or vocalisation tips. Numbers were transcribed as numerals. 
Foreign and phonetically ambiguous words were transcribed orthographically.

Example 8 AD script before cleaning.

4  Seventh Sense Foundation, Foundation for Audio Description Progress “Katarynka” and 
Fundacja Kultury Bez Barier (Foundation for Culture Without Barriers).
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Then, the scripts were checked against the audio files as we discovered that dis-
crepancies between the scripts and the audio files resulting from changes made 
during the recording or mastering were a common issue. After that, the audio 
files were cut into clips of approximately 20 minutes of length. This was neces-
sary as SARMATA 2.0 was unable to process longer clips.
The AD scripts were cut accordingly and saved as text files (see Example 9). 

Finally, the AD scripts were fed into SARMATA 2.0 as the only possible output 
regarding speech content. Then, the system added time alignments to the scripts 
by matching the recognition hypothesis from the audio to the scripts.

7.2. Calculation of word duration and pauses

The time alignment procedure produced a segmentation of the audio into in-
dividual word segments with assigned time where each word begins and ends. 
This segmentation was generated in CSV files. The data from the CSV files of each 
film was imported into dedicated Excel sheets. 

Given the information on each word’s in and out time, we computed the du-
ration of the words and pauses between them. Following that, the words were 
grouped into insertions. Then, the data was manually annotated in order to cor-
relate the pauses detected in the audio files with commas, full stops and pause 
signposting in the AD scripts (pause symbols and/or new lines of text). On the 
one hand, not all pauses marked in the scripts were rendered in the audio files. 
On the other hand, not all pauses detected in the audio files could be correlated 
with punctuation marks or signposting. Those pauses were assigned to a catego-
ry we called other pauses. 

Example 9 AD script prepared for procedure.
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7.3. Calculating inner-insertion breath pauses

The main aim of our study was to calculate the AD reading rate understood as the 
rate at which recorded AD is presented. This definition of the AD reading rate 
includes BPs but excludes UFPs imposed by interpretation, important sounds or 
synchronization with images. This is why – after calculating pause duration and 
correlating them with commas, full stops and pause signposting - we proceeded 
to distil breath pauses from all the other pauses in the corpus.

In speech tempo studies, it is relatively easy to annotate BPs in a recording since 
they are usually accompanied by an audible sound of inhalation. Unfortunately, 
in AD recordings – due to the peculiarity of these recordings (see 4.2 for details) 
– all types of pauses render as silent. The unique nature of AD recordings guided 
the development of a new analytic procedure that would enable us to calculate 
the duration of BPs. The duration of all segmental phenomena in speech, includ-
ing phonemes or pauses, should be modelled with a gamma-shaped or lognormal 
rather than normal distribution (Rosen, 2005; Wang et al., 1994). Therefore, the 
corresponding expected values should be used as proper measures to describe the 
phenomena instead of mean and standard deviation. In order to investigate the 
distribution of punctuation-related pauses duration, histograms were constructed 
for each film separately (Figure 1). For selected parts of the histograms, the specific 
lognormal shape can be observed (marked with the red line). Breath pauses prob-
ably occurred in these regions. Pauses much longer than the average breath could 
probably mark moments when a breath was accompanied by another activity, for 
example pauses made deliberately to consult the image or to synchronize with it.

Figure 1 Distribution of full stop related pauses and their regions demonstrating a lognor-
mal distribution.
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After visual inspection of the histograms of pauses, we adopted a threshold value 
for each of the analysed films (see Table 3 below). The pauses longer than the val-
ues given in Table 3 below were considered non-breath pauses and the remain-
ing ones were excluded from the analysis.

Ida (drama) Day of the Wacko (comedy) Yuma (action)

>0,25 >0,20 >0,14

Table 4 Length of breath pauses

7.4. Calculating reading rate

Once the word duration was calculated, we proceeded to calculating the reading 
rate in each insertion. The reading rate was calculated based on the duration of 
words and breath pauses. We based the calculation on CPS and WPM – the meas-
ures used frequently in AVT and also in AD research and practice. Since there is 
no reliable data on the average word length in Polish, we calculated the average 
word length in our corpus, based on the number of words and characters without 
spaces. The average word length was estimated at 5 characters per word.

8. Results

The overall results for the three films were analysed. The data corresponding to 
the maximum, minimum and average reading rate is presented in Table 5 below.

Film Average reading rate Maximum reading rate Minimum reading rate

WPM CPS WPM CPS WPM CPS

Ida 167 13.95 221 18 55 5

Day of the Wacko 182 15.17 221 18 97 8

Yuma 189 15.75 264 22 44 4

Table 5 AD reading rate

The average AD reading rate was calculated at 13.95 CPS for Ida (drama), 15.7 CPS 
for Day of the Wacko (comedy) and 15.75 CPS for Yuma (action). The maximum 
reading rate observed within insertions varied from 18 CPS in Ida and Day of the 
Wacko to 22 CPS in Yuma. The minimum reading rate within insertions was com-
puted at 5 CPS for Ida, 8 CPS for Day of the Wacko and 4 CPS for Yuma. 
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When it comes to pauses, the results of the present experiment show that the 
expected value of a BP in our corpus is ~ 190 ms. Another finding is that the BPs 
constitute almost 60% of all inner-insertion pauses. The rest are silent pauses. 
Silent pauses could be correlated either with breaths and/or – given the way AD 
is recorded – pauses made deliberately by the voice talents to consult the image 
and synchronize with it. Another possibility is that silent pauses are introduced 
during the audio-editing stage. This can occur when AD does not fill the entire 
space available between the dialogues. In such cases it is a common practice to 
cut the recording into smaller chunks and redistribute them along the timeline 
for better synchronisation with the image and/or the soundtrack.

Finally, while investigating the correlation between the types of pauses and 
punctuation marks in AD scripts, we found out that 93.5% of breaths occur in the 
place of punctuation marks (91.5% for full stops and 2% for commas). Among all 
pauses correlated with full stops almost 60% are breath pauses. The rest are silent 
pauses. In the places where commas come up, breath pauses can be observed in 
75% of cases. And in the places where signposting is used - in 72% of cases. 

9. Discussion

The results of our study show that the average reading rate in our corpus exceeds 
the 150-160 WPM – the value currently advised for the AD reading rate – by 11-
26%. However, the reading rate is highly dependent on the speaker and the lan-
guage and what is valid for Polish might not apply to other languages. Another 
thing to consider is how this higher than the advised reading rate influences 
understanding and enjoyment, since Cabeza-Cáceres found out that although 
the reading rate does not influence enjoyment, it can influence comprehension 
(Cabeza-Cáceres, 2013).

The results of our research also show that the average AD reading rate chang-
es depending on the film genre. This, however, requires further investigation 
and a larger corpus.

The expected value of breath pauses in our corpus (~190 ms) was significantly 
shorter than that in spontaneous and read speech. The previous research in this 
area showed that the expected value of breath pauses in spontaneous and read 
speech was ~400 ms (Igras & Ziółko, 2013). We hypothesize that the low value 
of these pauses could be attributed to changes performed by the sound engineer 
(e.g. cutting the audio track and moving selected segments to better match the 
action on the screen).

When it comes to the correlation between pauses and punctuation marks, 
our results also differed from spontaneous and read speech. In the previous re-
search it was found out that although 90% of breaths occur in the places where 
punctuation marks come up, 50% can be attributed to full stops and 40%  to com-
mas. Among all full stops, almost 60% are correlated with breath pauses and the 
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rest of them with silent pauses. For commas, breath pauses can be observed only 
in 30% of cases (Igras-Cybulska et al., 2016). This shows that the characteristics 
of Polish recorded filmic AD are different than those of read and spontaneous 
speech. Once again, the peculiarities of recorded AD can be due to the process in 
which they are created and require further studies.

For the purpose of this study we have used WPM and CPS – the measures most 
commonly used when referring to the AD reading rate. Both measures seem to 
be adequate to calculate the reading rate of the existing recordings, but they are 
not reliable measures when it comes to the estimated time needed to read a given 
text. From the technological point of view, in order to estimate the time needed, 
the following steps should be taken: 1) translating the orthographic notation 
into phonetic transcriptions, 2) matching the estimated time duration of each 
phoneme on the basis of statistical values for the given language, 3) calculating 
the duration of the utterance, taking into account both segmental and supraseg-
mental impact, e.g. preboundary lengthening (Igras & Ziółko, 2014), on the prop-
erties of the phones. For the needs of comparative analysis, both CPS and PPS 
(phonemes per second) could be accepted as equally informative measures, since 
the inventory structure of Polish phonemes is rather constant and independ-
ent from spoken or written language (cf. the frequency of phoneme appearance 
rankings based on the results obtained by Jassem, Łobacz, Rocławski, and Steffen 
(Sambor, 2004). Another measure of the AD reading rate could be the number of 
syllables per second. However, this approach would require a language-specific 
algorithm to automatically divide awritten text into acoustic syllables.

An important limitation of this study is the fact that it was carried out on real 
life material – i.e. mastered ADs where all pauses were silent. This means that 
all of the results presented and discussed above are an estimation based on his-
tograms created for the duration of punctuation-related pauses rather than on 
observation. 

Another limitation of this study is the fact that its findings – in terms of read-
ing rate and pause duration – can only be applied to Polish, since every language 
has different characteristics. Itis also important to draw attention to the fact that, 
although AD speech rate is largely conditioned by the script as well as the film, 
the speech rate of each voice talent varies as it is part of an individual style. Addi-
tionally, the final shape of the recording is coined during the mastering process. 
As a consequence, a larger sample or a sample chosen from different voice talents 
or languages may bring about variations in the findings. 

Conclusions

The present study has hopefully contributed to gaining some basic knowledge 
about the AD reading rate and the methodological issues in this area of research. 
The main findings of this study include validating research design for testing 
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AD reading rate and calculating the value of the average reading rate and breath 
pause for Polish AD. However, since it was a pilot study, all findings should be 
confirmed on a larger corpus.

Little previous research has been conducted on reading rate in AD, so we hope 
that this study inspires future research avenues in this area of AD research. Fu-
ture studies could look into testing a more reliable measure of calculating the 
AD reading rate than CPS or WPM such as syllables per second or phonemes per 
second. It would also be interesting to verify whether AD perception, presence 
and engagement could be affected by the reading rate and how this related to AD 
quality. Establishing an AD audio profile (i.e. reading rate, pauses and the rela-
tionship between them) in comparison with other types of recorded speech is yet 
another area of research to be pursued in the future.
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Abstract

All audiovisual translation (AVT) modes mediate the audiovisual text for the au-
dience. For audiences excluded from all or part of a visual or an auditory chan-
nel, this has significant implications in terms of comprehension and enjoyment. 
With subtitling (SDH in particular), we want the audiences to have the same 
quality of access to the characters and worlds that is afforded the hearing audi-
ence. Likewise, with AD, we want the audiences to have an equivalent experi-
ence to that afforded sighted audiences. Since the degree to which an audience 
becomes immersed in the story world plays an important role in this quality of 
access and enjoyment, it would be useful to find ways to measure immersion re-
liably. In this article we present a discussion on the measurement of immersion 
in subtitled film using a triangulation of offline and online measures. In particu-
lar, electroencephalography (EEG) as an online measure holds a lot of potential 
in AVT research. We present the results of a pilot study in which EEG beta coher-
ence between the prefrontal and posterior parietal cortices is used as an indica-
tion of the degree to which an audience surrenders itself to the story world and 
experience the characters and events imaginatively in an immersed state. Our 
findings indicate that EEG beta coherence could be a valuable tool for measuring 
the fluctuating states of immersion in film in the presence of subtitles, but also 
potentially in the context of AD.
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1. Background

In the subtitling of a fiction film, as in other modes in AVT like AD, one of the 
main goals is to preserve the aesthetic impact of the film - to allow the audience 
excluded from the auditory channel the same opportunity to lose themselves in 
the story as that awarded to a hearing audience. The impact of a film is incredibly 
difficult to measure and to replicate due to the many elements that are woven 
together in this dynamic and polysemiotic text. 

As a result of the complexity of the audiovisual text, it makes various de-
mands on the cognitive capacity of the audience. Hearing and sighted viewers 
have to process verbal and non-verbal information that is presented in both audi-
tory and visual channels simultaneously. And then we complicate this text even 
further by adding subtitles or AD for audiences who are excluded from part of the 
text for linguistic or physical reasons. 

In terms of visual processing, we know by now that subtitles affect viewing 
behaviour. Some viewing behaviour is automatic (bottom-up processing), and 
not under conscious control, such as looking at movement or contrast, looking at 
the centre of the screen, looking at faces, mouths, eyes, and looking at on-screen 
text. But some viewing behaviour is a conscious activity, like reading (top-down 
processing). In this paper, we will look at the tension between top-down and 
bottom-up processing of text on video. We will also consider the complexity of 
measuring competing sound sources.

Various studies have indicated that text is processed automatically (see 
d’Ydewalle and Van Rensbergen, 1989; d’Ydewalle, Praet, Verfaillie, and van Rens-
bergen, 1991; d’Ydewalle and De Bruycker, 2007). There is also evidence that sub-
titles are processed effectively by viewers (see, e.g. Perego et al., 2010). It has been 
established that subtitled film does not impact the viewer experience negatively 
(see Kruger, Soto-Sanfiel, Doherty and Ibrahim, 2016). Adding English same-lan-
guage subtitles actually improves the immersion of viewers in terms of trans-
portation, especially for viewers watching the program in their second language.  
What we are particularly interested in, is therefore to find a way of measuring 
immersion online, in order to track the fluctuations in immersion according to 
different scene types. 
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2. Film and narrative

Before discussing the measurement of immersion using online measures such 
as EEG, it may be useful to pause a moment to reflect on the nature of film, and 
on the ways film manage to draw the audience into a fictional world. In semiotic 
terms we could say that film is iconic. It presents “a heterocosm which resembles 
real life”, according to Mainar (1993). According to Carroll and Seeley (2013), we 
use similar cognitive tools to process film and reality, drawing on schemas and 
“recognitional prompts” that are established over time. In other words, a lot of 
what we do when we engage with real and fictional realities is filling in gaps, 
predicting, assuming continuities even when these are absent. For the blind au-
dience this is no different, as they have to rely on the interpretation of contextual 
sounds supplemented by dialogue and AD.

When we are experiencing a fiction film, we make sense of the narrative 
through what could be termed narrativisation. We project ourselves into the fic-
tional reality, interpreting, experiencing and co-creating the narrative (as AVT 
practitioner or as audience member). We experience fictional events as though 
we are living them, using the same cognitive tools. We experience fictional char-
acters as though we are in their shoes, posturing as them, imposing on their 
world as though we were them. 

According to Gallese (2009) and Gallese and Guerra (2012), there is a continu-
ity between the film and the viewer that is known as embodied simulation;  ac-
tions, emotions and sensations of others being mapped onto the observer’s sen-
sory-motor and viscera-motor neural representations. According to Tversky and 
Hard (2009) we take allocentric perspectives when we witness populated scenes 
- an act that results in disembodied cognition. This means that, deictically, we 
assume hypothetical positions outside ourselves. How, then, does subtitling and 
AD impact on this experience? Both modes are in essence extradiegetic (originat-
ing outside the story world and outside the awareness of the characters). Subti-
tles pose graphic interference, and AD auditory interference; both causing split 
attention.

The experience of disembodied cognition means that the audience engages 
with the fictional world to such an extent that they have the sense of experienc-
ing that world, of being transported into that reality for the duration of the film. 
This sensation can be called immersion.

3. Immersion

Immersion is the sensation of viewers being transported into the story world, 
being swept up in this world to such an extent that it takes priority over their ex-
perience of their immediate surroundings. But fictional immersion is a delicate 
cognitive state. The audience is drawn into a virtual reality in which they experi-
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ence the fiction created by the film as though they had a position much closer to 
the action than they actually have. This willing suspension of disbelief is central 
to the enjoyment of film, as indeed it is to the enjoyment of written narratives.

Immersion could be considered an umbrella term for the related concepts of 
presence, transportation, engagement, flow, and similar terms. Presence refers 
to the sensation users of devices like computers or virtual reality have of being 
present spatially in a mediated environment, and therefore not present in their 
physical location (Wissmath, Weibel, and Groner, 2009). Transportation is a re-
lated concept that refers to the viewer being plunged (immersed) into the fic-
tional world of film or fiction by suspending the facts of the real world around 
them (i.e. losing awareness of others in the room, the chair you are sitting on, 
etc.). Green and Brock (2000; 2002) and Green, Brock and Kaufman (2004) used 
the concept extensively in the study of narrative, also combining it with charac-
ter identification and enjoyment. Tal-Or and Cohen (2010) approached audience 
involvement in film in particular by looking at identification and transportation.

In AVT, immersion has been studied in the context of AD and radio drama 
by Fryer and colleagues (Fryer and Freeman, 2012; 2014; Fryer, Pring and Free-
man, 2013) sound effects as well as by Wilken and Kruger (2016), and Kruger, 
Soto-Sanfiel and Doherty (2017). In the latter study it was established that viewer 
immersion and visual attention in film varies considerably depending on the na-
ture of the scene (Kruger et al., 2017). The pertinent question we need to ask in 
AVT, is whether the AVT products affect the audience’s ability to immerse. Since 
immersion is very much related to enjoyment, it is important to know whether 
our AVT products allow the target audiences an equivalent level of immersion 
into the story world, and likewise, similar levels of enjoyment.

The two main constraints with post-hoc measures are their subjective nature 
and the fact that they cannot provide online measurements and rely on memory. 
For this reason, it is important to combine these measures with online and ob-
jective measures such as eye tracking (that can provide information on where 
sighted viewers attended) and EEG, in particular beta coherence as we will ex-
plain here. 

4. Research Design

4.1. Introduction

The overarching aim of the project is to develop further understanding of how 
immersion can be measured objectively, and how this can be applied to an acces-
sibility context including subtitling, captioning, and AD across different genres 
and platforms. In the context of this study, more specifically, we are interested 
in (1) determining if electroencephalography (EEG) can be used as a measure of 
immersion, and if (2) subtitles have an impact on immersion as measured in this 
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manner. As a first step, this paper describes the validation of the methodology 
(1) and the effects of subtitles (2) in order to advance to the application to AD 
(3). In order to achieve these aims, the study adopted an experimental design in 
which there were two conditions: a treatment condition in which participants 
were exposed to the subtitled version of the film (n = 20); and a control condition 
without subtitles (n = 21). Participants, described below, were randomly assigned 
to conditions. 

4.2. Materials

The first 30-minutes of a feature-length movie were used. Sherlock Holmes: A Game 
of Shadows was used as it is a highly-successful mainstream film with a fictitious 
plot and characters. The 30-minute can be broken down into a series of discrete 
scenes as per Table 1.

Scene Event Duration (sec) Description

1 Watson opening narrative 47.64 Exposition by Watson

2 Marketplace 113.96 Holmes in disguise meets up with Adler

3 Beating 122.4
Holmes is beaten up by Moriarty’s 
goons

4 Auction 119.96 Holmes prevents bomb from exploding

5 Assassination of Adler 152.32
Moriarty poison’s Adler after telling her 
he has no use for her

6 Holmes being stood up 22.92
Holmes waits for the now deceased 
Adler

7 Title screen 6.52 Freeze frame, title

8 Apartment 394.36
Watson enters Holmes’s apartment, 
Holmes in disguise, they discuss the 
conspiracy

9 Car and Mycroft 182.8
Comic relief as Holmes in disguise ban-
ters with Watson on way to the club

10
First club scene until Holmes 
joins gypsy

139.12
Holmes looks for assassins during Wat-
son’s stag party

11 Fortune teller scene 201.16
Holmes meets fortune teller whose 
brother was corrupted by Moriarty

12 Fight scene 259.04 Holmes fights Cossacks

 
Table 1: Breakdown of scenes in film. 
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4.3. Sampling

Convenience sampling was used to recruit English L2 viewers from Macquarie 
University in accordance with the institution’s ethics requirements for research 
involving human participants. Participants were contacted via a general e-mail to 
the study body. Participants were compensated for their time with course credit. 
This sampling method resulted in 41 participants with English L2 and Mandarin 
L1, where all participants had intermediate to high English L2 proficiency with 
IELTS scores of above 6.5 on all bands; had spent an average of 27 months in an 
English-speaking country; a mean age of 26 years with a range between 19 to 49.

4.4. Method 

A combination of online and offline measures were used to align with the aims 
of the study. Participants were tested individually in a research laboratory with 
sound and light insulation, see Figure X. Each data collection took approximately 
1 hour. 

A well-established offline immersion questionnaire with a set of sub-items 
was used consisting of 23 items on 7-point Likert scales (see Appendix):

– 10 items on transportation (adapted from Green and Brock, 2013);
– 4 items on character identification (adapted from Tal-Or and Cohen, 2010);
– 8 items on presence (adapted from Kim and Biocca, 1997);
– 1 item on general enjoyment.

Reliability of the questionnaire was found to be above the acceptable level (� = 
0.898).

EEG was employed as an online measure of immersion using beta coherence, fre-
quency range between 14-30Hz, between the prefrontal (PFC)and posterior pari-
etal (PPC) cortex. In cognitive neuroscience, the prefrontal cortex is considered 
to be the location for the control of cortical or executive processing, while the 
posterior parietal cortex is considered the location of neural activity linked to the 
imagination, becoming particularly active when we imagine ourselves as some-
one else or at another time or place (cf. Shimamura, 2013:13-14). In particular, Shi-
mamura states that “the posterior parietal cortex must be considered as a critical 
structure for psychocinematic investigations” (2013: 14). Coherence between the 
PFC and the PPC gains particular relevance in the study of immersion in a fic-
tional world due to the role of the prefrontal cortex in modulating affective states 
across other regions. According to Reiser, Schulter, Weiss, Fink, Rominger, and 
Papousek (2012:144), 

there is evidence that the prefrontal cortex receives highly processed sensory informa-
tion and in turn exerts feedback control on posterior association cortices, in order to 
further modulate representations of affectively relevant information. 
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Reiser et al. (2012) therefore investigate the individual differences in state-de-
pendent decreases or increases of EEG coherence between the PFC and PPC to de-
termine whether these differences indicate the modulation of emotions. In their 
study, they found that decreased beta coherence was linked to higher trait ab-
sorption and the propensity to ruminate when participants were asked to sym-
pathize with others, whereas beta coherence increased when participants did not 
absorb traits or were unable to ruminate. Based on these findings, this paradigm 
will be used in this study to measure psychological immersion in the presence or 
absence of subtitles. 

EEG data were collected using the EMOTIV Epoc+ headset. The headset has 
previously been validated for capturing EEG data of this nature (Badcock, Mous-
ikou, Mahajan, de Lissa, Thie, and McArthur, 2013). We calculated spectral co-
herence on the beta band from left and right hemispheres and prefrontal and 
posterior regions, where an increased level of beta coherence is linked to less 
emotional involvement (cf. Reiser et al., 2013).

Figure 1: Experiment setup

Features were extracted from the EEG data by obtaining raw signal data from the 
individual datasets. Artefacts including blinks and heartbeats were removed. 
Data were then filtered and transformed to obtain the beta frequency. The beta 
band spectral power distribution was then analysed to calculate beta coherence. 
This process is detailed in Figure 1. 

More specifically, artefact rejection was performed to remove any noisy EEG 
recordings by rejecting trials with variance greater than 400 μV2 within any of 
its channel’s recordings. Each of the accepted trials was transformed into the 
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frequency domain using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The cross-spectrum 
coherence was calculated from the FFT spectrum for each electrode pairing from 
each scene. Coherence from electrode pairing of P8-F8, P8-F4, P8-F3, P8-F7, P7-F8, 
P7-F4, P7-F3, P7-F7 was averaged to form the fronto-parietal coupling. Beta coher-
ence was then calculated by averaging frequencies from 14-30Hz in segments of 
10 x 0.5sec intervals (every 5 seconds). 

Figure 2: EEG data processing workflow

5. Results

5.1. Self-reports

Somewhat surprisingly, no statistically significant difference was found on any 
of the subsets of immersion. This was particularly surprising since a previous 
study, making use exclusively of post-hoc measures, found significantly higher 
transportation and character identification in the presence of subtitles after 
watching an episode of a medical drama series (see Kruger et al., 2016; Kruger et 
al., 2017). There are a number of possible explanations for the lack of significant 
differences in this study. In the first place, this experiment only used the first half 
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an hour of a film, not a full text as in the previous study, so the overall immersion 
may not have had sufficient time to diverge between conditions. In the second 
place, there is a limitation in using post-hoc questionnaires namely that they do 
not allow for the analysis of variation in immersion in the course of the film, and 
the scenes used in this experiment consisted of a range of different scene types 
as evident in Table 1. 

5.2. EEG beta coherence

As the distribution data shows in Figure 3, the beta coherence varies across the 
scenes. As illustrated in the graph, for both conditions the beta coherence de-
creases from the opening narrative to the marketplace and beating scenes as 
well as the auction and the assassination scene, before increasing in the two 
short scenes where Holmes waits for Adler and the title screen. The coherence 
then decreases again for the remaining scenes. With the exception of the first 
two scenes, the coherence is lower for subtitled than unsubtitled, i.e. immersion 
could be said to be higher.  This difference reaches statistical significance with 
the subtitled movie presentation eliciting lower beta coherence (between PFC 
and PPC) than the unsubtitled version. In other words, there was a significant 
difference between conditions (F(2,1080) = 51.475, p < 0.001) with the coherence 
for the unsubtitled condition being significantly higher than for the subtitled 
condition. This significance has a medium effect size with a Cohen’s d = 0.5.

Figure 3: Beta coherence per scene
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6. Discussion

Our results provide further empirical evidence of the lack of negative effects of 
subtitles on immersion, a finding that supports previous studies that employed 
solely offline measures (e.g., Kruger et al. 2016; 2017). This also adds to the ben-
efits of subtitles reported on more generally (Gernsbacher, 2015). Our contribu-
tion in this study is the addition of an online, more objective, measure of immer-
sion, which showed a further effect in terms of the positive impact found for this 
measure of immersion.

What is particularly interesting, is the fact that beta coherence between the 
PFC and the PPC seems to be sensitive to variations across different scene types. 
This is therefore a step in the direction of establishing a scientific methodology 
for the online investigation of cognitive processing of AVT products.

Measuring the cognitive processing of film, and also film together with subti-
tles or dubbing or AD is complicated by the polysemiotic nature of the text since 
elements such as text, moving images and sound have to be processed simul-
taneously. This makes it hard to determine the contribution of individual ele-
ments. In AD, the original soundtrack and dialogue have to be processed together 
with the AD, resulting in a complicated mixture of sounds from the story world, 
and the voice of the audio describer providing information on the visual scene. 
Before we can begin to adjust our AD practices, we need to understand the contri-
bution of different sources of information in different combinations to the pro-
cessing of an audiovisual text. And we need to get this understanding not only in 
relation to blind or partially sighted audiences, but also for all kinds of audiences. 

The next step is to use the same methodology to investigate the processing 
of different versions of AD on immersion. In the context of AD this will have the 
potential of comparing the impact of audio description in different scenes on 
blind or partially sighted audiences to that of sighted audiences. 

In conclusion it can be said that although self-reported measures such as 
transportation scales are rich in subjective meaning, they are arguably limited 
and biased. EEG, particularly beta coherence, shows promise to be used as an ob-
jective tracking measure of audio-visual text on immersion that could be used to 
evaluate different styles of AD across different genres and populations.
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Appendix

Items from immersion questionnaire. 

Transportation (Adapted from Green and Brock, 2013):
1. While I was watching the drama, activity going on in the room around me was on my 

mind.

2. I could picture myself in the scene of the events depicted in the drama.

3. I was mentally involved in the drama while I was watching it.

4. After I watched the drama I found it easy to put it out of my mind.

5. While watching the drama, I wanted to know how it ended.

6. The drama affected me emotionally.

7. I found myself thinking of ways the drama could have turned out.

8. I found my mind wandering while I was watching the drama.

9. The events in the drama are relevant to my everyday life.

10. The events in the narrative have changed my life.

Character identification (Adapted from Tal-Or and Cohen, 2010):
1. I think I understand the character of XXX.

2. I understood the events in the drama the way XXX understood them.

3. While I was watching the drama, I felt like XXX felt.

4. During viewing, I could really “get inside” XXX’s head.

Presence (Adapted from Kim & Biocca, 1997):
1. When the drama ended, I felt like I came back to the “real world” after a journey.

2. The drama came to me and created a new world for me, and the world suddenly disap-

peared when the drama ended.

3. While watching, I felt I was in the world the drama created.

4. While watching the drama, I forgot that I was in the middle of an experiment.

5. While watching, my body was in the room, but my mind was inside the world created 

by the drama.

6. While watching, the story world in the drama was more real or present for me than 

the “real world.”

7. The story world seemed to me only “something I saw” rather than “somewhere I vis-

ited.”

8. While watching, my mind was in the room where I watched the drama, not in the 

world created by the drama. 

Enjoyment:

1. Did you enjoy the film?
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Abstract

In this article, we report on the results of a usability study on the Open Art mo-
bile application conducted in a museum with blind, deaf and sighted/hearing 
people. The Open Art application was created following the principles of Univer-
sal Design to give all types of users the opportunity to use the app on equal terms. 
The main goal of the study reported here was to assess how the application is 
used in museum space. We tested 13 people: 1 blind, 5 partially sighted, 3 deaf 
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and hard of hearing as well as 4 sighted/ hearing participants. The results show 
that the app was generally well received and that its use has a positive influence 
on museum visiting experience.

Keywords 

Universal design, accessibility, mobile application, museum.

1. Introduction

Visitors with disabilities can pose a great challenge to museums and cultural 
institutions. In recent years, however, an increasingly growing number of mu-
seums have embraced the possibilities offered by new technologies to create a 
better experience for patrons with disabilities (Scopigno et al., 2014). Some insti-
tutions provide tactile exhibits for the blind and partially sighted (Anagnostakis 
et al., 2016) and offer large print materials for visitors with sight impairments 
(e.g. National Gallery or Tate Modern in London). Others organise special guided 
tours with sign language interpreting or with audio description. A host of insti-
tutions (Prado, Guggenheim, MOMA, Centre Pompidou, Louvre, Musée d’Orsay, 
Andy Warhol Museum, Washington’s National Gallery of Art, National Museum 
in Warsaw to name just a few) have developed mobile apps for their permanent 
or temporary exhibitions to foster the museum visiting experience for diverse 
groups of visitors. Some organisations offer apps or websites dedicated espe-
cially at visitors with sensory impairments (e.g. The Czytanie obrazów ‘Reading 
paintings’ app for people who are blind or partially sighted by the Polish NGO 
Fundacja Kultury bez Barier or the iSztuka ‘E-art’- an online encyclopaedia pre-
senting the works of art from prehistory to present times created by Fundacja 
Audiodeskrypcja).

In this article, we report on the results of a usability study on the Open Art 
mobile application conducted in a museum with blind, deaf and sighted/hear-
ing people. The main goal of the study was to assess how the application is used 
in museum space. In particular, we wanted to see if the app meets the needs of 
diverse groups of potential users, how they perceive the accessible content and 
whether using the app changes their museum visiting experience.

2. Open Art Application

Providing accessibility can be a costly expense for museums, particularly if it has 
not been included at the design stage and has to be retrofitted at a later stage 
(Ellis, 2016). The Open Art application was created following the principles of 
Universal Design (Connell et al., 1997; Story, 2011). In line with these principles, 
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all types of users should be able to use the app on equal terms. Therefore, the two 
fundamental characteristics of the Open Art application are: accessible technol-
ogy and accessible content. The app contains descriptions of works in the form of 
short video clips (2-3 minutes) presenting selected works of Polish modern and 
contemporary art. The clips contain visual material, such as photographs, video 
footage, artists’ portraits, and other archival documents, accompanied by narra-
tion in two languages to choose from: Polish and English. The text is also avail-
able as subtitles (in Polish and English) and/or in Polish Sign Language. The app 
is developed in such a way that other languages can be easily added. For detailed 
information about the app, see Szarkowska et al. (2016). In this paper, we present 
results of usability tests with different types of users in a museum.

Currently, the Open Art application contains descriptions to selected works 
of art in three major museums in Poland: The National Museum in Kraków, the 
National Museum in Warsaw and the Museum of Contemporary Art in Kraków 
(MOCAK). The app can be accessed both at home and in the museum. Users who 
are in a museum can use Bluetooth connectivity (beacon devices) to detect user’s 
location and be informed about the exhibits nearby.

In the Open Art project we opted for the participatory design approach (Baek 
et al., 2007; Ladner, 2008; Metatla et al., 2015). In the course of the app construc-
tion, we conducted a number of studies with potential end users (Jankowska et 
al., forthcoming), including a needs analysis study, an evaluation study on sam-
ple multimedia descriptions, a qualitative reception study of the accessible con-
tent (see Szarkowska et al., 2016) as well as usability tests of an interactive high-
fidelity mock-up application created via the Proto.io platform. The application 
was developed based on the participatory design framework, taking into consid-
eration the results of these studies.

However, until now, all the studies tested selected features of the application 
separately, for instance content and duration of the video clips, or the interface. 
As a final step of the project, described in this paper, we carried out a usability 
study to assess how the Open Art app as a whole is used in an ecologically valid 
setting: a museum.

3. Research goals

The main goal of the study was to assess how the Open Art application is used in 
real world, i.e. in a museum space. In particular, we wanted to see if the app meets 
the needs of end users: sighted/hearing, deaf and blind people. We wanted to find 
potential ways to improve the app so that it caters for these needs even better. 

As for the research setup, we tried to create a natural setting in which the par-
ticipants would interact with art pieces and the app while visiting an exhibition 
in a real museum. Such research environment allowed us to see how well the app 
integrates with the entire art exhibition experience, especially to what extent it 
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helps or disturbs in understanding art pieces, navigating through exhibition and 
immersion into art experience. We also wanted to test whether the Open Art ap-
plication provided sufficient help for the blind without being patronising for the 
sighted participants at the same time. 

4. Research method

The study was designed and conducted to answer the research questions and test 
the Open Art application in natural settings. It took place at the Gallery of the 
20th Century Polish Art of National Museum in Krakow on 13-16 December 2016. 
The study followed ethical rules of empirical research with human subjects. The 
data gathered during the study were summarized with the qualitative analysis 
of observed behaviours and interview answers as well as with statistical tests of 
questionnaire data. The statistical analyses were conducted with the use of au-
thors scripts in R computational language (R Core Team, 2017). 

5. Study design

To answer the research questions posed above, the empirical usability study in 
natural settings with elements of ethnographic and qualitative interviews meth-
ods was used. The main independent variable grouping participants was their 
level of their sight impairment (none vs. partially or fully blind; all deaf partici-
pants were sighted). The measurements were taken from two online question-
naires (before and after the visit into the Gallery), observations during the art 
exhibition visit and post-visit semi-structured qualitative interview. 

5.1. Sample and sampling procedure

Thirteen (N=13) participants (8 female and 5 male), aged between 23 and 66 
(M=31.69, SD=11.57) took part in the study. Seven people had no visual impair-
ments, one was partially sighted and five were blind. Participants with and with-
out visual impairments did not differ significantly in their age, t(8.96)=0.50, 
p>0.1 (participants without sight problems: M=33.14, SD=14.8; participants with 
sight problems: M=30.00, SD=7.21). There were more female subjects among 
sighted people (N=6) compared to male subjects in this group (N=1). Among vis-
ually impaired participants, the proportion of males and females was more bal-
anced (2 female and 4 male). Ten participants claimed that they have no hearing 
problems and three that they were deaf since birth. Participants from these two 
groups did not differ significantly in terms of age, t(10.997) = 0.76, p = 0.47 (for 
no hearing problems M = 32.9, SD = 13.14; for deaf M = 29, SD = 3.46).
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Participants volunteered for the study in the exchange for a gift card to Empik, 
a major Polish chain store selling multimedia and books. They were recruited by 
the Seventh Sense Foundation through advertising on its social media and news-
letters. Before taking part in the study, participants received detailed informa-
tion about the procedure and signed a consent form. They were also instructed 
that they may withdraw from participation in the study at any stage. All the data 
gathered during the study were anonymized. 

5.2. Research procedure

The research procedure was similar for each of the participants and consisted of 
three stages. Exhibition visiting was adjusted for visually impaired participants 
to allow them to fully experience the exhibition: they were accompanied by a re-
search assistant and their path of the art exhibition was more structured in com-
parison to those who reported no sight problems. 

1)  Stage 1: a preliminary stage of the study before visiting the Gallery lasted 
for about 20 minutes. During this stage participants were familiarized 
with the study procedure and the Open Art application (sighted partici-
pants watched a short instructional video, whereas blind and partially 
blind were instructed orally). After that, participants completed a short 
questionnaire containing questions on their socio-demographic profile, 
computer and mobile usage and museum visiting habits (for full question-
naire see Appendix 1). After finishing the questionnaire, participants were 
handed a 19.7" iPad with the Open Art application. Then they familiarised 
themselves how to use the application on this device during the further 
stage of the study.  

2)  Stage 2: during the second stage, i.e. the visiting stage, sighted participants 
were asked to visit the gallery with the Open Art application. They were 
given 25 minutes to explore the gallery on their own. All of the participants 
were requested to listen to the description of the painting Temptation of 
Saint Anthony by Stanisław Ignacy Witkiewicz (for the text of the descrip-
tion see Appendix 2) and other descriptions of art works of their choice. 
The participants with visual impairments visited the exhibition with a 
sighted assistant from the Seventh Sense Foundation who helped them 
navigate through the exhibition. They listened to the multimedia descrip-
tions of three works of art: Temptation of Saint Anthony II by Stanisław Ig-
nacy Witkiewicz (painting), Dance by Maria Jarema (sculpture) and Kraków 
Sarcophagi by Andrzej Pawłowski (installation). We made sure that all par-
ticipants saw/listened to the description of Witkiewicz’s work because at 
the final stage of the study, a memory test related to this work was con-
ducted (whose results will be reported elsewhere). In this study, we want-
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ed the participants to walk at their own pace and stop at the works which 
were interesting for them. This is why there were no special instructions 
or route designed for the sighted participants. Because of this dose of inde-
pendence, the visit was more natural for participants, however this “natu-
ralness” may have meant something different for each of them.

3)  Stage 3: the last stage of the study lasted approximately 20 minutes. It con-
sisted of the memory test on Witkiewicz’s painting, a post-visit online 
questionnaire and a semi-structured post-visit interview (see Appendix 3).

Figure 1 A screenshot from a film with Temptation of Saint Anthony

The memory test was constructed as online jigsaw puzzle depicting Temptation of 
Saint Anthony. The completion and time of completion were taken as main indica-
tors of the memorization of this art piece. Because visually impaired participants 
were not able to undergo the jigsaw puzzle task, they were asked to orally de-
scribe the painting. The post-visit online questionnaire concerned participants’ 
experience of the gallery visit, their evaluation of the Open Art application as 
well as the interaction with the application. The questionnaire also included 
questions of user experience questionnaire adopted after Bednarik, Gowases 
and Tukiainen (2009). We adopted Bednarik et al. (2009) questionnaire to evalu-
ate museum visiting experience. During this part of the questionnaire participants 
evaluated easiness, naturalness, pleasure and immersion of museum visiting ex-
perience with the Open Art application, on 21-points Likert-type scale (from -10 
to +10, i.e. 21 items altogether including “0”). Separately, we asked five additional 
questions to evaluate the user experience during interaction with the Open Art 
application per se. These questions concerned usefulness, ease of usage, help in 
sightseeing, aesthetics of design and immersion. This stage of the research pro-
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cedure ended with the short semi-structured qualitative interview. During the 
interview the following topics were discussed: overall evaluation of the museum 
visit with the Open Art application, advantages and disadvantages of using the 
app, evaluation of descriptions, subtitles, Polish Sign Language interpreting and 
evaluation of the duration of films. Participants were also asked about ideas and 
concepts regarding new functionalities of app. 

 After finishing the last stage of the research procedure, participants were 
debriefed by the research assistant. During the debrief, we presented again the 
goals of the study and summarized its procedure. We also made sure that the 
momentary well-being of all the participants did not lower due to the research 
procedure. 

6. Results and discussion

Given the large amount of data collected and the limited scope of this article, be-
low we present results obtained during the pre- and post-visit stages, excluding 
the memory test.

6.1. Digital profile of participants 

To establish the cyber potential of the research participants, we asked them 
“What devices you use to go online?”. The participants said they mostly use desk-
top computers (including laptops) and smartphones to access the Internet. Only 
three participants did not use a smartphone to go online, whereas ten (10) use 
smartphones to access the Internet every day. Among three (3) of the participants 
who declared not to use smartphones, two (2) participants were blind and one 
with no sight problems. Tablets turned out to be less popular among the research 
sample. They were used for Internet on daily basis only by two (2) participants 
and six (6) of the participants did not use tablets at all. These results are in line 
with the global statistics of mobile, desktop and tablets devices internet market 
shares (StatCounter, 2017).

We also asked the participants how they use the Internet in their mobile de-
vices. Not surprisingly, web search, emailing and social networking were the 
most popular. None of our participants declared to use mobile phones or tablets 
for online gaming. Only one participant declared to use mobile phone and tablet 
for visiting galleries or museums websites (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2 Internet use among study participants by mobile device.

6.2. Cultural profile of participants

To find out about participants’ habits related to visiting museums and art gal-
leries, we asked them how often they visit such places. Most participants said 
they visit museums or art galleries several times a year (54%). Nearly one quarter 
(23%) declared to go to art exhibitions once a month or more often. None of the 
participants said they had never been to an art gallery or museum.

When asked about their visiting habits, participants stated that museum vis-
iting is very often a social event for them. Most participants (61%) go to museums 
and galleries with friends, 23% go with their families and only 8% visit museums 
and galleries only by themselves. Most participants (69%) usually spend between 
1 and 2 hours in the exhibition during one visit and 15% spend between 2 and 
3 hours. Participants tend to visit the museums or art exhibitions either with 
a leaflet or no guide at all. Only about one in four people said they used mobile 
apps as assistive technologies (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3 Assistive means during art galleries and museums visiting (top 2 boxes).

All in all, the profile of our study participants was in line with a typical profile 
established in previous studies (Szarkowska et. al, 2016).

7. App evaluation

Below we present the results of the post-visit studies that included: (1) an in-depth 
interview during which the participants evaluated the content of the app and its 
accessibility and (2) questionnaires regarding museum visiting experience and 
app usability. The results of the study presented below reflect this mixed-method 
approach as we present both quantitative and qualitative data, including partici-
pants’ feedback.
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7.1. Evaluating the content

Below we present the results of qualitative study regarding the content of the 
app. Discussed aspects include: length of the descriptions, attitude towards visu-
al cues and interpretation in the descriptions. 

Each video in the app lasts for about 2-3 minutes and contains, among other 
things, a short description of the visual elements of the work. One of our main 
research questions was whether these descriptions are sufficient for the visu-
ally impaired users and whether they are not patronising for sighted people. We 
addressed this issue by combining the spontaneous statements of participants 
with the direct questions about assessment the length and form of descriptions.

None of the sighted participants said they found the visual description of the 
work of art unnecessary or patronising. Instead, they stressed the fact that this 
type of description helps them notice some elements of the work. For instance, in 
the case of Witkiewicz’s painting The Temptation of St Anthony II one sighted man 
when commenting on the figure of a man next to St. Anthony, who is wrestling 
with an ox, said: “it’s interesting, because I may not have noticed this”. One sight-
ed woman noted that: “In the case of the works of art that are more abstract, these 
descriptions with the visual elements in the beginning are really helpful”. One 
sighted man even declared: “You could just close your eyes, and you could simply 
imagine it all. It just inspires your imagination”. Another sighted person said:

I think the amount of information was good: there was some description of the paint-
ing, but not only focussing on the visual description, but from time to time there was 
also extra information which allows you in a way to distance yourself from analysing 
the painting, to rethink something, such as a short bio of the artist and then to come 
back again to the painting, to the description. It was really nice, not just focussing only 
on the painting.

On the negative side, one sighted person felt irritated by the information about 
the size of the work, which he found unnecessary given that he was standing in 
front of the work. However, because the app can be used outside of the museum 
and also by blind people, the information about the size of the work is essential. 

As opposed to sighted people, with blind people we wanted to establish if 
the amount of description was sufficient to them. We were expecting that some 
blind and partially sighted viewers may think that the amount of description is 
not enough. However, none of our participants stated they would have wanted 
more detail; they were generally pleased with the duration of the descriptions. 
One blind woman explained that she likes short descriptions because “they don’t 
strip it down to minute component parts, which I really hate: I then feel like… as 
if someone took a PC apart and told me to put it back together. I really find it very 
tiring”. Another person noted the amount of the description necessary depended 
on the work of art and its complexity. One blind person said: “I believe it was 
enough. It was just right and not too long. It didn’t make me feel impatient.” An-
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other person stated that the description should enable viewers to imagine what 
the work looks like and “get the meaning and say whether you like it or not”. 

Interestingly, one partially-sighted participant, who could see the contours 
of the works of art, stated that he prefers to watch the works of art together with 
the descriptions in the application, as they “walk us through different visual ele-
ments of the work of art and help us see what we should be seeing and what is 
really there.” The descriptions were not overwhelming or unnecessary for him, 
because they confirmed the visual information he could see. One may therefore 
generalise that in the case of partially sighted people, descriptions can play a con-
firmatory role. According to this participant, the descriptions are not an obstacle 
in experiencing art, but quite the opposite: they “sensitize us and sharpen our 
perception”. The descriptions draw the viewer’s attention to the details, but also, 
as stated by this participant, “clear our perception”.

During their visit participants usually watched 2-3 movies, about 3 minutes 
each. The opinions on the duration of the videos among the sighted participants 
were divided: three people said the descriptions were too short, two stated they 
were optimal, the rest thought they should be slightly shorter. Many people sug-
gested the descriptions should last up to 2 minutes. Most blind and partially 
sighted participants agreed that the duration of the descriptions was appropri-
ate. One person even suggested descriptions could be half a minute shorter in 
order not to bore the listener. 

One of the objectives of the project was to create descriptions that would be 
easy to understand. This goal was achieved by using plain language with short 
and simple sentences as well as avoiding jargon. Long, winded sentences can 
make the listener feel lost and cause a strain on working memory (see Wong et 
al., 2012; Brünken et al., 2002). All participants thought that the language used 
in the descriptions was appropriate, understandable, and written “in accessible 
way for ordinary people” as one person said. One of the blind participants was 
particularly outspoken about that and suggested that sentences should be short 
and succinct, not very syntactically complex. 

When the Open Art project was carried out, there were no guidelines regard-
ing AD for museums. AD was created following general principles of AD which 
at that time followed the objectivity paradigm. The descriptions in the Open Art 
app differ from these ADs in the sense that they do not only contain informa-
tion about the visual aspects of a work of art, but they also include a degree of 
interpretation. We were also interested in whether people appreciate having 
interpretation interwoven with the visual description. In general, participants 
seemed positive about the fact that interpretation was provided. One of the par-
ticipants even said that: “the app adds to the experience, because it provides us 
with some interpretation of these paintings.” Another person noted that:

the app contains information that a person who autonomously visits a museum lacks, 
unless she or he studies art. A person without such knowledge just visits the museum 
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and sees what is presented there, and does not understand much. And this application 
offers some points that direct the visitor towards what is important.

One person stated:

I prefer to have the interpretation given to me maybe because I don’t have the history 
or artistic knowledge. Sometimes you need to know history, or some art period, to be 
able to interpret the work. Not everyone has this knowledge, so it’s good to have in the 
app. It would be good if it was marked, so you can skip it if you don’t need it.  

 
One blind man suggested that he would like to divide the description into two 
separate parts: description and interpretation. This would allow viewers to de-
cide – after listening to the description –  if they are interested in this work and 
to continue listening to the interpretation, or to move on. Overall, these results 
are in line with results from the needs analysis studies (Szarkowska et al., 2016) 
where participants compared modern art to a riddle that can be solved only with 
a guide.

It can be concluded that the descriptions help notice more details, see the 
work of art as they really are without deformations resulting from personal in-
terpretations or impairments.

 
7.2. Evaluating access to the content

During the qualitative study we also asked the participants to evaluate the ways 
in which content can be accessed, namely Polish and English narration and sub-
titles as well as Polish Sign Language Interpreting. Below we present issues that 
were raised regarding different ways of accessing the content, including sign 
language interpreting, voice-quality, text versions, the availability of multiple 
language versions, and the “bring your own device” approach.

Although the number of deaf and hard of hearing people who took part in this 
study was limited, they nevertheless expressed some interesting opinions about 
the app functionality, particularly when it comes to the sign language interpret-
er. Some people voiced their concern about the quality of signing. Among the 
issues raised was the fact that the interpreter was not dynamic enough, showed 
little emotions and did not follow the image.

Participants also stated they would prefer to have sign language interpreting 
in-vision, that is embedded in the film, instead of a screen split between the film 
and a separate figure of the signer (see Fig. 3), stating it would be easier for them 
to focus on the film and the signer simultaneously without having to divide their 
attention between the film and the signer.
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Figure 4 A screenshot from a film with subtitles and a signer.

One deaf participant noted that it would take deaf people longer to visit the mu-
seum compared to the hearing, as deaf people need to look at the sign language 
interpreting first, and only then can they focus on the work of art itself. This, 
however, might be true in the case of traditional audio guides which only contain 
the audio, but in the case of the Open Art app, both hearing and deaf people are 
supposed to look at the screens to watch the film. They can, of course, pause the 
film any time to look at the real work of art.

Some participants, especially the visually impaired, expressed their concerns 
regarding the intonation used by some of the voice talents while reading out the 
descriptions. One of the participants said that the voices sounded synthetic and 
that the description should not only be read in a more emotional way but also sig-
nificantly faster. The speech rate was commented on by various visually impaired 
participants. All of them wished to have an option to manipulate the delivery rate 
or to have descriptions also available in a text format. As one of them said:

I think it would be useful if there was also a text version [...] Text can be read at the pace 
set in screen reader. I always set it at a very fast pace [...] If the text was available in the 
app one could listen again to the last line. And now I would have to listen to the whole 
thing again. 

Participants generally noticed that the possibility of adding multiple language 
versions is a very useful feature. Some of them said that they would listen to the 
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descriptions in English. What is particularly interesting is that all the deaf and 
hard of hearing participants mentioned that International Sign version should 
also be made available.

Commenting on the usefulness of the “bring your own device approach” in-
stead of a traditional audio guide, one blind woman said she prefers to use her 
own device because she knows how to use it. With traditional audio guides in 
museum, each time she goes somewhere, she needs to learn how to use it: she 
needs to familiarise herself with the type of the guide, whether it is touchscreen 
or has buttons, etc. Sometimes, during the visit, the battery runs out, so she said 
with her own device, she would be responsible for charging it, providing her 
with autonomy. One of the sighted participants also noted that this approach can 
be particularly useful for elderly users who may find it difficult to learn a new 
solution in every museum.

7.3. Evaluating museum visiting experience with the Open Art application

The user experience questionnaire provided the insight on pleasure, immersion, 
naturalness and difficulty levels associated with the use of the Open Art applica-
tion while visiting the Gallery. On average, museum visiting experience with the 
application was evaluated significantly higher than 0 on pleasure, naturalness 
and immersion scales but not on difficulty scale. The experience was rated as 
not difficult (M=1.92, SE=1.84), immersive (M=4.46, SE=1.83), natural (M=2.92, 
SE=1.85), and pleasurable (M=5.23, SE=1.42), see Figure 5.

No significant differences were found between participant with and without 
visual impairment. The significance of differences were calculated with two-
sample Welch’s t-tests. The results are presented in the Table 1.

At the end, we also asked participants to evaluate their enjoyment during 
the museum visiting experience on 21-point Likert-type scale (“I enjoyed visit-
ing the museum with the Open Art application”). Again, on average they rated 
it very high (M=6.77, SE=0.99). The two samples t-test for differences in evalua-
tion between blind and sighted participants did not reach the significance level, 
t(9.1625)=0.38, p>0.1 (for sighted participants M=7.14, SE = 1.20, and for blind 
participants M=6.33, SE=1.74). This means that for both groups, the visiting ex-
perience with the app was similar, which is in line with the Universal Design 
approach.
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Figure 5 Evaluation of visiting with the Open Art app on four scales by blind and sighted 

participants.

Note that values -10 were labeled as “Absolutely not” and +10 as “Absolutely yes”.

Error bars represent +/- 1 SE (standard error of the means).

 

Evaluation scale t-test Sighted participants Blind participants

Pleasure t(10.936)=0.94, n.s. M=4.00, SE=2.02 M=6.66, SE=1.99

Immersion t(9.7003)=0.42, n.s. M=3.71, SE=2.34 M=5.33, SE=3.09

Difficulty t(7.5819)=1.59, n.s. M=-4.57, SE=1.66 M=1.67, SE=3.21

Naturalness t(10.329)=0.60, n.s. M=1.86, SE=2.48 M=4.17, SE=2.93

Table 1 The results of t-tests comparing the evaluation of the museum visiting experience.
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We also asked participants whether the app makes the museum visiting ex-
perience different compared to the way participants traditionally visited such 
places. Many participants noticed that using the app enabled them to learn more 
and that it makes the visitor more conscious in a sense that they gain insight into 
knowledge they would otherwise not have. A sighted woman said: 

Very often when we look at something, we are not aware of what it is that we are 
actually looking at. We may like it or not, but that’s another issue. When we have a 
mention to the author’s bionote, then we start looking at the work from a different 
perspective. Then we know… this had an impact on that, this means that. And this is 
what’s important. I find it an advantage of the app.

Almost all participants noticed that thanks to the app their visiting experience 
was deepened. One of the hearing impaired participants said that:

Application gives me information: details that I would certainly not pay attention to, 
that each element has some meaning. For example, without the app, I would look at 
the whole thing, and thanks to the app I can learn about the details.

Another participant said:

The app allowed me to pay attention to details which I would not have noticed other-
wise. I would just have skimmed through the painting, and with the app I stop, I look… 
and I can approach the reception of the work more professionally.

One blind man noted: “To be honest, visiting the museum using this app is a bit 
of wasted effort. I might as well read those descriptions at home, without having 
to come here at all.” Indeed, the functionality of the app makes it possible not 
to have to visit the museum in person: anyone who has access to the Internet 
and a mobile device can download the app and watch/listen to the descriptions 
anywhere. This is in line with the authors’ intentions to make the works of art as 
accessible as possible, regardless of geographical limitations, just like in the case 
of the Google Arts & Culture app.

A few participants noted that visiting a museum with the app might be much 
longer and tiring if one wanted to listen to all the descriptions. One sighted 
woman noticed that, as opposed to visiting with a human guide, one can always 
just skip the exhibits one is not interested in.

7.4. Evaluating the Open Art application usability

We also asked participants to evaluate the application on five 21-points Likert-
type scales (from -10 to +10) in terms of its usefulness, ease of usage, help in vis-
iting, aesthetics of design and immersion. On these scales, the application ob-
tained high scores on average. It was evaluated as very useful (M=6.77, SE=1.72), 
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easy to use (M=3.62, SE=1.26), making the sighting easier (M=6.31, SE=1.44), well-
designed (M=3.00, SE=1.32), and very immersive (M=5.77, SE=0.98). Blind and 
sighted participants did not differ on any of these scales (see the Table 2 for t-test 
comparisons of means between sighted and blind participants).

The overall evaluation of the Open Art application (expressed in the reaction 
on Likert-type scale to the statement “I liked the Open Art application”) was rela-
tively high (M=7.35, SE=0.98). Moreover, the two samples t-test looking at differ-
ences in the app evaluation between blind and sighted participants did not reach 
the significance level, t(6.0991)=0.26, p>0.1 (for sighted participants M=7.57, SE = 
0.69, and for blind participants M=7.00, SE=2.07).

Most our participants declared that they would like to use the Open Art ap-
plication in the future (M=7.15, SE=1.11) and they would recommend it to their 
friends (M=6.08, SE=1.55). Again, there were no differences between blind and 
sighted participants for future use declaration, t(6.0991)=0.26, p>0.1, and for rec-
ommendations to friends questions, t(6.4227)=0.04, p>0.1. 

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented results of a usability study on the Open Art mobile 
application conducted in a museum with blind, deaf and sighted/hearing people. 
The overall evaluation of the app was positive: most users were pleased with the 
content and duration of the descriptions. They also approved of the “bring your 
own device” approach, which they thought had many advantages over traditional 
guides. Most importantly, sighted people declared that the descriptions in the 
app helped them notice things in the work of art, which they would not have 
noticed otherwise. Participants also reported that their museum visiting experi-
ence differed with the app compared to visiting without it, for instance by offer-
ing them more autonomy and independence as well as insights into the works, 
their interpretations and trivia about the artists.

Thanks to participants’ suggestions, we found several aspects which could 
improve the app in the future. These include, for instance, speeding up the read-
ing rate of the voice talents, using a livelier intonation, or slightly shortening 
the descriptions. Some suggestions would require further research and consulta-
tion, among them is having the sign language interpreter in-vision in the actual 
video frame.
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Abstract

ADLAB PRO (Audio Description: A Laboratory for the Development of a New 
Professional Profile) is a three-year (2016-2019) project financed by the European 
Union under the Erasmus+ Programme, Key Action 2 – Strategic Partnerships, 
coordinated by the University of Trieste, Italy. Its aim is to define a curriculum 
for ensuring professional Europe-wide audio description (AD) implementation 
in all cultural and media sectors through the creation of training materials to 
develop the new AD professional profile. This paper gives an overview of the pro-
ject background, priorities and aims and focuses on the nature of its partnership 
and working activities (Intellectual Outputs) in order to provide a comprehen-
sive picture of the project scope and impact and link them directly to the state of 
the art in the research field of accessible audiovisual translation.
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1.  Project background 

The status and practice of accessible audiovisual translation (AVT) – in the form of 
audio description (AD) for the blind and visually impaired as well as respeaking 
and subtitling for the deaf and hard of hearing – have recently received attention 
and full recognition both in scholarly literature (e.g. Díaz-Cintas, Orero & Remael, 
2007; Kruger & Orero, 2010; Mazur & Kruger, 2012; Serban, Matamala & Lavaur, 
2011) and in EU funded projects (DVT4ALL, ADLAB, HBB4ALL, ACT, etc.). However, 
despite the incessant advocacy of an inclusive society and the growing need for ac-
cessible audiovisual (AV) products, the professional figures working in the field of 
AVT and especially AD are still few, often untrained and not well defined. Further-
more, the provision of AD1  is still uneven across Europe (ADLAB, 2012).

As a consequence, the need to define an effective and reliable curriculum for 
ensuring professional Europe-wide AD implementation in all cultural and me-
dia sectors through the creation of a European AD professional profile is now 
urgent. This must be carried out by Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) in co-
operation with service providers and user associations to ensure that the profile 
meets multiple market needs and that the curriculum designed to train future 
AD experts is efficient and of high quality.

ADLAB PRO (Audio description: A laboratory for the development of a new 
professional profile) will create such curriculum and modular educational com-
ponents for the training of AD professionals, and produce open-access flexible 
training materials to be integrated in various learning situations, also beyond 
academia.2 The curriculum and training material will have an impact on various 
trainees’ profiles, forming new professional figures and strengthening the com-
petences of those who already work in the accessibility world, thus facilitating 
employability and catering for the needs of those service providers looking for 
trained AD experts across Europe.

ADLAB PRO capitalized on the results of a previous project, ADLAB (Audio 
Description: Lifelong Learning for the Blind), 2011-2014, led by the University of 
Trieste, that has distinguished itself by its impact, contribution to policy-mak-
ing, innovative results and creative approach3. ADLAB has played a major role in 
media accessibility, producing the first EU strategic guidelines for the practice of 
AD (Remael, Reviers & Vercauteren, 2015). These now need to be integrated into 
a wider frame where the professional profile of the AD expert is defined, and as-
sociated competences, skills and training delineated.

1 The practice of AD is the insertion of verbal descriptions illustrating the essential visual ele-
ments of an AV product (films, museums, live events, etc.) for visually impaired people (VIPs).

2 The different agents targeted by the project include a wide variety of interested stakehold-
ers across the accessibility value chain, including broadcasters, cultural and accessibility 
managers (cf. ACT project, Orero, this issue), translators, vocal artists, etc.

3 ADLAB was selected as a “success story” and obtained a final evaluation of 10/10. Cf. www.
adlabproject.eu/ 

http://www.adlabproject.eu/
http://www.adlabproject.eu/
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Following on from the latter phases of ADLAB, ADLAB PRO will continue to 
promote the ADLAB ethos extending, developing and validating new learning 
opportunities, as well as empowering end users and increasing the access to in-
formation for those who are still experiencing barriers to their social inclusion. 
These include visually impaired persons (VIPs) as well as other groups of vulner-
able audiences (elderly, physically/mentally challenged groups, people with spe-
cial needs and learning disabilities including those diagnosed with autism) and 
any new citizens wishing to integrate into the cultural environment of their new 
homeland (migrants). These end users will benefit beyond the life of the project 
from a larger supply of high quality ADs in different fields and will be included 
more effectively in the cultural life of their own (or acquired) county, being no 
longer marginalized and at risk of social exclusion.

2.  Project’s priorities 

Within EU legislation, the EU directive 2010/13/EU in Article 464 claims that “[t]
he right of persons with a disability and of the elderly to participate and be in-
tegrated in the social and cultural life of the Union is inextricably linked to the 
provision of accessible audiovisual media services”, such as, but not limited to, 
the provision of sign language, subtitling and AD.

In spite of EU legislation, in Europe the provision of AD is inconsistent and 
not necessarily provided by trained experts (ADLAB, 2012). ADLAB PRO’s priority 
is therefore to make up for this, as well as to sustain and complement the work 
initiated by other related projects. ADLAB PRO will carry forward the successful 
work of ADLAB and it will complement both the current work of ACT (2015-2018, 
see Orero, this issue), focusing on the broader issue of access management for 
live events, and of HBB4ALL (2013-2016), addressing media accessibility for all 
citizens in the connected TV environment. 

With a strong focus on training, ADLAB PRO features an innovative approach, 
prioritizing the flexibility and modularity of the course content that it will create 
as a concrete outcome of the project (cf. the project Intellectual Outputs IO3 and 
IO4, cf. § 4.3 and 4.4). Instead of offering a fixed curriculum and rigid training 
material, it will provide open-access high-quality modular units to be used in a 
variety of contexts, allowing for tailor-made applications by both HEIs and com-
panies/broadcasters (offering AD) with specific training needs. The training 
material produced by ADLAB PRO is therefore meant to be fully customizable, 
enabling prospective trainers and trainees to use the modules all together as a 
comprehensive course, or separately in different combinations. This will offer 
them a unique learning opportunity in the AVT and AD sectors, and the versatil-
ity of the course content will secure the project resilience as well. Furthermore, 

4 Retrieved at: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX%3A32010L0013

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX%3A32010L0013
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through the transfer of best practices from the academia to the industry, and be-
cause the project will also offer accreditation of the training materials (cf. IO6, 
§ 4.6), the social and professional status of the AD expert will be recognized and 
stabilized, and its profile will be widened to cater for more text specific needs and 
offer creative solutions. Therefore, ADLAB PRO’s priority will be given to actions 
that will contribute to delineating and strengthening the status and the forma-
tion of this new professional profile working in the field of accessible AVT. As a 
long-term result, more quality AD will be produced and qualified experts will be 
inserted on the market with the desirable consequence of equipping service pro-
viders with trained audio describers both in countries where AD is established, 
and in countries where it is unknown or has recently been introduced.

Making the material easy to reach is a further priority of the project, and of 
current EU programmes. ADLAB PRO’s training materials is meant to be dis-
seminated resorting to open and innovative education and the digitization of its 
educational components, and promoting the use of ICT as a driver to increase the 
spread, quality and relevance of education in the field of AVT and AD.5 Exploit-
ing the tools offered by the digital era (Open Educational Resources, webinars, 
e-documents, recorded showcases, online tutorials, etc.), the project’s training 
materials extend the offer of high quality learning opportunities in the sector of 
accessible AVT to improve the current training options. 

As mentioned earlier, ADLAB PRO will secure transparency and recognition 
of skills and qualifications to facilitate learning, employability and labour mobil-
ity. A project’s top priority is in fact the production of recognizable components 
for teaching/learning purposes. A specific IO (IO6) will be in fact entirely devoted 
to content evaluation, recognition and accreditation. The learning outcomes will 
be accredited and officially recognized, defining skills and competences for each 
educational component that is produced, and attributing ECTS/ECVETS credits6 
to express the volume of learning associated to each outcome. In this way, learn-
ers and workers will see their knowledge, skills, competence and qualifications 
quickly and easily recognised. This will be essential to raise their skill levels and 
increase their employability.

5  In fact, the training materials developed as a tangible output of IO4 (see § 4.4) will be up-
loaded and made available on the project’s website, following the open access approach pro-
moted by the EC (cf. COM 2007/56; C 2012/4890).

6  The acronyms refer respectively to the European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System 
and to the European Credit System for Vocational Education and Training. ECTS and ECVET 
are key instruments for the transfer and accumulation of knowledge, skills and compe-
tences expressed and measured in terms of credits.
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3.  The consortium and the supporting institutions

To reach its wide scope, ADLAB PRO relies on a trans-national cooperation and 
networking of diverse European realities. This to assure that the wealth of lan-
guages, language situations (bilingual, monolingual, multilingual) and AVT tra-
ditions (subtitling, dubbing and voice-over) characterizing European countries 
are taken into account in the development of the curriculum and material. The 
balanced mix of educational and non-educational partners in the consortium is 
in fact crucial to assure exchange of expertise coming from different sectors (aca-
demia/industry/stakeholders) and operating in countries with different local or 
national AD traditions, and to produce training grounded in real needs and aim-
ing to meet end user expectations also beyond the lifespan of the project.

To this end, the project has brought together a blend of complementary or-
ganizations, all pioneers in the media accessibility field with an inter-sectorial 
approach and a strong interest in AD. The consortium, which capitalizes on the 
success of the ADLAB partnership and expands it to those sectors that best serve 
the new objectives, has been chosen on the basis of a diversification principle to 
include both widely spoken and lesser-used languages but also all forms of AVT 
represented in all the partner countries, and to take into account diverse perspec-
tives. By drawing on a highly diversified combination of expertise, both within 
and beyond the consortium, the project provides an example of real cooperation 
between academia and enterprise.

As far as the composition of the consortium is concerned, there are four HEIs 
based in Italy, Spain, Belgium and Poland and four non-educational partners 
based in the UK, the Netherlands and Slovenia:

– University of Trieste (Italy) (UNITS) 
– Autonomous University of Barcelona (Spain) (UAB)
– University of Antwerp (Belgium) (UA)
– Adam Mickiewicz University (Poland) (UAM) 

– Utopian Voices Ltd. (UK) (UV)
– Soundfocus (The Netherlands) (SF) 
– RTV Slovenija (Slovenia) (RTV SLO) 
– Royal National Institute for the Blind (UK) (RNIB) 

The HEIs have worked in the area of AD for many years and have been active 
in researching and disseminating their findings, as well as in teaching AVT and 
AD both at undergraduate and postgraduate levels. HEI partners have an im-
portant research-oriented and content-management role in the project. All lead 
specific project activities (Intellectual Outputs, see § 4 for an overview) based on 
their most traditional area of specialization. The University of Trieste, already 
leader of ADLAB, acts as project leader, and is responsible of IO2 (focusing on 
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the profile definition of the AD expert) and IO6 (focusing on the accreditation 
of the training material) given the work done by its representatives in profiling 
translation professionals, their experience in survey work and experimentation, 
and work in the field of validation. The Adam Mickiewicz University will lead 
IO1 (focusing on the assessment of current AD training practices in EU) given 
the long-term experience of its representatives in translator training, and their 
tradition in AD teaching. The University of Antwerp will lead IO3 (focusing on 
course design) given its extensive experience in research into accessible media, 
competence identification, workflow procedures, and for its practical experience 
in curriculum design, organization of extracurricular courses and collaboration 
in training and research with broadcasters, user associations and organizations 
promoting accessible culture. The Autonomous University of Barcelona will lead 
IO4 (focusing on the creation of the training material) given its strong focus on 
optimizing professional ICT accessibility to cultural events, training and acces-
sibility standardization.

Non-academic partners will have an equally crucial role on all phases of the 
project, contributing to the implementation of the objectives, completion of the 
deliverables, and establishment of user and business needs. Soundfocus is an 
audio post-production studio responsible for all major AD projects in the Neth-
erlands, and specialized in sound design, subtitling for the deaf and hard of hear-
ing, media accessibility, live sound, audio recording. Its technical expertise will 
be invaluable for the creation of audiovisual training materials. Utopian Voices 
is a private company that supplies AD, training, research and data analysis with 
the aim of advancing access to live and recorded media for blind or visually im-
paired people. Its creative director is one of UK’s most experienced describers. 
This partner will be in charge of the evaluation of the project advances and deliv-
erables, with a direct impact on their quality and success. RTV Slovenija is the na-
tional public radio and TV house. It recently incorporated AD in its programming 
and now strives to implement it (Rot, Šumej & Vodeb, 2017). This partner will 
be an important showcase of the project and a strong connection with the Bal-
kan Region, disseminating the work of ADLAB PRO where AD is still unknown. 
The Royal National Institute for the Blind is a renowned association supporting 
almost two million people in the UK with sight loss. RNIB will rise project aware-
ness in a country where AD is long established amongst sophisticated AD users 
and providers.  

A further asset of ADLAB PRO is the support of a number of local, regional, 
national and international organizations. These organizations include user as-
sociations, cultural bodies, museums, AD associations, public and private service 
providers, all playing a major role in dissemination, awareness rising and further 
networking. The collaboration with user associations will be essential for reaching 
out to blind end-users who will give us feedback on their demands, main (dis)sat-
isfactions, needs and expectations in relation to audiovisual accessibility in gen-
eral and AD in particular. The link with service providers will ensure proper con-
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nection and dissemination in the professional world and a most effective channel 
to reach out to audiovisual translation professionals who will benefit from the 
course materials and collaborate during the evaluation and testing phase.7 

4.  The project activities: “Intellectual Outputs”

Partners will work together on all phases of the project to deliver successfully and 
according to the plans. The working activities of the project, called Intellectual 
Outputs (IOs), are meant to lead gradually to the creation of the training materi-
als following progressive research and testing work over a precise timeframe, 
starting in September 2016. ADLAB PRO hinges around six IOs, each coordinated 
by a partner (cf. § 3):

– IO1: Assessment of current AD training practices in Europe (UAM)
– IO2: Profile definition of the AD expert (UNITS)
– IO3: Creation of course content for AD experts (UA)
– IO4: Development of training material (UAB)
– IO5: Testing and evaluation of project outcomes (UV)
– IO6: Accreditation of training material (UNITS)

During the first six months, ADLAB PRO’s work will produce a comprehensive 
overview of the current AD training practices in Europe (IO1). It will then out-
line the AD professional profile, its required skills and its competencies (IO2). 
Starting in July 2017, right after the completion of IO2, partners will work for 
9 months on the delineation of concrete training proposals based on different 
types of AD (IO3). IO3 will end in March 2018. Half of the overall project life 
(starting from January 2018) will be devoted to the creation of the training mate-
rials (IO4) and to its evaluation and testing (IO5), along with the accreditation of 
the educational components through the attribution of ECTS/ECVETS (see note 
6) to each (IO6). 

7  The organizations involved (which I would like to thank) include: European Disability 
Forum; Italian Blind Union; Slovenian Blind Union; Croatian Blind Union; Association of 
the Blind and Partially Sighted in Belgium; Regional council of FVG associations of persons 
with disabilities and their families (Italy);  Rittmeyer Regional Institute for The Blind in 
Trieste; Belgian Department of Culture; Slovenian Ministry of labour, family, social affairs 
and equal opportunities (Disability, veterans and victims of war directorate); Slovenian 
film producer’s association; Slovenian film centre; Italian Science Centre “Immaginario 
Scientifico” (Trieste); Jasenovac Memorial Site (Croatia); Flemish Audiovisual Fund; Polish 
Audio Description Foundation; “Katarynka” Foundation for the Development of Audio De-
scription in Poland; Seventh Sense Foundation; Flemish Agency for accessibility and uni-
versal design. The supporting service providers, all offering high quality accessibility ser-
vices such as AD, respeaking and subtitling for the deaf, or striving to introduce AD in their 
programming include the following: Sub-Ti (UK); ArtisProject (Italy); Bayerische Rundfunk 
Fernsehen (Germany); Croatian RTV.
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4.1. IO1 – Assessment of current AD training practices 

IO1, led by the Adam Mickiewicz University, assessed current AD training prac-
tices in Europe covering university and vocational training and focusing on vari-
ous forms of recorded and live AD. This output contributed to create a picture 
of the current EU training situation, and it will serve as a starting point for the 
identification of what is common to all training programmes and what is still 
required in the provision of a professional curriculum for an AD expert. This IO 
included a quantitative and a qualitative phase. The quantitative survey was pre-
pared as an online form distributed among teachers of AD in HEIs and AD pro-
viders across Europe in order to collect information about the type, quantity and 
length of training, group sizes, teaching modes, amount of theory and practice in 
the course and assessment techniques. The qualitative overview included an in-
depth analysis of existing curricula and course materials provided by AD trainers 
from partner organisations, as well as in-depth interviews with selected teachers 
to gain more insight into their teaching approach. Details are available on the 
project website (www.adlabproject.eu/). In a nutshell, the (piloted) English ver-
sion of the questionnaire has been distributed online via Instant.ly. We obtained 
responses from 86 respondents - mainly university teachers and audiodescrib-
ers. The core results show that teachers are typically practitioners who cooperate 
with VIPs, and that film AD is taught most often. Furthermore, academic courses 
and non-academic courses do not differ greatly, both being practice-oriented. 
In this respect, however, non-academic courses show a stronger focus on vocal 
skills (ADLAB PRO, 2017; Chmiel and Mazur, 2017).

4.2. IO2 – Audio description professional: Profile definition 

IO2, conducted by the University of Trieste, aims to set out the profile, skills and 
competences of the AD professional. It is the backbone to the project and it will 
act as a logical extension of IO1 as well as a key to the definition of the course con-
tent (IO3). Work on the profile of the AD professional will start from a study of 
the existing literature, including present guidelines, and by consulting working 
audio describers and AD end users through online surveys and a series of semi-
structured interviews. In particular, we wish to gain insight into the gaps and the 
most emphasized aspects of current training to understand what competences 
have to be developed further. The findings will enable us to determine whether 
there are any competences that have not shown up in the survey of what present 
courses offer (IO1) or in the literature analyzed. The final IO2 document will of-
fer a comprehensive professional profile that will serve as a starting point for the 
development of the course curriculum (IO3). 

Up to the time of writing this article, the work on IO2 has involved the cre-
ation of a multilingual questionnaire (English matrix and translation in the proj-

http://www.adlabproject.eu/
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ect languages) that will be administered online via Web Survey Creator, a flex-
ible tool enabling us to export data, analyze the responses and deliver accessible 
questionnaires for the visually impaired persons. Our target respondents will be 
threefold, including AD writers, AD providers and AD users. The questionnaire, 
customized based on the target respondent group, will hinge around some core 
sections assessing e.g. details about the audio describer activity, their education-
al background and trainig, their opinion and views on the type of skills, compe-
tences and activities they consider needed by professionals in this area. Users are 
asked to express their opinions and preferences on the ADs they use and to give 
us their perspective on the work of the audio describer, as well as to express their 
specific (dis)satisfacions.

4.3. IO3 – Course design 

IO3, led by the University of Antwerp, aims to design a course based on the input 
from IO1 and IO2. The course design will provide a structure that accommodates 
modular content that can be used as input for courses taught in a variety of con-
texts, both at universities and in house by companies. The course design will be 
modular, making it possible to teach the modules all together or separately in 
different, tailor-made combinations. The design will allow for online teaching 
and flipped learning situations complementing face-to-face classrooms, and will 
deal with different AD modalities (including AD for TV, film, theatre and other 
live events, as well as AD for museums and a wide range of cultural events). It 
will cover a wide range of topics based on IO2 findings. The outcome of this IO 
will consist of a graphic representation of the proposed course design, visually 
representing its modular structure and its flexibility.

4.4. IO4 – Development of course content 

IO4 is led by the Autonomous University of Barcelona. After defining the pro-
fessional profile (IO2) and establishing a modular content design (IO3), course 
content will be developed as tangible outputs of IO4. Content will be organized 
in self-contained units that can adopt a myriad of formats (e.g. online videos, 
electronic documents, recorded webinars, tutorials, recorded showcases or text 
files, among other training materials). The content will be developed along with 
IO5 to guarantee its quality and along with IO6 to quantify the credits assigned 
to each educational component. The content developed within IO4 will be flex-
ible and easily adaptable to various trainee profiles and training situations, pro-
posing various learning paths and hands-on activities. The project will also take 
stock from Europe’s richness in languages, cultures and audiovisual transfer 
modes, which are well represented in the consortium, providing selected con-
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tent in multiple languages. The content will be made available through the AD-
LAB PRO website, promoting an open access policy. 

4.5.  IO5 – Evaluation and testing

Testing and checking for quality and striving for excellence is one of the driving 
forces in this project. The project intends to plan a strategic development of course 
content and design, while checking their efficacy with potential users. The course 
content will be designed in a progressive form. This will allow for the testing of 
the content at each stage. Any feedback will be implemented immediately. This 
sequential development with ad hoc testing will secure content quality, adequacy 
and progress. The partners recognize the importance of evaluation such that it 
must be built in from the very beginning of the project. This output will take the 
form of a series of short reports assessing all IOs, demonstrating their evolution 
and how they have been refined during the early stages of the project. 

4.6.  IO6 – Course evaluation, recognition and accreditation 

It is crucial that the course design (IO3) and the educational components pro-
duced by ADLAB PRO (IO4) are officially recognized and validated at a European 
level to guarantee their quality and also the sustainability and resilience of the 
project. Through IO6, ADLAB PRO will dedicate special efforts to this aim. ADLAB 
PRO will deliver two different types of assessment and accreditation: ECTS will 
be used by HEIs and ECVETS by companies interested in vocational education. 
Attributing ECTS/ECVETS to each of ADLAP PRO’s educational components will 
make it easier to use ADLAB PRO training materials both at HEIs and in voca-
tional (e.g. company in-house) training and will ensure accreditation standards 
and quality. UNITS will lead IO6, but all partners will take an active part in the 
accreditation process. The HEI partners will define the learning outcomes and 
the quantification of the ECTS to assign to each educational component (or unit). 
Non-educational partners will work alongside HEI partners helping to quanti-
fy ECVETS. IO6 will develop along with other IOs so that while the educational 
components are designed (IO3), created (IO4), tested and evaluated (IO5), they 
are also be accredited (IO6). Each partner will define the expected learning out-
comes (i.e. what a learner knows, understands and is able to do on completion of 
a learning process), skills and competences to be acquired for each educational 
component, and will calculate its credit value attributing a number of ECTS and 
ECVETS to each unit.
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Conclusions

Although ADALB PRO primarily aims to create innovative and customizable learn-
ing components to train AD professionals in different contexts, the project’s re-
sults and impact are expected to go beyond the production of tangible outcomes. 
Thanks to its composition, the work of the consortium is in fact expected to gen-
erate a raised awareness of AD (such that its provision is budgeted for from the 
start, rather than as a later add-on, in any production and in any EU country), and a 
new shared vision of AD (as an opportunity rather than a problem) that will be the 
starting point for a desirable change in society and market, with a wider provision 
of good quality AD for different products and settings, the consequent enhanced 
inclusion of disadvantaged communities in cultural life, and the creation of new 
audiences who can benefit from AD beyond the VIP community.8

The results of ADLAB PRO will also have a direct impact on HEIs, where we 
expect that the course (or parts of it) will be used, enhancing learning opportu-
nities and leading to discussion, experimentation and diffusion of knowledge 
for the near future and beyond. Furthermore, since the educational components 
produced by ADLAB PRO will be recognized and validated through an ECTS/
ECVETS system, the flexibility and appeal of the course will increase both in 
countries where AD is already long established as well as those for whom it is 
an innovation, thus guaranteeing the quality, sustainability and resilience of the 
project. Not only will the theoretical and practical findings of the project form 
the basis for curriculum development, teaching practice and practical training of 
AD professionals, but they will also form the basis for future research, which will 
engage scholars and guarantee a continued interest in promoting and studying 
the many possibilities of AD and accessibility.
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Abstract

Accessibility plays a major role in modern knowledge-based information societies. 
The potential of acessibility through ICT for inclusion and participation of all cit-
izens is increasingly growing, allowing for a gradual integration in everyday life. 
The proportion of people depending on accessibility (15% in 2013) increases and 
EU demography shows the growing tendency to eAccessiblity dependency for its 
ageing population. National as well as European legislation supporting eAccessi-
bility is in place and the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, 
the most powerful, global expression in support of Inclusion and Equality, has 
a clear focus on eAccessibility and Design for All. 

The time has come to establish the new professional profile of media acces-
sibility expert/manager for the scenic arts, and its training. This is the aim of 
the EU funded ERSMUS+ project ACT. Full participation of all citizens in cultural 
events – as end users or participants – should become part of their daily life as 
for people without disabilities, restoring the concept of equal opportunity. The 
project focuses on empowering all citizens, since it considers language accessi-
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bility, and especially people with disabilities. This article will present the need to 
define the new professional profile departing from the legal context, followed by 
the skills and competences required. The second part of the article will present 
the need for possible training syllabus and a pan European training certification. 

Keywords

Accessibility, Scenic arts, Training, Skills, Competences.

1. Introduction

The UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities1 (CRPD) is the first 
international legally binding instrument setting minimum standards for rights 
for people with disabilities, and the first human rights convention to which the 
EU has become a party. The Council of the European Union (EU) adopted the De-
cision for the conclusion of the Convention2 on 26 November 2009. For the EU 
the CRPD entered into force on 22 January 2011. This means that today all the EU 
countries have signed the Convention, and only Ireland has not yet ratified it. 
Out of the 27 EU countries 23 have also signed its Optional Protocol and 21 have 
ratified it3. This is the first time in history the EU has become a party to an inter-
national human right. The CRPD aims to ensure that people with disabilities can 
enjoy their rights on an equal basis with all other citizens, and sets out minimum 
standards for protecting and safeguarding a full range of civil, political, social, 
and economic rights. It reflects the EU interest and commitment to building a 
barrier-free Europe for the estimated 80 million people with disabilities in the 
EU by 2020, as set out in the European Commission disability strategy4. The plan 
outlines how the EU and national governments can empower people with dis-
abilities so they can enjoy their rights. In the past accessibility was studied from a 
medical exclusive model –where audio description was only for the blind and sub-
titling was for the deaf and hard of hearing. Looking at university programmes, 
accessibility is studied within Disability Studies, and some outlets for media ac-
cessibility research are journals such as the Journal of Visual Impairment and Blind-
ness which has published many articles on audio description.  Recently there has 
been a shift from exclusive to the new inclusive “human right” paradigm (Berghs 
et al 2016; Ewart and Snowden 2012). There is a widespread recognition that so-

1 https://www.un.org/development/desa/disabilities/convention-on-the-rights-of-
persons-with-disabilities.html (last accessed 02/04/2017)

2 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32010D0048&rid=1  
 (last accessed 02/04/2017)

3 http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-11-4_en.htm (last accessed 23/03/2017)

4 http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-10-1505_en.htm?locale=en (last accessed 23/03/2017)

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32010D0048&rid=1
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32010D0048&rid=1
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-11-4_en.htm
http://www.un.org/disabilities/documents/convention/convoptprot-e.pdf
https://www.un.org/development/desa/disabilities/convention-on-the-rights-of-persons-with-disabilities.html
https://www.un.org/development/desa/disabilities/convention-on-the-rights-of-persons-with-disabilities.html
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32010D0048&rid=1
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-11-4_en.htm
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-10-1505_en.htm?locale=en
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ciety should be inclusive scaling the inclusiveness to all citizens; a good example 
is language accessibility. All residents in the European Union (EU) are in need of 
accessibility since we all require translation at one point. Accessibility on the one 
hand has gone universal and inclusive, side by side the UN-Convention on the 
Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) focused on disabilities. On the other 
hand there should be stated that within the human rights framework there is a 
serious problem regarding accessibility, what Greco (2016) calls Accessibility as 
a Human Right Divide Problem (AHRD Problem). The AHRD Problem highlights 
the issue between accessibility as a human right per se versus accessibility as an 
instrument for the fulfilment of human rights. It is in this latter proactive prin-
ciple where media access should be framed: access as a necessary requirement for 
achieving human rights, and the context for this article. 

Europe has responded to the obligations derived from the UN Convention to 
the Right of Persons with Disabilities with two important EU legislations, mark-
ing the context for the development of the professional profile of the expert in 
scenic arts: the EU directive known as AVMSD and the European Accessibility 
Act. The EU directive5 2010/13/EU in Article 46 related to “The right of persons 
with a disability and of the elderly to participate and be integrated in the social 
and cultural life of the Union is inextricably linked to the provision of accessible 
audiovisual media services. The means to achieve accessibility should include, 
but need not be limited to, sign language, subtitling, audio-description”. The Eu-
ropean Accessibility ACT6 aims “to improve the functioning of the internal mar-
ket for accessible products and services by removing barriers created by diver-
gent legislation”. Both legislation will facilitate the work of companies and will 
bring benefits for the inclusive model in the EU.

The potential of accessibility through ICT for social inclusion and partici-
pation of all citizens is increasingly growing allowing for a full integration in 
everyday life. This has been often referred to as eAccessibility. The proportion of 
people in need of eAccessibility (15% in 2013) is increasing and EU demography 
shows the growing tendency to dependency for its ageing population. National 
as well as European legislation (Dir. 2010/13) supporting eAccessibility are in 
place and the CRPD, the most powerful, global expression in support of Inclu-
sion and Equality, has a clear focus on eAccessibility. The information or content 
facilitated by eAccessiblity should also be accessible, and for this media acces-
sibility is the answer. In Europe there is a common funding scheme for cultural 

5 Directive 2010/13/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 10 March 2010 on 
the coordination of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action 
in Member States concerning the provision of audiovisual media services (Audiovisual 
Media Services Directive)

  (http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX%3A32010L0013) (last accessed 
23/03/2017)

6  European Accessibility Act (http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=1202) (last accessed 
23/03/2017)

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=COM:2015:0615:FIN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=COM:2015:0615:FIN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX%3A32010L0013)
http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=1202)
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content, and the publicly funded cultural goods should be available to all. This 
has long been a critical issue in the EU culture sectors. 

In academia no specific attention has been paid to the accessibility of the 
scenic arts beyond the introduction of a translation service: surtitling in opera 
(Mateo 2001, 2002, 2007, Orero 2007, Matamala and Orero 2007, 2013), audio de-
scription (Matamala 2005, 2007, Matamala and Orero 2014, Oncins et al 2013 and 
Weaver 2011), or possible solutions (Miquel-Iriarte et al 2012, Udo and Fels 2010). 
Access services are often not offered due to lack of awareness on what is needed 
in terms of technology, and also how to contract those who produce them. The 
time has come to establish the new professional profile of accessibility manager, 
and its training for the specific environment of scenic arts and live events. 

Establishing the professional profile across Europe 
Most opera houses in Europe offer subtitles or surtitles (Mateo, 2001, 2002 

and 2007, Oncins 2015). Other services such as audio description, sign language, 
or touch tours are offered in some playhouses too (Eardly-Weaver 2013) but pro-
vision is uneven according to the funded EU project ADLAB 2014. It is not easy 
either when going to a performance to find out as end user what accessibility ser-
vices and when are on offer. This general comment applies to all cultural goods, 
be in museums, cinemas, play houses and TV – with the exception of IPTV (see 
below the Netflix case). Within the management structure of a playhouse or opera 
house we seldom find the department of accessibility, responsible for centralis-
ing all services and provisions required, from physical requirements to sensorial 
services. In the advent of the EAA deployment, with the must carry access require-
ments, some national governments have started to make provisions starting from 
a top down approach: an active accessibility policy. This is the case for the Catalan 
Government of Culture, where the new Catalan Accessibility Code sets some re-
quirements from the Accessibility Decree7. Other countries such as Germany, in 
Baviera, and Sweden have also started working towards setting up accessibility 
requirements for public funded cultural productions. Looking at one case, the 
Catalan, clear instructions have been issued to both private and public exhibitors: 
they must draft an accessibility plan that considers, amongst other requirements, 
such as Health and Safety regulations, physical accessibility and:

a) Joint territorial planning of access services
b) Minimum percentatge of representations offered with audio description
c) Minimum percentatge of representations offered with subtitles
d) Subtitles and audio description services don’t necessarily have to be of-

fered together
e) Clear information to be provided regarding accessible season programme, 

specifying services
f) The accessibility plan must be revised every four years, to improve the 

number of accessible sessions. 

7 http://portaldogc.gencat.cat/utilsEADOP/PDF/6742/1379017.pdf (last accessed 02/04/2017)

http://portaldogc.gencat.cat/utilsEADOP/PDF/6742/1379017.pdf
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The Department of Culture is the body responsible for checking these are ful-
filled. As part of the plan to implement the Catalan Accessibility Code some ac-
tions were prepared. The first was to find out the state of the art regarding acces-
sibility in the 44 public playhouses in Catalonia: big and small. After elaborating 
and sending a questionnaire, it was clear that accessibility actions if any, were 
shared by different departments within one institution. There was no person 
responsible for all accessibility actions, and often one department did not liaise 
with another. For example, we will find that the person responsible for selling 
tickets did not know of any accessibility actions such a sign language perfor-
mance, or sitting arrangements for wheel chairs of that guide dogs couldn't be 
banned from entry. So, one direct outcome from the study was the need to cen-
tralise accessibility in one department, with a person responsible for all issues, 
even though at this early stage it may seem too complex. This responsible per-
son, the accessibility manager in scenic arts, or even to a broader field of culture 
management, is not described in any of the official professions in Eurostat8 but 
it may exist in other places away from Europe where a more stringent legislation 
has been in place for years, such as the US and the Section 508 of the Rehabilita-
tion Act of 1973, as amended in 1998 (29 U.S.C. § 794 (d)), and the broader context 
of other related accessibility laws and policy9 and the Americans Disability Act 
(ADA). It is through ADA that Netflix for example was forced in 201410 to subtitle 
all their production, and online teaching platforms from Harvard and MIT are 
also going this way11. 

Looking at other countries for this job profile lead to an Internet search with 
two keywords “Accessibility” and “Manager”. Some hits offer different profiles. 
The most prominent is the manager in accessibility for the fields of Web or Web 
Usability development. The interview to Yahoo accessibility manager12 Victor 
Tsaran, while falling out of the scope of the professional profile of the scenic arts 
accessibility manager, it illustrates the situation in most companies.

When I came onboard, I was the first person in the Sunnyvale office who used a screen 
reading software for his daily tasks. This fact alone created a lot of excitement among 
developers. Up until then, they were trying to follow best practices as best as possible, 
but there wasn’t any assistive technology users immediately available to them who 
could answer accessibility-related questions, specifically in the area of user experi-
ence. Hence, the first year or so I spent doing a lot of the grass-root level work e.g. or-
ganizing screen reader demonstrations and workshops. It is through various internal 

8 http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Europe_2020_
indicators_-_employment (last accessed 28/05/2017)

9 https://www.section508.gov/content/learn/laws-and-policies (last accessed 29/05/2017)

10 http://dredf.org/captioning/netflix-consent-decree-10-10-12.pdf (last accessed 29/05/2017)

11 https://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/13/education/harvard-and-mit-sued-over-failing-to-
caption-online-courses.html?mcubz=2&_r=0 (last accessed 29/05/2017)

12 http://evengrounds.com/blog/accessible-experts-victor-tsaran (last accessed 27/05/2017)

http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Europe_2020_indicators_-_employment
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Europe_2020_indicators_-_employment
https://www.section508.gov/content/learn/laws-and-policies
http://dredf.org/captioning/netflix-consent-decree-10-10-12.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/13/education/harvard-and-mit-sued-over-failing-to-caption-online-courses.html?mcubz=2&_r=0
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/13/education/harvard-and-mit-sued-over-failing-to-caption-online-courses.html?mcubz=2&_r=0
http://evengrounds.com/blog/accessible-experts-victor-tsaran
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workshops and informal training sessions that I became friends with a lot of develop-
ers, many of whom still work at the company. Some friendships went beyond acces-
sibility. In some way, people started caring about accessibility because they actually 
knew someone who benefited from the work that they were doing.

 
The Internet search also yielded some accessibility management profiles in the 
field of physical accessibility in urban development13, transport14 or public ad-
ministration15. Accessibility management is also mentioned by Quast (2013) who 
describes it as an attribution for good manager as “Managers who demonstrate 
high levels of accessibility are more apt to have employees who feel comfortable 
stopping by for a quick chat to bring difficult issues, situations or ideas to the 
attention of their manager.”.  Also interesting is the fact that some accessibility 
managers are in fact not humans but applications or programmes to “recreate 
the ability to tab and have content read by screen readers. This is very important 
as it can possibly help people with disabilities access pixi content.16”.

The previous search, and the description of the profession in other fields, lead 
to the need to create this new professional profile in the field of scenic arts, start-
ing by defining its skills and competences. Since EAA and AVMSD are at EU level, 
and in order to work within the Single Digital Market framework, it was deemed 
necessary to define the new professional profile beyond Catalonia and across 
Europe. For this reason, a EU action was started taking advantage of the fund-
ing available from the Erasmus+ programme17. This programme is designed to 
support efficiently the potential of Europe’s talent and social assets in a lifelong 
learning perspective, linking support to formal, non-formal and informal learn-
ing. Given the existing accessibility legal context and forthcoming obligations, 
a joint EU project Accessible Culture Training (ACT)18 was drafted and financed. 
ACT is transnational, a basic requirement when upscaling at a pan European lev-
el. Not only cultures have to be taken into consideration but also the wealth of 
languages, language situations (bilingual, monolingual, multilingual) and trans-
lation traditions (subtitling, dubbing and voice-over), where cultural representa-
tions will take place. 

13 http://www.bendbulletin.com/news/1481864-151/bend-names-duncan-new-
accessibility-manager (last accessed 27/05/2017)

14 https://www.reed.co.uk/jobs/schools-liaison-and-accessibility-manager/32388489 (last accessed 
27/05/2017)

15 http://agency.governmentjobs.com/bend/default.cfm?action=viewclassspec&classSpecID
=888377&agency=2242&viewOnly=yes (last accessed 27/05/2017)

16 http://pixijs.download/dev/docs/PIXI.accessibility.AccessibilityManager.html (last accessed 
27/05/2017)

17 http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/resources_en (last accessed 02/04/2017)

18  http://pagines.uab.cat/act/ (last accessed 02/04/2017)

http://www.bendbulletin.com/news/1481864-151/bend-names-duncan-new-accessibility-manager
http://www.bendbulletin.com/news/1481864-151/bend-names-duncan-new-accessibility-manager
https://www.reed.co.uk/jobs/schools-liaison-and-accessibility-manager/32388489
http://agency.governmentjobs.com/bend/default.cfm?action=viewclassspec&classSpecID=888377&agency=2242&viewOnly=yes
http://agency.governmentjobs.com/bend/default.cfm?action=viewclassspec&classSpecID=888377&agency=2242&viewOnly=yes
http://pixijs.download/dev/docs/PIXI.accessibility.AccessibilityManager.html
http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/resources_en
http://pagines.uab.cat/act/
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In order to design a down to earth and truly useful proposal it was also con-
sidered important to count with a bottom-up transectorial collaboration. This 
meant to gather existing experts, and their knowledge, to draft the profile for 
the expert in accessibility in buildings and technology, existing and emerging 
solutions, and possible innovations. This approach was followed not only for the 
training but for the future deployment of accessibility in cultural events in a ra-
tional way, aiming at competitiveness and resilience. ACT gathered as partners 
trend-setters in the media accessibility field: training institutions, governmen-
tal authorities, theatre managers, certification organisation, and end users. Four 
universities (Autònoma de Barcelona, Antwerp, Queens Belfast, and Vienna), 
two theatres Transit (Spain) and NTGEnt (Belgium), a EU quality certification 
agency (ECQA), and two governmental departments: Inter, a technical partner 
of the Flemish government, and the department of culture from the Catalan gov-
ernment. End users from all countries participated in the project through asso-
ciations as associate partners. 

To secure resilience and to organise tests for the certification of persons be-
yond university courses ECQA was asked to participate. They are experts at pro-
viding training in leading and innovative sectors and industries in Europe and 
beyond. ECQA supports the development of the knowledge required for profes-
sions, represented and defined in “skill sets”. In ACT the partner ECQA defines 
and verifies quality criteria for training to assure the same level of training 
throughout Europe. Especially challenging is the certification approach towards 
informal learning proposals, something alien to universities. The ACT concept 
follows Best Practice of around 30 job roles and professions already certified by 
ECQA, and aims to provide: 

a) recognition of prior learning, non-formally and informally acquired skills 
and competences; 

b) certification of already available skills and competences as well as skills to 
be acquired through training courses 

c) further training for trainers – train-the-trainer modules, following the 
structure and principles of ECQA and linking the acquired skills into the 
European Vocational Training ECVET system, and 

d) transferability of skills through a European certificate, linking them to 
ECTS and ECVET as well as to the Skills Passport.

2. The methodological framework towards profiling

The project ACT was designed to follow a bottom-up methodology. For this pro-
ject it meant to depart from end user information and gather data specified in 
great detail. From that information skills and competences could then be drafted, 
always taking into consideration what is needed and feasible. Meeting end user 
needs and expectations with what really can be delivered was an important aim 
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of the project, working within the UN CRPD framework where “nothing for us 
without us” is defined as a departing point for any action.

Partners in the project defined three groups to offer feedback on their acces-
sibility experience and expectations: art venues managers, user associations, and 
artistic teams. In order to gather feedback the following actions were taken: 

1) to draft a survey, pre-pilot and translation into the languages of the coun-
tries of the project: Catalan, Dutch, English, and German.

2) data collection: questionnaires were complemented by focus groups, and 
personal interviews

3) data analysis

How to collect the information was also defined, and it was decided that for ven-
ues, a questionnaire will be used, while interviews were the approach for end 
users and focus groups to artistic teams (Eardly-Weaver et al., forthcoming). The 
questions asked for the venues were: (1) to what extent are the various access fa-
cilities (e.g. audio description, easy-to-read materials, sign language interpreting, 
audio subtitling) offered in the different arts venues in each partner country and 
how does this vary?; (2) how are access facilities promoted?; (3) who is responsi-
ble for accessibility?; (4) what access quality control measures are in place?; (5) 
what type of accessibility training is offered if any?; (6) what challenges are faced 
by venues regarding accessibility?

Results from the three interventions led to some interesting conclusions. 
When the venue managers replied, they all took into consideration accessibility 
and they complied to a very high degree with accessibility requirements. This 
was surprising until it was clarified what accessibility requirements meant for 
a venue: physical accessibility. Nowadays is almost impossible to get a planning 
permision to open a public venue unless basic measures are met: accessible toi-
lets, ramps as alternative for steps, lifts for motorised wheelchairs, and attention 
to health and safety regulations. Venue managers considered they met require-
ments and this clashed with results from the comments by the end users. They 
suggested further needs from the basic adapted toilet and ramps. Finally a third 
group of informants for accessibility needs was artists. They were added hoping 
to gather some feedback from any artist who had considered accessibility in the 
production of their art. This proved to be an awareness exercise, since artists con-
sidered artistic accessibility as the inclusion of persons with disabilities in the 
regular performances, or to create special shows exclusively with them.

Raising awareness on media accessibility was again the priority surfacing the 
study. The need to inform on media access services and possibilities to all three 
groups was the conclusion from questionaires, and some actions have been put in 
place. The research group TransMediaCatalonia, leader of the ACT project19, decid-

19  http://pagines.uab.cat/act/ (last accessed 02/07/2017)

http://pagines.uab.cat/act/
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ed to create some short videos to illustrate issues such as: how to reach the venue20, 
and seating distribution21, reaching the seat through steps, and walking through 
common areas and their hazards have been collected. The Catalan Department of 
Culture, also partner in ACT, decided to organise three workshops22 addressing: 
the exhibitors, end users, and users of accessible technologies aiming at:

a. Understanding the characteristics and the specific needs of people with dis-
abilities

b. Consider these groups when programming activities
c. Gain experience through practical examples 
d. Identify barriers to access and design their corresponding solutions

Videos and recording of the workshops are available online23, hoping to fulfil ba-
sic information when dealing with media accessibility. 

 

3. Profiling the manager skills and competences

From the drafted list of requirements (Eardly-Weaver et al forthcoming), the next 
step was to define the manager profile skills and competences, beginning by its 
denomination. It was clear that two different but complementary profile roles 
were required: the Accessibility Manager, and the Accessibility Coordinator. The 
former works at a venue and takes care of all accessibility needs for successful 
integration of all people to access culture. Meanwhile the latter, Accessibility Co-
ordinator, is in charge of cultural event management with a focus on accessibility 
and not necessarily based in any venues, such as a theatre. An accessibility man-
ager may be in charge of coordinating accessibility at various venues within a 
local district. This work will involve collaborating with accessibility coordinators 
at individual venues where such a role exists. If there is no accessibility coordina-
tor for any given individual venues (such as in smaller venues), it may be require 
from the accessibility manager to oversee accessibility across these venues. Both 
profiles will be experts on accessibility and should be able to decide accessibility 
policies or adequacy when choosing venues or productions. 

The two job roles share many traits in the basic skills definitions such as: un-
derstanding accessibility, venue accessibility, accessibility services, accessibility 
management for live events, and promoting accessibility. The main distinction 
between the two functions resides in the context the two specialists operate. The 

20 https://youtu.be/-fns2FsJWC8 (last accessed 28/05/2017)

21 https://youtu.be/hgcCpKaX_jo (last accessed 28/05/2017)

22 https://sde.cultura.gencat.cat/cultura/curs-d’accessibilitat-als-espais-escenics-i-
musicals_adh_1574.html (last accessed 02/06/2017)

23 https://sde.cultura.gencat.cat/cultura/agendahistoricdetall.php?idact=1574 (last accessed 02/07/2017)

https://youtu.be/-fns2FsJWC8
https://youtu.be/hgcCpKaX_jo
https://sde.cultura.gencat.cat/cultura/curs-d'accessibilitat-als-espais-escenics-i-musicals_adh_1574.html
https://sde.cultura.gencat.cat/cultura/curs-d'accessibilitat-als-espais-escenics-i-musicals_adh_1574.html
https://sde.cultura.gencat.cat/cultura/agendahistoricdetall.php?idact=1574
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accessibility manager must, in fact, have an additional skill: be flexible and be 
able to transfer his/her knowledge and competences to different environments. 
This applies to physical skills (i.e. related to the venue) and to interpersonal skills.

Six units of skills were designed for both job roles, namely understanding ac-
cessibility, accessibility services 1, accessibility services 2, accessibility manage-
ment for live events, and promoting accessibility. Under the six units, 67 skills 
were acknowledged for the Accessibility Coordinator, whilst 71 skills were iden-
tified for the Accessibility Manager, the details of which can be found below. 

Understanding accessibility

This unit was considered to be fundamental to make sure experts work within 
the inclusive paradigm of Media Accessiblity (MA). Recently this new field of re-
search has risen to encompass the study of accessibility services joining fields 
such as AVT, Psychology or Engineering from a Human Right perspective, and 
away from Disability Studies (Greco 2016). MA is proposed as a set of theories, 
practices, services, technologies, and instruments providing access to audio-
visual media content for all (Szarkowska et al 2016). Working within a medical 
model where end users are classified by their disability, or working in a chari-
table framework, where end users need to be provided in an altruistic way are 
now obsolete. The medical model, still very much in use, fails at many levels, but 
mainly by considering a person with one defining disability: deafness, blindness, 
physical or cognitive. A wheelchair user may be deaf, and people over 65 have 
different degrees of hearing and sight loss, still under the clinical model will be 
considered wheelchair user in the former and old in the latter. Policies empower-
ing end users in an all-inclusive society following Universal Design principles 
are the context for this new profession. The following six skills were considered 
basic for this new professional profile under two sections. 

 – What is Accessibility?
S/he understands the basic concepts of inclusion and accessibility.
S/he understands the requirements for an accessible event. 

 – What is an Accessible Event?
S/he understands the basic types and degrees of disability.
S/he understands the basic concepts of accessibility and its different forms.
S/he understands that there are national and international legislation and other 
requirements.
S/he demonstrates critical understanding of the concept of accessibility for everyone.
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Venue accessibility

This is the information most people understand when dealing with accessibil-
ity. The requirements made by the Universal Design principle were established 
from an architect dealing with physical approaches. Ronald L. Mace coined the 
term Universal Design24 and his research and proposals went a step further from 
the barrier free movement25. The idea of designing from the start with usability 
for the widest number of users in mind was a proposal which has now extended 
to other fields. While this concept applies to new construction, it also has been 
adopted in existing buildings having to go under reforms to adapt to regula-
tions. This unit took into consideration both situations indoor and outdoor per-
formances, and also recorded and live situations, and added other basic services 
which fall outside physical accessibility but deem indispensable by user require-
ments. A play house may have accessible toilets and performance, still the end 
user may not be able to attend because there is a lack of parking for an adapted 
vehicle, or a guide dog may be refused entrance. 

S/he knows the requirements for accessible public transport and parking.
S/he knows the accessibility requirements for toilets, stage and seating.
S/he knows the accessibility requirements for rain/wind/sun shelters.
S/he knows the accessibility requirements for signs/maps/information.
S/he knows the accessibility requirements for service animals.
S/he understands the architectural risks of the venue.
S/he knows the accessibility requirements for lighting, furniture and space.
S/he knows the current accessibility conditions of the venue where s/he 
works and the areas requiring improvement.

Accessibility services 1

The list of accessible services and technology is very large. For this reason, two 
separate units were drafted. The first set is related to all services working as al-
ternative or enhancing communication. Alternative ways to provide audio visual 
content are the objective of these services which go from audio description to 
translation. All these services offer many possibilities when being created and 
delivered, as the technical requirements for each situation. 

 

24 https://www.ncsu.edu/ncsu/design/cud/about_us/usronmace.htm (last accessed 28/05/2017)

25 https://www.lib.ncsu.edu/findingaids/mc00260/contents (last accessed 28/05/2017)

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ronald_L._Mace&action=edit&redlink=1
https://www.ncsu.edu/ncsu/design/cud/about_us/usronmace.htm
https://www.lib.ncsu.edu/findingaids/mc00260/contents
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 – Audio Description (AD)
S/he knows what audio description is, types of AD, and the applicable scenarios.
S/he knows the competences and skills of audio description providers.
 – Subtitling for the Deaf and the Hard-of-hearing (SDH)
S/he knows what SDH is and the applicable scenarios of SDH.
S/he knows the competences and skills of SDH providers.
 – Sign Language Interpreting
S/he knows what sign language interpreting is and its applicable scenarios.
S/he understands the competences and skills of sign language interpreting providers.
 – Surtitling
S/he knows what surtitling is and its applicable scenarios.
S/he understands the competences and skills of surtitles providers.
 – Audio Subtitling
S/he knows what audio subtitling is and its applicable scenarios.
S/he understands the competences and skills of audio subtitling providers.
 – Audio Introduction
S/he knows what audio introduction is and its applicable scenarios.
S/he understands the competences and skills of audio introduction providers.
 – Easy Reading
S/he knows what easy reading is and its applicable scenarios.
S/he understands the competences and skills of easy reading providers.
 – Interlingual Translation 
S/he knows what interlingual translation is and its applicable scenarios.
S/he understands the competences and skills of interlingual translation providers.

Accessibility services 2

The second section of accessibility focuses on services which are usually provid-
ed by third parties, sometimes it may need ad hoc apps, and in some cases are 
part of the venue infrastructure.
 – Braille
S/he knows what braille is and its applicable scenarios.
S/he understands the competences and skills of braille providers.
 – Touch tour
S/he knows what a touch tour is and its applicable scenarios.
S/he understands the competences and skills of a touch tour guide.
 – Hearing (induction) loop
S/he knows what a hearing loop is and its applicable scenarios.
S/he knows the available products on the market.
 – Secondary screens
S/he knows what a secondary screen is and its applicable scenarios (smart 
phones, smart glasses, tablets, VR glasses)
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S/he knows the available products on the market.
 – Vibrating chairs
S/he knows what a vibrating chair is and its applicable scenarios.
S/he knows the available products on the market.
 – Accessible materials
S/he knows how to prepare large print /easy-to-read accessible materials.
S/he knows how to prepare accessible materials in different languages.
 – Web accessibility  
S/he knows what web accessibility is and its applicable scenarios.
S/he knows how to make websites accessible.
 – Assistant companion
S/he knows what an assistant/companion from the venue does.
S/he knows how to coordinate with assistants/companions.
 – Maximize the functions of different accessibility services
S/he knows how different accessibility services can be combined to maximize 
user experience.
S/he knows the current accessibility services and devices at the venue where s/he works.
S/he knows how to choose accessibility products and service providers based on 
the current situation of the venue.

Accessibility management for live events

This section deals with a chronological organisation of accessibility interven-
tions and solutions. It was hoped that the list will also be used as a toolkit when 
for implementing accessiblity in either an separate event or a venue.

 – Pre-event Planning
S/he is familiar with existing devices, technologies and software that provide ac-
cessibility solutions.
S/he is able to identify target audiences with accessibility needs.
S/he knows how to plan and organize accessibility services based on potential demand.
S/he is able to calculate the costs for accessibility services needed.
S/he is able to ensure that accessibility services are ready before the events.
 – Coordination during Events
S/he is able to coordinate accessibility service providers during the event.
S/he is able to handle common potential accidents and unexpected situations 
during the event.
 – Post-event Management
S/he knows how to coordinate the return of equipment and handle payment.
S/he knows how to analyse and summarize feedback for improvement.
S/he is able to facilitate training for staff relating to audience diversity, e.g. au-
tism and dementia awareness.
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 – Other Managerial Skills
S/he is familiar with the factors that promote good team communication and 
can implement them.
S/he knows how to work with heterogeneous teams.
S/he is familiar with the factors that may lead to conflict and measures resolve 
conflict situations.
S/he knows how to motivate and train a team with accessibility issues in minds.

Promoting accessibility

Raising awareness of existing services is a not moot point in media accessibility. 
More effort should be devoted to advertise the facilities on offer and the inclu-
siveness policies followed by the event. The following list is drafted hoping to 
increase dissemination of all the work, preparation and technical deployment 
made to ensure access for all.

 – How to present the needs and benefits for accessibility 
S/he is able to argue the importance of accessibility.
S/he knows how to develop and implement an accessibility policy within the 
venue s/he works.
S/he is aware of the costs implication of accessibility solutions
 – How to involve relevant stakeholders
S/he knows how to identify relevant stakeholders.
S/he knows how to involve relevant stakeholders.
 – How to collaborate with relevant organisational units
S/he knows the importance of collaborating with relevant departments and oth-
er units internally and externally.
S/he knows how to get relevant departments and other units to collaborate.
 – How to promote an accessible event 
S/he is familiar with the means and channels of communication used by acces-
sibility service users.
S/he knows how to promote the event through traditional media.
S/he knows how to promote the event through online and social media in an 
accessible way.

4. Implementing training

All the skills and competences, described in the previous section, can be organ-
ised to train the experts from a full university masters degree (MA) to thematic 
vocational courses. The idea of the ACT project was to avoid designing a rigid 
structure since each institution, and each moment, has different policies, pos-
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sibilities, and objectives. The aim was to create versatile structure and materials 
that could be ensembled to fit most learning situations. At one end the Master in 
Accessibility Management for the Scenic Arts aims was designed to train profes-
sionals. The MA combines in depth knowledge about the requirements for en-
suring inclusive access to live events in the scenic arts, with the interpersonal, 
managerial and practical competences required to implement it. Students fin-
ishing the course will be able to assess the accessibility level of both the route to 
the venue(s) and of the venue(s) at which the event is to take place. They will also 
be able to efficiently organise pre-performance and post event communication 
and content-related access as well as in performance accessibility services for 
all audiences. Students will be able to apply his/her skills in different contexts, 
transferring the skills learnt in the MA to the quickly changing cultural scene 
and its many creative outputs. A two-year master was designed with 120 ECTS 
leading to the title of Accessibility Manager for the Scenic Arts. 

A shorter post-graduate programme was also designed: The Postgraduate in 
Access Coordination for the Scenic Arts, which will allow the holder to assess gen-
eral access needs, and to organise access with his local team at a specific venue. 
This compact training will basically cover the same competences as the MA but 
will not include research skills. In addition, the modules in the MA curriculum 
have been designed with a view to their integration in existing MA programmes, 
should these wish to highlight specific access skills, for instance, within an MA 
in Cultural Studies, Theatre Studies, Translation and Interpreting or similar.

The following table offers an overview of the training planed. Offering all the 
courses will lead to 120 ECTE MA, but its components can be taught in groups or 
individually to customise the courses and their aim.

Module Code Module Name ECTs

Semester 1

ACT001 Introduction to Accessibility 10

ACT002 Venue Accessibility 10

ACT003
Media Accessibility I - General A: 
Interlingual Translation, Accessible Material

10

Semester 2

ACT004
Media Accessibility I - General B:
Web Accessibility, Assistant/Companion

10

ACT005
Media Accessibility II - Audio Access A
Subtitling/Surtitling, Subtitling for the Deaf and Hard-of-hearing

10

ACT006
Media Accessibility II - Audio Access B
Sign Language Interpreting, Hearing Loop

10
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Semester 3

ACT007
Media Accessibility III - Visual Access A
Audio Introduction, Audio Description

10

ACT008
Media Accessibility III - Visual Access B
Audio Subtitling, Braille, Touch Tour

10

ACT009 Accessibility Management & Promotion 10

Semester 4

ACT0010 Internship 10

ACT0011 Master Thesis 20

Conclusion

Creating the professional profile of the expert or coordinator of accessiblity for 
the scenic arts was considered a need to meet existing and forthcoming EU regu-
lation in the field of media accessibility. Accessibility as a physical requirement to 
espaces is now a basic requirement in all urban and construction developments. 
Internet, as a new social meeting space in the Information Society, has also de-
fine clear accessiblity rules. Experts in Internet accessiblity and working tools 
have been desinged. Gaining accessiblity to the content is the new challenge to 
secure a fully inclusive society where citizens share equal right of access and en-
joyment over cultural goods. The EU project ACT has drafted pan European skills 
and profiles for this new job profile but more work is needed. Once the venues 
are made accessile with all the available or affordable technology there is an epi-
gonic task: generating content for the accessible services.

How to generate subtitles, audio description, provide Sign Languge Interpre-
tation and in the many languages is a costly endeavour. Looking at different busi-
ness models is required, and it may be the case that a different model is required 
for each service in the same play or opera. Also needed is to raise awareness of 
the need to train creative people to bear in mind accessibility from its production 
(Udo and Fels 2010, Udo et al 2010). Thinking that an opera  will have to be audio 
described, for example, should be in the mind of: a stage designer, costume de-
signer, and choreography director, and of course the director of each opera pro-
duction. This would perhaps provide already guidelines to the audio description, 
if not the full audio description, which would be optimum. The many and priori-
tised messages and intentions would be described by its creator, hence offering 
a more faithful rendition to the original. Accessibility to scenic arts is a complex 
and multilayered enterprise. While it may seem utopic, and some reject it out-
right for its costs, the rapid uptake of accessiblity by some playhouses show that 
attitude works. Creativity and willingness often compensate for lack of funding, 
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since full deployment of accessiblity will never compensate finantially. Other 
benefits beyond monetary, must be used to measure accessibility impact: social 
inclusion, human right compliance. The argument is that if some playhouses 
have managed to start drafting short term and long term accessiblity roadmaps 
all playhouses can. There is no need to go for full accessibility from the start, but 
progressive and resilient. Attitude towards accessibility is what makes a differ-
ence and is hoped that very soon all playhouses in Europe will start improving 
their inclusive policies towards offering their representations to all. 
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Abstract

In its early years, audio description1 (AD) was predominantly regarded and de-
fined as an assistive service offering blind and partially sighted audiences access 
to visual and aural elements of products and events that they did not have access 
to, in order to improve their understanding of that product or event (see for ex-
ample Piety, 2004 or the Spanish AENOR standard UNE 153020, 2005). Later this 
view was adjusted and now it is generally agreed that AD should not only try to 
improve the audience’s understanding, but also their enjoyment (see for example 
Vercauteren, 2016, or Walczak, 2017), a quality that is to a very high extent related 
to feelings and emotions. However, research on enjoyment and/or emotions in 
AD is still relatively scarce and predominantly focuses on the user experience 
(e.g. Fryer, 2013, Fryer & Freeman, 2014, Ramos Caro, 2015, Walczak, 2017). The 
present article wants to take a few steps back and looks at the question from the 
perspective of the audio describer, who is at the same time the receiver of the 
original emotions and the creator of the AD in which these emotions are trans-

1 In the remainder of this article, the abbreviation AD will be used to refer to audio descrip-
tion as an assistive service, while the full term audio description will be used to refer to the 
actual product, i.e. for example the audio description of a film.
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lated. The underlying idea is that, before one can measure an audience’s emo-
tional response to an audio description, that description has to be created, and 
before it can be created, one has to know what emotions are elicited at what point 
in the film. In other words, this article focuses on the analysis of the emotive 
dimension of film and wants to propose a model that helps describers with that 
analysis and with the ensuing decision-making process of when to include this 
dimension in the AD.

1. Introduction

According to Bordwell & Thompson (2008), films can be constructed according 
to many different principles and can serve various purposes, but “the one that we 
most commonly encounter in films involves telling a story” (p. 53). This idea is 
reflected in much of the early research in AD, which focused on questions such 
as what to describe and/or how to describe to allow visually impaired audiences 
to follow and understand the story that was being told in the film. However, the 
sadness audiences may feel the moment Gus dies in The Fault in Our Stars (Boone, 
2014) or the anger they  experience every time Latika is taken away from Jamal 
in Slumdog Millionaire (Boyle & Tandan, 2008) are just as much a part of the en-
joyment as the narrative itself. Indeed, “one of the major incentives of watch-
ing feature films is the emotional experience they offer” (Tan, 1996, p. 41), or as 
Plantinga & Smith (1999) put it: “…the movie theater occupies a central place, as 
one of the predominant spaces where societies gather to express and experience 
feelings.” (p. 1). More recent approaches to AD duly acknowledged this fact and 
in addition to just helping visually impaired audience to understand the story, 
the focus of academic research in the field broadened to include their enjoyment, 
to enhance their emotional experience. Both dimensions are clearly captured in 
this recent definition of AD by Walczak (2017):

“As an access service, AD has to fulfil various functions. On the one hand, it serves as 
an essential resource for its audience to help them fully understand the audiovisual 
content. On the other hand, it is a means that allows its users to immerse themselves 
in a story and fully enjoy it – after all, entertainment is what draws us to the cinema 
(Davis et al., 2015).” (p. 15)

This opened a new line of research, one that studies the emotional response of 
blind and partially sighted viewers to audio described audiovisual products2 (e.g. 
Ramos Caro, 2015, 2016(a), 2016(b)) or – more generally – evaluates the audi-
ence’s complete experience of the described product (e.g. Fryer, 2013 or Fryer & 

2 In the remainder of this article, I will refer to this emotional dimension as ‘extradiegetic’, 
i.e. as experienced by the audience and not part of the diegesis, as opposed to so-called in-
tradiegetic emotions that are experienced by the characters of the film and thus part of the 
narrative.
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Freeman, 2012, 2014). One of the shared characteristics of these two approaches 
is the focal point of their reception-oriented methodology, namely the end-user. 
Another common characteristic, is that both studies found that audio descrip-
tion can make a difference and enhance the target audience’s (emotional) expe-
rience, provided that it complies with a few prerequisites such as, among other 
features, a certain style (what Walczak & Fryer, 2017 call creative description) and 
a certain vocal delivery (Walczak & Fryer, forthcoming). One of the questions 
that remains to be answered, however, is how the audio describer can decide if 
and when the emotions elicited by the film can and ideally should be included 
in the description. It will therefore be the aim of the present article to propose 
an approach that allows the audio describer to analyse the emotive dimension 
of a filmic text, and to determine what elements can possibly be included in the 
description in order to adequately render that dimension. 

The logic behind this approach is rooted in one of the basic principles under-
lying the strategies that were developed by the ADLAB project (2014), underlin-
ing “… the importance of a detailed analysis of the text and the context in which it 
is produced in order to create a professional AD that is clear and engaging” (p. 9). 
This analysis can be all-encompassing or it can focus on one particular element, 
in this case the emotional dimension of the film. It helps the describer deter-
mine what elements are eligible for description. It is only in a next step of the 
AD creation process that the describer will decide what elements will eventually 
be included in the description. This decision making step includes the stylistic 
choices that will be made to create the above-mentioned creative description that 
can elicit the desired emotional responses from the audience.

In the following part of this article, a brief literature review will be carried out 
to try and answer three questions that are key to developing the analytical model, 
namely a) how do emotions in real life originate and develop, b) how do people 
experience them and c) how are these emotions re-created in film to achieve the 
desired effect. Only when the describer knows the answer to these questions, can 
he begin to analyse the emotive dimension of the film, determine what emotion 
triggers are present and are eligible for description, and decide which of those 
elements will be included in the description, how and why. 

Based on the insights gained from this literature review, a model will then 
be developed that can help audio describers in this analysis and determination 
process. To test the validity of the model it will, by means of a limited example, 
be applied to a scene from the feature film In Time (Niccol, 2011). Based on the re-
sults of the analysis, the advantages and weak points of the model will be briefly 
discussed and avenues for further research will be presented.
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2. Emotions in real life and in film

Not only in AD, but also in Film Studies, research into extradiegetic emotions 
is relatively new (Plantinga & Smith, 1999, pp. 1-2). One of the main reasons for 
this is that thinking and emotions have long been considered complete oppo-
sites prompting questions such as how rational processes could “hope to explain 
the irrational world of filmic emotion” (Smith, 1999, p. 103). It was not until the 
cognitive turn in Film Studies that these two dimensions were reconciled, based 
on the central claim that emotions are structured states that often work together 
with cognitions. Two relevant consequences resulting from this claim are that a) 
if emotions are indeed structured states, it should be possible to study them in a 
general, structured way and to translate the findings of this study into a methodi-
cal approach that allows for a systematic analysis of emotions and b) if we know 
how emotions originate, what stimuli are needed to elicit them, then it should be 
possible to recreate them artificially, i.e. in film or in other audiovisual products 
such as audio descriptions.

2.1. Emotions in real life

In the course of time various theories and approaches to studying emotions have 
been proposed (see Ramos Caro, 2016b pp. 49-106 for a comprehensive over-
view). Underlying the present article is a cognitive approach that can be sche-
matically represented as follows:

Fig. 1 – The emotive cycle in real life
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This cognitive approach starts from the principle that emotions are triggered by 
an object and generally evoke a certain action as a response to that object (Car-
roll, 1999; Ramos Caro 2016b). This basic assumption presents the occurrence of 
emotions as a rational, (semi-)conscious event, which does not mean however 
that emotions do not also involve feeling states. Cognitions and feelings are two 
sides of the same emotive coin: cognitions are the causes and feelings are the ef-
fects (Carroll, 1999, p. 27). For example, when one notices a person waving a knife 
at them or a dangerous animal running towards them (the object), they will cog-
nitively appraise that situation as possibly harmful or dangerous, resulting in 
an emotional state of fear, and they will most probably run away (action as a re-
sponse to the object). 

This cognitive triggering has two closely related effects (Carroll, 1999): on the 
one hand, the emotional state that is activated will start to determine the receiv-
ers’ perception, i.e. it will guide their perception to those elements in the situ-
ation that are relevant for that particular emotion (the wild animal bearing its 
teeth, the armed person shouting at them…). In other words, it will emphasize 
the elements that can possibly strengthen their reaction to the object. On the 
other hand, once they are in a given emotional state, a feedback mechanism is 
activated. Once their perception is charged with a particular emotion, they will 
look for new stimuli confirming that emotion, which in turn will maintain and/
or reinforce the emotion. As long as they perceive confirmatory stimuli the emo-
tion will be perpetuated. If they do not longer receive such stimuli, the emotional 
state will weaken and eventually disappear.

 

2.2. Extradiegetic emotions in film

Broadly speaking, it could be said that the process of emotive triggering, percep-
tual charging and checking for confirmation to perpetuate the emotional state 
(or not), is applicable to film too. But even though the emotive process in film 
works along the same lines as the one governing emotions in real life, there are a 
few clear differences. One of those differences is the fact that in real life, this pro-
cess happens naturally, whereas in film it does not and is artificially recreated by 
the filmmaker. That is, in real life, the appropriate objects that evoke the emotion 
from a vast array of largely unstructured stimuli have to be selected by the re-
ceivers of that emotion. In film, on the other hand, the environment is to a large 
extent structured by the filmmaker in order to make it easier for the audience to 
pick out those details that will activate the emotion. In order to do so, the film-
maker can use all possible filmmaking principles and techniques, ranging from 
the script and the narrative structure to stylistic devices such as lighting, colour, 
camera angles, editing and music or sound effects. From the point of view of AD, 
this insight is relevant in at least two respects: first of all, the fact that filmmakers 
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consciously create and organise the emotive dimension of their films to make it 
easier for the audience to recognize the emotions that are sought after, means it 
is an important dimension, and one that audio describers should try to include 
in the audio described product. Second, and closely related to this, the fact that 
the emotive dimension is consciously created and organised, means that it can 
be analysed in a structured way, so describers can determine clear strategies and 
make well-founded decisions as to what emotive elements to include in their de-
scriptions and how. Based on the work by Smith (1999) and Carroll (1999), the 
following paragraphs offer one possible explanation of how the artificial crea-
tion and organisation of emotions in film usually work. The insights gathered 
from this explanation will then be used to develop an approach that can inform 
the audio describer’s decision-making process.

To illustrate the explanation, the following example will be used. The film 
Contagion (Soderbergh, 2011) opens with a close-up of a woman in her forties, 
waiting for her flight at an airport. Her pale look and the sweat on her forehead 
suggest that she may be ill, an image that, together with the bleak lighting and 
the slow, tired tone of her voice when she talks on the phone may create a sense 
of concern. That concern seems to be justified as her situation becomes worse, 
and when she dies a few days later, the audience will probably experience a much 
stronger emotional ‘burst’ of sadness. Although this sadness soon becomes less 
intense, it keeps lingering, partly because of the gloomy colours and music, and 
might become much stronger again when her son also dies shortly afterwards. 
The process that is at work here, is what Smith (1999, p. 115) calls the mood-cue 
approach, an alternation between longer-lasting, lower-level states or moods 
and short, intense emotions. Indeed, although people may sometimes think 
that they experience emotions for a very long time (e.g. they may be angry with 
someone for hours or even days), the emotion itself is usually a rather short-lived 
episode that fades and may reappear if new triggers are presented, or otherwise 
disappears. Given the wide diversity of audience members and their individual 
backgrounds, it may be difficult for filmmakers to realise these emotional bursts, 
i.e. to genuinely elicit the emotion sought after. Therefore, the audience has to 
be prepared, i.e. the necessary predispositions have to be created to facilitate the 
experiencing of these intense emotions. 

In order to generate this predisposition, films and/or film scenes often present 
a predominant or colouring emotion. This emotion may not be equally explicit in 
every film or scene and sometimes the filmmaker deliberately chooses to make it 
unclear or ambiguous, but generally it can be said that this colouring emotion is 
relatively clear (think of genre films that are named after or directly refer to the 
emotion they want to raise, e.g. horror, comedy, melodrama, etc.). According to 
this approach, “a primary task for a film’s early sequences … is to establish an emo-
tional orientation that will guide the audience through the film…” (Smith, 1999, p. 
120). In other words, from the very beginning of the film, filmmakers have to ac-
tivate the triggering process described in section 3.1, i.e. they have to provide ori-
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enting stimuli that encourage the audience to detect the appropriate object and 
that activate the audience’s feedback mechanism that detects and confirms the 
emotion. In order to do so, they can and often will combine various cues, e.g. nar-
rative cues such as a character’s looks or voice and stylistic cues such as lighting 
and music or other sound effects. This criterial pre-focussing, as Carroll (1999, p. 30) 
calls it, helps to foreground the objects that are likely to create the necessary emo-
tive predisposition and hence generate the emotion the filmmaker wants to raise.

One observation is in place here. When the emotive process is activated in 
real life, it is usually because the emotion involved directly concerns us (we feel 
fear when we think that we may be harmed (e.g. an animal that threatens to at-
tack us); we feel anger when we are wronged;…). In film however, we assist at 
fictional events that do not directly concern us, so even when the filmmaker cri-
terially pre-focuses his work, he must find a way to directly involve his audience, 
to create a certain concern that directly affects the audience. This direct involve-
ment can be stimulated through so-called pro attitudes (Carroll, 1999, p. 31), atti-
tudes that are created to direct the audience’s preferences for one story outcome 
over another. The fact that the filmmaker presents the story in such a way that 
we prefer one line of development over another, does not mean however that our 
preferences will always be confirmed. In Cast Away (Zemeckis, 2000) for example, 
Fed Ex executive Chuck Noland gets stuck on a deserted island. From the begin-
ning of the film the audience is made to feel sympathy for the protagonist and 
hence want him to survive this ordeal (a preference that will be confirmed) and 
to be re-united with his wife and family (a preference that will not be confirmed). 
As this brief example illustrates, the filmmaker realises his aim of eliciting an 
emotional response, regardless of whether the audience’s preference or pro at-
titude is confirmed or flaunted. 

As was already explained in section 3.1, once a certain emotion is triggered, a 
feedback mechanism is activated and people start looking for (and need) stimuli 
that perpetuate that emotion. The same principle applies to film. Once a certain 
mood is created, the audience needs confirmatory and or reinforcing stimuli to 
maintain it, or as Smith (1999) puts it: “a mood is not entirely self-perpetuating. 
It requires occasional moments of strong emotion to maintain the mood” (p. 
115). These occasional strong emotions are provoked by so-called emotion markers 
(Smith, 1999, p. 118) that can be more or less numerous depending on the emo-
tional intensity sought after and that can take on any possible form, from a facial 
expression to a line of dialogue, and from a change in lighting to a specific sound 
effect, often in combination. Moreover, these markers can serve narrative pur-
poses, i.e. signalling “progress toward the goal and providing the setup for future 
narrative occurrences” (Smith, 1999, p. 118) or they can be purely emotive, i.e. 
when they are only used to intensify and preserve a certain emotional state in 
the audience. Just as in real life, the emotion will remain active as long as these 
narrative or purely emotive stimuli are presented. When the filmmaker does not 
longer presents such stimuli, the emotion will probably disappear. 
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3. A possible approach to analyse the emotional dimension in film 
for AD

From the previous section it became clear that the emotive dimension of a film 
is just as carefully created and organised as the narrative structure itself. Film-
makers continuously decide which moods they want to create, what cues and 
emotive markers will be used to elicit and maintain them and what functions all 
these cues and markers will have. In the following part, the insights from the ex-
planation above will be translated into an approach that can help audio describ-
ers to analyse the emotive dimension of the film they are describing, to deter-
mine what moods/emotions are raised and to decide what cues/markers could 
possibly be included in the description. This approach is conceived as a four-step 
process that can be presented schematically as follows:

Fig. 2 – The analysis of the emotive dimension of film as a four-step process

In a first step, and to get a first indication of what emotion the filmmaker primar-
ily wants to elicit, the describer can determine the film’s colouring emotion. If 
the film belongs to one genre, the colouring emotion will be clear from the genre; 
but as most films these days cannot be classified into one particular genre, the 
describer can a) try to determine a combination of genres and/or b) look at the 
first orienting stimuli to find the emotion targeted by the filmmaker3.

Once this colouring emotion has been determined, the analysis can shift to 
the micro-level of the film and determine for every scene a so-called mood-emo-
tion sequence, i.e. the describer should determine what cues the filmmaker uses 

3  While the present paragraph talks about determining the film’s colouring emotion, it 
should be clear that this step also applies to lower-level scenes. Films rarely want to evoke 
only one emotion, so it may very well be that specific scenes elicit emotions that are differ-
ent from the overarching emotion sought after by the genre the film belongs to. 
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to create the framework for the shorter, more intense emotions and to keep the 
feedback mechanism for that emotion going. Once no more cues or stimuli for a 
particular emotion can be found, the feedback mechanism will stop working and 
the describer has to determine whether a new mood is created and what emotion 
this new mood prepares us for.

Next, after having determined the mood-emotion sequences of the film or of 
a particular scene, the describer can determine the emotive informativeness of 
that film or scene, i.e. he can go on to determine how many emotive markers the 
filmmaker uses and what type of markers are used. This will inform two impor-
tant decisions for the subsequent target text creation:

1. The amount of markers encountered will give an indication of the emo-
tional intensity of a scene or film and hence of how important it is to in-
clude it in the description: if a scene contains a high amount of emotion 
markers, at least a few of these will have to be included in the description 
to increase the possibility that the emotion is also evoked in the visually 
impaired audience;

2. The type of markers will help the describer to determine whether or not 
they have to be included in the description: if they are inherent in the nar-
rative structure or the script, or if they are included in the dialogue or the 
soundtrack of the film, they will not need to be included in the description. 
If, on the other hand, they are expressed through stylistic techniques such 
as lighting, colour, composition, camera movement, etc. and hence are in-
accessible to the visually impaired audience, the describer should deter-
mine if and how they can be included in the description.

This determination process can be supplemented by a fourth step in the analysis, 
namely the determination of the function of the markers. As explained in the in-
troduction audio descriptions should ideally enhance both the visually impaired 
audience’s understanding and their enjoyment of the film, but as the prime aim of 
most mainstream films is to tell a story, the AD should first and foremost make sure 
the audience understands the story. In other words, emotion markers that serve a 
narrative function will get a higher priority than the ones that are purely emotive.

4. A case study – In Time (Niccol, 2011)

In this last part of the article, the approach developed in the previous section will 
be tested on a scene from the film In Time (Niccol, 2011), which is set in a future 
where people stop aging at 25 but are engineered to live only one more year after 
that4. Prices are no longer expressed in monetary currencies, but in time, which 

4  The analysis presented below is based on the transcription of the scene that can be found 
in Annexe 1 to this article. This transcription has three columns: the first column indicates 
the time code. The second column contains a transcription of the dialogues and a free de-
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you earn by working or loan from other people, and use to pay goods and ser-
vices. The protagonist, Will Salas, is accused of murder and on the run with a hos-
tage, the daughter of a rich ‘time bank’ owner. They become friends and together 
they will try to bring down the system. The scene used in the present case study is 
set before the accusation. It is Will’s mother’s birthday and they have arranged to 
celebrate it together after she finishes work. When she leaves the factory where 
she works and wants to take the bus back home, she learns that prices have gone 
up and a ride now costs two hours. Since she has only one hour and a half of time 
left, she cannot pay the fare and will have to walk/run to meet Will before her 
time runs out.

According to the analytical approach described in the previous section, a first 
step in the analysis of the emotive dimension of this film/scene, would be to 
determine its colouring emotion. On the Internet Movie Database, the film is 
labelled as an action, sci-fi thriller5. Although this label confirms that films nowa-
days often belong to more than one genre, making it harder to pinpoint the col-
ouring emotion they want to evoke, the fact that the film is labelled as a thriller, 
gives a fairly good indication of its main emotive dimension. Indeed, a thriller 
can be defined as “a work of fiction or drama designed to hold the interest by the 
use of a high degree of intrigue, adventure, or suspense”6. Carroll (1999) describes 
suspense as a future-oriented emotion (p. 43), a description that is echoed in the 
definition in the online Oxford dictionary, characterizing it as “a state or feeling 
of excited or anxious uncertainty about what may happen”7. It is true that we usu-
ally do not experience any suspense with regard to events from our past, because 
we already know what happened, but as pointed out by Carroll (1999) it is equally 
true that we don’t feel suspense about just any future event (p. 43). The event has 
to possess certain characteristics beyond mere uncertainty. First of all, suspense 
seems to be related to likelihood, i.e. we particularly feel suspense when the de-
sired outcome of the event seems unlikely. In the example of this film in general, 
the main question driving us is whether or not the two youngsters will succeed 
in bringing down the entire system, a possibility that seems very unlikely, creat-
ing a feeling of uncertainty and suspense. In the specific scene under study, a 
similar principle is at work: the main question driving us is whether or not Will’s 
mother will meet her son in time to survive (i.e. to lend time from him), an out-
come that again seems improbable since she implores the bus driver to take her 
on board because “it is a two hour walk”. But suspense is not only a question of 

scription of the visuals and sounds. The third column indicates what markers have been 
used to elicit the emotion sought after, in this case tension/suspense. It mentions whether 
the marker is aural, verbal or visual, mentions the specific film technique used and briefly 
indicates how it contributes to eliciting the emotion. 

5  http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1637688/?ref_=nv_sr_3 (last accessed 26/04/2017) 

6  https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/thriller (last accessed 26/04/2017)

7  https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/suspense (last accessed 27/04/2017)

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1637688/?ref_=nv_sr_3
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/thriller
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/suspense
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probability: when a villain finds himself in a dangerous situation that may lead 
to his death, we usually do not feel suspense (probably rather relief) even when 
it seems highly unlikely that he will escape. Suspense also seems to be related to 
morality (Carroll, 1999, p. 45). Filmmakers have to make sure that their audience 
cares about what happens to the characters undergoing the events, they have to 
induce a certain sense of concern so that the audience prefers the improbably 
outcome over any other. In In Time the system is presented as morally objection-
ably since, for example, prices can be raised haphazardly to fight overpopulation. 
So we mentally support Will in his fight against the system, even though we 
know it is highly unlikely that he will succeed. Similarly, we want Will’s mother 
to make it because it is her birthday and because the unannounced price increase 
is unjust. It is beyond the scope of this article to explore the various possibilities 
audio describers have to render suspense in their description, but one general 
guideline seems to apply here: they will have to make sure that the uncertainty 
created in the film remains in the description. In other words, whereas in other 
situations it may be necessary or even wanted to give a certain piece of informa-
tion earlier in the description, this cannot be done when suspense is sought after.

Turning to the second step in the analysis, i.e. the position of the scene in the 
mood-emotion sequence, we can say that this scene is criterially pre-focussed in 
such a way that it is unlikely that Will’s mother will make it, i.e. creating a sus-
penseful mood while the scene ends with a high-intensity emotional moment. In 
other words – and already looking at the third step in the analysis as well – it has 
a high level of emotional informativeness and contains a lot of emotive markers. 
As can be seen from the transcription in the Annex, the filmmaker uses markers 
from various kinds to elicit the suspense. First, there are the ominous music and 
the various sound effects, such as Rachel’s frantic banging on the grating pro-
tecting the entrance to an apartment building. The music continues throughout 
the entire scene, providing some kind of lower-level emotive layer that keeps the 
mood/emotion alive. A second aural dimension that contributes to the emotive 
pre-focussing and that, particularly during the first part of the scene provides re-
curring cues to establish and sustain the tension, are the dialogues: first there is 
the announcement that prices have gone up, which changes the mood from joy-
ful (Rachel smiling as she leaves the company where she works to celebrate her 
birthday) to tense. Then there is Rachel’s line saying she only has an hour and half 
left, creating a clear suspenseful mood as the changes of her meeting Will in time 
are rather dim so the desired outcome of the scene becomes unlikely. Later, when 
Rachel wants the passing truck to stop or wants the man entering the building 
to help her, it is not only what she says, i.e. the pleading, but also the tone of her 
voice that maintains and increases the tension. Finally, there are all the visual 
markers, such as the dark setting and the various close-ups of the protagonists’ 
faces, reflecting their emotional state. 

Two visual techniques that are worth discussing in more detail are the mise-
en-scene at the beginning of the running-scene (00:01:00) and when Will starts 
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running towards his mother (00:01:43), and the editing of the entire running-
scene (00:01:00 - 00:02:35). According to Bordwell and Thompson (2008), one of 
the aspects of mise-en-scene is the characters’ acting or performance. As soon as 
Rachel realizes she will not be able to take the bus, she starts running to try and 
meet Will to borrow time from him. In her work on film conventions, Van Sijll 
(2005) links the diagonals in the frame to the ease of movement of the characters 
(p. 8): the descending diagonals reflect easy movement, the left-to-right being 
“an easier descent as it moves in the direction of the reading eye” (Van Sijll, 2005, 
p.8). With regard to the ascending diagonals, she says:

“Gravity works against the ascending diagonals. It is easier to fall downwards, then 
move upwards. The right-left ascent is the most difficult of all screen directions: It 
goes against the reading eye and works against gravity as well” (Van Sijll, 2005, p.8).

In the scene under study, both Rachel and Will run according to this right-to-
left ascending diagonal, indicating difficulty and possibly contributing to the 
improbability of the desired outcome of the scene. It would be beyond the scope 
of this article to discuss the film technique used here at length, but I deliberate-
ly added possibly in the previous sentence since one may wonder whether this 
technique is known to the general public and whether viewers (sub)consciously 
experience the difficulty it tries to evoke, particularly if they do not know the 
technique’s meaning. However, just as translators are expected to have a thor-
ough command of the source language they translate from, audio describers can 
be expected to be proficient in reading film techniques and as such at least notice 
the technique that is used here and take it into account in their decision-making 
processes. 

The second technique that will be explored with regard to this scene, is more 
well-known and more obvious. So it is more likely that describers will notice 
it in their analysis, but again it will require a conscious decision as to whether 
and how to include it in the description. As mentioned in the transcription, the 
running scene can be divided into two parts, each containing a number of shot 
changes. In the first minute of the scene, the audience is being prepared for the 
emotive burst at the end and the emotive informativeness is not yet that high. As 
indicated, it contains thirteen different shots, resulting in a relative low average 
shot length (ASL) of 4.6 seconds. In the last 35 seconds of the scene, however, 
there are no less than twenty shots, resulting in a significantly higher and con-
siderably more stressful (i.e. emotionally much more intense) ASL of 1.75. This 
decreasing ASL is combined with an increasing number of close-ups and sounds 
and music becoming louder. In other words, this last part of the scene has a very 
high emotive informativeness but is at the same time highly redundant since the 
visual markers are combined with sound effects and the emotional tone of voice 
as Will and Rachel call for each other. On the one hand this will make it easier 
for the describer as he can leave out a number of visual cues; on the other he will 
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have to find the right emotive balance between description and verbal and other 
aural cues that all contribute to eliciting the suspenseful mood and the final emo-
tive burst at the end of the scene. 

Finally, and with regard to the fourth step in the analysis, it can be said that 
most of the markers, such as the close-ups showing the protagonists’ facial ex-
pressions, are not purely emotive but also serve a narrative function. Again, this 
means these will have to be taken duly into account when the describer decides 
what emotive markers will be included in the description. This decision-making 
process, however, is beyond the scope of this article, that only wanted to present 
a tool to analyse the source text with a view of finding those markers and as such 
is only a very limited first step into the audio description of the emotive dimen-
sion of film. 

Conclusion

This article started from the observation that an important dimension of film 
viewing resides in the feelings and emotions audiences may experience as they 
watch films. Research into these so-called extradiegetic emotions is relatively 
new, both in Film Studies and in audio description research. Within the latter 
discipline the emotive dimension of film has so far predominantly be studied 
from the visually impaired audience’s perspective, but research on how audio 
describers can make sure that dimension is rendered in their audio descriptions 
and/or how they can analyse films to determine the moods and emotions elic-
ited throughout the film is still largely missing. Therefore, the aim of the present 
article was to develop an approach that would allow describers to analyse films 
in order to determine the various emotive triggers and markers so that, in a next 
step, they can decide what triggers and markers to include in their description. 
From the literature review in section 3 it became clear that emotions – both in 
real life and in film – are partly cognitive states that can be studied in a structured 
and organised way. The findings of this review were translated into a four-step 
approach that was tested on a short scene from the film In Time (Niccol, 2011). 

Although the explanation of how emotions in film work is very general and 
although the case study in section five seems to indicate that the approach works, 
further research is definitely needed to see if the analytical model presented in 
section 4 also works on other scenes, films and genres. Moreover, and as also 
mentioned at the end of the case study, the approach allows audio describers to 
determine the various moods, emotions, triggers and other markers that are pre-
sent in a given scene or film, but that is only a very first step. Further research 
will have to look at how audio describers can select the most relevant of these 
cues for their description. Given the redundant nature of many films, presenting 
the same information simultaneously or sequentially through different chan-
nels, some of these cues will not have to be included in the description. In the lit-
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erature review, a distinction was made between narratively relevant and purely 
emotive cues, which may offer a first selection criterion. An additional prioritisa-
tion principle can be found in the case study distinguishes between aural, verbal 
and visual cues. But even so these principles will have to be looked at in more de-
tail. Finally, the reception research initiated by Fryer (20123), Ramos Caro (2015, 
2016a, 2016b) and Walczak will have to be continued. One possibility here would 
be to combine the findings from earlier reception research, particularly on au-
dio description style, i.e. the so-called creative description, and on voicing of the 
AD, with the results from the analysis carried out with the approach presented 
here. This kind of research could show what cues can be described in what way 
(particularly how visual cues can be rendered verbally) to guarantee that visually 
impaired audiences do not only understand the story that is told in the film, but 
also experience the emotions the filmmaker wants his audience to feel, i.e. to cre-
ate similar effects for the sighted and blind or partially sighted viewers. In other 
words, it would be particularly useful to test the model against films that have 
been audio described and have been subjected to reception studies with either 
visually impaired audiences or audio describers (or both).
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Annexe 1 – Transcription and emotion analysis of a scene from In Time 
(Niccol, 2011)

Time 
code

Visual and aural information 
in the film (my description)

Emotive Markers

SCENE 1

00:00:00 Night. Rachel leaves the company where she 
works. She has long dark hair and wears a 
red dress. She is smiling as she walks up to 
a bus that is waiting at a bus stop nearby.

She gets on board and puts her hand in the 
scanner.

RACHEL: Dayton.

BUS DRIVER: Two hours.

She pulls her hand out of the scanner and 
gives the bus driver a puzzled look. He looks 
back at her indifferently.

RACHEL: It has always been an hour.

BUS DRIVER: Now it is two. Prices have 
gone up

RACHEL: Since when?

BUS DRIVER: Since today.

RACHEL: My son is meeting me. He will pay 
the difference.

BUS DRIVER: Can’t do that. Policy.

Rachel looks disconcerted.

RACHEL: Please. It’s a two hour walk.

She pulls up the sleeve of her dress. The 
clock on her arm shows 0000-00-0-01-30-01.

Visual (cinematography): the whole scene is 
very dark, only the characters’ faces are lit to 
emphasize their facial expression/emotions)

Visual (mise-en-scene/cinematography): Shot 
of Rachel smiling.

Visual (mise-en-scene/cinematography): 
close-up of Rachel giving the bus driver a 
scowling, puzzled look

Verbal: emotive pre-focus; creating a mood 
of tension / suspense by means of the re-
fusal of the bus driver to let her son pay the 
fare.

Visual (mise-en-scene/cinematography): 
close-up of Rachel’s panicking face.

Visual (mise-en-scene/cinematography): 
close-up of Rachel’s arm. Increasing tension 
by making the desired outcome less prob-
able.
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SCENE 1

00:00:00

[Ominous sound, first quiet, then becoming 
louder]

RACHEL: I have an hour and a half.

The driver looks away and sighs.

BUS DRIVER: Then you’d better run.

Rachel looks at the other passengers on the 
bus, who either ignore her or look back indif-
ferently. In distress she gets of the bus.

Aural (sound effect)

Visual (mise-en-scene/cinematography): shot 
of the pleading look on Rachel’s face.

SCENE 2

00:00:53

00:01:00

The bus drives off. As if trying to find a 
solution, Rachel looks around but both the 
building where she works and the street are 
completely deserted.

[The ominous sound turns into sad music].

There is panic in her eyes, as she starts 
running up the road, following the bus that 
disappears in the distance.

[Sound of a vehicle approaching]

Rachel stops running, turns around and starts 
waving her arms.

RACHEL: Stop, please stop!

The vehicle drives past without slowing 
down.
Rachel pulls up her sleeve again to look at 
her clock. It says 0000-00-0-00-21-10 and 
counts further down.

Aural (music)

Visual (mise-en-scene/cinematography): 
- shot of Rachel’s panicking face.
- Rachel running from bottom-right 

to top-left of screen, signalling dif-
ficulty and improbability (Van Sijll, 
2005)

Visual: confirmation of the improbable out-
come.
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SCENE 3

00:01:22 At another bus stop, Will is waiting for the 
bus, carrying a bunch of flowers.
The bus stops, the doors open and two 
people get off the bus.
Will frowns and looks confused as the doors 
of the bus close and it pulls away.

He scans the interior of the bus and looks down 
in thought. As if he realised what happened, 
he suddenly opens his eyes wide, drops the 
flowers and starts running up the road.

Visual (mise-en-scene): possible easing of 
the tension: Will realizes what happened and 
runs towards his mother: desired outcome 
becomes more probable again.

SCENE 4

00:01:48 A man opens the door to a building. In the 
distance, Rachel comes running towards him. 
She waves her arm at him.

RACHEL: Please, please! Wait, stop!

The man enters the building, closing the iron 
grating behind him.

[Rachel bangs her hands on the grating]

For one moment, the man looks back at Ra-
chel, then disappears inside.

On her arm, Rachel has 9 minutes and 5 
seconds left.

Verbal: panic in Rachel’s voice

Aural (loud sound effect)

Visual: confirmation of the improbable out-
come.
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SCENE 5

00:02:00

00:02:35

This scene is an alternation between shots 
of Will running from left to right (screen 
direction), and Rachel running from right to 
left.

First, they are shown in mid shot, pumping 
their arms frantically. 

Rachel constantly checks her arm to see how 
much time she has left.

[The volume of the ominous, sad sound/
music increases]

Rachel passes the corner of a street. Her 
clock shows 10 seconds.

Will, who is running along the same street, 
notices her, a frightful look on his face.

With panic in their voices, they shout at each 
other.

WILL: Mom!

RACHEL: Will!

The shots showing Will and Rachel alternate 
faster, first showing them in mid-shot, then 
turning to close-ups of their faces.

Will runs ever faster towards her and holds 
his hand out.

Rachel sprints towards Will. They meet at 
an intersection. Rachel falls as Will grabs 
her arm. 

Visual (editing): this last scene continuously 
increases the tension working towards an 
emotive burst. Two techniques seem to be 
responsible for this:

1) change in shot-type from mid-shot 
to close-up of the protagonists 
faces;

2) change in average shot length 
(ASL): in the ‘running’ scene be-
tween 00:01:00 and  00:02:35, 
there are two distinct parts. Dur-
ing the first minute, there are 13 
different shots, resulting in an 
ASL of 4.6 seconds. In the last 35 
seconds, the tension dramatically 
rises and there are 20 shots, lead-
ing to an ASL of 1,75 seconds.
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This volume of RITT includes two sections. The former is fully dedicated to audio 
description for the blind and visually impaired community, with articles dealing 
with very diverse aspects of this accessibility service or audiovisual translation 
method. The latter is miscellaneous, hosting five assorted papers on varied topics.

Audio description, however, opens the miscellaneous section with two con-
tributions focusing on different aspects of this ever-growing discipline.  The 
contribution of Monica Randaccio, “Museum audio description: A transdisci-
plinary encounter”, gives an in-depth account of many crucial and theoretically 
grounded aspects of museum description that illustrate vividly the reason why 
such area of study is necessarily interdisciplinary. The second contribution (Elisa 
Perego), on the other hand, investigates the nature and the role of audio descrip-
tion guidelines in Europe, and it concentrates on a specific local – yet virtuous 
– reality: the Italian Social Cooperative Senza Barriere, author of the first Italian 
guidelines in 2011.

The subject changes drastically with the third contribution, entitled “Local-
izzazione di contenuti web tra standardizzazione e adattamento” (Paolo Ca-
navese). The paper examines website localisation practices in the language and 
culture pair Italian/German, confirming the thesis that localising a website 
means adapting (vs. rewriting) it for the target market. 

With Emile Sanon we move to Burkina Faso, a west African country of 17 mil-
lion people with more than sixty-six local languages and French as the official 
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language. The contribution (“Self-translation, code switching or adaptation? 
Some reflexions based on religious discourse in Burkina Faso”) focuses on the 
role of some translation practices in religious texts. 

The paper by Giulia Innuzzi (“Traduttore, editore, intellettuale: Riccardo Valla 
e la fantascienza angloamericana in Italia”) closes the section offering a fresh 
take on Riccardo Valla and his activity as translator and editor.
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Abstract

This paper first gives an overview of AD in relation to accessibility. Accessibility 
and transdisciplinarity have in fact become the key notions around which AD has 
developed in recent times. Accessibility is now seen not only as a means of over-
coming physical, emotional, intellectual and sensory barriers but also as a pro-
active principle of Human Rights. Transdisciplinarity is here meant as a dialogue 
among disciplines bringing about changes in each of them. In particular, the pur-
pose of this paper is to provide a detailed account of the complex relationship of 
museum AD with museum studies and visual culture. In fact, museum AD is an 
example of a successful transdisciplinary encounter: focussing on some features 
of museum AD, such as language and accessibility, a parallel is drawn between 
the development of museums and that of museum AD. Particularly significant for 
museum AD was the passage from the postmodern museum to the ‘post-muse-
um’, which revises some founding tenets of museology such as elitism, nation, 
community, education, distinction between high art and low art and predomi-
nance of ‘seeing’ over the other senses. For this reason, an extensive bibliography 
on AD, museum studies and visual culture covering the main achievement in 
each field is given. My aim is to offer a reference based guide for those scholars 
interested in the on-going transdisciplinary debate among these disciplines.

Museum AD: A Transdisciplinary 
Encounter
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University of Trieste
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1.  Introduction: AD, accessibility and transdisciplinarity

Over the last thirty decades AD “[has begun] to come of age” (Reviers, 2016: 232) 
and yet this media access practice is still lacking critical mass in terms of termi-
nology, practice and training (Maszerowska, Matamala,Orero, Reviers, 2014: 5). 
Increasingly recognised as part of audiovisual translation (AVT), AD, as an ‘AVT 
newcomer’ (Ramael, 2014, 134), has been variously defined as ‘constrained inter-
semiotic translation’ (Mayoral et al., 1988), ‘intersemiotic, intermodal or cross-
modal translation or mediation’(Braun, 2008) intersemiotic translation with an 
inverse definition – an interpretation of non verbal signs system by means of 
verbal signs (Gambier, 2004, Orero, 2006, Díaz-Cintas, 2007). Audiovisual trans-
lation had already investigated the relations between textual information and 
visual representation, which led to the creation of a multiplicity of multimedia 
resources addressed to very diverse audiences. Audiovisual products and their 
diversified users, who must, however, possess the full range of sensory ability to 
take advantage of such resources, posed issues of accessibility in the new millen-
nium. Modes of accessibility started to be explored with subtitling for the deaf 
and hard of hearing (SDH) and AD for the blind and VIPs (Díaz-Cintas, J, P. Orero 
and A. Remael, 2007,  J. Díaz-Cintas, A. Matamala, J. and Neves, 2010, Remael, Ore-
ro and Carroll, 2012, Bruti and Di Giovanni, 2012, Taylor and Perego, 2012, Perego, 
2012). Accessibility and transdisciplinarity have been the key concepts around 
which AD for the VIPs has developed in the last few years.

1.1.  AD and accessibility

The AD services started in Europe and in the United States in the late 1980s. In 
1987 the Spanish Association of the Blind, ONCE, launched the Sonocine sys-
tem, which later became AUDESC (Hernandez and Mendiluce, 2004). In 1989, 
the Bavarian Association for the Blind introduced film AD and in the same year 
the French Association of the Blind Valentin Haüy presented the first French 
film with AD at the Cannes Film Festival. In 1991 the AUDETEL project in the 
UK prompted the development of AD services in Europe. The growth of AD in 
UK was largely favoured by legislation; The Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) 
came into law in 1995 and made unlawful for any organization or business to 
treat a disabled person less favourably than an able-bodied person. The Disabil-
ity Discrimination Act was based on the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 
(1990), which established rules for disability access in public entities. AD in the 
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USA has its precursors in Gregory Franzier and Margaret Pfanstiehl (Pfanstiehl 
and Pfanstiehl, 1985, 91-92), who introduced AD in the theatre. In 1992, the broad-
casting station WGBH began its Motion Picture (MoPix) Access project, which 
led to providing AD for first-run films in selected theatres nationwide. In 1998 
the Congress amended the Rehabilitation Act by adding Section 508 to require 
Federal agencies to make their electronic and information technology accessible 
to people with disabilities. Beginning in June 2001, all film, video, multimedia, 
and information technology produced or procured by Federal agencies had to in-
clude AD. The DDA in UK however did not provide the legal rights which came 
with ADA in the USA. ‘Reasonable adjustments’ to DDA were made by The Disa-
bility Action Plan (2004), according to which service providers had to remove any 
physical barriers to accessing the building, and also remove attitudinal barriers 
to allow disabled people to access services. The DDA was eventually incorporated 
into the Equality Act in 2010. In Belgium and Portugal, first experiences with AD 
were respectively in 2003 and 1995 (Orero, 2007, 113), whereas in Italy the first 
AD dates back to 1991 (Arma, 2014, 63). 

1.2.  AD and legislation

Media laws in promoting AD was a further step towards accessibility. The 2007 
European Union Audiovisual Media Services was a milestone in this respect. 
The Audiovisual Media Directive in Europe 2007/65/EC specifies that: “Mem-
ber States shall encourage media service providers under their jurisdiction to 
ensure that their services are gradually made accessible to people with a visual or 
hearing disability. Sight- and hearing-impaired persons as well as elderly people 
shall participate in the social and cultural life of the European Union. Therefore, 
they shall have access to audiovisual media services. Government must encour-
age media companies under their jurisdiction to do this, e.g. by sign language, 
subtitling, audio-description…”. In Europe, numerous countries have their own 
legal obligation to provide AD. The first European country to implement a law in-
cluding AD was UK with the 1996 Broadcasting Act. Regulations with the force of 
law can be found in Germany (Rudfunkstaatsvertrag), Poland (Polish Radio and 
Television Act), Portugal (2011 Television law, which is no longer in effect), Spain 
(Ley general audiovisual), Flanders, Belgium (2013 Mediadecreet), France (Plan 
Handicap Visuel 2008-2011), Ireland (2009 The Brodcasting Act), Sweden (Swed-
ish Radio and Television Act) and Finland (2014). A second type of regulation is 
sector-driven laws such as specific agreement with Public broadcasters, which 
are implemented in countries like Flanders and Italy. Moreover, in Italy there 
is also an act (28th August 1997, n. 284), which gives regions the autonomy to 
implement accessibility measures for the blind and VIPs (Reviers, 2016, 234-35). 
Outside Europe, legal responsibilities to provide AD in USA are enshrined in the 
21st Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act (2010). At present, AD 
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is expanding beyond Europe and North America towards Iceland, Korea, Hong 
Kong and Mainland China, although services are still limited and restricted only 
to films (Fryer, 2016, 20). 

Although the landscape of AD is still fragmented worldwide, the widespread 
diffusion of AD and the development of audiovisual translation studies has 
helped to draw attention on accessibility as an expanding notion. Previously 
defined as a means to overcome physical and sensorial barriers, accessibility 
appears now to be a discipline per se, a broad field of research comprising au-
diovisual translation, assistive technologies, audience development, Universal 
Design, tourism management and services and new media technology. In the 
world geography where some countries are still struggling with fundamental 
and humanitarian issues, accessibility is paramount to fight economic inequal-
ity and illiteracy undermining the realization of democracy. In this perspective, 
accessibility becomes a ‘proactive principle’ promoting ‘human rights as a whole 
for all’, whose “benefits would extend to all citizens, not only to those with dis-
abilities” (Greco, 2016, 27). 

1.3.  AD and transdisciplinarity

Accessibility has led AD towards new disciplines, such as Information and Com-
munication Technology and Human Rights, thus revealing the transdisciplinary 
nature of AD. Transdisciplinarity is here meant as a particular view of interdisci-
plinarity and has been tackled, for example, in critical discourse analysis. Trans-
disciplinarity asks “how  a  dialogue  between  two  disciplines  or  frameworks  
may  lead  to a  development  of  both  through  a  process  of  each  internally  
appropriating the  logic  of  the  other  as  a  resource  for  its  own  development” 
(Fairclough, 53). In other words, a transdisciplinary approach implies a dialogue 
among disciplines bringing about changes in each of them. AD has started a dia-
logue with many different disciplines and this dialogue has proved fruitful both 
for AD and for the disciplines involved. There are interesting examples of these 
disciplinary encounters of AD with linguistics (Arma, 2012, 37-55), with textu-
al linguistics (Di Giovanni, 2014, 63-83), cultural studies (Matamala and Rami, 
2009, 249-266), second language learning (Ibanez Moreno, Vermeulen, 2013, 45-
61; Walczak, 2016, 187-204), and cognitive studies (Holsanova, 2016, 49-74). 

2.  Observations on museum AD

Museum AD is another successful example of transdisciplinarity as changes in 
museum studies and visual culture have helped its development. Museum AD 
and museum visits for the blind and VIPs has become an emerging topic only 
in very recent years (Smith, 2003, De Coster and Muhleis, 2007, Vilatte, 2007, 
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Holland, 2009, Neves, 2012, Martins, 2012, Jimenez Hurtado, Siebel Gallego and 
Herrero Diaz, 2012, Jiménez Hurtado and Soler Gallego, 2015, Eardley, Fryer, R. 
Hutchinson, M. Cock, Ride, Neves, 2017). Studies and projects on museum audio 
guides have been conducted in England (the Talking Images project, 2001-2003, 
France Vilatte 2007), Portugal (Martins, 2012), Spain (Soler Gallego and Chica 
Nunez, 2014) and Poland (Szarkowska, Jankowska, Krejtz, Kowalski 2016). Among 
the many guidelines available for AD, those specifically referring to the verbal de-
scription for the museum can be found in Art Beyond Sight (Salzhauer Axel et al, 
[1996] 2003) and in The Talking Image Guide: museum, galleries, and heritage sites: 
improving access for blind and partially sighted people (RNIB and VocalEyes 2003). 
Other basic guidelines for audio descriptive guides are those of Pictures Painted in 
Words (Neves in Ramael A., Reviers and Vercauteren, 2015). From the literature 
mentioned above, I will now infer some general observations on museum AD and 
then relate them to the wider framework of museum studies and visual culture.

First, AD for the museum, like AD for film, promotes accessibility that must 
be implemented at every level in the museum environment. Access must be 
‘physical’, i.e. the museum building must be accessible; ‘cultural’, i.e. exhibitions 
and collections should reflect the interests of their audience; ‘emotional’, i.e. the 
museum environment must be welcoming and the museum staff should be 
open-minded to diversity; and ‘financial’, i.e. affordability of museum admission, 
free transport, etc…. Accessibility must also include other dimensions. ‘Access 
to decision-making process’ “encompasses the engagement of museum visitors 
and external stakeholders in order to appreciate their input and enquiry of regu-
lar and potential audiences. ‘Intellectual access’ aims at including people with 
learning difficulties or with limited knowledge to have access to the museum. 
Finally, ‘sensory access’ is concerned with the adequacy of museum exhibitions 
to the needs and requirements of people with visual and hearing impairment”  
(Martins, 2012, 94).

Second, the language of museum AD is different from the language of AD for 
films and theatre. In AD for films and theatre, VIPs can still integrate information 
coming from film or stage aurally but it is less likely that this can happen with 
a piece of visual art. Among the various types of AD, museum AD has no “origi-
nal text” but a “non verbal text” determining the nature and structure of the de-
scription. There is “a variety of open co-texts that require contextualization and 
interpretation and, above all, selection” and therefore there is less concern with 
“when to say”, and a greater emphasis on “how” and “what” to say “about what” 
(Neves, 2015, 69). According to De Coster and Mülheis (2007), language must be 
highly descriptive and interpretative. They start from the assumption that every 
work of art deals with signs, which can be either clear or ambivalent. Clear signs 
are those signs that give clear piece of information and are perfectly translatable 
into words. Ambivalent signs instead have more layers of meaning and, although 
they can still be put into words, are difficult to translate, especially if the visual 
effects cannot be represented through other senses. De Coster and Mülheis show 
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an example of ambiguous sign in Gombrich’s head that might be that of a duck 
as well as a rabbit, thus evoking two different images with one structure. This 
image is a visual phenomenon with strong intensity but if it cannot be translat-
ed into another sensual phenomenon (touch or hearing) its ambiguity remains 
purely visual. They see in this the limit of intersensorial comparison: “when an 
analogy with other senses proves to be impossible, one can still give an idea of 
the different meanings of the ambivalent sign (the narrative), but not into a rep-
resentation of how it works sensually (i.e. its intensity)” (192-193). They make a 
distinction between translatable and untranslatable visual impressions and give 
the following guideline: “every sign or meaning of an object of a work of art that 
can be clearly identified can be translated into words, but one can give an idea of 
visual ambiguity only if a comparable ambiguity exists in another sensorial field 
(touch, hearing)” (193).

More recently, Neves (2012) questions De Coster and Mülheis’s conclusion 
and is more radical in her ‘multi-sensory approach’ to AD. She concedes that 
there are examples of successful solutions for this multi-sensory communica-
tion, such as special/exhibits specifically devised for blind users (Museo Anteros 
in Bologna and Museo Tiflologico in Madrid), special live tours/touch sessions 
(Victor and Albert Museum or the British Museum in London) and audio guides 
(Winston Churchill Museum and British Museum) (180). Nonetheless, the great-
est problem to successful artistic communication remains for her the visual am-
biguity in paintings. She rejects De Coster and Mülheis’s idea that  ambiguous 
signs can still be translated into words and takes on the view that audio describ-
ers must render that sensorial ambiguity in terms of “sound painting” (290):

Carefully chosen words and a careful direction of the voice talent to guarantee ade-
quate tone of voice, rhythm and speech modulation can all work together with spe-
cific sound effects and music to provide the “story(ies)” and emotions that a particular 
piece of art may offer.

But in so doing, this multi-sensory AD becomes subjective and ambiguous to the 
point of providing an alternative work of art accessible to the blind through oth-
er senses. This ‘creative’ language partly draws from, but goes beyond, the AEB’s 
guidelines ([1996] 2003) for verbal descriptions, which comprise a basic method-
ology to create verbal descriptions of painting, sculpture and architecture, as well 
as works in other media. According to these guidelines, the verbal description 
starts with 1) ‘standard information’ on the museum object’s label (artist, nation-
ality, title, date, historical context, size which can be described with an analogy 
with familiar objects); 2) ‘general overview of the object and composition of the 
work’. A coherent description provides visual information in a sequence, allow-
ing a blind person to assemble an image of a highly complex work of art. Then 
follows the description of ‘colour tones, mood and atmosphere’. 3) ‘To orient the 
viewer with direction’ and 4) to describe ‘the relationship between the content 
and the technique of the work of art’ are also important information. 5) The fo-
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cus on’ style’, which “is the cumulative result of many characteristics, including 
brushwork, use of tone and colour, choice of different motifs, and the treatment of 
the subject” (Salzhauer Axel, Hooper, Kardoulias, Stephenson Keyes and Rosem-
berg 2003, 231), shows how these features contribute to the whole. 6) ‘Clear and 
precise language’ is crucial in AD; pictorial terms and conventions such as per-
spective, focal point, picture plane, foreground, and background should always 
be explained to your audience. 7) The description should be ‘vivid, give pertinent 
details and use objective references’ so that the listeners can form an image in 
their minds and come to their own opinions and conclusions on the work of 
art. 8) ‘Indication of the place where the curators have installed a work’. A work’s 
placement in an art institution gives important information about its meaning 
and its relationship with the other works of art in the collection. 9) The descrip-
tion should ‘make reference to other senses as analogues for vision’, i.e. translate 
a visual experience into another sense. Although blind viewers are without sight, 
their other senses, such as touch or hearing, enable them to construct highly de-
tailed impressions of a work of visual art. 10) The description should also ‘explain 
intangible concepts with analogies’. Some kind of visual phenomena are difficult 
to describe objectively (shadows, clouds), but through a well chosen analogy it is 
possible to convey a visual experience of certain types of phenomena. Analogies 
must be made from common experience. 11) ‘Understanding of the description 
can be encouraged through re-enactment’. Sometimes, the description of the 
physical posture of a figure depicted in a painting or sculpture, is not transmit-
ted to the viewer. In these cases, instructions can be given to the blind person to 
mimic the depicted figure’s pose. This activity  provides a concrete way of under-
standing difficult poses depicted in the painting. Furthermore, by assuming the 
pose, the blind viewer can directly perceive important formal characteristics of 
the work, such as symmetry or asymmetry; open or closed forms; implied action 
or repose; smooth, flowing lines or angular ones; and the degree of engagement 
with the viewer. 12) ‘Information on the historical and social context of the work 
of art’ should be given. Many visual artefacts have, for example, ritualistic func-
tions. Understanding this function is an integral aspect of understanding the 
work itself. 13) Besides historical and cultural setting, ‘sound’ can have an inter-
pretative purpose. For instance, sound can be an auditory analogue for a work of 
visual art.14) Visitors should be given an opportunity to ‘touch three-dimension-
al works’ and have an immediate and personal experience of the original work of 
art. 15) When it is not possible to touch the original work of art, ‘alternative touch 
materials’ can be provided. These auxiliary aids include three-dimensional repro-
ductions, samples of art-making materials, and replicas of the objects depicted 
in the work of art. 16) In order to give museum visitors as much information as 
possible, ‘tactile illustrations of artworks’ should be available. Tactile diagrams, 
which are essentially relief images, are an effective way of making visual art ac-
cessible. These kinds of black-and-white relief images are schematic diagrams, 
and they do not represent the actual object in detail. They are always used in con-
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junction with a verbal narrative that guides the person through the diagram, and 
provides additional descriptive and historical information. These guidelines, 
written in 1996, seems somehow in contrast with Neves’s most recent assump-
tions on AD as ‘a multisensory approach’ that retains some ambiguity. Salzhauer 
Axel, Hooper, Kardoulias, Stephenson Keyes and Rosemberg highlight that the 
language of museum AD must be ‘clear and precise’, provide visual information 
in a sequence, describe visual cues with analogues in other senses and intangi-
ble concepts with analogies in order to be more objective as possible. Moreover, 
descriptions accompanied by tactile and auditory cues should disambiguate the 
work of art and make it more accessible. 

Since then, the description of museum objects responding to the blind and 
visually impaired visitors’ needs has attracted critical attention, especially in Dis-
abilities Studies.1 However, sometimes it seems there is no consensus on a com-
mon strategy for describing artefacts. Barry Ginsley, Disability and Access Officer 
at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London, discusses at length the services 
for disabled people in the renewed Galleries of the Victoria and Albert Museum 
(2001), and considers, in particular, the major changes made for the blind or VIPs. 
Touch objects were incorporated in the galleries and Braille information were 
provided. By assessing the visitor’s interaction with objects and Braille, considera-
tion needs to be taken on the importance of selecting carefully objects that ‘fit in 
with the story of the gallery and conveys what the curator wishes to say’, on their 
positioning, the grade of Braille used, the production of Braille and management 
of the installation process. But the Victoria and Albert Museum is moving away 
from Braille in favour of ADs, which can be downloaded via smartphone. There 
are ten audios available from the museum’s website in a MP3 format, making it 
accessible to all smart phones and MP3 compatible phones. ADs are complement-
ed by touch tours and described talk that happen when objects cannot be touched. 
To help speakers to deliver more descriptive talks, the museum has developed 
guidance very much in line with the ABS’s guidelines (Barry Ginsley, 2013).

If Barry Ginsley gives a series of linear guidelines in which AD supports touch 
tours, Amanda Cachia (2013) sees how the most diverse discoursive elements of 
an exhibition are organised to provide an ‘immersive’ museum experience. In 
line with the reframing of disabilities in museum, she is convinced that “per-
haps it is the museum and artists that can lead the way in the challenge to over-
turn the discursive regimes that simplified disabled communities into reductive 
binaries” (2). In particular, blindness, she says, is one of the most powerful dis-
coursive construction equated with lack, while vision has always been identified 
with knowledge since Plato’s times. In order to counter “ocularacentrism”, she 
describes two exhibits, Blind at the Museum (2005) and What Can a Body Do? at the 
Cantor Fitzgerald Gallery at Haverford College (2012). In the second exhibition, 

1 For the complex relationship between disability and its representation in museums  see: 
Sandell R., Dodd J. and Garland-Thomson  R. (2013) 
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she shows all its discoursive elements such as a catalogue accompanied by a CD 
with audio versions of all the catalogue text and an extensive exhibition web-
site. Specifically, ADs were made with the contribution of the college students 
and included the artists’ reflection on accessibility and their art-making and the 
voice of the curator. The result was that AD, and consequently the exibit website, 
“began to function akin to the nature of television”, giving access to many means 
in which to engage with the work through various perspectives; for example, in 
some cases, the visitor had the opportunity to hear up to three different descrip-
tions of the same work. These discoursive devices thus “attempted to bring dis-
ability into conversation with multisensory experience, the literary practices of 
close reading and ekphrasis, and gallery protocols” (Cachia, 2013).

2.2.  Museum AD:  the wider framework of museum studies and visual culture 

Accessibility and visual, intersensorial and multisensorial language are features 
of museum AD that play a crucial role for the development of this genre, as testi-
fied by the two case studies mentioned above. I will show now how these two fea-
tures are inscribed within the wider framework of museum studies and visual 
culture insofar as AD has appropriated the logic of these two disciplines.

Museums all over the world have made accessibility an expanding notion 
that questioned their roles and functions in the last four decades. In the late 
1980s Britain and the United States were at the forefront in the debate on mu-
seum accessibility, which brought about a re-definition of the museum space 
and its capacity of attraction for new visitors (Alexander, 1989, Durbin, 1996, 
Andersen, 1989, Hein and Roberts, 1997, Hooper-Greenhill, [1994] 1999). The 
passage from an ‘old museology’ to a ‘new museology’ represented the first step 
towards a critical rethinking of the museum. Peter Vergo expressed this change 
in his Introduction to The New Museology, an edited collection published in 1989. 
The new museology, he asserted, was a “state of  widespread dissatisfaction with 
the  ‘old’  museology,  both  within  and  outside  the  museum  profession...what 
is wrong with the ‘old’ museology is that it is too much about museum meth-
ods, and too little about the purposes of  museums...”(3). The old museology was 
mainly concerned with the ‘how’ – how to administrate, how to educate, how to 
conserve – and let instead unexplored the conceptual foundations and assump-
tions of those administrative, educational and conservation matters which made 
them significant and which shaped the way in which they were addressed. The 
new museology started to draw attention on relevant issues neglected in earlier 
studies and related to accessibility.

The first issue concerned museum accessibility from a social point of view. 
After a period of stagnation due to the policy of the New Right, led by Margaret 
Thatcher in the United Kingdom and Ronald Reagan in the United States, there 
was a radical change in the expectations and demands from the cultural sector. 
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Instead of the previous ‘proactive strategy of inequality’ when “museums [were] 
exhorted to concentrate on ‘the three Es’: Economy, Efficiency, and Effectiveness” 
(Sandell 2005, 402) rather than on the museums’ benefit to a wider public, mu-
seums were viewed as powerful means of combating social exclusion. Jocelyn 
Dodd and Richard Sandell in Building Bridges: Guidance for Museums and Galleries 
on Developing New Audiences, Museums and Galleries (1998) were specifically en-
gaged to identify the barriers which excluded different audiences and viewed 
museums as a resource of social inclusion and urban regeneration. 

For Sandell (2005), access means “the opportunities to enjoy and appreciate 
cultural services”, to “the extent to which an individual’s cultural heritage is rep-
resented within mainstream cultural arena”, thus creating “the opportunities an 
individual has to participate in the process of cultural production” (410). John H. 
Falk and Lynn D. Dierking, who gave special attention to the visitors’s needs in 
The Museum Experience (1992) and developed an innovative ‘contextual model of 
learning’ in Learning from museums: Visitor experiences and the making of meaning 
(2000), note that the museum visit involves three contexts: the personal context, 
the social context and the physical context. They list a series of indicators for as-
sessing and improving visitors’ experience, such as the location of the exhibits, 
the museum orientation and the role of the museum staff, but underline that the 
fundamental barrier in museums was still emotional and psychological access. 
Many sectors of the population and the public in those years felt a sense of al-
ienation from museum as social institution where participation and community 
involvement was denied. Rebecca McGinnis (1999), for example, acknowledges 
that, in the case of disabled people, access means not only physical access, but 
conceptual, intellectual and multi-sensory access as well” (281). She claims in fact 
that sometimes attitude to disabled people represents a psychological barrier 
that “can be as impassable as physical and sensory barriers” (278). Sandell (2005, 
411) therefore hopes for an inclusive museum to contrast social exclusion:

The inclusive museum then, tackles social exclusion within the cultural dimension, 
although the interrelated nature of the process of social exclusion… suggests that this 
might lead to positive outcomes in relation to other dimensions. For example, the in-
clusive museum, in representing the histories and culture of a minority group, will 
seek to increase its relevance to that audience and, in doing so, helps to create access 
to its services. Although the goal is centered around social inclusion and increased ac-
cess to the museum the initiatives might, in turn, have a positive impact on the wider 
causes and symptoms of social exclusion.

In Sandell’s view, the ‘inclusive museum’ becomes a site for promoting accessibil-
ity in social and cultural terms and reveals the relationship between museums, 
government choices and cultural policies. The strong political and cultural bias 
of accessibility drew attention on museums as institutions and helped to forge 
future museum policies. Eilean Hooper-Greenhill argues that from its birth after 
the French Revolution, the public museum was shaped as an apparatus with two 
deeply contradictory functions: “that of the elite temple of the arts, and that of 
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the utilitarian instrument for democratic education” (1989: 63). The public mu-
seum also had a disciplinary function that makes it the institutional site where 
citizens were constantly under control in order to comply with the established 
order (Bennett, 1995, 59-98).

This contradiction between elitism and democratic education was at the basis 
of the modernist museum and opened up the way to the deconstruction of Lyo-
tard’s grand narratives upon which museums were founded, of those universal 
stories intended to enable mastery of a complicated real world. These grand nar-
ratives concerned questions of national identity, education, object display, and 
art perception.

The ‘nation’ is one of the most powerful enduring narratives of the nine-
teenth century and museums were the major apparatuses for the creation of 
national identities. They promoted the nation as cultured, elevated in taste and 
paternal. Visual representations were not only the elements symbolizing and 
sustaining national communal bonds, but they were also creatively generating 
new social and political formations. By the end of the nineteenth century the 
elitist view that the arts was separate from the everyday and accessible only to 
people with specific sensibility started to take hold. From an historical point of 
view, the nineteenth century was a time of expansion enabling the consolida-
tion of middle classes and their former disparate interests into a powerful uni-
fied culture especially for colonial countries. It was a time of economic growth 
and colonial expansion. As  nation-states became more powerful,  so museums 
granted a solid perspective on history. A nation-state as England needed to be pic-
tured in a way that it could be identified, understood and imagined as the heart 
of the Empire. As the peripheries of the nation started to be known in increasing 
detail through collections brought back by travellers, missionaries and colonial 
administrators and officials, the more it was necessary to “materialize the centre” 
(Hooper-Greenhill, 2000a, 28).

But in 1990s the ‘nation’ proved to be an artefact and the single, unified com-
munity of many nations was only ‘imagined’ (Hobsbawm, 1990, Anderson, 1991) 
as we belong to different communities and our membership changes with times 
and circumstances. Some communities are ours by choice, others are ours be-
cause of the way others see us. Community is thus one of the most elusive words 
(Abercombrie et al., 2000, 64) and for some “museum community is a meaning-
less expression” (Davis, 1999, 59-60). Hooper-Greenhill, however, found a useful 
way of conceptualising communities in order to understand its multiple mean-
ing within the museum setting. Drawing on Stanley Fish’s seminal work, Is There 
a Text in This Class? The Authority of Interpretative Communities (1980), she explores 
how collective public meanings depend on the interpretative communities to 
which individuals belong. These communities are “located in relation to interpre-
tative acts” and are “recognised as by their common frameworks of intelligibility, 
interpretative repertoires, knowledge and intellectual skills” (Hooper Greenhill, 
2000b, 121-122). Such communities are fluid and unstable but in museums they 
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may be defined by different interpretation objectives. Interpretative communi-
ties may be further defined by historical or cultural experiences, by specialist 
knowledge, by demographic/socio-economic factors, by national, regional, local 
identities or by identities related to sexuality, disability, age and gender, by visit-
ing practices, by exclusion from other communities (Mason, 2005: 206-7).

Education was another building block of the modernist museum of the nine-
teenth century museum. Based on a model that was European in origin, but which 
would be exported worldwide, the modernist museum was conceived as instru-
mental to the production and dissemination of authoritative knowledge direct-
ed to an undifferentiated audience. Museums were also considered as means of 
self-improvement and self-elevation. The pedagogical approach used was found-
ed on “an understanding of objects as sites for the construction of knowledge 
and meaning; a view of knowledge as unified, objective, and non-transferable; a 
didactic approach to expert-to-novice transmission; and the conceptualisation of 
the museum and its audience as separate spheres”, in which learning was “held 
apart from the popular culture of the everyday” (Greenhill-Hooper, 2000a, 126-
127). George Hein’s “constructivist museum” becomes an alternative model for 
the construction of meaning and knowledge in the late 1980s. According to the 
constructivist theories underpinning his model of museum, knowledge does not 
exists independently of the learners’ minds, but it is the result of the learners’ 
interaction with the world: “learning is now seen as an active participation of the 
learner with the environment. This conception of learning has elevated experi-
ence (as distinct from codified information contained in books) to a more im-
portant place in the effort to educate. Museums focus on the “stuff” of the world. 
They specialize in the objects representing both culture and nature and, there-
fore, becomes central to any educational effort when the focus shifts from the 
written word to learners’ active participation through interaction with objects” 
(Hein[1998], 2002, 6). 

Another commonly held view on the modernist museum was that collection, 
observation, description and classification of artefacts and specimens were of 
major importance. An ordered sequencing of the artefacts was more important 
than the visitor’s experience: “the experience of a visitor to the collections was 
that of a quantified observation of a rationalized, visual order”. Classification, en-
cyclopedic knowledge, discourse of objectivity, objects as sources of knowledge 
in themselves were still the guiding principles of displays and exhibitions. In the 
‘post-museum’, according to Greenhill-Hooper, knowledge results from the re-
negotiation of the relationship between the museum and its audience. The “who 
is being addressed, how they are spoken to, and who is speaking and how” takes 
into account the various voices of audiences, their subjectivity, their interpre-
tation and emotions: “In the modernist museum, knowledge was understood 
to be disciplinary, or subject-based. Museum were natural history textbooks, or 
displayed histories of art. In the post-museum, specialist knowledge remains 
important but is integrated with knowledge based on everyday human experi-
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ence of visitors and non-specialists. Where the modernist museum transmitted 
factual information, the post museum also try to involve the emotions and the 
imaginations of visitors” (Greenhill-Hooper, 2000a, 143).

The distinction between high-culture and low culture, typical of the mod-
ernist museum, is also blurred in the post-museum. Pierre Bourdieu and Alain 
Darbel’s classic study of museum audiences, The Love of Art (1999), maintains that 
only audiences who possess sums of cultural and economic capital can activate 
their attitudes, artistic preferences and cognitive competences. In a postmodern 
view, however, they fail “to account for broader patterns of culture and economy 
that stretch the visual arts beyond the confines of a limited culture elite” and to 
acknowledge that “the aesthetic and the commercial are increasingly mashed” 
(Prior, 2005, 132). 

Another grand narrative of the modernist museum, perhaps the most power-
ful, is that museum is the privileged site of “seeing” and that seeing is intrinsi-
cally linked with learning and knowing. Greenhill-Hooper reminds us that “the 
assumption was that looking could enable the brain to absorb information more 
quickly than by any other means. Learning through the visual was taught to be 
more effective than learning through words, especially for those that had not had 
the benefit of lengthy schooling” (2000a, 14) This visual ethos represented the or-
ganizing principle of displays and exhibits whose function was to demonstrate 
and transmit the basic principles of citizenship through clean and ordered space. 
Furthermore, vision allowed to experience objectivity, truth and reality: “In the 
museum, objects, or artefacts are put on display. They are there to be looked at. 
Museums are site of spectacle […] Museums pride themselves on being places 
where ‘real objects’ can be seen. The notion of the real is a powerful and enduring 
one” (2000a, 14). However, ‘visual culture’ that started to emerge as a new field of 
study in the late 1980, questioned the notion that vision is autonomous and ob-
jective. According to the major proponents (Mitchell, 1986, Jenks, 1995, Rogoff, 
1998, Mirzoeff, 1999), visual culture is a dialectical concept and a cultural activity. 
Not only does visual culture define its object as the social construction of the vis-
ual field, but it also explores “the chiastic reversal of this preposition, the visual 
construction of the social field. It is not just that we see the way we do because 
we are social animals, but also that our social arrangements take the forms they 
do because we are seeing animals” (Mitchell, 2002, 171). Visual culture at the be-
ginning made painting, sculpture and architecture its object of investigation but 
soon broadened its focus to include other visual media such as advertisements, 
photographs, television and films. Rather sarcastically, W.J.T. Mitchell observes 
that the “boundlessness of visual studies” has not only provoked “defensive pos-
tures” and “territorial anxiety” in academic circles, but has also given rise to com-
monly accepted myths. In order to object to them, he summarises the “counter 
theses” at the core of visual culture and he does so very effectively. According to 
him, “visual culture is not limited to the study of images or media, but extends to 
everyday practices of seeing and showing” (174) and “there are no visual media, 
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but all media are mixed media, with varying ratios of senses and sign-types” (170). 
Mitchell also believes that “the disembodied image and the embodied artifact are 
permanent elements in the dialectics of visual culture and, therefore, images are 
to pictures and works of art as species are to specimens in biology” (170). He then 
claims that “we do not live in a uniquely visual era” and that “the visual or picto-
rial turn is a recurrent trope that displaces moral and political panic onto images 
and so-called visual media”. Visual culture for its intersemiotic nature “encour-
ages reflection between visual and verbal signs, and the ratio between different 
sensory and semiotic modes” (170). The relation between visual and verbal signs 
Mitchell refers to has been the object of investigation in diverse disciplines, such 
as linguistics, philosophy, poetry, literature and multimodality. The complex re-
lationship between word and image has also been the domain of ekphrasis.  Ek-
frasis2 was originally used as a rhetorical device in ancient Greece to bring the 
experience of an object to a listener through detailed descriptive writing: the 
most often quoted example comes from Homer’s Illiad where the description of 
Achilles’ shield appears as part of the narrative. The term ekphrasis, however, has 
taken on many meanings over the centuries. The contemporary debate defines 
ekphrasis as “the verbal representation of graphic representation”(Heffernan, 
1991, 299), which applies to the imitation in literature of plastic arts (Heffernan, 
1993). Ekphrasis can also be seen as the endless struggle of Western civilization 
to reconcile the ‘natual signs’ of visual arts with the ‘arbitrary signs’ of verbal 
languages (Krieger, 1991, 300). Mitchell instead adopts a more reconciling po-
sition. For him, ekphrasis does not entail a conflict between the verbal and the 
visual as all arts and media share text and image: “The image/text problem is not 
just something constructed “between” the arts, the media, or different forms of 
representation, but an avoidable issue within the individual arts and media. In 
short, all arts are “composite” arts (both text and image); all media are mixed me-
dia, combining different codes, discursive conventions, channels, sensory and 
cognitive modes” (Mitchell, 1994, 94-95). Mitchell interestingly concludes with 
a broader reflection on visual culture that “entails a meditation on blindness, the 
invisible, the unseen, the unseeable, and the overlooked; also on deafness and 
the visible language of gesture; it also compels attention to the tactile, the audi-
tory, the haptic, and the phenomenon of synesthesia” (179). 

This ‘meditation’ definitively brings the museums out of the modernist 
era, and ‘seeing’ becomes one among the many ways in which knowledge and 
learning would be achieved. The disruptive presence of blindness in museums 
is poignantly described by Kevin Hetherington (2000, 2002), who, drawing on 
Lyotard’s deconstructive reading of access, sees the visually impaired visitors as 
‘figural’. The figural is both the actual subject and the figure of the disabled sub-
ject, ‘the blind visitor’, in relation to the discourse of the museum. This figure 

2 On ekphrasis there are some interesting publications in Italian such as Eco (2003), Mazzara 
(2007) and Cometa (2009).
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has multiple effects and “implies some sense of uncertainty, ambivalence, unfin-
ishedness but he can also represents “possibilities of change in the making of so-
cial space”. Most of all, he “implies deferral, notably in how the figural defers the 
discoursive by challenging the signifying disposition of what is entailed in the 
idea of the ‘museum’” (Hetherington, 2000, 446). This would create new forms of 
access: “For the visually impaired it is touch that is primarily held to be the ideal 
form of access. It is touch too that often informs their sense of the scopic. The 
fingertips offer a view point and a point of view – but one that remains Other in 
the context of the visual spaces of the museum” (Hetherington, 2002, 196-197). In 
line with Hetherington’s sociological perspective, access policy for the blind and 
VIPs in the post-museum concentrates on the role of touch as a means of inclu-
sion (Chatterjee, 2008, Candlin, 2003, 2004, 2006, 2008). But, through another 
deferral in museum discoursive practices, blind and VIPs can now gain further 
access through what has been labelled ‘the sensory museology’. In recent years, 
as David Howes states in his introductory article of The Senses and Society (2014), 
senses have made a comeback in museums, learning has been supported by 
multimodal approaches, disinterested contemplation has given way to affective 
participation, and the authority of interpreting objects has been questioned and 
redistributed. “Museum “from a site for ‘single sense epiphanies’ is becoming a 
kind of multisensory gymnasium” and the emphasis on experiencing the prop-
erties of things “has the potential to recreate the museum as an exciting place of 
historical, cross-cultural, and aesthetic discovery and inspiration” (Howes, 2014: 
265). The development from the inclusive museum to the multi-sensory muse-
um has tackled with issues that have contributed to deconstruct the grand nar-
ratives – to keep using Lyotard’s definition – of what museums have been until 
a recent past. Museum AD for the blind and VIPs are part of this deconstructive 
process and the changing role of the museum. Therefore, every change in the 
museum has opened up relevant areas of reflection for museum AD. Accessibility 
as social and cultural inclusion (Sandell, 2005), the ‘contextual model of learning’ 
(Falk and Dierking, 2000), the presence of different ‘interpretative communities’ 
instead of an undifferentiated audience have helped museum AD to be conceived 
as an increasingly flexible and composite resource.  Museum AD also follows the 
principle that the needs of multiple audiences3 should be accommodated to the 
use of assistive technology (Grinter, Aoki, Szymanski, Thornton, Woodruff, and 
Hurst, 2002a, Aoki, Grinter, Hurst, Szymanski, Thornton and Woodruff, 2002b, 
Awano, 2007, Ghiani, Paternò, Santoro and Spano, 2009,  Lisney, Bowen, Hearn 

3 Hurtado et al. (2012) give a comprehensive list of resources available nowadays in some 
museums for each type of visitors. For visually-impaired people, they mention: Audio guide 
(information on the tour and location, AD of the museum space and exhibits); AD of audio-
visual products ; Voice narration of printed text; (Tactile) Guided tour with oral description: 
Group or self-guided tour using an audio guide device; Tactile map; Scale model; Model 
reproduction; Texture; Smell; Heat embossing; Large-print-letter reproduction; High-con-
trast reproduction, pp. 5 trans.
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and Zedda, 2013). For example, The Open Art Projects mentioned above, is based 
on accessible technology according to the tenets of Universal Design theory4 and 
accessible content. The app created in this project allows users to access any de-
scription in three different formats (audio narration, subtitling and signing) ac-
cording to their preferences (304). Museum AD has also led to the re-thinking of 
education and the display of objects as a reflection of an ordered sequencing of 
artefacts. In fact, museum AD focusses more on learning rather than assessing 
what is learned and, consequently, the description of museum exhibits are also 
seen as functional units of meaning according to their communicative and social 
function (Jiménez Hurtado, Seibel, Soler Gallego and Herero Dìaz, 2012). These 
functional units of meaning in their verbal, visual, aural and acoustic modes 
can give rise, as we have seen,  to museum AD that are highly interpretative (De 
Coster and Mülheis,  2007, 181), or in line with the ekfrastic tradition, or as a mul-
tisensory ‘transcreation’ (Neves, 2012, 293). 

3. Conclusions

The development of AD over la last thirty years has involved issues of accessi-
bility and transdisciplinarity. In particular, I have tried to show how the major 
changes in the museum have proved important for museum AD. The so called 
‘new museology’ made central to its reflection various notions. These are: access 
to the museum as physical, emotional and social inclusion; new ‘interpretative 
communities’; museum as the site of active learning instead of received knowl-
edge; the blurring of  high and low art; the questioning of exhibits as an ordered 
display of objects, the controversial relationship between word and image and, 
above all, the museum as the realm of ‘sight’. These notions helped the transition 
from the postmodernist museum to the ‘post-museum’ and, more recently, to 
the ‘multi-sensory museum’, where museum AD is an integral part of it.

The University of Trieste must be acknowledged for financial support, project 
FRA 2015 – “La traduzione a servizio dell’accessibilità: il caso dell’audiodescrizione 
per i musei” (coordinator: Elisa Perego).

4 It is quite interesting to note that what is known as  ‘design for all’, ‘accessible design’ and 
inclusive design’ has been at the basis of both  museum transformation and new museum 
AD creation  (see Black 2012, 96 and  Szarkowska, Jankowska, Krejtz and Kowalski 2016, 303-
304). ‘Design for all’ was developed by the North Carolina State University Center for Univer-
sal Design established some principles, which are mentioned as  the Principles of Universal 
Design, to guide a wide range of design disciplines, support the design process and educate 
both designers and the wider public. The application of these principles must create products 
with ‘equitable use’, ‘flexibility in use’, ‘simple and intuitive use’, ‘perceptible information’,’ 
tolerance for error’, ‘low physical effort’ and ‘size and space for approach and use’.  
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Abstract

Audio description is a relatively new discipline, particularly in certain European 
countries, including Italy. Consequently, shared universal criteria that enable 
describers to rely on a reference point when preparing audio descriptions have 
long been lacking both within single countries and at a European level. Although 
the ADLAB project recently filled this gap providing EU guidelines, some virtu-
ous and productive service providers had already managed to distill their best 
practice into important working documents. This paper focuses on the norms 
of the nonprofit social cooperative Senza Barriere ONLUS, aiming at a process of 
inclusion of the Italian blind population in the multimedia world. After defin-
ing audio description and offering a short overview on its status in Europe and 
in Italy, the paper will illustrate the history, scope and focus of the cooperative, 
its employees, its services, and its committed work in the production of profes-
sional audio films. The focus will then move on the audio description tutorial 
produced by Senza Barriere (Busarello & Sordo, 2011). This will offer a picture of 
SB’s work and will contribute to placing Italy on the audio description map.
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1.  What is audio description

Audio description is a form of audiovisual translation whereby the visual ele-
ments of a product (moving or still pictures - as in Fig. 1, but also captions and dis-
plays - as in Fig. 2) are translated into aural verbal elements (words) that enable 
the sight-impaired audience to access the product itself (Fryer, 2016; Remael et al., 
2015) . To use Joel Snyder’s (2007, 2014) words, it is the process whereby the visual 
is made verbal. Thanks to audio description, sight impaired audiences can fully 
access any audiovisual product aurally, i.e., perceiving it by the ear. This can hap-
pen to the full if the description manages to convey the visual image using “suc-
cinct, vivid and imaginative” words (Snyder, 2007: 100) that make what is visu-
ally appealing aurally appealing. The linguistic perfection and richness required 
to form a good audio description make some audio describers compare audio de-
scription to an art rather than a craft (Frazier, in Hardy, 2012). First and foremost, 
however, audio description is an accessibility service. While generating a feeling 
of independence, it offers the blind a valuable opportunity to access information 
and culture, to form a critical opinion and to confront with sighted people on 
the basis of an equivalent knowledge background. It plays an important role as a 
socialization instrument in the integration process that most visually impaired 
people (VIP) aspire to go through. Thanks to its multiple applications and to its 
socio-cultural function, audio description can truly facilitate media accessibility 
for all, opening the door to the prospect of real sight-impaired and sighted com-
munication and interaction (see Perego, 2016 for a review).

Figure 1. Freeze frame from Slumdog 
Millionaire (D. Boyle, 2008)

Figure 2. Freeze frame from The Hours 
(S. Daldry, 2002)

AD: The dust clears, revealing the majestic, 
white marbled palace of the Taj Mahal in the 
distance.

AD: In Los Angeles in 1951, a removal van drives 
past a row of neat single-storey homes.
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2.  Audio description in Italy

The surveys of the Italian National Institute of Statistics (Istat) show that the 
number of blind people in Italy is approximately 362.000, with one million and a 
half sight impaired people (updated data for end 2010; ADLAB, 2012; Arma, 2012). 
The Italian Blind Association has long been working to reduce the possible barri-
ers to the integration of the blind in modern society. In spite of the association’s 
multiple efforts, however, and in spite of the Italian Interministerial Commis-
sion which considers accessibility a right for all citizens (Valero, 2011), the realms 
of culture and entertainment are not yet fully accessible to the blind sector of 
the Italian population (ADLAB, 2012; Dell’Orto, 2012; Fedele, 2011; Marchesi, 2011; 
Poli, 2010). 

2.1.  AD on TV

As regards Italian television, the public service remains the main provider - like 
in most European countries (Table 1).1  To access the interactive double audio 
channel service for the blind, users need to select the audio channel assigned to 
audio descriptions, only available and active for few programmes on RAI chan-
nels. Indeed, state television only broadcasts old feature films, TV series and dra-
mas, documentaries, or repeats of various programmes audio described on the 
radio. Up to date described material appears to be gold dust. 

Public broadcaster Private broadcaster

Flanders VRT -

Germany
BR, Arte, NDR, WDR, MDR, 
ZDF, 3Sat, HR, RBB, SWR

-

Italy RAI 1, 2, 3 -

Poland TVP TVN

Portugal RTP -

Spain
RTVE,  Televisión Pública 
Andalucía,  TP de Catalunya

Disney Channel
Antena 3 Televisión

The UK BBC BSkyB, ITV, Ch. 4, S4C

Table 1: Broadcasters offering AD in Europe (Source: ADLAB, 2012: 21).

1 The private market does not seem to be interested in offering regular services for VIPs 
mainly because this would not be a profitable investment.
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Audio descriptions are envisaged by the service contract between the Italian ra-
dio-television system and the Ministry of Communications and they form part 
of the planning to promote access to multimedia products for disabled persons. 
Besides directly incorporating ADs on TV channels, RAI makes audio descrip-
tions available on the radio and for streaming. This service however proves to 
be troublesome because not all receivers are able to pick up the frequencies and 
the audio quality is often poor. Hearing audio descriptions on the Internet can 
improve the situation. The fact remains however that users have to synchronize 
two different sets simultaneously. 

According to some sources, the number of AD hours offered in Italy is reason-
able, even compared to the amount of AD offered in other European countries 
(Table 2): in winter, Rai provides more than 70 hours of television programmes 
with AD every week (roughly 14%) and up to 20% in the summer when the num-
ber of programmes broadcast live is lower and less recent television series are 
repeated (ADLAB, 2012; Arma, 2012; Díaz Cintas, Orero, Remael, 2007). 

AD provided since Mins per year

Flanders 2012 780

Germany 1993 93.600-140.400

Italy 1997 218.400

Poland 2011 15,000

Portugal 2009 3120

Spain 1995
accurate figures not 
available

Table 2: Amount of AD provided on TV in the participating countries (Source: ADLAB, 2012: 25).

2.2.  AD at the cinema

The situation at the cinema is also open to improvement. In Europe there are 
almost no cinemas offering AD on a regular basis (ADLAB, 2012). Special screen-
ings with AD, all linked to single initiatives, cooperation with film festivals, 
film archives, and one-off projects, take place intermittently everywhere but the 
frequency of such screenings is far from sufficient, slight differences between 
countries notwithstanding. In Italy, the cinemas which offer AD normally offer 
mainstream films with a certain box-office success. No premiers are shown but 
cinemas show audio described reruns, which is in line with what is offered on 
TV. The main systems for synchronization and broadcast of audio descriptions 
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in cinemas is Dolby Screen Talk, thanks to which the blind audience who asks 
for headphones on entering can access the service (Marchesi, 2011). Scuccimarra 
(2010) stresses that we are dealing with relatively modest investments, in the 
order of 10-15,000 euros per room, which would benefit a potential audience of 
about one million eight hundred thousand blind and partially sighted people. 
The financial support for cinema audio description has, on the other hand, and 
at least for the moment, come from episodic and residual ministerial contribu-
tions and from the sensitivity of some local bodies (ADLAB, 2012;  Valero, 2011 for 
further details). Although cinema AD remains an extremely rare event, recent 
advances are making the audiovisual experience, including cinema, more acces-
sible and simple for a large number of users (cf. for instance details on the App 
Moviereading on https://www.moviereading.com/).

2.3.  AD and Home Video
 

Regarding the Home Video service, only recently has Italy taken a step forward. 
On March 2008 the first DVD with audio description was released and the num-
ber of DVDs with an integrated audio description commercially available is slow-
ly increasing. With so scant an offer, the only response to the Home Video mar-
ket for blind and partially sighted patrons, and the first regular service of audio 
description for films, was provided by a group of visually impaired volunteers 
who, in 1992, founded a nonprofit cooperative association named Senza Barriere 
(http://www.senzabarriere.org/). With its substantial number of available titles 
distributed on a hire basis to Italian blind and partially sighted persons since 
2004, Senza Barriere promotes access to cultural heritage through audio descrip-
tions and other services. In so doing it has been working to set a series of in-
house norms and procedures which have resulted in the publication of a tutorial 
for would be audio describers. In the following paragraphs, after providing an 
overview of the cooperative’s history, purpose, staff and services, we will give an 
account of the suggestions for good practice that have been collected and organ-
ized over the years (Busarello & Sordo, 2011), and that contributed to the creation 
of the ADLAB EU guidelines (Remael et al., 2015; www.adlabproject.eu/).2 

2 Senza Barriere participated actively in the ADLAB project as a non academic partner 
through the figure of its blind director Eraldo Busarello. Eraldo has always been involved 
in the study, planning and realisation of multimedial material giving access to the 
sensorially disadvantaged, in particular in the sector of audiodescription for the blind and 
partially sighted. He has a considerable experience both as a producer, tester and user of 
audiodescription.

https://www.moviereading.com/
http://www.senzabarriere.org/
http://www.adlabproject.eu/
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3.  Senza Barriere3 

3.1.  History and purpose

Figure 3. Senza Barriere headquarters in Scurelle (Busarello, 2003; reprinted with permission)

Senza Barriere is a social nonprofit cooperative based in a village near Trento (Fig. 
3). The cooperative was created in 1992 by a group of sight-impaired volunteers 
with the aim to produce and develop multimedia tools that could facilitate disa-
bled people (especially the sight impaired) to access the technological advances 
of communication, and that could enhance their inclusion process in an ever 
growing multimodal society. 

A considerable amount of the information that people receive every day is 
in fact audiovisual, thus potentially excluding sensorially disabled persons from 
culture, from active participation in society, and from many aspects of everyday 
life (Braun, 2008; Porta & Mosconi, 2012; Garofolo, 2016). Senza Barriere was born 
to serve as a reference point in Italy for both public bodies and private companies 
wishing to make provision for accessible audiovisual material thus taking into 
account the needs of the disabled users.

Accessibility, i.e., the ability to offer users equal opportunity to access services 
and use them regardless of potential disabilities (Henry, 2002; Porta & Mosconi, 
2012), can be obtained in several ways: if we are dealing with sensorial disabili-

3 Information on Senza Barriere has been collected from its official website (http://www.
senzabarriere.org).

http://www.senzabarriere.org/
http://www.senzabarriere.org/
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ties, by incorporating accessible video menus on DVDs or internet web pages, by 
inserting audio descriptions any time a video track is present, by sticking Braille 
tags on multimedia product cases, and by creating or incorporating subtitle or 
sign language tracks in multimodal products for the deaf and hard-of-hearing 
audience. Senza Barriere caters for these types of services on a daily basis, and al-
though sight impaired people are currently the main target portion of the popu-
lation catered for, specific equipment to satisfy the deaf and hard of hearing’s 
needs are also being looked into. At Senza Barriere, the fully equipped multimedia 
lab (Fig. 4) including a digital audio and video editing studio, a sound and video 
recording and mastering studio, a CD, CD-ROM and DVD conversion room, and 
studios for the editing and printing of high quality digital prints, are fully acces-
sible to the disabled, who make up a large portion of the employees.4 

Figure 4. Fully equipped multimedia lab at Senza Barriere (Busarello, 2003; reprinted with 

permission)

4 The multimedia lab also deals with copyright issues, especially as far as sound recording 
and motion pictures are concerned. Although the production of audio films is still the main 
focus of the cooperative, a selection of audio journals is also provided on a regular basis. 
In fact, buying autonomously informative material at a newsagent’s is not yet possible 
for the blind population. Five audio journals are available. The topics covered range from 
general culture to accessible tourism, from science to medicine. Three journals provide 
local institutional news. 
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3.2.  The audio-film library 

Soon after founding Senza Barriere, an audio-film library for Italian blind users 
was set up by the same group of volunteers in 2004. The idea of creating the first 
and only audio-film library for the Italian blind population satisfies the VIP’s 
need to benefit autonomously from the overall cultural heritage offered by na-
tional and international cinematography, and it has the purpose of minimizing 
a major cultural inconvenience, namely the fact that films are visual media pro-
duced to be watched.

3.2.1.  What is an audio film?

The audio-film library dispatches audio films, rather than audio described films, 
to its members. Technically, audio films and audio described films are different 
products. Audio described films include an extra audio track with an audio de-
scription interwoven with the film dialogues and soundtrack. They are typically 
distributed on DVDs with the image kept in place and descriptions added to the 
film as a whole. Audio films, on the other hand, are digital audio tracks not in-
cluding any video tracks.5 The reason for producing audio films rather than audio 
described films is twofold and dictated by usability and production criteria. As 
for the former, audio files are considered easier to carry and to handle. As for the 
latter, removing the image enables the copyright procedures to be overcome  at 
a faster speed. As a consequence, the audio description chain can be speeded up 
and the number of potential films to be described enlarged. 

Although the two modes of audio visual transfer and the two final products 
(audio described films and audio films) do have some commonalities, they are 
not the same thing, especially as far as inclusion is concerned. Firstly, in the case of 
audio films, viewers with low vision cannot benefit from the added value of look-
ing at the image from which they can extract information and gratification. Sec-
ondly, audio films do not offer social inclusion opportunities, as they are listened 
to in a solitary context. Traditional ADs included in films make it possible for VIPs 
to be more easily included in the social context, and it enables them to watch TV 
with other sighted people (Perego, 2016). Whether one is better than the other is 
not possible to say: both have advantages and disadvantages. The choice of Senza 
Barriere can certainly be enjoyed by VIPs and, being technically easier to be pro-
duced than traditional AD, could be used to make a greater number of audiovisual 
productions available in addition to regular AD, which in Italy is scarce. 

5 They are recorded on a CD support and a .mp3 format for distribution.
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3.2.2.  The audio film catalogue 

The creation of an audio film is a complex procedure which requires the exper-
tise of a wide array of  professional figures. These range from audio describers 
who craft the final AD script to blind text editors who test the effectiveness of the 
product; from voice talents who deliver the description  to technical staff who do 
the audio mixing; from copyright experts to skilled labour for product packaging 
and posting. In spite of the complexities involved in the creation of an audio film, 
at  present Senza Barriere offers over 800 hand-list audio films.

Films are chosen following the requests of the blind members of the library, 
which receive major consideration. There is full awareness that some films are 
more suitable than others for the transposition of their visual track into words, 
but fixed selection criteria have not been established. Choosing the right product 
to be described is a controversial issue also outside Senza Barriere, one which to 
date has not been systematically discussed in existing literature  (e.g. Braun & 
Orero, 2010).  It is a fact that the visually impaired audience feels the need to ac-
cess all types of audio visual products. The question arises however as to whether 
it is really possible to describe all audiovisual genres. Some scholars and practi-
tioners strongly disagree and prefer to think it more convenient to avoid genres 
where action on screen is too fast or where the audio channel is too rich (e.g., 
news, talk shows, quiz shows). Such situations might prevent descriptions from 
fitting in well between dialogues, or they might overload listeners (ANEOR, 
2005; Ofcom, 2000, 2010; Pini, 2005; Rai, Greening, Petré, 2010). Other scholars 
are more flexible, and recognize that different degrees of audiovisual complexity 
might make the AD writing process more challenging but not impossible (cf. the 
German and the French guidelines respectively in Dosch & Benecke, 2004, and 
in Morisset & Gonant, 2008; cf. also ADLAB guidelines: Remael et al., 2015). As 
a matter of fact, in spite of genre, there are some critical issues in all films that 
would pose a challenge to any audio describer (e.g. dealing  with intertextual-
ity, textual cohesion, audio describing text on screen, gestures and facial expres-
sions, etc.; Maszerowska et al., 2014).

Senza Barriere currently makes a rough selection based on the perceived (vs. 
empirically measured) complexity of the screenplay, on the number of talking 
characters, on the balance between dialogues, images and silent moments. Hor-
ror, action, science fiction and fantasy films have been passed up with very few 
exceptions (Busarello, personal communication). The decisions are taken by the 
describers, who appear to follow an acknowledged line: according to some exist-
ing guidelines, knowing how to evaluate and choose the type of product to be de-
scribed is claimed to be a requirement the audio describer has to satisfy (AENOR, 
2005; ITC, 2000; Ofcom, 2000, 2010). 
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3.2.3.  Membership and loans

Although many national associations are involved in the production of audio 
books for VIPs, there has been a lack of engagement with film products and in 
general with audiovisual materials. This led Senza Barriere to fill the gap with its 
audio-film library in 2004. VIPs can join the association paying a modest fee per 
year as a contribution for the association management and administration. Pay-
ing the fee enables members to access the audio-film catalogue and to receive 
24 free audio films per year, in 12 monthly dispatches. The catalogue includes a 
wide number of audio films, audio documentaries, audio TV series, audio theatre 
shows and also audio books.6 Besides accessing an audio catalogue, VIPs can listen 
to audio described film trailers on the web. Audio films are sent to the members’ 
homes in a flat holder with the member’s home address printed on a small tag. To 
return the CD, the blind person can turn the tag and mail it back escaping postal 
costs entirely (Fig. 5). The tag is double faced and has the association address on 
its reverse side. Members can draw on a delivery tracking service without paying 
extra charge. The tracking service enables them to check the status of the delivery 
of each of their packages thanks to a text message, a phone audio message or an 
email that will be sent to the member at the moment of the delivery. 

Figure 5. Double faced tag enabling the blind to easily return audio films (Busarello, 2003; 

reprinted with permission)

6 Around 60 to 80 audio films are produced every year, with the quantity depending on 
the complexity of the films. By the end of 2011 Senza Barriere had a catalogue of 388 titles 
covering films produced from January 2004 to December 2011. Creating a small section of 
audio films in English is an option that is under consideration.
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3.2.4.  Employees

As we pointed out earlier, the creation of an audio film requires the joint effort 
of a number of professionals with different skills. Besides the technical staff, 
five audio describers currently work for Senza Barriere along with three voice 
talents. 

Because fixed and exact recruitment criteria do not yet exist, audio describ-
ers are selected on the judgment of an in-house committee7 which evaluates the 
description of a few film excerpts. In short, applicants are considered suitable 
if their description complies with the in-house requirements (e.g. objectivity, 
smooth text, description focused on actions and delivered via short sentences 
in impeccable Italian). Fair evaluations however are difficult to make in such a 
fluid area, where fixed criteria are difficult to settle for products that cannot be 
faultless. The effectiveness of the descriptions is not an objectively measurable 
criterion, but it is one mainly linked to the idiosyncrasies of end-users, to their 
interpretation of reality, to their education, to their background, to their person-
al preferences (Busarello, personal communication; cf. Mälzer-Semlinger, 2012; 
Orero & Pujol, 2007). Candidates who wish to become audio describers are asked 
to audio describe short film excerpts taken from different film genres. The task 
is challenging and the final green light always comes from the blind community. 
Once they get the job, audio describers at Senza Barriere are paid according to the 
number of typewritten pages they produce, with wages that range from a mini-
mum to a maximum price per page depending on the professional’s experience. 
The major assets to take on the job are a perfect knowledge of Italian, excellent 
education, observation aptitude and ability to objectively portray details, opti-
mum listening and team working skills.8

Once the audio description is ready and it has been checked by a committee 
of blind end-users (Perego & Benecke, 2014) , an adequate voice talent has to be 
picked for the reading session and its recording, which culminates in its mix-
ing and blending with the dialogues. At Senza Barriere writing and recording are 
not done by the same person as may happen in other countries or companies 
(e.g., Orero, 2007). To date, three voice talents are employed at Senza Barriere 
and each is specialized in describing specific audiovisual text types: humorous 
films and films for children; dramas, horror and crime films; light-hearted and 
romantic comedies. Extra in-house voice training is offered in the cooperative 
labs to professionals who wish to become audio narrators. Here they are taught 

7 The committee includes two multimedia professionals, an expert with a degree in Italian 
language and literature, two blind people and the blind head of the cooperative.

8  This partly resembles the professional assets required to become a good film adapter in 
the dubbing industry (as in Perego & Pavesi, 2006) with the exception that the competition 
in the latter professional environment is not yet so strong and frustrating, and it partly 
overlaps with the skills typically required in other countries (e.g. Arma, 2012; Benecke, 
2007; Braun, 2007; Rai, Greene, Petré, 2010; Orero, 2005, 2007; Snyder, 2007).
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how to modulate their voce according to the feelings that are being described, 
and according to the film genre. Audio narrators at Senza Barriere are currently 
all men.9 Unlike audio describers, voice talents are paid a fixed wage per work-
ing day. 

4.  Audio description guidelines: In Europe and in Italy

In countries where audio description is provided, professionals have felt the 
need for guidelines to refer to, with the aim of unifying the various trends and 
practices (Remael & Vercauteren, 2007). Across Europe there are official guide-
lines (Spain, Ireland and the UK, cf. respectively AENOR, 2005; BCI, 2005; ITC, 
2000 and Ofcom, 2006) or guidelines prepared by professionals (Germany and 
Italy, cf. respectively Dosch & Benecke, 2004; Busarello & Sordo, 2011), by asso-
ciations (France and French Belgium; cf. respectively Morriset & Gonant, 2008; 
ABCD, 2009) and by academics (Flemish Belgium, Greece and Portugal; cf. re-
spectively Remael, 2005; and Georgakopoulou, 2008; Neves, 2011) - today audio 
deascribers can also rely on ADLAB’s guidelines (Remael et al., 2015). Outside 
Europe, countries with recognized guidelines include for instance the US (ADC, 
2009), Australia (those proposed on the website of Media Access Australia are 
derived from English and American documents), Canada (Milligan, Fels, 2012, 
for Media Access Canada). Most guidelines regard the audio description of films 
though some also consider theater performances and museum exhibitions. Re-
cently, the Royal National Institute for the Blind (RNIB) has conducted a com-
parative study of the main existing guidelines (Rai, Greening, Petré, 2010) to see 
what aspects are addressed in each, and to identify common elements, with the 
objective of achieving international standards. The ADLAB Project (www.adlab-
project.eu)10 has adopted a similar methodology to produce EU guidelines. In-
ternational guidelines can in fact have many advantages, e.g. to “ensure a con-
sistent viewer experience of high quality, regardless of that viewer’s location” 
(Vercauteren, 2007: 140), or to provide trainers with adequate tools for teaching 

9 While female voices are still being looked for, male voices have been preferred because 
they seem to adapt more effectively when audio narrating a film. This, however, is an in-
house speculation on a thorny issue, which is central yet not adequately researched upon. 
Although audience preferences on the narrator’s voice have been considered by some 
scholars maintaining the importance of such  parameter in AD reception studies (Chmiel, 
Mazur, 2012; see also AENOR, 2005; Dell’Orto, 2012), no final conclusions have been drawn. 

10 ADLAB is a three-year (2011-2014) project on audiodescription financed by the European 
Union under the Lifelong Learning Programme with the aim of funding HEI courses to 
train AD specialists and to design reliable and consistent guidelines for the practice of 
AD. Thanks to the joint contribution of eight partners from six European countries (Italy, 
Spain, Portugal, Belgium, Poland and Germany) the project aims at identifying the present 
inconsistencies in AD crafting methods and provision policies at European level. The 
University of Trieste is the Project’s coordinator.

http://www.adlabproject.eu
http://www.adlabproject.eu
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(Remael & Vercauteren, 2007). It is important that they are  not too rigid and ap-
plied universally and indiscriminately across languages (Chmiel & Mazur, 2011; 
Mälzer-Semlinger, 2012; ARSAD, 2011): each country has its own needs, language 
specificities, stylistic idiosyncrasies, rhetorical preferences. ADLAB’s EU guide-
lines respect such diversity and propose strategic recommendations to be used 
flexibly to solve AD problems. In spite of this recent tool which is the result of a 
blend of research and user test data, local documents still exist, and keep on be-
ing valuable complementary tools for practitioners. 

In the following paragraphs, we will focus on the specific case of the tutorial 
for would be audio describers published by Senza Barriere (Busarello & Sordo, 
2011). Far from being prescriptive, the tutorial reflects the need to systematize 
a process and it functions as a guide to initiate and facilitate prospective pro-
fessionals. In fact, to date, AD training is not yet consistently provided (or pro-
vided at all) over EU (ADLAB PRO, 2017; Chmiel & Mazur, 2017). The tutorial  
also reflects the need for a flexible reference point - which has been respected 
in the ADLAB’s guidelines. They include gaps and weaknesses along with good 
ideas and strong points. Going through them might be useful as a basis for com-
parison with other similar publications facing complex AD situations. Whether 
Senza Barriere’s practices adhere to or deviate from other Italian ones (e.g. RAI or 
Sub-Ti) cannot be assessed in this paper because access to other guidelines has 
not been offered.

5.  Senza Barriere: A tutorial for would be audio describers

The tutorial drafted in 2011 by Busarello and Sordo is an in-house guide outlining 
the basic rules to be followed by would be audio describers who wish to work at 
Senza Barriere. The recommendations encapsulate the preferred solutions of the 
film library users and they capture description tricks and rules of good practice 
acquired on the job by customary Senza Barriere describers. They are not recom-
mendations that stem from academic and empirical research, and their purpose 
is to fix at least some basic in-house norms that novice can refer to when they 
start working for the cooperative. No training had ever been offered to new de-
scribers up until 2013, when Senza Barriere held its first and only training course 
to tutor prospective employees. So the tutorial has the main purpose of serving 
and orienting prospective employees, who could not count on a period of formal 
instruction. 11The tutorial is divided into four sections (an Introduction, a Guide to 

11 AD formal training is still a weak point across Europe, and it is currently the focus of ADLAB 
PRO, a three-year (2016-2019) project financed by the European Union under the Erasmus+ 
Programme, Key Action 2 – Strategic Partnerships, and the natural successor to ADLAB. 
ADLAB PRO has the primary aim to create free-access, flexible didactic materials for the 
creation and training of an extremely important professional figure with a key role in the 
field of media accessibility: the audio describer.
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the use of the DVD which is included in the manual, a Suggestions section and the 
Concluding Notes) and it offers hints on blind user needs and instructions on how 
to face specific describing necessities. In the following paragraphs, we will tackle 
and condense the main issues repeatedly addressed in the volume and we will 
offer some examples selected from SB hand-listed ADs.

5.1.  Respect sound

The importance of sound is stressed repeatedly from the introductory to the con-
cluding section of the tutorial. Indeed, films are heard - and not seen - by an audi-
ence who are particularly sound-sensitive. The describer is therefore invited to 
become equally sensitive and respectful of film sounds and noises, and aware 
that voices are not the only meaningful layer of the film soundtrack. For this rea-
son, exercising listening skills and learning how to preserve and prioritize rel-
evant sound information (be it silence, music, a characters’ sob or laugh) without 
being redundant is crucial. To this end, the tutorial invites trainees to develop 
their own sound sensitivity by forgetting the visual track and repeatedly listen-
ing to (vs. watching) the film they will have to audio describe, and by getting ac-
quainted with examples of good practice.

5.2.  Let the blind interpret

The emphasis on respecting sounds is based on the credo that whatever the blind 
audience can decipher on their own has to be there: it can’t be covered, and it 
can’t be made verbal. Instead of spoon feeding the blind audience, the audio de-
scription should give them the chance to capture and interpret the relevant and 
interpretable sound details. Only in this way can the blind user resort to his sens-
es, judgment and interpretative skills, form assumptions that will be gradually 
confirmed, construct his emotions and build up a mental model of each situation 
- just like the sighted viewer does. Although this is known and it has been tackled 
both in existing guidelines (Rai et al., 2010, Remael et al., 2015) and in academic 
literature (Braun, 2007; Snyder, 2007), it is important to see it emphasized also 
in this tutorial in the attempt to warn practitioners and to stay away from easily 
avoidable slip-ups.

5.3.  Prioritize action

Sound is important, but audio films have the aim of making the visual verbal, 
that is to say, of describing what takes place on screen. When it comes to describ-
ing visual elements, actions seem to have priority over details on characters and 
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setting, because actions are “necessary to understand the film plot” (Sordo & 
Busarello, 2011: 25) and to deliver the storyline (Busarello, 6th March 2012) This is 
obvious in the following example taken from the AD of  Big deal on Madonna street 
(I soliti ignoti, M. Monicelli, 1958, Italy). 

Sta fumando, seduto sulla bici. Quando vede che un impiegato si appresta a manovra-
re la serranda, scatta in piedi, appoggia il velocipede al muro, estrae dalla giacca una 
pistola e la impugna nascondendola sotto un giornale piegato a metà. Attraversa la 
strada frettolosamente, guardandosi intorno, e si infila nell’ufficio passando accanto 
all’uomo intento a liberare la saracinesca incastrata.12

If time permits, however, as is often the case in opening film scenes, the describ-
er can give bonus details whilst focusing on action, as in the following example 
taken from the Italian version with audio description of the Chinese drama Not 
one less (Z. Yimou, 1999).

Una ragazza con una grande coperta arrotolata e portata a tracolla ed un uomo con in 
mano una borsa si avvicinano ad un villaggio cinese fatto di poche piccole case diroc-
cate, poste ai lati di una strada sconnessa e polverosa. Colline verdi circondano il pov-
ero abitato. Sul loro cammino incrociano soltanto un asino.13

The way information should be organized in audio descriptions still remains an 
open question also in literature, where most are aware that final rigid answers 
cannot be given due to the inexact nature of such practice and to the subjective 
nature of every decision-making process (Arma, 2012; Hycks, 2006; Vercauteren, 
2007). Ultimately, time dictates priorities, and priorities can tip over (Benecke, 
2007, Braun, 2007; Posados, 2010), making it difficult to set a fixed vital-to-extra 
pattern that describers can always rely on. 

5.4.  The synchrony dispute

Most forms of audiovisual translation (e.g. dubbing and subtitling) need to be 
perfectly congruent with the original text to be considered acceptable and to be 
fully enjoyed and processed. Ideally, audio description should be synchronous 
with on-screen scenes as well, especially for the sake of low vision users, who 

12 He is smoking, sitting on a bicycle. When he sees that an employee is going to operate 
the shutter, he springs to his feet, leaning the bike against the wall. He pulls a gun from 
his jacket and he holds it hiding it under a newspaper folded in half. He crosses the road 
hastily, looking around, and slips in the office, passing beside the man intent to release the 
jammed shutter.

13 A girl with a big blanket rolled up and carried slung over her shoulder and a man holding a 
bag get close to a Chinese village made   up of a few small dilapidated houses, on either side 
of a bumpy and dusty street. Green hills surround the poor village. On their way they only 
bump into a donkey.
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also rely on and enjoy what they perceive visually (Rai et al., 2010; Dosh and 
Benecke, 2004; ITC, 2000; Ofcom, 2000, 2010). In some cases, however, asyn-
chrony is accepted – there might be more immediate priorities. In the case of 
SB, the audio film format made available allows great flexibility: audio films 
have no visual track (§ 3.2.1) which might constrain the describer. SB describers 
are therefore free to anticipate or lag behind pieces of information as long as 
audio descriptions do not clash with sound information. Mastering the whole 
film plot enables describers to dose out information in such a way as not to 
spoil the film experience whilst having to make them precede, co-occur or fol-
low the visuals.

5.5.  Cinematic language

AD guidelines tend to claim that overall, technical terms are not welcome (cf. Rai 
et al., 2010 and Perego, 2014 for a review). In particular, cinema meta-language 
(e.g. camera range and viewpoints, camera angles and movement, the arrange-
ment of shots in a structured film sequence and the way in which shots are 
linked) is considered uninteresting and unnecessary, too complex and taxing. Al-
though this stance goes against recent findings telling us that explicit reference 
to cinematic language is actually appreciated (Fryer, 2010; Fryer & Freeman, 2012) 
and although this does not take into account the preferences of all end-users, Sen-
za Barriere seems to remain extremely inflexible about this point. To avoid what 
are considered (short) inaccessible technicalities, a (longer) more-user-friendly 
rephrasing is preferred. Flashbacks, for instance, are made explicit resorting to 
expressions such as … he/she lingers over a cup of coffee as memories come to the sur-
face or …the rural vision is a fragment of a memory. Whether this restriction is wisely 
applicable to all film genres remains an open issue.

5.6.  Audio subtitling

The tutorial includes a hint to audio subtitling (e.g. Braun and Orero, 2010), 
which is interesting because Italy is a dubbing country, where the use of subtitles 
is limited. Some multilingual films however need it to be there. When subtitles 
are used in multilingual dubbed products to make foreign dialogues which have 
not been dubbed accessible, Senza Barriere’s policy is to summarize them, espe-
cially when they include turns uttered by more than one speaker, and to deliver 
the compressed translation in the form of indirect speech. A recent example that 
illustrates SB’s strategy is the following. The Italian dubbed version of Inglouri-
ous basterds (Q. Tarantino, 2008) preserves the French dialogues and it translates 
them via subtitles (Fig. 6). The opening scene of the film features SS Colonel Hans 
Landa getting out of a Nazi car and approaching French dairy farmer Perrier La 
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Padite. The two men start talking in French and the SB audio description at this 
stage is the following:

Il colonnello domanda se è quella la proprietà di Perrier La Padite. Il francese 
risponde affermativamente. L’ufficiale si presenta come Hans Landa delle Esse-Esse 
e gli stringe la mano. L’uomo chiede in cosa può essergli utile. Il tedesco manifesta il 
desiderio di essere invitato in casa per parlare con lui. Il contadino acconsente e lo 
esorta a precederlo.14

Figure 6. Still taken from the commercially released Italian dubbed version of Inglorious 

basterds. The French dialogues have been maintained and translated via subtitles.

Certainly other ways of overcoming the problems posed by written text on screen 
are available and today each company follows their in-house rules (Remael, 2012). 
Indirect speech seems quite effective, it reduces the number of extra voices and 
therefore of confusion, and it gives smoothness to the whole described film.

5.7.  Style and register

A further emphasized point pertains to the style and the register of the descrip-
tion, which should be in keeping with the film genre being described. A very for-
mal and stylized description would be at odds with a film for children and a shrill, 
squeaky voice would be unsuitable to describe a drama. When the tutorial refers 
to the importance of delivering “harmonic descriptions” (p. 4), a reference is be-
ing made to both the ability of the describer to adapt language to its final context 
of use and to the ability of the voice talent to please the user’s ear by adjusting 
to the film mood. Overall, harmonic descriptions will be based on a correct film 

14 The Colonel asks whether that is the property of Perrier La Padite. The Frenchman replies 
affirmatively. The officer introduces himself as Hans Landa of the SS, and he shakes his 
hand. The man asks what he can do for him. The German indicates that he wishes to be 
invited into the house to talk to him. The farmer agrees and he urges him to precede him.
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reading (Orero, 2012), which at times makes describers depart from fixed de-
scribing rules (Mälzer-Semlinger, 2012), and on the skills of the voice talent. The 
latter can be enhanced (and the whole recording process can be speeded up) by 
the describer’s attention to the performability of the description (Bassnett, 2000; 
Espasa, 2000; Perego and Pavesi, 2006).

5.8.  Film credits info 

Finally, practical suggestions and in-house rules on the location of specific film 
credits information (e.g. the actors appearing in the film, the director(s), the 
screenwriters, the companies producing and distributing the film, the artistic 
and technical crew, the title of the film) are given. Most of the credits are encap-
sulated at the beginning of the audio film (as for instance in ITC, 2000). This is 
however typically preceded by a very short audio track giving information on the 
audio film library membership obligations, and listing the audio film production 
crew.15 This is followed by a succinct audio version of the film opening credits 
along with the logo description, after which the actual film description begins. 
Last but not least, the names of the actors are given along with the names of the 
associated character and of the dubbing actor. 

Conclusions

The paper focused on a in-house audio description tutorial and on a relatively 
new niche realty which seems to cater for most of the Home Video needs of Ital-
ian blind users. Senza Barriere has been offering an invaluable service (free deliv-
ery of audio films) for years now. The number of described films is increasing 
and the need to set rules for new describers has led the cooperative to release 
an in-house tutorial. Since 2011 many things have happened in the academic 
and professional world. In this paper an analysis of the tutorial has been offered 
along with some hints to the organizational policy of a singular service provider. 
Besides shedding light on the Italian situation and on a further important set of 
AD rules, the paper show where Italy stands today as far as AD is concerned and it 
offers the description of a unique and nonstandard situation – one which resorts 
to audio films vs. audio described films, and one which manages to freely and 

15 For instance: “The audio film library for the Italian blind, a nonprofit activity of the social 
cooperative Senza Barriere ONLUS, is an audio film loan service meant exclusively for 
the blind and sight-impaired subscribed to the audio film library in compliance with the 
undersigned regulation. Duplication and broadcasting are strictly prohibited. Director of 
the audio film library: Eraldo Busarello. Coordination for audio production: Anna Cassol. 
Descriptive text: Fabio Sordo. Audio engineer/expert: Alessandro Moranduzzo. Audio 
testing: Nadia Costa. Voice talent: Claudio Quinzani” (our translation).
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regularly deliver described material to a large community of VIPs – that other 
countries might wish to consider. Although AD guidelines remain an important 
issue linked to the production of effective ADs, adequate training and a more 
comprehensive idea of what accessibility involves are now being investigated, 
knowing local best practices remains an important duty of the academic and pro-
fessional community as well as a useful instrument for comparison.
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Abstract

This paper aims to investigate website localisation practices in the Italian/Ger-
man language-culture pair. A corpus containing the About us pages of 49 websites 
of large German companies and their localised version for the Italian market was 
compiled for this purpose. An in-depth investigation of the content of the two 
subcorpora and a macro- and microstructural analysis of the websites in their 
entirety allowed the main localisation strategies to be identified. This process 
also shed light on the relationship between standardisation and cultural adapta-
tion, two tendencies that coexist to varying degrees in every localised website. 
Through a series of qualitative analyses, this study reveals certain elements that 
do not seem to be subject to any effort to localise (e.g. textual function or the most 
common About us page themes), thus confirming the hypothesis that localising 
a website does not necessarily mean rewriting it from scratch for the target mar-
ket, but rather adapting only those aspects that need to be adapted.
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1.  Considerazioni introduttive

In the 1970s, translators basically translated. In our own age, translators are called 
upon to do much more: documentation, terminology, rewriting, and the gamut of ac-
tivities associated with the localization industry. (Pym, 2003: 487)

Come ben evidenzia Pym, il mestiere del traduttore è profondamente mutato da-
gli anni Settanta a oggi, aprendosi a nuovi compiti, sfide e modalità operative. La 
localizzazione rappresenta, senza alcun dubbio, una delle maggiori novità che 
hanno contribuito all’evoluzione del mercato della traduzione. Se da un lato la lo-
calizzazione è sempre esistita,1 dall’altro, grazie allo sviluppo conosciuto dall’in-
formatica alla fine degli anni Settanta/inizio anni Ottanta e all’invenzione del 
web all’inizio degli anni Novanta, il termine “localizzazione” ha assunto un’ac-
cezione differente e certamente più ampia.2 L’evoluzione del mercato dell’infor-
matica (e, di pari passo, di quello della localizzazione) può essere descritta utiliz-
zando la metafora matematica della funzione esponenziale: dagli anni Ottanta 
ad oggi non ha mai cessato di crescere e, al contempo, di incrementare il proprio 
ritmo di crescita.3 Non a caso si sta affermando, nei translation studies, il concetto 
di technological turn (cfr. Cronin 2010) che, dopo la svolta linguistica e quella cul-
turale, sembrerebbe essere uno dei candidati più promettenti per la definizione 
della rotta intrapresa dai TS all’inizio del nuovo millennio. 

È bene sottolineare che “localizzazione” è un concetto piuttosto ampio che 
riguarda, tra le altre cose, prodotti software, videogiochi e contenuti web.4 Il pre-
sente contributo si concentra su quest’ultima categoria, la cosiddetta content loca-
lisation o, più semplicemente, localizzazione di siti web.5 Per motivi contingenti 
la trattazione è stata ristretta all’analisi dei siti web di grandi aziende tedesche 
localizzati per il mercato italiano, con l’obiettivo specifico di indagare le prassi di 

1 Come rilevano vari studiosi, tra cui Cadieux ed Esselink (2004) o Rega (2013: 51), la quale 
illustra come l’opera Die Große Erdbeschreibung (1754-1792) di Anton Friedrich Büsching non 
sia stata soltanto tradotta, bensì localizzata da Gaudiosus Jagemann.

2 Per approfondimenti sulla nascita del mercato della localizzazione cfr. Esselink (2006), 
Monti (2007: 173), LISA (2007: 6).

3 Come spiega, per esempio, l’associazione LISA (Localisation Industry Standards Association) 
che, già nel 2007, rilevava come un’azienda che decida di affacciarsi al mercato interna-
zionale avvalendosi della localizzazione possa attendersi un ritorno pari fino a 25 volte 
l’investimento posto in essere (LISA 2007: 9-10).

4 Per una panoramica sugli ambiti d’interesse dalla localizzazione cfr. Monti (2007: 180), 
Jiménez-Crespo (2011: 4).

5 Il presente contributo si basa un’indagine condotta nell’ambito della mia tesi di laurea 
magistrale discussa nel mese di dicembre 2016 presso l’Università degli studi di Trieste, 
dipartimento IUSLIT (SSLMIT) dal titolo “Wir über uns, Chi siamo, Unternehmensprofil, La nos-
tra azienda: Alla ricerca degli universali della localizzazione” e si concentra su un aspetto 
scelto (trattato principalmente nella parte seconda dell’elaborato, “Analisi di un corpus”). 
Si ringraziano anche in questa sede la relatrice (Prof.ssa Rega) e il correlatore (Dott. Probst) 
per il sostegno e i preziosi consigli in fase di elaborazione e svolgimento dello studio.
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localizzazione riconoscibili nelle due versioni linguistiche e di osservare il rap-
porto che intercorre tra due approcci opposti e compresenti in qualsiasi prodotto 
localizzato: la standardizzazione e l’adattamento culturale.

A titolo esemplificativo si citano due definizioni di localizzazione, la prima 
fornita dall’autorevole Routledge Encyclopedia of Translation Studies nell’articolo 
“Localization” firmato da Schäler6, la seconda dall’associazione LISA, che ben ri-
assumono la posizione teorica più ricorrente nei TS:

Localization can be defined as the linguistic and cultural adaptation of digital content 
to the requirements and locale of a foreign market, and the provision of services and 
technologies for the management of multilingualism across the digital global flow. 
(Schäler 2009: 157)
Localization is the process of modifying products or services to account for differences 
in distinct markets. (LISA 2007: 11)

In queste definizioni emerge con particolare evidenza l’importanza che assume 
l’adattamento (linguistico e culturale) nella localizzazione di un prodotto per 
renderlo appetibile per il locale7 target. Allo stesso tempo si evince come “localiz-
zazione” non sia necessariamente sinonimo di adattamento puro, ma implichi 
altresì la standardizzazione di determinati aspetti adatti sia per il target di par-
tenza, sia per quello di arrivo.

Per verificare (o smentire) tale posizione è stato compilato e analizzato un 
corpus secondo le modalità e gli obiettivi descritti al paragrafo successivo.

2.  Campione e criteri d’analisi

Per indagare le prassi di localizzazione di siti web tedeschi per il locale it-IT, deli-
neare trend sufficientemente chiari e, se possibile, formulare osservazioni repli-
cabili, si è deciso di concentrare lo studio su potenziali casi di best practice. Su que-
sto intento si basa la scelta di analizzare una campionatura di siti web di grandi 
aziende tedesche che vantano una presenza pluriennale e consolidata sul merca-
to italiano. Si ritiene, infatti, che un’azienda che risponde a questi due requisiti 
(dimensione e importanza strategica del mercato di sbocco Italia) abbia l’interes-
se e i mezzi per fare investimenti significativi nella localizzazione del proprio 

6 Nella prima edizione del 1998 non era presente la voce “localizzazione”, introdotta soltanto 
nella seconda edizione del 2009, a conferma della crescente importanza guadagnata dal set-
tore nel corso degli anni, tendenza delineata a inizio paragrafo.

7 Il prestito di necessità locale indica “[i]n informatica […] il gruppo di parametri che definisce 
la lingua, il paese e qualsiasi altra variante specifica, scelti dall’utente per la visualizzazi-
one dell’interfaccia. Normalmente un identificatore locale è formato da un identificatore 
linguistico (in minuscolo) e da un identificatore di regione (in maiuscolo)” (Monti 2007: 
175). L’indicatore linguistico, come spiega lo studioso spagnolo Mata Pastor (2007: 82), fa 
riferimento alla norma ISO 639 mentre l’identificatore regionale alla norma ISO 3166-1. In 
questo studio si considereranno i locale de-DE e it-IT.
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sito e persegua quindi un’ambizione di qualità. È stata consultata la Top500 der 
deutschen Unternehmen, classifica pubblicata annualmente da “Die Welt” in cui 
vengono elencate le principali aziende tedesche in ordine decrescente di fattu-
rato. Sono state prese in esame le prime 250 aziende, verificando quali fossero 
effettivamente società con sede principale in Germania e quali di esse fossero 
presenti sul mercato italiano con un sito tradotto, localizzato o realizzato ad hoc. 
Questa scrematura ha portato all’identificazione di 49 siti, riportati in ordine al-
fabetico nella seguente tabella:

AZIENDA* SITO WEB DE** SITO WEB IT

Air Berlin www.airberlin.com

Audi www.audi.com/corporate

B. Braun www.bbraun.de www.bbraun.it

BASF www.basf.com

Bayer www.bayer.de www.bayer.it

Beiersdorf www.beiersdorf.de www.beiersdorf.it

BMW www.bmw.de www.bmw.it

Boehringer Ingelheim www.boehringer-ingelheim.de www.boehringer-ingelheim.it

Bosch Rexroth www.boschrexroth.com

Brenntag www.brenntag.com

Carl Zeiss www.zeiss.de www.zeiss.it

Claas www.claas.de www.claas.it

Deichmann corpsite.deichmann.com

Deutsche Bahn www.bahn.de

DKV www.dkv-euroservice.com

Dr. August Oetker/Cameo www.oetker-gruppe.de www.cameo.it

E.ON www.eon.com www.eon-italia.com

Eberspächer www.eberspaecher.com www.eberspaecher.it

Freudenberg www.freudenberg.com www.freudenberg.it

Gea www.gea.com

*  Nella colonna 1 della tabella 1 sono stati elencati i “nomi sintetici” delle aziende identificate, utilizzati 
per riferirsi indistintamente alla società tedesca e alla filiale italiana. Così, per “Bayer” s’intende sia la 
Bayer AG, sia la Bayer S.p.A. Per le ragioni sociali complete si rimanda alla sezione Impressum/Imprint 
dei relativi siti, indicati nelle colonne 2 e 3. 

**  Nelle colonne 2 e 3 sono indicati i siti web analizzati. È bene sottolineare che molte aziende si sono dotate 
di svariati siti web (per esempio la Bayer ha 7 siti relativi alle diverse business unit, 55 siti dedicati a pro-
dotti specifici e 27 siti tematici in lingua tedesca e rispettivamente 4, 5 e 10 in lingua italiana). Ai fini del 
presente studio sono stati considerati soltanto i siti corporate (dedicati all’intero gruppo internazionale) 
– se disponibili sia in tedesco, sia in italiano – e i siti principali/istituzionali dedicati al mercato Germania 
nonché gli omologhi creati per il mercato Italia.
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Hella www.hella.com

Helm www.helmag.com www.helmitalia.com

Henkel www.henkel.de www.henkel.it

Heraeus www.heraeus.com

Knauf www.knauf.de www.knauf.it

Knorr-Bremse www.knorr-bremse.de www.knorr-bremse.it

Lanxess www.lanxess.de www.lanxess.it

LIDL www.lidl.de www.lidl.it

Linde MH www.linde-mh.de www.linde-mh.it

Lufthansa www.lufthansa.com

MAN www.corporate.man.eu www.truck.man.eu

Merck www.merck.de www.merck.it

Metro www.metrogroup.de www.metro.it

Miele www.miele.de www.miele.it

Opel www.opel.de www.opel.it

Osram www.osram.de www.osram.it

Penny www.penny.de www.pennymarket.it

Porsche www.porsche.com

Rhenus www.de.rhenus.com www.it.rhenus.com

Robert Bosch www.bosch-home.com www.bosch.it

SAP go.sap.com

Schaeffler www.schaeffler.com www.schaeffler.it

SEW www.sew-eurodrive.de www.sew-eurodrive.it

Siemens www.siemens-home.de www.siemens.com

Stihl www.stihl.de www.stihl.it

Trumpf www.de.trumpf.com www.it.trumpf.com

UTA www.uta.com

Volkswagen www.volkswagen.de it.volkswagen.com

ZF www.zf.com

Tabella 1. Siti web selezionati per la costituzione del corpus.

I suddetti 49 siti web sono stati analizzati nella loro interezza soltanto in una 
prima analisi macrostrutturale. Per le ulteriori analisi approfondite della micro-
struttura e, soprattutto, dei contenuti e delle strategie di localizzazione, non è 
stato possibile prendere in considerazione l’intero materiale testuale pubblicato 
sui 49 siti, in quanto si sarebbe avuto a che fare con una mole di contenuti ec-
cessivamente grande e difficilmente gestibile. Si è quindi considerata soltanto la 
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main About us page (cfr. Nielsen 2008), vale a dire la pagina in cui l’azienda presen-
ta sé stessa, la propria attività, filosofia, storia e gli obiettivi perseguiti.8 È stato 
dunque costituito un corpus:

– bilingue tedesco/italiano (o meglio, bi-locale de-DE/it-IT);
– principalmente unidirezionale e, in linea teorica, parallelo;9

– di piccole dimensioni (la lunghezza media delle pagine About us è di 180 
parole nei siti tedeschi e di 215 parole in quelli italiani), ma comunque rap-
presentativo perché basato su un campione (relativamente) chiuso;

– non lemmatizzato.

Il corpus è stato indagato principalmente secondo criteri qualitativi (leggendo 
integralmente e in ottica contrastiva le pagine About us in analisi al fine di de-
lineare trend particolarmente marcati, formulare ipotesi e identificare aspetti 
salienti). In una seconda fase le rilevazioni “manuali” sono state supportate da 
un’analisi “automatica”, basata sulle funzioni concordance, collocate e word list di 
AntConc (cfr. Anthony, 2014).

La campionatura descritta nel presente paragrafo è stata sottoposta a varie 
analisi, volte a identificare ricorrenze strutturali (par. 3) e contenutistiche (par. 4) e 
a far emergere, dal loro raffronto, conclusioni circa il rapporto che intercorre tra 
la tendenza alla standardizzazione e all’adattamento (par. 5).

3.  Analisi della struttura

L’interdisciplinarità è un tratto indiscusso dei localisation studies. Folaron (2006: 
206) elenca alcune delle discipline che collaborano nel processo di localizzazione:

Beyond the practical training on specialized tools and technologies or technical savoir- 
faire […], localization practice reflects a unique convergence of disciplines: foreign lan-

8 Secondo Jiménez-Crespo (2013: 75) un sito web può essere definito come “macrogenere” 
(supragenre), la sottocategoria “sito web aziendale” come “genere digitale” (digital genre) e un 
“sito web aziendale tradizionale” (in opposizione, per esempio, a siti di e-commerce) come 
“sottogenere” (subgenre). La pagina About us andrebbe etichettata, dunque, come “genere 
digitale secondario” (secondary genre). Jiménez-Crespo (2009: 89) lo definisce altresì “blocco 
comunicativo” (communicative block); nella fattispecie identifica (sulla base dell’analisi di un 
corpus) otto blocchi comunicativi che compongono la struttura prototipica di un sito web: 
homepage, contact us, about us, product-services, news, legal, user’s area e interaction. Il 98% dei 
siti tedeschi e il 92% di quelli italiani presi in considerazione in questo studio presentano 
una pagina About us. Soltanto il sito tedesco di Deutsche Bahn e quelli italiani di Volkswa-
gen, Osram, Lidl, Air Berlin e Lufthansa ne sono sprovvisti.

9 In alcuni casi la pagina About us italiana non è creata sulla base della versione tedesca, ma 
viene del tutto riscritta. Talvolta la versione di partenza non è quella tedesca, bensì un sito 
web (internazionalizzato) in lingua inglese. In questi due casi non è corretto parlare di di-
rezionalità tedesco>italiano. Per lo stesso motivo non tutti i testi raccolti nel corpus ader-
iscono al concetto di “corpus parallelo”.
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guages; linguistics; translation; computer science, desktop publishing, graphic design 
and layout; and international business; to name but a few.10

Qualsiasi studio che intenda occuparsi della prassi della localizzazione non può 
focalizzarsi soltanto su una delle discipline interessate. Così, la presente ricerca, 
volta ad approfondire principalmente aspetti di natura linguistica e tradutto-
logica, non può risultare avulsa da riflessioni di più ampio respiro che sfociano, 
per esempio, nel marketing internazionale. O’Hagan e Ashworth (2002: 67), nel 
riflettere sugli interventi necessari ai fini della localizzazione, citano due aspetti 
principali: il Content of the Message e il Package of the Message. Nella rappresentazi-
one grafica del rapporto che intercorre tra i due elementi spiegano come, a dif-
ferenza per esempio della traduzione in cui il secondo è subordinato al primo, 
nel caso della localizzazione aspetto e contenuto abbiano la stessa importanza. È 
possibile ritrovare lo stesso ragionamento in diversi studi che si sono occupati di 
definire il modo in cui la divergenza tra la cultura di partenza e di quella di arrivo 
debba riflettersi nel prodotto localizzato, comportando la necessità di interve-
nire a livello di contenuti e di struttura degli stessi (cfr. ad es. Singh, Zhao e Hu 
2003; Singh e Matsuo 2004; Singh, Kumar e Baack 2005).

Con questa consapevolezza è stata quindi condotta una prima analisi macro-
strutturale dei siti selezionati, con l’intento principale di identificare il grado di 
specularità delle due versioni locali in esame. Nel presente paragrafo verranno 
inoltre presentate alcune riflessioni sul(l’eventuale) rapporto di ipertestualità tra 
le due versioni e sulla posizione della pagina interessata (pagina About us) all’in-
terno della struttura del sito. 

3.1.  Grado di specularità della struttura

In questa prima analisi sono stati presi in considerazione i siti web nel loro com-
plesso e si è cercato, secondo criteri empirici, di suddividerli in diverse categorie 
in base alle strategie di localizzazione della macrostruttura (intesa come layout, 
impaginazione dei contenuti, font dei testi, colori ecc.) e della microstruttura 
(barre di navigazione, menu a tendina, pulsanti, footer ecc.) riconoscibili in essi. 
Sono emerse cinque categorie, di seguito elencate in ordine decrescente rispetto 
alla preponderanza dell’elemento “adattamento”. 

10 Per una panoramica più dettagliata sulle competenze richieste in un team di localizzazione 
cfr. anche Gouadec (2003), Corbolante (2007), Monti (2007).
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CATEGORIA CARATTERISTICHE

A) Struttura

adattata

- macrostruttura e microstruttura del sito italiano completamente diverse 
rispetto al sito tedesco (in alcuni casi simili agli altri siti locali: sito fran-
cese, svizzero, austriaco ecc.);
- in assenza del logo e di elementi che rimandano all’azienda i due siti 
sembrerebbero non appartenere allo stesso gruppo.

Siti*: B. Braun, Boehringer Ingelheim, Dr. August Oetker/Cameo, Lanxess, LIDL, Metro, Penny, Rhenus, 
Siemens (9/49)

B) Struttura

Semi-localizzata

- macrostruttura speculare, è immediatamente riconoscibile l’apparte-
nenza del sito alla medesima azienda;
- microstruttura differente, gli elementi delle barre di navigazione e dei 
menu non coincidono;

B.1 - i contenuti del sito italiano sono più scarni, alcune pagine 
sono in inglese.

B.2 - dal punto di vista quantitativo le informazioni sembrano esse-
re le stesse, ma risultano organizzate in modo differente.

Siti: B.1 – Beiersdorf, Carl Zeiss, Deutsche Bahn, E.ON, Heraeus, Merck, ZF (7/49); B.2 – BMW, Knauf, 
Linde MH, MAN, Opel, Volkswagen (6/49)

C) Struttura in parte 
Standardizzata e in parte 
localizzata

- macrostruttura speculare;
- microstruttura simile nei due siti: le barre di navigazione e i menu sono 
più scarni nel sito italiano, ma gli elementi presenti si caratterizzano per 
una buona specularità rispetto al sito tedesco;
- i contenuti italiani sono più scarni di quelli tedeschi.

Siti: Bayer, Bosch Rexroth, Deichmann, Eberspächer, Freudenberg, Stihl, Trumpf (7/49)

d) Struttura 
Semi-Standardizzata

- macrostruttura speculare;
- microstruttura molto simile, piccole variazioni soltanto a livello di singo-
li elementi nelle barre di navigazione e nei menu.

Siti: Audi, BASF, Brenntag, Claas, Hella, Helm, Henkel, Miele, Osram, Porsche, Robert Bosch, SAP, 
Schaeffler, UTA (14/49)

e) Struttura 
Standardizzata

- siti pressoché identici nella macrostruttura e nella microstruttura (dif-
ferenze irrilevanti).

Siti: Air Berlin, DKV, Gea, Knorr-Bremse, Lufthansa, SEW (6/49)

* La presente analisi è stata svolta tra il 20/7/16 e l’8/8/16. La struttura e i contenuti dei siti vengono modi-
ficati e aggiornati di frequente e pertanto questa categorizzazione potrebbe non essere più attuale. 

Tabella 2. Grado di specularità della struttura.

È bene sottolineare che a tale proposta di categorizzazione non sottende alcun 
giudizio critico: l’obiettivo non è arrivare alla definizione della strategia ottimale, 
bensì osservare in che modo le 49 grandi aziende tedesche prese in considera-
zione abbiano optato per l’adattamento o, al contrario, per la standardizzazione 
della struttura del proprio sito nella creazione della versione locale italiana. Le 
cinque strategie descritte sono ugualmente valide e la scelta di una piuttosto che 
di un’altra è determinata da diversi fattori (interni ed esterni all’azienda), quali 
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il tipo di prodotto commercializzato, la presenza più o meno consolidata dell’a-
zienda sul mercato italiano, l’opinione dei consumatori, la volontà di evidenziare 
le proprie origini o la scelta di presentarsi al mercato target come un’azienda ita-
liana, ricerche di mercato specifiche condotte, per esempio, dall’area marketing 
dell’azienda, la presenza di una vera e propria filiale sul mercato italiano (nonché 
il grado di indipendenza della stessa) ecc., fattori nel merito dei quali la presente 
ricerca non intende entrare.

3.2.  Rapporto di ipertestualità tra il sito tedesco e quello italiano

Sempre nell’ottica di indagare le peculiarità strutturali dei siti web in analisi, è 
stato ritenuto interessante approfondire il rapporto tra le due versioni linguisti-
che in esame. Nel complesso e articolato sistema di calcolo del grado di localiz-
zazione di un sito web elaborato da Singh, Toy e Wright (2009) il pulsante per il 
reindirizzamento alla versione locale (local gateway) assume un ruolo centrale. 
Gli autori ritengono che ogni sito web caratterizzato da un alto livello di localiz-
zazione dovrebbe prevedere all’interno della homepage la possibilità di passare 
alle versioni locali del sito.

Un’analisi specifica condotta sulla campionatura presentata al par. 2 ha rive-
lato che tale indicazione trova soltanto parziale riscontro nei siti web delle più 
grandi aziende tedesche. Infatti quasi un terzo dei siti analizzati (14/49; BMW, 
Boehringer Ingelheim, Dr. August Oetker/Cameo, E.ON, Knauf, LIDL, Linde MH, 
MAN, Miele, Metro, Opel, Penny, Stihl, Volkswagen) non permette all’utente di 
passare alla versione destinata al locale it-IT direttamente dalla homepage del 
sito principale. In tutti gli altri casi, invece, i siti risultano collegati. In 19 casi 
(B. Braun, Bayer, Beiersdorf, Carl Zeiss, Claas, Eberspächer, Freudenberg, Helm, 
Henkel, Knorr-Bremse, Lanxess, Merck, Osram, Rhenus, Robert Bosch, Schaef-
fler, SEW, Siemens, Trumpf) il sito tedesco e quello italiano presentano domini 
diversi, ma risultano comunque collegati ipertestualmente, nei restanti 16 (Air 
Berlin, Audi, BASF, Bosch Rexroth, Brenntag, Deichmann, Deutsche Bahn, DKV, 
Gea, Hella, Heraeus, Lufthansa, Porsche, SAP, UTA, ZF) il sito multilingue ha un 
dominio unico.

Solitamente la funzione di selezione del sito locale italiano ha una buona visibi-
lità11 ed è posizionata in alto alla pagina (28 siti) o nelle barre di navigazione (3 siti). 
Soltanto in 3 siti la funzione in esame gode di una visibilità inferiore, poiché po-
sizionata nel footer o in mezzo ad altri elementi nella homepage.

Il local gateway si presenta come un pulsante che richiama la bandiera del 
locale selezionato o che porta le etichette Paese, Lingua (nella forma esplicita 
Deutschland, Deutsch oppure in quella implicita Land, Sprache), [Nome azienda] 

11 Per il concetto di visibilità delle informazioni all’interno delle pagine web si vedano gli 
studi di eye-tracking condotti da Nielsen (ad. es. Nielsen 2006).
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Weltweit/Worldwide, Standorte/Locations – talvolta anche in combinazione tra di 
loro. Nella maggior parte dei casi si apre, cliccando sui pulsanti sopra citati, un 
menu a tendina più o meno articolato contenente tutte le versioni locali del sito 
su cui si sta navigando, in altri casi si apre una cartina ed è richiesto all’utente di 
cliccare sul paese d’interesse.

3.3.  Posizione della pagina about us nell’architettura del sito

Come già anticipato al par. 2, il presente studio si è concentrato principalmen-
te sulla pagina About us. Prima di passare a un’analisi dettagliata del contenuto 
della stessa, si intende presentare rapidamente gli studi condotti concernenti la 
sua posizione nell’architettura del sito. Nielsen (2008) ritiene che ogni sito web 
aziendale dovrebbe prevedere nella homepage un pulsante tramite il quale l’u-
tente può raggiungere la pagina About us.

Va premesso che, nella maggior parte dei casi, non è sufficiente un solo click 
per raggiungere la pagina About us, ma sono necessari diversi passaggi (di seguito 
anche denominati “elementi”). I siti web tedeschi presentano percorsi composti 
da 1–4 elementi (in media 1,90 elementi), quelli italiani hanno invece percorsi 
leggermente più brevi, composti da 1–3 elementi (in media 1,76 elementi).

Il primo elemento, vale a dire quello che secondo Nielsen non dovrebbe mai 
mancare nella homepage di un sito aziendale, mostra interessanti ricorrenze sia 
nei siti tedeschi, sia negli omologhi italiani. Nei siti tedeschi viene etichettato 
nella maggior parte dei casi (25 occorrenze, 51%) con la parola Unternehmen, se-
guito da Über <Name des Unternehmens> (10 occorrenze, 20%) e da Über uns (4 
occorrenze, 8%). Nei siti italiani, invece, le etichette più frequenti sono (L’)Azien-
da (14 occorrenze, 31%), Chi siamo (11 occorrenze, 24%) e <Nome dell’azienda> Ita-
lia12 (4 occorrenze, 9%).13 Non è possibile delineare una tendenza e tanto meno 
definire una regola secondo cui, per esempio, ogni volta che in un sito tedesco 
si trova l’etichetta Unternehmen, nell’omologo italiano verrà utilizzata l’etichetta 
L’Azienda. Al contrario, dall’analisi dei percorsi emerge che ogni volta che nel sito 
tedesco si trova l’etichetta Unternehmen, l’omologo italiano attinge liberamente 

12 Sarebbe interessante costruire un corpus di siti paragonabili di aziende italiane per verifi-
care se le etichette maggiormente ricorrenti identificate nella presente analisi corrispondo-
no a quelle che vengono solitamente utilizzate nei siti nativi italiani. È altamente probabile 
che, per esempio, l’etichetta <Nome dell’azienda> Italia non ricorra con la stessa frequenza 
nei siti italiani.

13 Le restanti etichette hanno una frequenza decisamente più bassa: presentano 1 o 2 occor-
renze e sono quindi ritenute meno interessanti. Di seguito alcuni esempi di ulteriori eti-
chette utilizzate nei siti tedeschi (in cui con X si intende il nome dell’azienda): Unterneh-
mensprofil, (Der) Konzern, X Erleben, X Deutschland, Menü, X Group, Porträt, Wir bei X e in quelli 
italiani: (La) società, Gruppo (X), About us, Mondo X, Informazioni su (X), Notizie su X, Sulla X, L’X. 
È stata condotta altresì un’analisi sul secondo elemento, che tuttavia non ha permesso di 
identificare trend altrettanto netti.
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all’elenco di etichette appena dettagliato – il che, in altri termini, indica che il 
primo elemento dei percorsi in analisi è sottoposto ad adattamento.

4.  Analisi dei contenuti

Dopo aver esaminato la struttura dei siti scelti e aver delineato ricorrenze e stra-
tegie di localizzazione, si passerà in questo paragrafo a un’approfondita analisi 
dei contenuti, il cui obiettivo è rispondere a tre quesiti principali: in che misura i 
contenuti delle pagine About us scelte sono meramente tradotti e in quale misura 
vengono adattati, se non addirittura riscritti? Come sono organizzati i contenu-
ti nelle due versioni linguistiche dei siti scelti? Quali tratti comuni presentano, 
sempre a livello di contenuti, le pagine About us nelle due versioni linguistiche? 
Si tenterà di dare una risposta al primo quesito nel paragrafo seguente.

4.1.  Specularità dei contenuti

Se al par. 3.1 i 49 siti analizzati erano stati suddivisi in 5 categorie in base alla 
macro e microstruttura delle due versioni locali in esame, al presente punto si 
effettuerà una categorizzazione simile, basata questa volta sulla specularità dei 
contenuti delle relative pagine About us. Le sette categorie (o strategie di localiz-
zazione) descritte nella seguente tabella sono presentate in ordine crescente ri-
spetto alla variabile “adattamento”.

CATEGORIA CARATTERISTICHE

1. contenuti 
Standardizzati

DEgr = ITgr
*

Mera traduzione (riformulazione minima, nessuna informazione sul mer-
cato italiano).

Siti: Audi; Brenntag; Deichmann; DKV; Eberspächer; Gea; Heraeus; Knorr-Bremse; Miele; Merck; Robert 
Bosch; UTA (12/43)

2. contenuti 
riformulati

DE
gr ≈ ITgr

Informazioni pressoché identiche, maggiore riformulazione, nessuna in-
formazione sul mercato italiano.

Siti: B. Braun; Opel; SAP (3/43)

3. contenuti 
riScritti

DEgr ≠ ITgr

Contenuti molto diversi, nessuna informazione sul mercato italiano.

Siti: Bosch Rexroth; Claas; E.ON; Lanxess (4/43)

* Le caratteristiche di ogni categoria sono state esemplificate con l’utilizzo di un’equivalenza, in cui “DE” e 
“IT” rappresentano rispettivamente la pagina About us tedesca e quella italiana. Le indicazioni in pedice 
“gr” e “it” rimandano invece al contenuto della pagina a cui si riferiscono (informazioni sul gruppo interna-
zionale o informazioni sul mercato italiano).
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4. contenuti 
Standardizzati 
+ pagina locale it

DEgr
 = ITgr

 + pag. ITit

Due pagine About us nel sito italiano: una speculare a quella tedesca 
(cfr. categoria 1), una creata ad hoc contenente informazioni sul mercato 
italiano.

Siti: BASF; Hella; Trumpf; ZF (4/43)

5. contenuti 
Semi-localizzati

DEgr
 = ITgr (+ ITit)

Simile alla categoria 4; le informazioni sul mercato italiano non sono 
contenute in una pagina a parte, ma in un paragrafo supplementare nel-
la pagina About us principale.

Siti: Henkel; Schaeffler (2/43)

6. contenuti 
riScritti 
+ pagina locale it

DEgr ≠ ITgr + pag. ITit

Due pagine About us nel sito italiano: una dedicata al gruppo inter-
nazionale, riscritta (cfr. categoria 3), una contenente informazioni sul 
mercato italiano.

Siti: Boehringer Ingelheim; Freudenberg; Metro; Stihl (4/43)

7. contenuti 
adattati

DEgr
 ≠ ITit

La pagina About us tedesca comunica informazioni relative al gruppo, 
quella italiana informazioni sul mercato italiano.

Siti: Bayer; Beiersdorf; BMW; Carl Zeiss; Dr. August Oetker/Cameo; Helm; Knauf; Linde MH; MAN; 
Penny; Porsche; Rhenus; SEW; Siemens (14/43)

Tabella 3. Grado di specularità dei contenuti.

Il primo dato che emerge dalla presente categorizzazione è che la maggior parte 
dei siti analizzati opta per le due strategie estreme: il 28% dei siti presenta conte-
nuti standardizzati, il 33% si contraddistingue per un adattamento totale. Le re-
stanti cinque tendenze ricorrono con una frequenza compresa tra il 5 e il 9%, ma 
offrono comunque interessanti spunti di riflessione. Si può per esempio notare 
come il 19% dei siti web preveda l’inserimento, all’interno del sito localizzato, di 
una pagina dedicata esclusivamente al mercato italiano.

Da un raffronto della tab. 2 e della tab. 3 emergono, poi, parallelismi tra il grado 
di specularità della struttura e dei contenuti. Il 71% delle pagine About us i cui con-
tenuti sono adattati (categoria 7, tab. 3) è solitamente inserito all’interno di siti più 
o meno adattati dal punto di vista strutturale (categorie A e B, tab. 2). Allo stesso 
modo, l’83% delle pagine About us i cui contenuti sono standardizzati appartiene 
a siti le cui versioni italiana e tedesca presentano una macro e una microstruttura 
più simili. La tendenza ad adattare e a standardizzare i contenuti delle pagine About 
us sembrerebbe, dunque, estendersi alla struttura del sito web nel suo complesso.

Confrontando, invece, la tab. 3 ai risultati emersi al punto 3.2 (Rapporto di 
ipertestualità tra il sito tedesco e quello italiano), emerge che la tendenza a stan-
dardizzare la pagina About us è un tratto tipico dei siti che ospitano al loro interno 
più versioni linguistiche (ovvero i siti multilingui con dominio unico), mentre la 
tendenza all’adattamento è più marcata nei siti con domini diversi (con o senza 
collegamento ipertestuale).
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4.2.  Struttura della pagina about us

Dopo aver indagato la specularità dei contenuti delle pagine About us tedesche 
e di quelle italiane ci si è chiesti se è possibile identificare una struttura pro-
totipica a cui tende a omologarsi l’organizzazione dei contenuti delle suddette 
pagine. L’unico aiuto proveniente dalla letteratura specialistica disponibile è da 
ricercarsi nel contributo di Nielsen (2008), il quale spiega come la presentazio-
ne aziendale all’interno di un sito dovrebbe essere articolata su quattro livelli 
e rispettare la struttura della “piramide rovesciata” (inverted pyramid, cfr. Niel-
sen 1996). Il primo livello è costituito da una tagline, un brevissimo riassunto 
dell’attività svolta dall’azienda, espresso sotto forma di slogan presente già nella 
homepage e ripreso nella pagina About us. Quest’ultima dovrebbe aprirsi con 
un summary di uno o due paragrafi, ovvero una descrizione dell’azienda, degli 
obiettivi e dei traguardi raggiunti. Maggiori dati specifici dovrebbero essere 
presentati, mediante l’uso di grafici e tabelle, in un fact sheet posto subito dopo 
il summary. Per approfondire determinati aspetti che, per ragioni di spazio, non 
possono essere inseriti nella pagina About us principale, sarebbe opportuno 
sfruttare la possibilità offerta dal web di articolare le detailed information all’in-
terno di una rete ipertestuale. Le pagine analizzate aderiscono solo parzialmen-
te a questa struttura. 

La tagline è presente soltanto in sei siti su dieci e comunque non sempre fun-
ge da filo conduttore tra la pagina iniziale, la pagina About us e le ulteriori pagine 
che compongono il sito (non sempre è quindi posizionata nel logo o nell’header). 
Circa la metà delle tagline è in lingua inglese, forse per trasmettere l’idea di soli-
dità e di coesione di un grande gruppo internazionale, i cui sforzi comuni sono 
volti al conseguimento di un unico obiettivo, espresso pertanto in una lingua 
franca. Molte tagline sono piuttosto efficaci (Bayer: Science For A Better Life; BMW: 
Freude am Fahren, Piacere di guidare; UTA: Le carte servizi con una marcia in più), altre 
sono meno incisive e possono risultare addirittura banali (Knauf: L’espressione di 
una passione, la certezza di una professionalità; Henkel: Excellence is our Passion).

Il summary è posizionato nella quasi totalità dei casi tra i primi elementi della 
pagina About us (figura nella primissima frase o comunque nel primo/secondo 
paragrafo). Sono rari i casi in cui l’azienda, nel presentarsi, non annuncia il ramo 
in cui opera e il tipo di prodotti/servizi offerti. Questa tendenza è diffusa prin-
cipalmente nei siti delle aziende attive nel settore automobilistico (si veda, per 
esempio, la pagina About us di Audi, BMW e Porsche).

L’utilizzo di un fact sheet composto da grafici e tabelle è riscontrabile soltan-
to in quattro pagine tedesche e due italiane. In alcuni casi sono presenti link di 
approfondimento al di sotto del testo, nella barra di navigazione laterale o diret-
tamente nel menu a tendina dal quale è raggiungibile la sezione About us stessa. I 
nomi di questi link sono, per esempio: Zahlen und Fakten; Daten und Fakten; Fakten 
und Hintergrund; Auf einen Blick; Dati e cifre; Dati aziendali; Cifre e fatti; Fatti e retrosce-
na ecc. Nella maggior parte dei casi, tuttavia, non vi sono grafici, tabelle o link di 
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approfondimento, ma soltanto eventuali elementi discorsivi all’interno del testo 
della pagina About us.

Le detailed information, a differenza degli altri tre elementi proposti da Niel-
sen, sono presenti pressoché in tutte le pagine analizzate, sotto forma di link che 
rimandano a pagine di approfondimento. In media sono presenti tra i 3 e i 20 
link e i temi maggiormente affrontati riguardano l’organizzazione e la struttura 
aziendale, la corporate governance, le scelte aziendali in materia di sostenibilità, 
la vision e la mission aziendale, la storia e la filosofia del gruppo, la sua presenza 
nazionale e internazionale.

4.3.  Adattamento o standardizzazione?

Prima di passare a un bilancio finale dell’analisi del corpus s’intende appro-
fondire ulteriormente il rapporto tra adattamento e standardizzazione dei con-
tenuti delle pagine About us, già introdotto al par. 4.1. Si affronteranno determi-
nati aspetti che suggeriscono l’intento di adattare i contenuti alle aspettative del 
target ricevente (si analizzeranno per esempio i riferimenti alle origini tedesche 
e al mercato italiano) e altri in cui non sono riconoscibili grandi differenze tra 
le pagine italiane e quelle tedesche (temi maggiormente ricorrenti, narrazione, 
allocuzione, funzione testuale).

4.3.1.  Riferimenti espliciti alle origini tedesche e al mercato italiano

In che misura i siti tedeschi descrivono, nelle pagine About us, la presenza dell’a-
zienda sul mercato tedesco e in che misura si focalizzano sulla presenza del 
gruppo nel mondo? Nelle pagine italiane si fanno riferimenti alla casa madre in 
Germania e, più in generale, al gruppo internazionale o si prediligono informa-
zioni concernenti la presenza sul mercato italiano? Queste domande sono state 
il punto di partenza per un’ulteriore analisi (basata su criteri qualitativi) volta a 
identificare un aspetto rappresentativo della tendenza a standardizzare o, al con-
trario, ad adattare i contenuti. 

Le 48 pagine tedesche analizzate tendono a fornire informazioni sul gruppo 
internazionale e a tralasciare dettagli specifici concernenti il mercato tedesco: 

– 25 pagine non fanno alcun riferimento all’attività svolta in Germania;
– 5 contengono un riferimento molto succinto (come la ragione sociale della 

società di diritto tedesco);
– 11 offrono un riferimento maggiormente diretto (sede principale, quota-

zione in un indice di borsa tedesco);
– soltanto 5 pagine dedicano uno o più paragrafi alla descrizione del mercato 

tedesco.
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Separatamente vanno trattati i restanti due casi, quello di Robert Bosch e quello 
di Audi. Il primo intitola le pagine About us rispettivamente Bosch in Deutschland e 
Bosch in Italia e conclude il primo paragrafo con le seguenti parole: Hier präsentieren 
wir Ihnen unsere Unternehmensbereiche mit den Geschäftsbereichen in Deutschland e 
Questa sezione offre una panoramica dei settori di business e delle divisioni Bosch in Ita-
lia, anche se in realtà le due pagine sono sprovviste di informazioni specifiche 
relative ai due mercati e presentano contenuti molto speculari (o meglio, stan-
dardizzati, cfr. par. 4.1). Il secondo presenta anch’esso pagine del tutto speculari, 
contenenti informazioni su tutti i mercati in cui Audi è attiva, inclusi quello te-
desco e quello italiano.

Più della metà delle pagine italiane (23/44) non fa alcun riferimento alla casa 
madre tedesca, trasmettendo quasi l’idea che l’utente si stia rivolgendo a un’a-
zienda italiana. Questa tendenza può essere vista come un chiaro intento di adat-
tare i contenuti. Nei restanti 21 casi è invece presente un riferimento più o meno 
scarno. Interessante è il caso di Opel, che descrive l’azienda spiegando il motto 
Wir leben Autos, espresso in tedesco in entrambe le pagine analizzate. In questo 
caso è chiaro l’intento di trasmettere le origini tedesche del prodotto, conferman-
do che il marchio Made in Germany (almeno nel settore automobilistico) è partico-
larmente ben recepito dal mercato italiano.

Per quanto riguarda, infine, i riferimenti al mercato italiano va rilevato quan-
to segue:

– come emerso al par. 4.1, 10 siti prevedono una pagina ad hoc (categorie 4 e 
6) o comunque un paragrafo supplementare all’interno della main About us 
page contenenti informazioni sul mercato italiano;

– ulteriori 10 pagine testimoniano uno sforzo di adattamento particolar-
mente marcato poiché incentrate sulla presenza dell’azienda in Italia;

– 7 pagine contengono un riferimento al mercato Italia, seppur più scarno;
– 15 pagine tendono al polo della standardizzazione e non comunicano alcu-

na informazione sul mercato italiano.

La presente analisi permette di tracciare un bilancio piuttosto chiaro: le pagi-
ne tedesche tendono, in linea di massima, a concentrarsi sulla descrizione del 
gruppo internazionale e soltanto in pochi casi contengono riferimenti (perlopiù 
scarni) al mercato tedesco. Le pagine italiane, invece, tendono a “celare” le origi-
ni tedesche o comunque ad accennarle en passant. La maggior parte delle pagine 
analizzate dimostra il chiaro intento di adattare i contenuti inserendo informa-
zioni relative al mercato italiano. 
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4.3.2.  Temi trattati14

Le pagine About us tedesche e quelle italiane presentano grandi somiglianze dal 
punto di vista dei temi trattati. Nel seguente elenco verranno riassunti i temi mag-
giormente ricorrenti nei due subcorpora, rilevati tramite un’analisi manuale:

– Dati e fatti concreti (numero di collaboratori; anni di presenza dell’azien-
da sul mercato; fatturato, utile operativo, giro d’affari, volumi di vendita; 
numero di paesi in cui l’azienda è attiva; numero di affiliate, uffici vendi-
ta, partecipazioni, sedi e punti vendita; riferimenti alla storia dell’azienda; 
classifiche, posizionamento sul mercato rispetto ai competitor, certificati 
di qualità, affiliazioni a organizzazioni di categoria; investimenti in ricerca 
e sviluppo; quotazione in borsa);

– Tematizzazione della leadership (utilizzo del superlativo relativo, del co-
strutto superlativo uno dei più grandi…/einer der größten, di lessemi compo-
sti dalle radici lead-/führ- e di altri lessemi quali principale, primo, primato, 
numero uno, pioniere, punto di riferimento, Spitzen-);

– Misure di Corporate Social Responsibility (responsabilità nei confronti di am-
biente, ecologia, sostenibilità; collaboratori; società; clienti);

– Crescita e innovazione;
– Sfide e difficoltà; 
– Mission e vision aziendale;
– Vantaggi competitivi.

Non sempre nella pagina About us tedesca e nell’omologa italiana vengono affron-
tati esattamente gli stessi temi, ma si può affermare con certezza che il repertorio 
sopra delineato ricorre in entrambi i subcorpora.

4.3.3.  Narrazione, allocuzione e funzione testuale

Anche dal punto di vista della narrazione, dell’allocuzione e della funzione te-
stuale non emergono grandi differenze tra i testi tedeschi e gli omologhi italiani.

Per quanto riguarda la narrazione è possibile delineare tre tendenze, riassun-
te nella seguente tabella:

SUBCORPUS
TERZA

PERSONA
%

PRIMA
PERSONA

%
TERZA

+ PRIMA PERSONA
%

DE 19 39,5 18 37,5 11 23

IT 25 58 14 32,5 4 9,5

Tabella 4: Narrazione nelle pagine About us.

14  Per una trattazione più approfondita dei temi maggiormente ricorrenti nelle pagine About 
us si rimanda all’elaborato da cui è estratto il presente articolo (Canavese 2016, par. 2.4.2., 
158-183), in cui ogni tema è corredato di esempi tratti dal corpus in esame.
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L’utilizzo della terza persona è preponderante in entrambi i subcorpora, in par-
ticolar modo in quello italiano; la prima persona caratterizza, invece, circa un 
terzo delle pagine About us nelle due lingue. In un numero limitato di casi, poi, la 
terza e la prima persona si alternano. La terza persona viene utilizzata per descri-
vere l’azienda, fornire dati e fatti concreti. La presentazione dell’azienda sembra 
essere delegata a una figura esterna, con l’intento, forse, di conferire maggiore 
credibilità alle informazioni presentate. I passaggi in prima persona, invece, con-
cernono prevalentemente statement d’intenti, informazioni sulle misure di RSI 
o il motto aziendale e si tratta di passaggi in cui l’azienda vuole trasmettere la 
propria vicinanza all’utente.

Le aziende che dispongono di una pagina About us sia nel sito tedesco, sia in 
quello italiano optano solitamente per la stessa strategia narrativa in ambedue. 
Si rilevano soltanto sei casi in cui la pagina italiana e quella tedesca presentano 
due strategie opposte. Questo assunto avvalora la tesi secondo cui la narrazio-
ne non rientra tra gli aspetti che, nella content localisation, vengono sottoposti ad 
adattamento.

Lo stesso dicasi per l’allocuzione, che risulta essere tra l’altro un aspetto poco 
rappresentato nelle pagine About us. In tutto 12 pagine tedesche e 7 italiane pre-
sentano al loro interno allocutivi (rivolti, come facilmente intuibile, a un allocu-
tario generico). Le 12 occorrenze nel subcorpus DE sono costituite dall’allocutivo 
di cortesia Sie (declinato a seconda della funzione che assume nelle singole frasi). 
Sei delle sette occorrenze nel subcorpus IT optano, invece, per la seconda perso-
na plurale – che può essere vista come una via di mezzo tra l’eccessiva formalità 
del lei e l’informalità del tu. In tre casi il pronome voi/Voi è esplicito, in ulteriori 
tre casi è sottaciuto (espresso tramite l’imperativo di seconda persona plurale, 
“Scoprite...”, o il verbo modale potere, “potete…”). Soltanto in un caso l’allocutivo 
sottaciuto è di seconda persona singolare (“Visita…”).

Dal punto di vista della funzione testuale, infine, è possibile affermare che in 
tutte le pagine About us analizzate emerge una commistione di due funzioni15:

– funzione referenziale/rappresentativa/informativa;
– funzione conativa/direttiva/appellativa.

La prima emerge principalmente nei passaggi in cui l’azienda presenta dati e fatti 
concreti riguardanti l’attività svolta, la seconda nella descrizione delle misure di 
RSI, nell’enunciazione della vision e della mission o, ancora, nella declinazione dei 
vantaggi competitivi. Come spiega Jakobson stesso (1966: 186), un messaggio ver-
bale risponde raramente a un’unica funzione, e spesso sarebbe più corretto parlare 
di “set of functions” (Nord 1997: 49) riconoscibili in un testo. Non sempre, inoltre, 
le funzioni attribuibili a un testo sono nettamente divise l’una dall’altra. Così, an-
che in passaggi maggiormente informativi (come per l’appunto la presentazione di 

15  Per entrambe le funzioni verranno citate tre etichette, la prima fa riferimento alle sei fun-
zioni comunicative introdotte da Jakobson (1966: 186-188), la seconda alla teoria degli atti 
linguistici di Searle (1976: 10-11) e la terza alle etichette proposte da Brinker (2010: 98-101). 
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dati e fatti concreti) può celarsi un intento conativo (per esempio veicolare l’idea di 
stabilità e importanza tramite dati particolarmente promettenti).

In alcuni passaggi la funzione persuasiva sembra quasi sfociare in quella che 
Jakobson (1966: 189-191) definisce “funzione poetica”, in cui la comunicazione 
non è più concentrata sul referente o sul destinatario, bensì sul messaggio stesso, 
che si colorisce di espressioni metaforiche e che si avvicina al cosiddetto “lin-
guaggio della pubblicità” (cfr. Baldini 2003). Di seguito un esempio tratto dalle 
pagine About us di Bosch Rexroth:

Schneeräumen bei minus 30 Grad und Maisernte bei plus 40 Grad, auf tausendstel 
Millimeter genaue Fertigung von Bauteilen, tonnenschwere Schleusentore und die 
berühmtesten Bühnen der Welt - Wir bewegen alles.
Cantieri stradali o costruzione di dighe, macchine utensili, presse, stampa di quotidi-
ani o complessi sistemi di simulazione di volo: ovunque guardiate intorno a voi la 
tecnologia Rexroth è al lavoro.

Conclusioni

Nel presente contributo sono stati sviscerati diversi aspetti caratterizzanti le pa-
gine About us (destinate ai locale de-DE e it-IT) delle più importanti aziende tede-
sche attive sul mercato italiano. Il denominatore comune delle indagini svolte ri-
siede nell’intento di far luce sulla tendenza all’adattamento dei contenuti e della 
struttura dei siti italiani rispetto a quelli tedeschi e di cercare di identificare trend 
in tal senso. Per l’adattamento del package si faccia riferimento alla tab. 2 (par. 3.1), 
in cui i siti esaminati sono stati suddivisi in cinque categorie in base al grado di 
specularità macro e microstrutturale, per l’adattamento del content si veda invece 
la tab. 3 (par. 4.1), in cui i contenuti delle pagine raccolte nel corpus sono stati at-
tribuiti a sette diverse categorie in base alla preponderanza dell’elemento “adat-
tamento”. A conclusione dello studio i dati estrapolati sono stati incrociati e raffi-
gurati su un piano cartesiano per esemplificare graficamente le due tendenze in 
esame. Sull’asse delle ascisse è raffigurata la struttura dei siti (dal polo “struttura 
standardizzata” al polo “struttura adattata”), su quello delle ordinate i contenuti 
(dal polo “contenuti standardizzati” al polo “contenuti adattati”). A ognuna delle 
43 aziende che presentano una pagina About us in entrambe le versioni lingui-
stiche dei siti considerati è stata attribuita dunque una coordinata (x, y), ovvero 
(grado di adattamento della struttura, grado di adattamento dei contenuti)16, che è stata 
poi raffigurata graficamente sul seguente piano cartesiano:

16  A ognuna delle cinque categorie di adattamento strutturale è stato attribuito un valore 
positivo nel caso in cui l’elemento “adattamento” fosse preponderante e, al contrario, 
negativo nel caso in cui prevalesse l’elemento “standardizzazione”: A) Struttura adattata 
(3), B) Struttura semi-localizzata (2), C) Struttura in parte standardizzata e in parte localiz-
zata (1), D) Struttura semi-standardizzata (-1), E) Struttura standardizzata (-2). Lo stesso è 
stato fatto per le categorie relative alla specularità dei contenuti: 1. Contenuti standardiz-
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Grafico 1. Raffigurazione grafica del grado di localizzazione della struttura e dei contenuti 

dei siti web analizzati.

Il grafico 1 esemplifica la tesi con cui si sono aperte le considerazioni introduttive 
al presente contributo, secondo cui nella localizzazione di un sito web coesistono 
la tendenza alla standardizzazione e all’adattamento, e conferma che la seconda 
tendenza è più marcata rispetto alla prima (quantomeno nei siti web di grandi 
aziende tedesche localizzati per il mercato italiano e, nella fattispecie, nelle pagi-
ne About us). Nel quadrante I sono rappresentate le aziende i cui siti tendono al 
polo della localizzazione sia dal punto di vista della struttura, sia dei contenuti. 
Complessivamente il 40% dei siti si contraddistingue per l’adattamento assolu-
to. Nel quadrante III è raffigurata la strategia di localizzazione opposta, ovvero 
la standardizzazione assoluta, della struttura e dei contenuti. Si colloca nel qua-
drante III soltanto il 23% dei siti esaminati, ovvero quasi la metà rispetto ai siti 
adattati. Il restante 37% è distribuito tra i quadranti II e IV e presenta una strate-
gia di localizzazione che si situa a metà strada tra l’adattamento e la standardizza-
zione: nel quadrante II (16% dei siti) i contenuti sono adattati, mentre la struttura 
è standardizzata, nel quadrante IV (21% dei siti) è raffigurata la strategia opposta. 

È bene ribadire che al presente tentativo di categorizzazione delle strategie 
di standardizzazione e di adattamento non sottende alcun giudizio relativo alla 

zati (-3), 2. Contenuti riformulati (-2), 3. Contenuti riscritti (-1), 4. Contenuti standardiz-
zati + pagina locale it (1), 5. Contenuti semi-localizzati (2), 6. Contenuti riscritti + pagina 
locale it (3), 7. Contenuti adattati (4). In tal modo è stato possibile attribuire una coordinata 
a ogni sito. Il sito di Bayer, per esempio, presenta una struttura “in parte standardizzata e in 
parte localizzata” (categoria C, valore 1) e contenuti “localizzati” (categoria 7, valore 4) ed è 
pertanto stato associato alla coordinata: Bayer = (1, 4).
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qualità. Al contrario, l’intento è di fare un primo passo verso la definizione del 
grado di localizzazione dei siti web. Sono sicuramente necessari ulteriori sforzi 
di ricerca per arrivare a una disamina completa delle prassi di localizzazione dei 
contenuti web. In particolar modo sarebbe interessante estendere le analisi svol-
te ai siti web nella loro interezza e verificare se quanto constatato in riferimento 
alla pagina About us è universalmente valido per i siti web nel loro complesso. An-
drebbero inoltre raccolti e studiati dati riguardanti non solo i siti web di grandi 
aziende, bensì anche di PMI, enti non profit, università, associazioni e così via. 
Estendendo le analisi a ulteriori coppie linguistico-culturali si avrebbe, poi, una 
panoramica chiara di determinati aspetti di cui il localizzatore e la localizzatrice 
devono tener conto nel localizzare un sito nato originariamente per il locale x 
al fine di renderlo adatto al locale y e di quali devono essere invece considerati 
se il target è il locale z. Un confronto dei siti localizzati e dei siti nativi potrebbe 
aumentare la consapevolezza relativa al grado di naturalezza di un sito origina-
riamente nato per un mercato differente e successivamente sottoposto a localiz-
zazione. Considerando l’alto grado di interdisciplinarità dei localisation studies, 
sarebbero auspicabili una maggiore collaborazione tra i vari ambiti di ricerca 
coinvolti (introdotti al par. 3) nonché maggiori sinergie tra la ricerca accademica 
e la prassi dell’industria. Si tratta, senza dubbio, di sforzi significativi che richie-
derebbero programmi di ricerca strutturati e ingenti fondi, ma che, allo stesso 
tempo, permetterebbero di seguire (e perché no, coadiuvare) lo sviluppo di un 
settore in continua crescita che sta cambiando profondamente il modo di tra-
durre, ma anche di comunicare, vendere, acquistare e, non da ultimo, di pensare.
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Abstract 

In multilingual countries, languages are used according to specific functions 
granted to them within the society. This is the case in Burkina Faso, a west Af-
rican country of 17 million people with more than sixty-six local languages and 
French as the official language. Translation in such a context tends to adapt each 
language to its functions. In this respect, many texts or speeches translated from 
European languages into local ones undergo changes in the contents, which can 
stand within adaptation, or be considered as code switching. In the functionalist 
theories in translation, adapting message to the audience and to the function of 
the communication is viewed as salutary because it takes into account the cul-
tural concerns. However, this paper questions some of these translation prac-
tices drawn basically from religious texts and attempts to know whether they 
are unavoidable in multilingual contexts, inherent to self-translation or just code 
switching ? 
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Introduction 

Burkina Faso, a West African State with roughly 17 million inhabitants is home 
to more than sixty-six local languages in addition to French the former colonial 
and official language. The illiteracy  rate is more than 70% (www.insd.bf, last ac-
cessed on 15 January 2016). No local language is spoken by the whole population 
and lingua franca are used as languages of wider communication : Mooré is used 
as such in the center, Dioula in the west and Fulfulde in the north. 

In most multilingual countries, communication is carried out in different 
ways, from unilingual speeches to bilingual and multilingual ones. When lan-
guages are in contact, some social and linguistic phenomena occur. They include 
code switching, intra-lingual and extra-lingual translation. In Burkina Faso, dur-
ing public addresses such as health, political or religious campaigns, use is made 
of translation and / or code switching, most of the time, from French into the 
lingua franca of the area where communication takes place. This attempt to con-
vey the ‘same message’ in French and local languages is an attempt to bridge the 
gap of the functional repartition of the languages as explained by Napon (1998) 
: local languages tend to be used for cultural and social matters and the colonial 
language is used for education, scientific, political and administrative purpos-
es. There is a kind of complementary use of languages. The need for translation 
from French into local languages is growing fast in this globalizing world and 
for many specific purposes in Burkina Faso ; and, as in any translation event, 
choices are unavoidable. Sanon-Ouattara (2004, 2005) showed how translation 
in the religious field in Burkina Faso obeys the different functions granted to the 
languages involved and builds different audiences. Although one can be satisfied 
with the use of functionalist theories in such a multicultural and multilingual 
context because they lay emphasis on the function of the translation, this paper 
intends to analyse how this is carried out. 

The following questions will be addressed : What translation problems can 
arise between functionally different languages in Burkina Faso ? How are these 
problems handled ? Can the sociolinguistic repartition of languages justify all 
the choices made by translators ? Do Self-translators practice translation or code 
switching ?

1.  frame of the study, definitions and methodology

1.1.  Frame of the study and definitions

The main frame of study used for this paper is the skopos theory, which is a trans-
lation theory created in the 70’s. It advocates a shift from linguistic and formal 
theories of translation to a functionally and socioculturally oriented translation 
theory (Nord 1991). It is based on the theory of action which sees translation as 

http://www.insd.bf
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fulfilling an action and as such, is a goal-oriented task. The term skopos  comes 
from the Greek skopoi meaning goal, which must be defined before every transla-
tion. Hence, in the same way as each action aims at a goal, translation also must 
aim at a goal or a result. So, depending on the goals assigned, choices are una-
voidable in every translation event, because it is impossible to re-express all as-
pects of the source text (form, tone, contents) into the target text. 

Code switching is the term used to refer to the change of language or code in a 
context of communication. It may occur in a formal or informal context. It is very 
common in multilingual communities. Grosjean (1982 : 59) defines it as “the jux-
taposition within the same speech exchange of passages of speeches belonging 
to two different grammatical systems or subsystems.”

Auto-translation and self-translation refer to the act of translating one’s own 
writings (or speech) or the result of such an understanding (Baker 1998).

1.2.  Methodology 

The method of analysis based on Nord (1991)’s model and adapted in Sanon-
Ouattara (2005) is used in this paper . The relevance of Nord’s method lies in the 
fact that it applies to both oral and written texts and provides a good basis for 
intercultural analysis and a detailed list of questions which enables a pragmatic 
analysis of texts in context, hence a sociolinguistic analysis of translation. It is 
completed by the theory of action which is also a functionalist approach based 
on the goal of the translation. Two main considerations can be distinguished in 
this analysis: extra textual and intra textual factors. Here, extra textual factors 
analysed are the author of the source text, its translator, the place and time where 
and when the message was delivered and translated, the functions and purpose 
of the translation, the commissioner (s) or initiator (s) of the translation, his 
(their) intentions, the medium and motives of the source and target texts. In-
tra textual factors suggested by Nord (1991) aim at examining factors that may 
give clues on extra textual factors and provide a better understanding of the text : 
here, the subdivision of Leech and Short (1981) which includes the same items as 
Nord (1991) is followed. The lexicon and contents will be the main parts analysed. 
In this paper, only the comparison, which is the most relevant part will be pre-
sented. Sequences to be analyzed are drawn from the corpus of Sanon -Ouattara 
(2005). They are all oral texts and self-translations between French and Dioula 
and vice versa, delivered in 2003 in Bobo-Dioulasso, the biggest city in the west-
ern part of Burkina Faso. 
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2.  Corpus Presentation and Extra-textual Factors

The corpus is made of two oral texts, two religious ones delivered in catholic 
churches in Bobo-Dioulasso. For space constraints here, we cannot give all full 
versions. We are going to choose only the most relevant parts to carry out the 
analysis. The first corpus is presented as an oral translation from French into 
Dioula and the second one a translation from Dioula into French. Both are self-
translations, delivered in Bobo-Dioulasso in April 2003, the first one at the Ca-
thedral of Bobo-Dioulasso on Good Friday of the catholic liturgic calendar and 
the second one the following day on Easter eve in the church « notre dame de 
la Salette » another catholic church of the city. The author and translator of the 
first text was the bishop of the diocese, hence, the head of the catholic church in 
this region of Burkina Faso. The author of the second text was an ordinary priest 
of the diocese. Bobo-Dioulasso, where both sermons were delivered, is located 
at the western part of Burkina Faso where the dominant religion is Islam, often 
linked to the Dioula, a vehicular language mainly used for informal commerce. 
Dioula is closely linked to the Bambara, a language of Mali, originally spoken 
by the Islamic missionaries, which penetrated sub-saharan Africa. Therefore, 
Dioula, Bambara and their other variants are associated to Islam and spoken in 
Burkina Faso, Mali, Cote d’Ivoire, Guinea, Senegal, Gambia, Liberia, Sierra Leone 
by millions of people who do not have it as their mother tongue. For many people 
indeed, especially in Cote d’Ivoire, a neighboring country of Burkina Faso, Dioula 
and Muslims are quite synonyms. 

Sermons in the catholic church are meant to explain the biblical texts read, 
sensitize on some current societal phenomena and show the stance of the catho-
lic church on major ongoing issues. They are translated into “pastoral languages” 
to make it possible for non francophones to understand the message delivered 
in French and to sensitize them on issues of concern. Pastoral languages are the 
languages of wide communication in a given region. There is generally one lan-
guage per region, in addition to French in Burkina Faso. It is often the most spo-
ken language of the region, but it has to be discussed and chosen by the local 
hierarchy of the church. 

The function or ultimate purpose of sermons is to cause a basic change in 
people’s behaviour in the light of biblical texts and the doctrine of the catholic 
church. Their commissioner and initiator are the hierarchy of the catholic church 
as institution, which, by the same way, provides for  celebrants’ basic needs. The 
medium of communication is mixed; the text initially written in French is some-
times read orally, sometimes commented, and then translated orally into the 
pastoral language of the locality. The general international context here was Lent 
time, Easter and the war in Irak which had burst out two days earlier.
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3.  Results

For space constraints, we are not able to present the full analysis here, but the 
most relevant results, presented separately before the discussion.  

3.1.  Sequence I

The extra textual factors relevant for this study and presented in the previous 
part are the author of the source text, its translator, the place and time where and 
when the message was delivered and translated, the functions and purpose of 
the translation, the commissioner (s) or initiator (s) of the translation, his (their) 
intentions, the medium and motives of the source and target texts.

The intra-textual analysis gives the following results : the first notice is the 
length of the messages. The French message which was delivered prior to the Di-
oula one is by far longer. The strategies used by the author-translator are explici-
tation, an attempt of adaptation by the change in topics addressed. Explicitation 
is the fact of introducing in the target language precisions that are implicit in 
the source language, and, adaptation, the fact of taking into account the differ-
ences between cultural realities of the languages involved to express the same 
effect in the target language as the one expressed in the source language (Delisle 
et al. 1999). 

Omissions and additions are also noticed. Omission is defined by Delisle et 
al. (1999 : 165) as “a translation error where the translator fails to render a neces-
sary information from the source text” and addition as “a translation error where 
the translator introduces into the target text superfluous information or stylistic 
effect not present in the source text” (Delisle et al., 1999 : 115). These definitions 
that can be considered as mistakes in translation or mistranslations are debatable 
because some of the words used to explain them are ambiguous. This is the case 
of “necessary information” and “superfluous” whose limits are difficult to define.

Three translation problems arose : linguistic, pragmatic and cultural.
Differences at the lexical level are numerous. In French, the topics dealt with 

are judgements, tribunals, conviction, war in Irak, powerful nations of this 
world, weapons of mass destruction, etc. Expressions used are gens du Nord et du 
Sud (people from the North and from the South, meaning Westerners and peo-
ple from poor countries), les produits chimiques, (chemical products ), les armes de 
destruction massive, (weapons of mass destruction). These expressions are omit-
ted from the Dioula version which, instead, used expressions like yafa lon (for-
giveness day) (referring to a day instituted as such in Burkina Faso to calm down 
the people after the murder of a journalist allegedly by people close to the gou-
vernement), sesebew (CCB from a French abbreviation which means Basic Chris-
tian Community), Ala deli jenkuluw (prayer groups), Ouagadougou (capital of Bur-
kina Faso) which are all locally known realities.
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The Dioula version also deals with confessions, the country where Abraham 
is from (referring to Irak), and ends by advice given to the assembly on how the 
christian faith should be lived. The French version used topics and words con-
nected to the western countries whereas the dioula version used locally known 
places, concepts. Referring to Irak, the Dioula version explained that it is the 
country where Abraham was born, assuming that this audience does not have 
this cultural background. 

In addition to the differences in the topics addressed, different rhetorical 
styles are noticeable. Both texts were delivered in the same contexts to the same 
assembly, but they were drawn from different resources. The translation strategy 
used is an elliptical one and the tones of the messages also strengthen this fact. 
The French text seems more solemn and built on a narrative tone, relating facts, 
whereas the Dioula one is softer and built on a advisory tone. Many examples 
illustrate this fact : in French the author describes first the extreme love that led 
Jesus to sacrifice himself. Then, he presented the cross as the symbol of the North 
and the South before putting: ‘présentement en sa personne s’affrontent les forces du 
mal et la puissance de l’amour’ (presently, around him are fighting the forces of evil 
against those of love). Further, he spoke of Jesus as a ‘convict’ among others, a 
crucified person between two others, a dying person among this multitude of 
thousands of people dying every day’ before concluding by this rhetorical ques-
tion: “Quoi de plus, quoi en plus en cette occasion douloureuse?” (what more can be 
said in addition to these current painful events)? These passages omitted from 
the Dioula text are a few examples of the committed tone of the French message. 
On the other hand, in Dioula, the following expressions are indicators of the ad-
vising tone of the message : 

N’I e kretiyen ye, a kanyi e ka ( if you are a Christian, it is good that you…)
N’I be bamba janko ka gwere Yezu la … a kanyi (If you try to get closer to Jesus, it is 
good that you… )
Ka ta komunyon ta, a kanyi I ka I dusu saniya (to receive the communion, it is good 
that you clean first your heart)
Ka gwere kruwa yiri la fana, a kanyi I ka I dusu saniya (if you want to get close to the 
wooden cross, it is good to clean your heart)

All these expressions give moral advice that is omitted from the French text. 

This tone is common in the African context of communication. Under the pa-
laver tree, during community meetings, talks are carried out in a posed tone of 
dialogue and invitation to wisdom by proverbs, pieces of advice etc. The advisory 
tone of the Dioula message echoes this African context. It does not say anything 
about the seriousness of the issue discussed in French. The author translator at-
tempts to adapt each speech to the supposed background of the audiences and 
refers to different frames. Indeed, the fact of translating the word ‘iraki’ by ‘minw 
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tun be Abraham ka dugu la, a tun bora folo folo dugu min na (the people from Abra-
ham’s country, where he came from originally) can be considered as an explicita-
tion or substitution, thus reinforcing the hypothesis of the different frames of 
references in the two languages. The meaning of the message is guided other-
wise in Dioula. The detail about the native country of Abraham was implied in 
French but made explicit in Dioula. Audio tapes on the war in Irak, sold in Bobo-
Dioulasso, qualified that war as one of religions between Islam and Christianity. 
So, the association of Abraham’s name to Irak can be understood as an attempt 
to correct the idea on a country presented as a Muslim and so a ‘terrorist’ one in 
the dominant media. This allusion shows that it is actually the native country 
of the father of Christianity, hence, the country of the father of both Christians 
and Muslims, so that both understand that they are not that different. This is 
understandable also because the dominant religion in Bobo-Dioulasso is Islam. 
This explicitation strategy is an evidence of the general background of both audi-
ences, as assumed by the author : the French speaking audience was more likely 
to have access to this detail about Irak than the Dioula one.

3. 2.  Sequence II

The second sermon presents the same features as the first one. There are lexi-
cal gaps between the Dioula and the French versions. The same general context 
prevailed. The message in Dioula was the first to be delivered. It is much longer 
than the French version. The author, first of all, made a joke on the fact that peo-
ple may feel sleepy and, gave them a piece of advice on how to sleep if they fail to 
stay awake. Then, he pointed out the importance of Easter in the history of hu-
man salvation, before telling a story received, he said, from the Bamana people 
two months before. Bamana people are from the west of Burkina Faso and they 
are mainly farmers and traditional religion practitioners. The story deals with a 
lonely child who had lost all his family, leaving him alone in the world. He heard 
about a very generous king somewhere in the world, who was very sensitive to 
whoever came to him and was always ready to help. The child walked forty days 
to reach the king’s house, where he was welcomed by the king himself who treat-
ed him as the other children of the house. He stayed many years and, one day, 
on his way back from farm, he saw many wild guineafowls that nobody seemed 
to hunt. Once at home, he asked the king why people do not hunt guineafowls. 
The king gave him a gun and asked him to kill one the following day. When he 
brought the bird, the king threw it on the roof. 

Some time later, the king decided to send him off, and granted him a consid-
erable wealth in addition to his own daughter who was to become his wife in 
exchange of only one formal prescription : it was, not to turn left, to avoid the 
road on his left. The child who grew to be a young man decided then to go back 
home with his wealth and wife but did not respect the prescription of the king. 
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He was attracted by a house where everything was shining and people were danc-
ing  janjoba and Mapouka (which are commonly known dances in Bobo Dioulas-
so). Janjoba is often associated with the women of Bobo-Dioulasso and Mapouka 
known all over West Africa. The young man did not observe the prescription and 
stopped exactly where he shouldn’t have. The place and its owner were named 
“jealousy and destruction.” The owner cheated him by telling false stories about 
the guineafowl he killed one day, pretending that its feathers were very expen-
sive. He decided to go back to the king’s house to claim his due. There, the latter 
took back his presents and the young man lost everything. The closing formula 
for short stories in Dioula was used to end the story ‘n’ya ta yoro min n’ ya bla o yoro 
la)’(I end my story where I started it).

 The priest continues, saying that this story applies to every human being be-
cause people think that they know what is good even more than God. During 
the Lent time, he says, people walked for forty days to search for goodness and 
holiness. They received a lot; now he prays to God for them to keep goodness and 
holiness along and never forget that “jealousy and destruction” are on the way, 
waiting for them. The celebrant concluded saying that what God does, is by far 
better than what this king has done. 

The speech in French is shorter than the Dioula one. The first topic addressed 
is the story of human salvation through the readings. Then another story is told 
but this time, about a Japanese painter who painted a very nice vase which fell 
down one day and got broken. Everyone was sad in the village but the painter 
succeeded in pasting the different parts and put a golden thread on it so that it 
became nicer. He used this parable to explain that humanity works the same way. 
In everyday’s life, there are joys and pains but God renews everything. He then 
spoke of Easter, in the event of which people must rise again with Jesus Christ. 
For him, everyone knows inwardly how this story of the broken vase is his or 
hers and that only God’s mercy renews everything. Through confessions, he add-
ed, priests know how God has been good to people by remaking many vases as 
the potter, with patience and love. For that priest, personal injuries are oppor-
tunities to forgive to other people, to love more truly because Easter is the cel-
ebration of forgiveness, of salvation which establishes peace and light. He then 
spoke of the pope who has been bearing a heavy cross for years, since he asked 
the world to avoid war, but nobody listened to him. The rest of the sermon is a 
kind on insistance on the story of salvation, broken vase renewed, the immensity 
of God’s love, etc.

The general observation here is also the different lengths of the messages. 
Both speeches relied on stories to convey messages. The Dioula one took the form 
of an African tale and the other one an ordinary story. The frames of reference are 
the following : the Dioula text seems to be the source text here and the French 
one the translation. Local realities referred to in the Dioula text are in the form 
of the story, its source ‘Bamana’, local references ‘janjoba’, ‘mapouka’, ‘kongo kami’ 
(wild guineafowl). These are absent from the French text. On the other hand, the 
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French text dealt with a parable on a painter whose vase was broken, sewn with 
a golden thread and renewed. In addition, in French, the war (in Irak) was briefly 
presented as resulting from the failure to forgive and lack of tolerance in spite of 
the pressing plea of the pope.

Both stories were then interpreted as a call for change. The common topic 
between the speeches are the importance of Easter, the importance of the im-
mensity of God’s love, God who is able to show his goodness beyond human ex-
pectations.

There is also a similarity in the tones used. Stories were used as symbols to 
build arguments for the same goal.

4.  Discussion

Considering both texts in their whole, can we speak here of compensation ? This 
strategy is defined by Delisle et al. (1999 : 125-126) as 

a translation procedure where translation encounters an element in the source text 
that cannot occur in the same place and cannot use the same form as in the target text, 
but where they can preserve the general tone of the text by replacing this element in 
another place.

From what precedes, one can assert that translation problems arising between 
functionally different languages are lexical, connotational and functional. The 
languages do not have the same canon and the audiences do not have the same 
background. In some fields for example as in politics, there are lexical and con-
ceptual gaps to fill, lack of access to current issues for local language speakers. 

There is an attempt to solve these translation problems by adapting each text 
to the function granted to it within the society. Different references are used in 
the attempt to fulfill the same functions. Indeed, the function of homilies is to 
thoroughly explain the gospel, taking advantage of the current issue of the mo-
ment and passing over a message to address a concern. Each priest self translator 
knows the languages involved in the translation process, but nothing is imposed 
on him as regards translation techniques. There is also the fact that self-transla-
tors tend to change the contents of the messages because they feel free to do so.  
He or she does not feel bound to the notions of fidelity and loyalty, for, he is the 
author and the translator.  

In the first text, the author-translator builds whether consciously or uncon-
sciously two types of audiences : a prestigious one, aware of the political current 
issues, a less prestigious and local one for whom he refers to local events to con-
vey a message and create solidarity. 

In the second text, the adaptation of the Dioula text to its audience consisted 
in using a story format used in Dioula language while the French version used 
a more westernized story about painters and ‘nice vase’ that means nothing to 
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the Dioula audience. Indeed, painting and the notion of beauty of a vase would 
sound strange in Dioula. The format of the Dioula story is the one used around 
the fire at night in many countrysides of Burkina Faso. In these parts, there is 
no electricity, so people tend to create their own entertainment and one of their 
favorite activities is to sit around a story teller and listen to his or her tales which 
most of the time end with a moral teaching. The time of delivery of the second 
message (night) and the closing formula “n ya ta nyoro min na, n’ya bla o yoro la “ (I 
end my story where I started it) serve as reminders of this African practice. 

In multilingual communities, languages are used in a complementary way. 
Connection between functionally different languages through translation re-
veals lexical gaps and the lack of correspondence of some notions. This leads to 
the reproduction of the sociological functions of each language, which can be 
qualified as code switching by linguists. Gumperz and Hymes (1972) described 
similar situations in their definition of ‘metaphorical code switching’ occurring 
among bilinguals, and resulting from a change in topic and setting the tone of 
the communication. Self-translation or auto translation is considered by some 
translation scholars as closer to bilingualism than translation (Grutman, 1998 
: 17). In auto translation, the author allows himself all kinds of liberty in repro-
ducing the message, which would not be accepted, had it been done by another 
translator (ibid. : 18). The fact of considering these texts as a translation is debat-
able in many respects. According to the skopos theory, the aims of the translation 
determine the strategy of translation. Loyalty to the text’s author is also required 
from the translator (Nord 2001). In these cases, the author and the translator are 
the same people. It is thus very difficult to assess disloyalty to one ‘s own self.

What are the merits and drawbacks of the skopos theory for such a study ? 
Since the basic criteria of this theory are the functions of the target text, the ques-
tion as to whether these functions were achieved is paramount. If we consider 
the main ideas defended in both sermons in French and Dioula, we can assert 
that both texts aimed at the same functions.

The symbols used are different but they relate to the same idea. Each lan-
guage used the resources granted to it to convey the message. In addition, as 
Nord (1991 : 6) puts it :

 
Interpreting (or oral translation) is a form of face to face communication ; both the 
sender and the recipient are present… All participants communicate in the same place 
at the same time, using the same medium and the same function.

 
So, the context helps to deduct the function. An empirical research, an interview 
or an observation of people’s behavior would be necessary to assert if the func-
tions were fulfilled. 

On the other hand, these strategies give clues to translators’ priorities.
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5. Translation or code switching ?

The skopos theory based on the theory of action put emphasis on the goal aimed at 
by the translation. As such, if the strategy allows for similar goals in both source 
and target texts, then, the language transfer is considered in this theory as a trans-
lation. There is an implication of the cultural factor in the translation strategy, 
which is comparable to adaptation qualified by Vinay and Darbelnet (1958 : 52) 
as the “extreme limit of translation”. Nord (1991)’s method fits all text types. Here, 
in cases of auto-translations, it gives hybrid results because it is difficult to set 
a clear cut limit between translation and linguistic phenomenon such as code-
switching as defined above “the use of different codes in the same context.” How-
ever, if one analyses the cases where code switching is used and the goals it aimed 
at, it is difficult to assert that we are in a situation of code switching. Indeed, in 
the different models of code-switching presented by Myers-Scotton (1993), there 
are marked and unmarked choices. In the marked choice, code-switching can be 
used to pass a message, to show closeness or distance with the person in front. It 
is presented as a personal negotiation of the orator in a given situation, to find 
out what is the better choice of language for him or her. The unmarked choice 
occurs where in a given environment, the speaker follows the expected choice 
in such a situation. In both cases, code-switching occurs in situations where the 
orator makes choices and mostly in informal contexts. Here, the situation is dif-
ferent because the change of language is carried out in a formal context. 

Hence, although we are face with a case of language change, which is com-
parable to code switching if one relies only on the contents of the messages de-
livered in both languages, this practice can be defined as a translation and jus-
tified in the skopos theory which gives priority to the target text function and 
the effectiveness of the communication within the target audience. How does 
the researcher know whether the translation fulfills the function aimed at in the 
target audience ? To be able to answer this question, as we mentioned before, an 
empirical research is needed. Even so, such a study may not guarantee a defini-
tive answer. 

The objectives aimed at by the translators seem to be the adaptation of the 
different messages to their languages and audiences, and to the effectiveness of 
communication, as assumed by the author. The functions prevailed to the detri-
ment of the form and some semantic elements. To solve translation problems 
then, the authors translators chose to built somehow two different texts that fit 
the different audiences. One reason for this strategy could be that at the second 
Vatican council in 1965, cultural issues were discussed and among the outcomes, 
the use of local languages in African churches has been a compromise snatched 
from the hierarchy of the church. So, using African languages to render African 
canon and values can bear an ideological touch especially in Christianity where 
people from the South have often accused Westerners of trying to dominate 
them culturally through this religion. The authors translators adopted quite con-
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sciously (we can assert) approaches keeping each text in its cultural and social 
usage by building two texts on separate topics. An interview with one of the self-
translators confirmed most of our hypotheses (interview with Bishop Anselme 
Sanon on 6 December 2003 in Bobo Dioulasso).

On the other hand, this strategy of translation can maintain the gap between 
the French and Dioula speaking audiences. Are translators right to develop dif-
ferent topics according to the language in use ? According to the traditional theo-
ries strictly oriented toward equivalence, these semantic shifts could be consid-
ered as mistranslations. 

This study reveals a common practice in catholic churches as regards sermons 
translation. When self translations occur, celebrants tend to change the lexical 
contents and the topics dealt with, adapting each content to its language. Can this 
strategy be assimilated to the dynamic equivalence of Nida and Taber (1969) ?  

Functionalist theories in multilingual communities can help to solve cultural 
problems that may arise especially in diglossic situations. On the other hand, one 
may wonder whether they do not keep and deepen inequalities among French 
and local languages speakers, since the international topics are dealt with in an 
international language for an educated audience and local topics with local lan-
guages for a non-educated audience. In the same vein, the skopos theory can be 
seen as an obstacle to the development of languages that normally takes place 
when languages are in contact as shown by Delisle and Woodsworth (1995). Ne-
ologisms, newly coined words or expressions could have been used to enrich 
local languages even though there would be some difficulty in understanding 
them at the beginning. This issue of translation strategy in church is a very sen-
sitive one in a quite sensitive domain. There is a dilemma between contents and 
goals or functions, and also a difficult choice to make between being truly Afri-
can and Catholic or twisting one’s Africanity to match the culture of those who 
brought the religion in Africa. 

Conclusion

The translation problems which arise between functionally different languages 
in Burkina Faso are lexical and conceptual ones. They are solved here by the ad-
aptation of each text to its audience, thus creating a gap between the topics dealt 
with in each language and giving way to the assimilation of this strategy to a 
form of code switching. However the sociolinguistic repartition of languages in 
Burkina Faso can justify the choices made by translators here. Indeed, transla-
tion in a multilingual context where languages are related to functions imposes 
choices. The frames of references  and the functions granted to languages in the 
society are different. According to the skopos theory, self-translators in this study 
achieved translation and not code-switching because both source and target texts 
aims at the same functions and occur in a context which is different from the one 
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commonly noticed in situations where code switching is practiced. The feeling 
of unfaithfulness between source and target texts can be reduced by the reduc-
tion of the gaps between language functions in society. These functions must be 
redefined by a national linguistic policy in order to fill the gap. This implies also, 
filling the gap between frames of reference and working on an effective develop-
ment of local languages. 
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Abstract

Translator, publishing consultant and editor, essayist and reviewer, science fic-
tion connoisseur and bibliophile, Riccardo Valla (Turin, 1942-2013) made an ex-
ceptional contribution to the Italian reception of English-language science fic-
tion. This study, based on a wealth of unpublished documents, concentrates on 
his activity as a translator and editor, offering a survey of Valla’s role in opening 
Italian publishing to new experimentations and forms of critical engagement, 
e.g. through the circulation of authors such as James Graham Ballard e Ursula K. 
Le Guin, who, during the 1960s and 1970s, were innovating science fiction and 
literature at large.

Valla’s activities through the years also help in throwing new light on the 
intellectual profile of the science fiction translator: specialized in a genre with 
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a recognizable set of conventions and literary genealogies, the science fiction 
translator tends to assume a distinctive publishing and cultural agency.

Keywords

Science fiction translation, Riccardo Valla, translator as cultural mediator, tran-
slators and publishers, literary agencies.

1.  Protagonisti nell’ombra della storia culturale italiana

Pur giocando il linguaggio un ruolo peculiare nel genere della fantascienza – 
in forma di onnipresenti neologismi, neosemi, linguaggi inventati, vocabolari 
tecno- e pseudo-scientifici, nonché di riflessioni metalinguistiche e rappresen-
tazioni finzionali del processo traduttivo – la traduzione, in questo campo, è stata 
studiata relativamente poco.

Non mancano alcuni contributi significativi dedicati al ruolo del linguaggio 
nei protocolli di lettura, alla sua efficacia nella creazione del novum fantascienti-
fico e al suo funzionamento nell’alimentazione di specifiche attese e tecniche di 
decodifica da parte dei lettori,1 e al tema della comunicazione con altre specie.2 
Tuttavia, assai scarsa attenzione è stata dedicata alla circolazione della narrati-
va di genere a cavallo di confini geografici e linguistici: abbiamo a disposizione 
oggi non più di una manciata di studi sul transfer culturale di opere angloame-
ricane in altre aree linguistiche e su doppiaggio e sottotitolazione di film e serie 
televisive,3 laddove l’estensione – spaziale, cronologica, interlinguistica – del fe-
nomeno traduttivo apre spazi di ricerca ben più estesi. Davanti a noi scorgiamo 
insomma il profilo di un’Atlantide ancora largamente sommersa, che attende di 
essere cartografata e inclusa tra i continenti del panorama letterario globale e 
della sua storia transnazionale (Ceserani e Benvenuti 2012).

Con il suo particolare statuto a cavallo tra le due culture – i suoi legami costi-
tutivi alle scienze, alle tecniche, alle tecnologie –, con il suo insorgere e precisarsi 
durante i processi di industrializzazione che hanno caratterizzato, impetuosi, il 
XX secolo, con i suoi addentellati alle forme dell’egemonia culturale statunitense 
successiva al secondo conflitto mondiale,4 la fantascienza si offre ai translation 

1 Barnes, 1975; Bould, 2009; Csicsery-Ronay, 2008, pp. 13-46; Conley and Cain, 2006; Delany, 
1984; Meyers, 1980.

2 Cronin, 2009, pp. 108-33; Delabastita, 2009, pp. 110-11; Mossob, 1996; Wozniak, 2014a.

3 Sulla traduzione letteraria: Bianchi, 2015; Gouanvic, 1999; Iannuzzi, 2014c; Sohár, 1999 e  
2000; sul doppiaggio: Iannuzzi, 2014b; Wozniak, 2014b.

4 Sulla storia della letteratura di fantascienza in prospettiva internazionale la bibliografia 
è molto ampia, si può partire da Roberts 2006. Capitoli dedicati alla letteratura, alle 
declinazioni del genere in altri media, ad alcuni fondamentali temi e alle principali teorie 
e strumentazioni critiche d’analisi si trovano in James and Mendlesohn, 2003; Bould et al. 
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studies e alla comparatistica come un territorio complesso e promettente, osser-
vabile da una moltitudine di angolazioni, dalle più strettamente linguistiche fino 
alla storia della cultura e alle relazioni tra testi e loro intertesti e contesti – cultu-
rali e tecno-scientifici, sociali e politici.

La traduzione di fantascienza, sia per gli elementi accennati sopra, che rita-
gliano ai fenomeni linguistici uno spazio peculiare nelle sue tematiche e nelle 
sue forme, sia per la sua natura “di nicchia”, i cui repertori di creazione e deco-
difica sono altamente formalizzati, è paragonabile per molti versi a quella poe-
tica.5 Le difficoltà tecniche del passaggio da una lingua all’altra hanno, cioè, una 
ricaduta diretta sul posizionamento professionale di chi la opera, anche in rela-
zione alla progettualità e al lavoro editoriali (ideazione del libro, scelta dei testi, 
contatti con autori e agenzie, scrittura di apparati critici, etc.). Ma a differenza di 
quello poetico, e similmente piuttosto a quello che si occupa di narrativa “di mas-
sa” (Milton 2000), il traduttore fantascientifico usualmente non gode di forme 
di riconoscimento istituzionale alle soglie del testo (si pensi al nome sul fronte-
spizio). Né la sua opera tende a diventare oggetto di discussione critico-teorica.

Il presente saggio vuole contribuire a correggere questa mancanza, offrendo 
una ricognizione dell’attività di Riccardo Valla (Torino, 1942-2013), un protagoni-
sta della fantascienza in Italia, la cui biografia intellettuale permette come poche 
altre di illuminare caratteristiche e problematiche del campo nei decenni cruciali 
che vanno dagli anni Sessanta del Novecento agli anni Duemiladieci. Bibliofilo, 
curatore, saggista ed editor, oltre che traduttore, Valla ha saputo aprire il campo 
della letteratura speculativa in Italia a nuove ambizioni letterarie e una dimen-
sione pienamente internazionale.6 Eppure egli resta, sino ad oggi, doppiamen-
te trascurato dalla critica, sia in qualità di curatore editoriale che in qualità di 
traduttore, autentico protagonista nell’ombra (Ferretti 2012), complice lo statuto 
marginale del genere. Affermatasi in Italia negli anni Cinquanta in edicola, con 
pubblicazioni popolari e ultra-popolari, solo a partire dagli anni Settanta la fanta-
scienza si è andata conquistando uno spazio stabile nelle librerie della penisola, 
ma rimane, lungo tutto il periodo di attività di Valla e oltre, largamente estromes-
sa dal canone letterario insegnato nelle scuole, poco presente sulle terze pagine 
dei giornali, nei premi letterari, nelle riviste di cultura (Iannuzzi 2015: 53-61).

L’attività di Valla nelle pagine che seguono è dunque ricostruita con partico-
lare riguardo a strategie ed esiti in termini di mediazione culturale, al cruciale 

2009; Latham 2014. Per una bibliografia critica aggiornata di anno in anno: “Chronological 
Bibliography” n.d. Sulla fantascienza e le due culture in Italia: Antonello 2008, Antonello 
2012.

5 Boase-Beier 2008; Jones 2011, 120-21; Jones 2012; Palumbo 2009: 5, 29, 83, 165.

6 La sua eredità culturale ha motivato l’intitolazione di un giardino pubblico da parte della 
città di Torino nel 2016, nonché quella della biblioteca del Museo del fantastico e della 
fantascienza, di cui egli stesso è stato promotore e, fino alla dipartita, Presidente del 
Comitato di gestione; Città di Torino 2016. Il Museo, curato da Silvia Casolari e Davide 
Monopoli, è nato nel 2009, v. Minello 2015.
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ruolo dell’intellettuale torinese nella ricezione in Italia di scrittori come James 
Graham Ballard e Ursula K. Le Guin che, negli anni Sessanta e Settanta in parti-
colare, rivoluzionano il campo internazionale della narrazione speculativa con 
nuove sperimentazioni e forme di impegno critico.

2.  Sevagram e le origini professionali e fantascientifiche

Valla studia al Politecnico di Torino e in ambiente torinese si compiono gli inizi 
del suo percorso nel lavoro editoriale, sotto la stella dell’Editore Boringhieri.7 Per 
la casa fondata da Paolo Boringhieri egli traduce alcuni saggi scientifici, spazian-
do dalla psichiatria alla neurologia, dagli studi su mente e cervello all’etologia, 
dalla matematica alle nuove frontiere dell’ecologia.

Prima dell’approdo all’editoria di fantascienza in dimensione professionale, 
avvenuto all’inizio degli anni Settanta come consulente dell’editore Nord di Mi-
lano, Valla entra in contatto con il mondo fantascientifico in qualità di lettore e 
di appassionato, secondo un percorso comune, all’epoca, a molti degli addetti ai 
lavori italiani (e non solo).

L’attività di fan di Valla rivela immediatamente una qualità eccezionale. Egli ci-
clostila il primo numero della fanzine Sevagram a Torino nel gennaio del 1967, con 
una consistenza di 50 pagine in formato 23x33cm, di fatto partecipando alla prima 
generazione di pubblicazioni amatoriali di genere italiane (Iannuzzi 2016). L’ini-
ziativa, coadiuvata da Giacomo Amore e Franco Filanci, è proiettata in una dimen-
sione internazionale: fa mostra di articoli e saggi brevi di alcuni autori di lingua 
inglese ammirati sullo scenario internazionale, James Blish, Alfred Bester, Roger 
Zelazny e Fritz Leiber. Il saggio “A Question of Content” di Blish, scritto nel 1960 è 
tratto dalla raccolta The Issue at Hand.8 “Chi ha ucciso la science fiction?” di Bester 
è comparso in The Magazine of Fantasy & Science Fiction (febbraio-marzo 1961); di 
Zelazny viene tradotto il racconto The Drawing (1965, come “L’Estrazione”), di Fritz 
Leiber Mirror (1962, ma viene tradotta la versione uscita su Zenith nel 1964). Tra 
gli altri contenuti del numero vi sono inoltre la traduzione dell’articolo “Sex is a 
Harsh Mistress” di Colin Steel (1966), una pagina di lettere, il racconto “Una daga 
per l’immortale” di Emio Donaggio, un “Profilo d’autore” dedicato Cordwainer 
Smith, diverse pagine di recensioni, tra le quali alcune tradotte dall’inglese (Da-
mon Knight su John Wyndham, Algis Budrys su Thomas M. Disch).

7 Fondata nel 1957 da Paolo Boringhieri, già redattore einaudiano a cui Giulio Einaudi cede 
quattro collane scientifiche, Ferretti 2004: 102, 149, 151, 373; Bidussa 2000. Valla vi lavora 
almeno dall’inizio del 1969, come si evince da AV, lettera di Valla a Ballard, 16 aprile 1969, v. 
anche Valla 2009.

8 La raccolta di Blish è uscita sotto lo pseudonimo di William Atheling Jr. nel 1964. “A Question 
of Content” è tradotto in Sevagram col titolo “Quel che conta è il contenuto”. Qui e di seguito 
per i titoli di romanzi e racconti tradotti il titolo della versione italiana è specificato solo 
quando differisce significativamente da una traduzione letterale dell’originale.
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Fa discreta mostra di sé, subito sotto l’indice, una dicitura in inglese – non co-
mune nelle pubblicazioni amatoriali dell’epoca – che solo parzialmente traduce 
il corrispettivo italiano che compare nel colophon:

SEVAGRAM is a friendzine published rather whimsically by Riccardo Valla, Fermo 
Posta, Torino, Italy for the SF Club of Torino. It is available to non-members for trade, 
LoC [letters of comment], contribution and so on. You get this because: …you are a 
friend …we trade …we pirated you …we pirated your fanzine …we pirated your book …
you are Harry Harrison.

L’aspetto conviviale è sottolineato dall’uso del neologismo friendzine mentre l’iro-
nico riferimento a versioni “piratate” di pubblicazioni straniere coglie con lucidi-
tà una difficoltà che affligge i rapporti tra l’editoria di fantascienza della penisola 
e quella d’Oltralpe e Oltreoceano: la frequenza con cui i diritti di traduzione sono 
trattati in maniera disinvolta.

L’intenzione e la capacità di interloquire con il mondo degli appassionati oltre 
i confini geografici e linguistici italiani, rimarcata dalla scelta di ospitare tradu-
zioni di autori anglofoni, fa capolino anche nei molti annunci di cataloghi e book 
clubs stranieri ospitati, nella menzione della fanzine Zenith di Peter Weston9 tra i 
modelli e culmina nella traduzione del celebre saggio di J. B. Ballard “Which Way 
to Inner Space?” sul secondo numero, per chiedere il permesso per la quale Valla 
avvia nel 1967 una corrispondenza con l’autore britannico che durerà negli anni 
a seguire.10

Il titolo Sevagram rende omaggio a un celebre romanzo di van Vogt11 e, in esso, 
alla qualità squisitamente fantascientifica di un prestito dall’hindi e neosema il 
cui uso ha affascinato generazioni di lettori, alla capacità della fantascienza di 
offrire suggestioni e domande più che risposte.

Valla dà in seguito lo stesso nome a una libreria specializzata aperta a Torino 
in via Volta nel 1978, anche marchio editoriale per le curatissime edizioni librarie 
stampate tra 1984 e 1985 (Camera di Commercio 2017). La libreria diventa negli 
anni punto di incontro per appassionati, portale sul mondo della letteratura fan-
tastica per giovani lettori, luogo di ritrovo e di discussione, informale ακαδήμεια 
fantascientifica (es. Fazio 2013; Mana 2010; Wolff 2017).

9 Peter Weston (1944-2017) è stata una delle personalità più note del fandom fantascientifico 
di lingua inglese. Zenith, più tardi rinominata Speculation, è nata nel novembre del 1963, v. 
Glyer 2017.

10 Eloquente in particolare dell’influenza che la prima traduzione dell’articolo di Ballard 
ebbe in Italia anche la menzione in Curtoni 1999: 26 e Curtoni 2000; cfr. infra, prossimo 
paragrafo. Il secondo numero di Sevagram è anche l’ultimo, Cersosimo 2012: 180. Sul primo 
numero di Sevagram v. anche Caimmi 2016.

11 “Here is the race that shall rule the sevagram”, è l’explicit di The Weapon Makers di Alfred van 
Vogt (1943).
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Copertina di Sevagram, numero 1, 15 Gennaio 1967. Il disegno è accreditato, nell’ultima 
pagina interna, ad Atom (nome d’arte di Arthur Thomson), ed è tratto da Agol 10 (fanzine 
pubblicata a partire dal 1963 da Andrew Porter; nel numero 10, del settembre 1965, l’imma-
gine compare a pagina 59). L’immagine riprodotta è una scansione messa a disposizione 
dal sito Vie Nuove, http://www.nuove-vie.it/sevagram/.

http://www.nuove-vie.it/sevagram/
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3.  Which way to science fiction in Italy? La corrispondenza con J. G. Ballard

Valla dà avvio a una corrispondenza con James Graham Ballard nel 1967, con la 
richiesta di pubblicare sulla sua fanzine una traduzione di “Which Way”:12

Dear Mr. Ballard,
your address has been given to me by the British SF association: I issue an amateur 
magazine of criticism on the science fiction field and I’d like to reprint your Guest edi-
torial that was in New Worlds 118,13 “Which Way to Inner Space?”. I’m enclosing a list 
of your Italian translations: in a small referendum among readers, it seems that the 
stories that raised most interest were, in order, “The Subliminal Man”, “The Cage of 
Sand” and “The Watch-Towers”.14 I believe that many readers here would like to know 
your opinions with regard to the three stories, and news about most recent works. 
Unfortunately, the magazine is an amateur effort and I can’t pay more than a few guin-
eas for your contributions, please let me know if you agree. Meanwhile, I’m looking 
forward to hearing from you.

La lista completa delle traduzioni italiane di Ballard allegata alla lettera è andata 
perduta; ma l’autore inglese, nella sua risposta, afferma di avervi notato uno o 
due titoli per cui non è mai stato pagato. Ballard concede senza riserve l’uso dell’e-
ditoriale, e allega ulteriori note critiche sulle proprie storie e sui tre titoli che Val-
la segnalava come favoriti dai lettori italiani e sui lavori più recenti (AV, lettera di 
Ballard a Valla e allegato, 13 ottobre 1967). Il letterato torinese si presta in modo 
naturale a diventare un tramite tra l’autore e il mondo delle pubblicazioni pro-
fessionali e amatoriali. In una lettera del 19 ottobre 1967 (AV, da Valla a Ballard) 
relaziona sui pareri che alcuni lettori italiani hanno espresso sui lavori dell’auto-
re nella rubrica di posta sulla rivista Gamma: “After your letter in our magazine 
Gamma, the lettercol [letter column] of [issue] 19 had two comments on ‘T. A.W’”, 
“The Assassination Weapon”, uscita sul numero 8 della stessa rivista nel giugno 
1966 tradotta da Valentino De Carlo, che ha suscitato pareri contrastanti. Un let-
tore di Gamma spera di vedere presto stampate nuove storie di Ballard, ma 

12 AV, lettera di Valla a Ballard, 9 ottobre 1967. Qui e di seguito nella citazione di documenti 
inediti sono state uniformate agli usi editoriali della presente rivista le grafie dei titoli di 
racconti, libri e pubblicazioni periodiche; eventuali integrazioni sono state aggiunte in 
parentesi quadra.

13 New Worlds Science Fiction, 118, May 1962.

14 Si tratta di tre storie brevi: “The Subliminal Man”, uscita su New Worlds nel 1963, è stata 
tradotta in Italiano da Lidia E. Lax nel 1966, in Gamma 7; “The Cage of Sand”, ospitata su New 
Worlds nel 1962, è stata tradotta da Hilja Brinis nel 1965 su Urania 399, aggiunta all’antologia 
personale Passport to Eternity, col titolo “La rete di sabbia”; “The Watch-Towers”, comparso su 
Science Fantasy nel 1962, è stato tradotto da Brinis col titolo “Essi ci guardano dalle torri” su 
Urania 371 nel 1965. Lungo gli anni in cui Carlo Fruttero e Franco Lucentini curano Urania 
e le collane fantascientifiche connesse (1961-1985) Ballard in Italia – e il Ballard catastrofico 
in particolar modo – è pressoché monopolio mondadoriano.
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the magazine said nothing about future translations and gave the news that your story 
had put two translators out of use. If there is no other way, your experimental work 
could be printed in amateur magazines, altho it is more worth being printed in a liter-
ary review. If you want, I can well translate your “You and Me and the Continuum” and 
submit it to some literary reviews of ours.

“You and Me and the Continuum”, uscito su Impulse nel 1966, nel 1970 andrà a 
costituire una sezione di The Atrocity Exhibition. Valla è evidentemente ben aggior-
nato su quanto si pubblica correntemente in lingua inglese, e, forse anche per 
questo, interessato ai fronti più sperimentali di attività di uno scrittore che nel 
mondo anglofono sta rivoluzionando il genere dall’interno (mentre negli stes-
si anni le collane specializzate più popolari nella penisola si alimentano ancora, 
principalmente, di narrativa avventurosa o adeguatamente adattata per un pub-
blico di ragazzi; e riviste letterariamente più ambiziose si rivolgono a nicchie re-
lativamente ristrette di lettori).

Nel 1968 Valla continua ad adoperarsi per far conoscere in Italia l’opera spe-
rimentale di Ballard: stante il ritardo nell’uscita di Sevagram, ha fatto circolare la 
traduzione di “Which Way to Inner Space?” presso amici e conoscenti che occu-
pano ruoli chiave nel mondo fantascientifico della penisola: una copia è andata a 
Vittorio Curtoni, che ha intenzione di darne lettura in un panel tematico (anche 
a partire da qui si consoliderà la profonda influenza del modello ballardiano sullo 
scrittore italiano), una a Ugo Malaguti (curatore di Galassia per La Tribuna, e da 
poco fondatore e direttore di Nova SF*), una a Lino Aldani (che nel 1962 con La 
fantascienza, primo studio monografico sul genere in lingua italiana, aveva for-
mulato proposte critiche non lontane da quelle ballardiane). 

Preparando un’introduzione per la traduzione di “You and Me and the Continu-
um”, che, su invito di Aldani, dovrebbe accompagnare la traduzione del racconto in 
Europa Domani,15 il fantascientista torinese delinea un saggio critico in nuce:

[…] I’d like to regard it in terms of communication, with an exam of the differences be-
tween your technique and the traditional story’s: the diminished value of the “reality” 
(with regard to the inconscious), the using of the “sign” (instead of the “design”), the 
destruction of the “classical narrative spare”, the synchronical structuration of the signs 
(instead of the dia-chronicity of the usual plotting), the using of not-determinated signs 
and structures, as in search for the language that will unify them (instead of the “redun-
dance” of the naturalistic narrative). Of course all these are my subjective answers to 
your story, just to open a debate (AV, lettera di Valla a Ballard, 6 marzo 1968).

15 AV, lettera di Valla a Ballard, 20 febbraio 1968. Europa Domani è con tutta probabilità un 
progetto mai realizzato che avrebbe raccolto l’eredità della precedente Futuro curata da Aldani 
e altri (Iannuzzi 2014: 235-280), ripreso anni dopo con Futuro Europa, di cui usciranno 50 
numeri tra 1988 e 2008, che sarà co-diretta da Aldani e Malaguti e da quest’ultimo stampata 
con la sua sigla, Perseo libri. L’ipotesi è corroborata da fatto che l’unica altra menzione di 
Europa Domani rintracciata da chi scrive si trovi nell’introduzione all’antologia personale 
di Aldani Mis Universos (Barcelona, Edhasa, 1968), tradotta e introdotta da Domingo Santos. 
Questi, nella nota introduttiva accenna alla rivista, annunciandone l’avvio nel maggio 1968, 
un’informazione verosimilmente avuta dallo stesso Aldani.
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Un commento definito da Ballard nella sua risposta (AV, lettera del 12 marzo 
1968) di eccezionale intelligenza e originalità. Poco dopo Valla propone alcune 
considerazioni sugli sviluppi correnti della fantascienza: pensa alla neo-avan-
guardia italiana, ma anche alle narrazioni filmiche di registi come Fellini e Anto-
nioni, quando nota come alcune delle sperimentazioni in voga nel campo della 
narrativa di genere siano già superate altrove, 

[…] obsolete in a mainstream whose vital works are putting under discussion the es-
sence of Literature. (One of our critics, A.[lberto] Arbasino, says that the avant-gard 
novel ought to be ‘both the triumph and the de-mythization of itself ’, a touchstone 
that applies well to Fellini 8 1/2 and, in the SF, to Vonnegut’s Cat’s Cradle, I’d say) (AV, 
lettera di Valla a Ballard, 21 marzo 1968).

Nei mesi successivi la corrispondenza prosegue fitta. I due si scambiano pareri 
su pittori e cineasti, sulle ispirazioni che possono provenire da movimenti arti-
stici come il Surrealismo. Il 16 maggio 1968 (AV) Valla racconta i progetti per una 
nuova pubblicazione, decisamente rinnovata nei contenuti rispetto a Sevagram: 
non più articoli di critica accademica, né recensioni di pulp magazines, ma speri-
mentazioni narrative e arti non figurative, e, con la concessione di Ballard, una 
traduzione di “The Coming of the Unconscious” (uscito su New World nel 1966). 
Si tratta di “Clypeus Arti”, che esce nel giugno dello stesso anno,16 corredata da 
illustrazioni di Giorgio De Chirico, Alberto Martini e Alberto Savinio, brevi pezzi 
di due giovani autori – Curtoni con un racconto e Gabutti con una composizione 
poetica – assieme a un articolo su “La libido, simboli e trasformazioni” di Silvana 
Lombardo e a una sezione recensoria curata da Valla stesso.

Agli inizi del 1969 egli funge da tramite per una ristampa di “Which Way” e 
alcuni racconti voluta da Carlo Pagetti su un numero della rivista Nuova Presenza 
dedicato a “La fantascienza anglo-americana / Omaggio a Ballard”. Su richiesta 
di Pagetti, Valla scrive anche un articolo di inquadramento critico che uscirà col 
titolo di “Introduzione a Ballard”.17 Il traduttore torinese ritiene che l’uscita su 
Nuova Presenza possa essere un ottimo biglietto da visita per allacciare contatti 
con qualche grande editore in vista di un’antologia personale dell’autore inglese, 
ma al momento di lasciare il campo della pubblicazione di storie brevi in riviste 
amatoriali e di nicchia a favore della grande editoria, lo scrittore deve rimettere 
le cose nelle mani del suo agente, John Wolfers, a cui Valla si riferirà anche in 
seguito.18 Dopo un periodo di silenzio, questi riprende le relazioni nel 1972, nella 

16 Il numero esce come supplemento a “Clypeus. Il giornale dei dischi volanti. Notiziario 
mensile dei centri studi clipeologici” edito a Torino dalla EDI, evitando la necessità di 
registrare la testata in tribunale. Cfr. AV, lettera di Valla a Ballard, 26 luglio 1968.

17 Su Carlo Pagetti v. Nicholls and Iannuzzi: 2014. Il numero di Nuovi Argomenti sarà il 37-38 
del 1970.

18 AV, lettere di Valla a Ballard, 16 aprile, 3 giugno, 22 novembre 1969; lettere di Ballard a Valla, 
12 maggio, 27 novembre 1969; su Ballard e Wolfers v. Baxter 2011: 185.
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speranza di poter includere un’antologia di Ballard in una delle collane che curerà 
per la Nord. 

La corrispondenza del 1968-1969 testimonia il ruolo centrale che Valla ha 
nella ricezione italiana dell’autore britannico, proponendone e promuovendone 
gli scritti programmatici e i racconti sperimentali, mentre la narrativa ballardia-
na continua a comparire, in veste popolare, sull’Urania di Fruttero e Lucentini. 
Una promozione che si esplica attraverso articoli e traduzioni, ma anche dietro 
le quinte dell’edito, attraverso progetti non realizzati e circolazione di testi nelle 
cerchie di amici e letterati, che cerca insomma di proporre una declinazione di 
(certa) fantascienza al di là di quelle più note e stereotipiche. Le connessioni che 
nelle lettere private Valla traccia tra fantascienza, neo-avanguardia e Surrealismo 
rivelano una personalità intellettuale estremamente versatile, e una capacità cri-
tica in anticipo rispetto al contesto culturale in cui opera, dove il primo elemento 
del trinomio è ancora lontano da ogni legittimazione nella repubblica delle lette-
re e nell’accademia. Il convegno su La fantascienza e la critica, organizzato da Luigi 
Russo a Palermo nel 1978 nel tentativo di colmare questo vuoto di comprensione, 
è ancora di là da venire e resterà a lungo senza eredi.19

4.  Direttore di collana e consulente editoriale, tra la Nord e l’ALI

La prima testimonianza di una collaborazione tra Riccardo Valla e la casa editrice 
Nord di Milano risale al 1971, un anno dopo la fondazione della sigla da parte 
di Gianfranco Viviani. Questi si è messo in proprio dopo l’esperienza maturata 
in Mursia e sin dalla nascita la Nord si distingue per una proposta fortemente 
contrassegnata in senso di genere (fantascientifico, a cui si aggiungono fantasti-
co e fantasy), associata a una veste rilegata e a una distribuzione in libreria, che 
rappresentano un profondo rinnovamento rispetto alla fantascienza venduta in 
edicola con formule a metà tra collane di romanzi e riviste, che hanno segnato gli 
anni Cinquanta e Sessanta in Italia. La Nord esordisce con il primo volume della 
collana “Cosmo. Collana di fantascienza”, in veste cartonata con una sovracoperta 
riconoscibile per la gabbia argentata che racchiude un’illustrazione a colori.20

Per dare avvio alle attività della Casa, Viviani si rivolge alla potente Agenzia 
Letteraria Internazionale (ALI) di Erich Linder21 per una prima rosa di titoli tra 
cui scegliere, e chiede la consulenza di Renato Prinzhofer, già suo collega e tra-
duttore alla Mursia, che seleziona i primi romanzi. Ma, ricorda Viviani, «al di là 

19 Sul problema della cittadinanza critica della fantascienza in Italia: Iannuzzi 2015: 94-98.

20 Il primo volume di Cosmo è La civiltà dei solari di Norman Spinrad, traduzione di The Solarians 
(1966); il traduttore non è accreditato ma Vegetti et al. s.d. indica Renato Prinzhofer. Sulla 
storia della Nord: Iannuzzi 2015: 55-57; Viviani 2012; Gramantieri 2011: cap. “Le traduzioni 
italiane di van Vogt”.

21 Sull’Agenzia Letteraria Internazionale e il ruolo di Linder nell’editoria italiana di questi 
anni: Biagi 2008; Fondazione 2004; Ferretti 2004: 45.
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della qualità letteraria era necessaria la consulenza di un esperto che conoscesse 
a fondo il settore» (2012: 88), la fantascienza, con il suo insieme di convenzioni, 
modelli, genealogie di tropi che in ambito anglosassone si va consolidando sotto 
un’etichetta editoriale definita sin dai secondi anni Venti. Valla è in grado non 
solo di orientarsi, ma anche di navigare in acque inusitate per l’editoria italiana, 
relazionandosi direttamente con autori e agenzie di lingua inglese.

L’ALI di Linder costituisce in questi anni una tappa pressoché obbligata di lar-
ga parte della letteratura – di genere e non – che si traduce da altre lingue in Italia; 
il suo contributo alla formazione delle identità culturali delle case editrici della 
penisola è rimarchevole e la narrativa fantascientifica e l’attività della Nord non 
fanno eccezione. La prima documentazione d’archivio dei contatti tra la Casa e 
l’Agenzia risale al gennaio 1971 (FAAM) e fa in qualche caso riferimento a scambi 
già avviati (il contratto per Agent of Chaos di Spinrad inviato il 4 gennaio è sta-
to evidentemente negoziato nel 1970). Il 1971 si apre all’insegna di una fervente 
attività, con numerose richieste di opzioni, di contratti e opere in visione.22 In 
settembre l’ALI risponde a una lettera ricevuta in inoltro da un’omologa inglese: 
il 16 settembre 1971 (FAAM), Riccardo Valla ha scritto a nome della Nord alla A. M. 
Heath & Co. Ldt di Londra per negoziare i diritti di Burn Witch Burn! di Abraham 
Merritt (1932), o essere riferito all’agente italiano che li tratta, com’è appunto ac-
caduto. Sulla lettera conservata dall’ALI una freccia a pennarello rosso evidenzia 
il nome di Valla in alto a sinistra, con buona probabilità per segnalare un nuovo 
referente che compare per la prima volta in veste ufficiale.

Nella sua lettera all’agenzia londinese Valla aveva presentato le attività della 
casa: “we publish books in the Fantasy – Science Fiction vein and we are intere-
sted in printing Burn Witch Burn! as a hardback book, tentative cover price 1 British 
pounds, first run 5,000. We usually deal on a basis of 5% cover price on copies sold, 
with U.S. dollars 200 in advance”. Alcuni appunti a matita sembrano di mano di 
Piero Cecchini, cugino di Linder entrato all’ALI come fattorino nei primi anni Cin-
quanta e divenuto negli anni capoufficio contratti (Biagi 2008: 80), che compare 
spesso all’inizio del decennio Settanta (e a cui succederà, come interlocutore pri-
vilegiato di Nord, Antonio Mandato). Il romanzo di Merritt esce come terzo titolo 
della collana Arcano nello stesso 1971, tradotto da Gabriele Tamburini.

La lettera di Valla è un prezioso documento indicativo non solo delle tirature 
e del trattamento economico che la Nord propone in questi anni ai suoi autori,23 

22 Tra gli autori a cui la Nord è interessata si segnalano ad esempio Piers Anthony, John 
Brunner, Sprague L. De Camp, Gordon R. Dickson, Philip José Farmer, Ron Goulart, Harry 
Harrison, Robert A. Heinlein, Fritz Leiber, Michael Moorcock, Robert Silverberg, Alfred E. 
van Vogt, Roger Zelazny. FAAM, lettere del 4, 14, 18 gennaio; 3, 18 febbraio; 13 marzo; 26 
aprile 1971. Per Zelazny la Nord viene rimandata all’agenzia Morrison che ne tratta i diritti; 
non di tutti questi autori la casa riesce ad ottenere le opere, e non di tutti in breve tempo, ma 
sono indicativi degli ampi e solidi programmi fantascientifici che guidano l’impostazione 
editoriale.

23 Non senza qualche eccezione: per Dune di Frank Herbert (1965) viene pagato nel 1972 un 
anticipo di 200.000 lire (contro le 125.000 usuali), che diventerà la cifra media attorno al 
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ma anche del ruolo che il consulente torinese ha già assunto: contatta diretta-
mente l’agenzia estera presentando i principali aspetti culturali e contrattuali 
delle attività della casa. E se le lettere indirizzate all’ALI nei mesi e anni successivi 
potranno essere firmate da Valla o da Viviani (o da Liliana Quaratesi per la con-
tabilità), le comunicazioni con agenzie estere saranno immancabilmente curate 
dal primo.

Nel 1974, in una lettera del 3 giugno da Valla a Cecchini (FAAM), sulla carta 
intestata dell’editrice Nord compare per la prima volta la sotto-intestazione “Re-
dazione”: una precisazione organizzativa sintomo dell’espansione delle attività 
della casa, e di un consolidamento del ruolo professionale di Valla, che sempre 
più spesso firma richieste e conferme di opzioni, copie di lettura, programmi 
editoriali.24 Il 18 settembre 1975 (FAAM) egli scrive a Cecchini, dopo esser stato 
rimandato a Virginia Kidd per i diritti di Bloodhype di Alan Dean Foster (1973): 
quando Kidd suggerisce che Linder potrebbe rivolgersi a lei per una futura rap-
presentanza in Italia, Valla funge da tramite.

Tra lui e l’ALI, complici le affinità tra la personalità del letterato torinese e 
quella di Linder, che impronta di sé il lavoro dell’agenzia, si instaura un dialogo 
all’insegna di una collaborazione urbana ed efficiente; lo scenario è quello, inter-
nazionale e cosmopolita, dello scacchiere letterario europeo e statunitense.

1975 (il romanzo esce nel 1973, con una foliazione di oltre 500 pagine, tradotto da Giampaolo 
Cossato, secondo Vegetti et al. s.d. coadiuvato da Sandro Sandrelli). Nel 1976 verranno 
accordate 250.000 lire a Stranger in a Strange Land di Robert Heinlein (uscito nel 1977 nella 
serie Cosmo oro, in una traduzione di Roberta Rambelli diversa da quella pubblicata da La 
Tribuna nel 1964 per una foliazione di circa 450 pagine). FAAM, lettera dall’ALI alla Nord del 
3 luglio 1972, lettera dalla Nord all’ALI, non datata ma collocabile tra 24 marzo e 4 aprile 1976.

24 Oltre a molte lettere firmate, le comunicazioni di servizio non firmate che a partire dal 
1975 compaiono su foglietti per appunti con intestazione della Nord, sono in molti casi 
attribuibili a Valla grazie a riferimenti a Viviani in terza persona, tratti stilistici, etc. FAAM, 
passim, 1975-1978.
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Copertina di Philip J. Farmer, Il fiume della vita, titolo originale: To Your Scattered Body Goes 
(1971), primo romanzo della serie di Riverworld, tradotto in italiano da Gabriele Tambu-
rini, introdotto da Valla e uscito nel luglio 1971 come ottavo titolo nella collana Cosmo. 
Collana di fantascienza. Sull’antifrontespizio interno compare la gerenza della cura edito-
riale (“Cosmo. Collana di fantascienza. A cura di Riccardo Valla”), introdotta a partire dalla 
settima uscita. L’illustrazione è accreditata in quarta come “Traffico ad Ineb” di Luciana 
Tom Matalon.
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5.  Consulente, agente, traduttore: le agenzie letterarie straniere

Negli anni Settanta, Valla tiene, a nome di Nord, contatti diretti con diverse agen-
zie ed editori del mondo anglofono. Con Leslie Flood della E. J. Carnell Literary 
Agency di Londra, specializzata in fantascienza, egli tratta privatamente alcuni 
titoli prima di girare i diritti alla Nord (pagando gli anticipi di tasca propria e 
facendo ottenere agli autori condizioni migliori rispetto a quelle offerte di nor-
ma dalla casa milanese), tra cui, nel 1973 More than Human di Theodore Sturgeon 
(1953), che esce in Cosmo. Classici della fantascienza nel 1974 col titolo Nascita 
del superuomo (ri-tradotto da Valla dopo la prima traduzione italiana di Bruna del 
Bianco uscita in Urania nel 1954), Fritz Leiber, e Wolfbane di Pohl & Kornbluth nel 
1973 (anche questo uscito in Cosmo, nel 1975, in una nuova traduzione di Valla 
dopo quella non accreditata edita a puntate da La Tribuna su Galaxy nel 1957).25

I due titoli sono significativi del programma editoriale che sta facendo, della 
collana Cosmo, una biblioteca di buona narrativa fantascientifica, proposta (o ri-
proposta) in una veste libraria più nobile e duratura rispetto alle prime edizioni 
italiane uscite su riviste o collane economiche di altre sigle e, soprattutto, con 
nuove traduzioni e apparati critico-bibliografici che ne rappresentano una ine-
dita valorizzazione.

La collana argentata, destinata a chiudere nel 2003 con 233 titoli all’attivo, 
viene affiancata nello stesso 1970 dalla gemella di colore dorato Cosmo. Classici 
di fantascienza (Cosmo oro da qui in avanti), nel 2003 chiusa dopo 207 uscite, e 
via via da altre. Spiccano la Fantacollana avviata nel 1973, dedicata a fantasy ed 
heroic fantasy proposte però in veste matura, non come letture per l’infanzia, 
e a legatura cucita anziché incollata (208 volumi fino al 2008). Letterariamente 
ambiziosi sono i testi ospitati in SF. Narrativa di anticipazione, nata nel 1973 (46 
titoli fino al 1984, inaugurata da Solaris di Stanislaw Lem tradotto da Eva Bolzoni), 
mentre le Grandi Opere Nord sono riservate a raccolte di grande mole nel 1976 
(35 volumi fino al 2002), meno prolifica è infine Arcano (9 titoli tra 1971 e 1973). 
Nella direzione delle collane Valla è coadiuvato, oltre che da Viviani, da Prinzho-
fer. Nei primi anni di attività il ritmo di pubblicazione è elevato per un editore di 
dimensioni medio-piccole: la sola Cosmo, Collana di fantascienza arriva a circa 
dieci titoli all’anno. Assicurare un adeguato approvvigionamento di testi è fon-
damentale.

Nel maggio 1971 Valla scrive anche alla newyorkese G. P. Putnam’s Sons, per 
coordinare le uscite italiane della saga di Riverworld di Philip José Farmer con 
quelle delle prime edizioni americane, dal momento che il primo dei romanzi è 
programmato nella collana Cosmo argento di lì a breve, nello stesso anno in cui 
esce la prima edizione in lingua inglese (To Your Scattered Bodies Go, tradotto da 
Gabriele Tamburini col titolo Il fiume della vita). L’interesse per il ciclo di Farmer 

25 AV, lettere di Flood a Valla del 20 marzo e 16 aprile 1973, lettere di Valla a Flood del 18, 24 e 26 
maggio 1973.
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si associa, anche in questo caso, all’allacciamento di più ampi rapporti di collabo-
razione (AV, lettera di Valla al Foreign Rights Department di G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 
22 maggio 1971).

Nel 1971 il torinese stabilisce contatti anche con la Paperback Library di New 
York e la Laurence Pollinger Ltd per procacciare alla Nord i diritti di alcune ope-
re per Arcano e un’opzione per la ristampa di A Case of Conscience di James Blish 
(1958), già tradotto da Urania, che Mondadori sarebbe disposta a cedere per 
una nuova edizione in rilegatura rigida. L’edizione Nord, uscirà in Cosmo oro 
nel 1975, mantenendo il titolo italiano di Guerra al grande nulla secondo la lezio-
ne stabilita da Urania, ma ritradotta da Valla stesso e con una nuova prefazione 
dell’autore.26

Nel 1972 è la volta di Thomas Schlück (Hannover) e di Simon & Schuster (New 
York); l’anno dopo scrive a Ted White per informarsi sulla possibile traduzione in 
italiano di alcuni articoli sulla storia della fantascienza usciti su Amazing per un 
“bi-monthly newszine” che la Nord spedisce gratuitamente ai suoi lettori (pre-
sumibilmente Cosmo informatore, che da severo bollettino in bianco e nero nato 
nel 1971 si sta arricchendo nei contenuti e nella veste).27 Nel decennio Settanta la 
documentazione conferma il ruolo chiave del consulente torinese nella costru-
zione di un’ampia rete di contatti per l’approvvigionamento dei testi stranieri, 
e di lingua inglese in particolar modo (la quasi totalità della lingua-fonte delle 
traduzioni di Nord in questi anni).

Un allontanamento da Nord avviene nell’aprile del 1978 probabilmente a se-
guito di un rifiuto dell’editore a ridiscutere il trattamento economico della col-
laborazione. Nel chiedere la restituzione del materiale della casa e un elenco dei 
lavori in sospeso, Vivani riassume l’estensione delle mansioni del collaboratore: 
libri già acquistati ancora da tradurre, libri da assegnare o ritirare da altri tradut-
tori, o, ancora, tradotti da Valla stesso; lettere spedite ad agenti; valutazione dei 
lavori giunti per un concorso per tesi di laurea a tema e altro ancora. Il titolare 
della Nord propone di continuare una collaborazione lavoro per lavoro, nego-
ziando di volta in volta anche le tariffe. È chiaro insomma che tra 1971 e primi del 
1978 Valla ha svolto un ampio ruolo di redazione e cura delle collane.28

Nei decenni successivi l’attività di traduzione continuerà, a contratto, per al-
tre case: intensa e regolare soprattutto per Mondadori; sin dalla fondazione nel 
1987 ma con particolare frequenza soprattutto nei secondi anni Novanta per TEA 
(i Tascabili degli Editori Associati, nati da una joint venture di Spagnol, Utet e 
Messaggerie, Ferretti 2004: 392). Saltuarie ma nel complesso significative sono 

26 AV, lettera di Valla al Foreign Rights Department della Paperback Library Inc., 16 giugno 
1971; AV, lettera di Valla a Laurence Pollinger Ltd, 30 settembre 1971.

27 AV, lettere di Valla rispettivamente del 21 novembre e del 20 giugno 1972; AV, lettere di 
Simon & Schuster a Valla, non datata ma successiva al 20 giugno, 3 agosto 1972; AV, lettera 
di Valla a White, 17 gennaio 1973.

28 AV, lettere di Viviani a Valla, 11 e 28 aprile, 5 giugno, 17 luglio (copia di lettera a Fissore) 1978.
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anche altre collaborazioni per traduzioni all’interno di collane specializzate o 
di singoli titoli, tra cui Rizzoli, la raffinata InternoGiallo tra fine anni Ottanta 
e primi Novanta; Sperling & Kupfer, Longanesi e Salani dal 1992, Net (le Nuove 
Edizioni Tascabili del gruppo Saggiatore) nel 2004; mentre traduzioni già uscite 
vengono costantemente ristampate e adottate in nuove edizioni (es. club del li-
bro, club di editori).

Le traduzioni di Valla offrono così uno spaccato della presenza di fantastico e 
fantascienza presso la grande e piccola editoria degli anni tra Ottanta e Duemila-
dieci, mentre, a partire già dai secondi anni Settanta, il traduttore intensifica an-
che la propria attività di pubblicista e recensore per testate come “Stampa Sera” e 
“Tuttolibri” (iniziata nel 1976).

6.  Traduttore e amico di penna: la corrispondenza con U. K. Le Guin

La corrispondenza con Ursula K. Le Guin nel secondo lustro del decennio Set-
tanta apre uno scorcio prezioso sul laboratorio del traduttore. Valla contatta la 
scrittrice statunitense inviandole la sua traduzione di The Lathe of Heaven, che Le 
Guin, conoscendo la lingua italiana, trova svolta con rara capacità, chiedendo su-
bito che, nell’eventualità che sia Nord a pubblicare in Italia il suo romanzo The 
Dispossessed (1974), possa essere Valla ad occuparsi della traduzione, e offrendo il 
proprio aiuto in caso di dubbi o passaggi oscuri.29 Di qui a qualche mese accade 
proprio questo: Valla propone all’autrice di procedere accumulando i propri dub-
bi per discuterli insieme al termine della prima bozza della traduzione, in modo 
da poter offrire anche possibili soluzioni, da subito consulta Le Guin sul tono 
generale della traduzione e su alcune scelte ricorrenti, come l’uso della seconda e 
terza personale singolari e relative varianti di cortesia, o l’impossibilità di man-
tenere in italiano un equivalente esatto di “Oddies” – seguaci di Odo, che Valla 
renderà con “Odoniani”. L’invenzione di neologismi italiani che offrano un equi-
valente nel significato e nel tono di quelli in inglese tornerà anche a proposito di 
altre opere (Valla proporrà ad esempio il composto “radipiedi” per i “footroots” di 
The Planet of Exile, AV, lettera di Valla a Le Guin del 30 luglio 1978).

Di The Dispossessed Valla invia in anteprima all’autrice la prefazione scritta da 
Pagetti e propone la pubblicazione di un paio di anticipazioni del romanzo in 
rivista a scopo promozionale, riconfermando la vocazione ad agire in favore della 
collocazione editoriale e promozione dei suoi autori ad ampio spettro (AV, lettera 
di Valla a Le Guin, 6 dicembre 1975).

29 AV, lettera di Le Guin a Valla, 2 maggio 1975. La precedente lettera di Valla è perduta; la 
traduzione inviata è La falce dei cieli (The Lathe of Heaven, 1971), uscito in Cosmo argento 
del dicembre 1974. La successiva traduzione di Le Guin firmata da Valla esce nel maggio 
1976: I reietti dell’altro pianeta (The Dispossessed. An Ambiguous Utopia, 1974), nella collana SF 
Narrativa d’Anticipazione.
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L’anno seguente egli aggiorna l’autrice sugli eventi salienti nel campo fanta-
scientifico della penisola, invia ritagli di recensioni e aggiornamenti sulle (buo-
ne) vendite della traduzione di The Dispossessed, offre il suo aiuto per trovare e 
inviare alla scrittrice libri italiani a cui possa essere interessata, come la trilogia 
degli antenati di Calvino, che Le Guin ha già letto anni prima (e che farà seguire 
da Le città invisibili, comprate a Roma in estate). I due discutono di comuni lettu-
re, Le Guin si sofferma sul caso di Pasinetti: è interessante confrontare la diver-
sa resa del medesimo romanzo in italiano e inglese nel caso di uno scrittore in 
grado di tradurre sé stesso. Valla si interessa anche della collocazione di alcuni 
interventi critici dell’autrice: per una rivista che Pagetti sta preparando chiede 
“From Elfland to Poughkeepsie”, ma anche per il “trade journal” della Nord ogni 
materiale critico è ricercato.30

Il lavoro del traduttore continua con The Word for World is Forest (1967) per la 
collana Cosmo nel 1977 (uscito col titolo Il mondo della foresta). All’autrice, delizia-
ta dalla versione e a cui piace pensare che ci sia, tra sé e il traduttore, una speciale 
affinità, Valla racconta come The Dispossessed abbia rappresentato uno spartiac-
que nel suo approccio alla traduzione:

[…] Con The Dispossessed ho però incominciato una sorta di nuova vita: invece di piegare 
il testo alle esigenze della lingua italiana, ho cominciato a piegare la lingua italiana alle 
esigenze del testo […] sono arrivato al punto di poter tradurre senza turbamenti “Lords 
of the Instrumentality” (Cord. Smith) come “Lord della Strumentalità”, che sono due 
parole che non esistono in italiano.31

Laboriosa sarà la negoziazione dei diritti per i libri del ciclo di Earthsea (all’epo-
ca una trilogia, destinata ad ampliarsi negli anni), detenuti negli USA da editori 
diversi (Parnassuss Press il primo, Atheneum Books il secondo e il terzo libro). 
La scrittrice, con l’aiuto del suo traduttore, si adopera affinché in Italia i volumi 
possano comparire per gli stessi tipi editoriali e in ordine di uscita coerente con 
quello narrativo. Dopo la delusione data da una frettolosa traduzione francese, Le 
Guin vuole inoltre che sia messo a contratto il suo diritto a rivedere la traduzione 

30 AV, lettere di Valla a Le Guin, 16 giugno 1976, 20 maggio 1977, lettere di Le Guin a Valla, 6 e 
26 giugno 1976. Pasinetti è Pier Maria Pasinetti (1913-2006), scrittore e docente negli Stati 
Uniti. La prima traduzione di “From Elfland” che abbiamo rintracciato è quella firmata da 
Anna Scacchi e inclusa, nel 1986, in Il linguaggio della notte (The Language of Night. Essays 
on Fantasy and Science Fiction, 1979), pubblicato dagli Editori Riuniti. Il progetto di rivista a 
cui Pagetti sta lavorando con altri due specialisti di letteratura utopica angloamericana – 
Ruggero Fissore e Valerio Bianchi – è forse quello destinato a vedere la luce solo nel 1982, 
sotto il titolo di La città e le stelle. Studi e ricerche sulla fantascienza per i tipi Nord. 

31 AV, lettera di Le Guin a Valla, 15 agosto 1977, lettera di Valla a Le Guin, 28 agosto 1977. Valla 
scrive talvolta in italiano espressioni o ampie porzioni di lettere. L’opera a cui Valla fa 
riferimento è il racconto di Cordwainer Smith “The Ballad of Lost C’mell” (1962, parte del 
ciclo della Instrumentality of Mankind), che Valla traduce nel 1977 come parte dell’antologia 
curata da Ben Bova The Science Fiction Hall of Fame (1973), seconda uscita nelle Grandi opere 
Nord col titolo I figli dello spazio.
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prima della stampa (una formalità se il traduttore fosse Valla, cogente in qualun-
que altro caso).

La Nord si aggiudica la trilogia per la Fantacollana, ma le traduzioni, tra 1979 e 
1981, vengono affidate a Roberta Rambelli, poco dopo il distacco di Valla dalla Ca-
sa.32 Significativo è che, alla notizia che non sarà Valla a tradurre i romanzi, l’agen-
te della scrittrice, Virginia Kidd, scriva a Linder lamentando l’accaduto, e sottoline-
ando che, se non avesse pensato che il lavoro sarebbe stato affidato a Valla, avrebbe 
sicuramente optato per un’altra sede editoriale: solo la fiducia che Le Guin nutre 
nei confronti del suo traduttore ha motivato l’accettazione degli anticipi pagati da 
Nord, ben più modesti di quelli che a Le Guin pagherebbero grandi editori come 
Mondadori o Rizzoli.33 Valla tradurrà per Nord Rocannon’s World (1964), uscito 
nel 1984, ma a partire dal 1986 i nuovi titoli della scrittrice usciranno proprio per 
Mondadori, dove il traduttore di fiducia continuerà a seguirla.

Cenni conclusivi

Consulente e curatore, agente e liaison con autori e agenzie, traduttore e corri-
spondente, il letterato torinese ha contribuito come pochi altri alla ricezione in 
Italia della migliore letteratura fantastica e fantascientifica di lingua inglese.

Attraverso un sondaggio dell’attività di Valla editore e traduttore si comincia 
a fare luce sulla personalità intellettuale e sul ruolo di un grande protagonista 
nell’ombra della traduzione della fantascienza angloamericana in Italia. La bio-
grafia professionale di Valla evidenzia in modo esemplare la peculiare colloca-
zione del lavoro culturale del traduttore fantascientifico, largamente coinvolto 
nei processi di selezione e lavorazione editoriale di testi il cui genere richiede 
conoscenze e competenze specifiche per essere proposto in una lingua e su un 
mercato diversi da quello di produzione.

Il laboratorio di Riccardo Valla consulente editoriale, traduttore, corrispon-
dente di autori e autrici tradotte si configura con un osservatorio privilegiato che 
schiude nuove prospettive di indagine anche sulle tecniche traduttive, relativa-
mente a un genere che nel rapporto molto particolare con la referenza del segno 
linguistico trova una delle sue caratteristiche più affascinanti.

32 AV, lettere di Le Guin a Valla, 7 settembre e 20 ottobre 1977, e lettera non datata ma collocabile 
prima di novembre 1977; lettere di Valla a Le Guin, 28 agosto, 3 novembre 1977, non datata 
ma successiva al 26 novembre 1978 e precedente l’8 gennaio 1979. La traduzione del primo 
volume firmata da Philippe R. Hupp è uscita col titolo Le sorcier de Terremer nel febbraio 1977 
nella collana Aventures Fantastiques dell’editore Opta. 

33 AV, lettera di Le Guin a Valla, inoltro di una lettera di Kidd a Linder del 9 gennaio 1969.
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Copertina di Ursula K. Le Guin, I reietti dell’altro pianeta, titolo originale: The Dispossessed: 
An Ambiguous Utopia (1974). Il romanzo esce in Italia nel 1976, tradotto da Riccardo 
Valla, con un’introduzione di Carlo Pagetti, come sesto titolo della collana SF. Narrativa 
d’Anticipazione. L’antifrontespizio interno riporta le gerenze editoriali (“Collana di nar-
rativa d’anticipazione a cura di Renato Prinzhofer e Riccardo Valla”). L’illustrazione in co-
pertina è accreditata nel colophon come riproduzione di un’opera di Giancarlo Baglini.
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